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IV.

A.

PRELUDE
1.

T,)

PROGRAM 5

ACTION ON PRCGBAM 5

Hedged Public Optimism Meets the Ne,'l Year

The last month of 1966 Has like all such months -- a time for official
retro spection and tally. The mood was one.of cautious optimism, buoyed
by hopes that 1967 would prove to be the decisive year in Vietnam.
The indicators shovled that great progress had been made - - quantita tively, an~Jlifay. The number of U. S. and FW maneuver battalions available
for operations in South Vietnam had increased from 45 to 102. ARVN had
added another 24 such Q.r"1its, bringing its total to 163, so altogether
there were 265 battalions ready to COIDInence operations in the new year .
In short , the US-Flo[ resources available fOT operations roughly doubled
during the second year of the ,'Tar, and they promi.sed to be even hi.gher
during the third . ~/

l/

Large grOlmd operations were mounting in number and duration, and
tlle trend promised to continue pointed sharply up-Hard (see Figs . 1-8).
This ' upswing in activity vras attribut.ed to the rapid infusion of U.S.
battalions ; indications i'Tere that such a high level of acti vi ty was not
independent , hut so str'ongly correlated "Tith our presence that, if vTe
willed, it could be " sustained indefinitely." }/
More importe,ntly, all of these gains seemed to be having a relevant
i mpact on the enemy -- causing his battlefield fortunes to decline clo ser
to the point where he ,votlld be forced to stop fighting or negotia,te, or
both. Even acc epting the historical overstatement of enemy losses -- the
bia s is reasonably consi.stent -- and the trend in enemy losses to all
causes Ivas rising sharply.
Kill ratios (enemy KIA vs. allied KIA )
vTere up to 4.2 from 3.3 durIng the preceding six month peTiod. RVNAF
lo sses actually declined; but unfortunately US/ FW KIA doubled -- a fact
that the pTess Has later to pick up and exploit in its criticism of the
ARVN/GVN Tole i n the "Tar. (See Tables 4 and 5, Appendix B) .

4/

Obs eTvex's believed that most of the enemy battalions , NVA and VC,
Ivere in place six months ahead of the U. S., and that only recently had
the full consequences of our enlaTged paTticipation been reflected in
enemy strength and OB figures. From Jtlly 1966 , VC/~WA strength had
appeaTeJ to d~cline slightly, although they had evidently been able to
mainta. in theiT oft-cited t arget of 100,000 men in the field .
ITTegular forces had appaTently declined to a,bout 180,000 ( confiTmed
by a VC document captured on CEDA...'R FALLS ) and their" solid" recrui tlJlent
poptllation base had shrun..~. Another VC document contained an estimate
that VC/~TVA forces had lost about 1,000 ,000 people to GVN control during

1
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the last half of 1966 . There was increasing evidence that NVA was furnishing large numbers of replacements for damaged VC units, even for
local forces and some units in the Delta . The great uncertainty , surely,
if you accept ed the indicators and the anal;Tsis of what they meant, was
the infiltration r ate and how successful we assumed we would be in controlling it.
Just as crucial seemed to be the level of VC/NVA activity as the
year closed. Systems Analysis estimated that incidents were down 19%
(!!incidentsrt being attacks , terror, harassment and sabotage ). Battalion sized and larger enemy attacks in l ate 1966 were down to l ess than half
tho se of the preceding six months, Ivhile small attacks nearly trebled.
The significance of some relationships holding here was l ost on decisionmakers until much later in the nevT year when we began to seriou s l y question
the search and destroy strategy in Vietnam. The assumption that major
enemy unit activity was a function of the total size of our forces , i.e.,
the more ",Te have the more extensively active we can be in search, finding
and destroying l arge units, is just not a convincing one Ivhen you look
a t enemy activity (large units ) vs . our build - up . Also, l eading from
thi s , no one had yet questioned another assumption implicit in the COMUSMACV attrition strategy ; we needed to ask : Who initiates the battles
"'Then they do occur?
Revolutionary development plans 'Here moving ahead .

By 9 January

1967, the provincial RD programs had been approved by General Thaing,
Commissioner General of RD ; some 1,091 hamlets with a total population
of 1, 272,950 people "Tere to be ' the t argets of extensive RD effort. However, i nputs and plans do not constitute outputs or results and such
fl imsy evidence as this offered as proof of "progress !! was surely trans parent. Concurrently, hOHever , the reaction of the enemy to pacification
s eemed to be confirmation that the program ' was making head",ray. Looking
back to the 1964-1965 !!pacification programs !! the enemy hardly bothered
to r eact to vThat he considered a minimal threat, and an unwanted diversion
f rom his successful military campaign. Only in late 1966 did he begin to
exert significant effort and begin attacking RD cadre teams . Many disagreed ",Ti th this interpretation, but few could dispute the graphic evidence
of bas ic RD ';veakness ( security) the VC/ NVA operations had revealed . RD
cadre desertions increased markedly (33 to 84 per week from January t o
March 1967 ) and the progra,m ,vas grossly unable to meet its recruitment
goals (approximately 10, 000 short of the 41,000 CY 67 target). 2/
If military indicators were trending up';vard, the pol itical indicators
at the neVT yea,r , both at home and abroad, .', ere mixed . The Levy ca se had
broken to the press and had become the temporary focus of anti -Har group
propaganda at the close of the year. U Thant had advanced his propo sal s
for peace to the President ,'Tho promised to give them !!careful evaluation. !!
Harrison Salisbury ! s dispatches from North Vietnam i-Tere generating an

2
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explosive debate about the bombing . Not only had he questioned the
"surgical" preci sion claimed for the bombing of military targets in
populated ar eas , but he quest ioned the basic purpose of the strategy
it self. In his view, civilian casualties were being inflicted delib - .
erately to break the moral e of the populace , a course both immoral and
doomed to fa i lure . The counter-attack mounted by bombing advocates
(and apologists) combined with the predictable quick denunciat ions a nd
denial s from offic ial SOurces helped generate a significant publi c reaction.

11

The Pentagon reaction to the Salisbury articles touched off a new
round of editorial comment about the credibility gap . Polls at the
start of the year reflected the pliblic's growing cynicism about public
statements . One Harris poll indicated that the public of January 1967
was just as likely to blame the United State s f or truce violati ons (des pite public announcements to the contrary) as the enemy . Two years
earlier this had not been so. ~
Salisbury happened to be in NOrth
Vietnam 'vhen Hanoi was first bombed -- whether by accident or design is
uncertain. Cons equently, hi.s dispat ches carried added sting -- he was
r eporting on the l ess appealing aspects of a maj or escalati on i n the
bombing campaign vThich would have attracted headlines on its own merits .
Hi s " in depth" of such an i mportant benchms.rk added markedly to its public
i mpact . 9/
So great was the cry that President Johnson fe lt i mpelled to
express IIdeep regret" over civilian casualties on both sides .
Actual vTar news seemed good . Draft calls vTere do,m I'Ti th the policy
of " keeping [fh:::..7 induction rate at a reduced level for 1 967 ." (McNama.ra
pr ess conference ) . All ies like Thailand 'H ere helping to ease our manpower
and commitment problems , the Thais announced in January tha.t they were dispatching 1, 000 t r oops to South Vietnam . The U,S, 9th Infantry Division
had commenced landing at Vang Tau , highlighting the continuing infusion
of U. S, strength nOI'T reaching the 380, OOO-man mark . North Vietnam ' s MIG
force had come up to engage our bombers over Hanoi on 7 Januar y . The
r esult was the foe ' s Horst day of air Har -- seven ~IIG ' s I'Tere douned.
The United States made its first direct troop commitment to the Delta
"Then Marines I'Tere landed at Thanh Phong Peninsula. This event generate d
a storm of crit icism especially from Congressman Gerald Ford Hho attacked
t he Administration for expanding operations into the Delta Hithout advising
Congress . 10/
There "TaS li ttle to be hopeful about in regard to North Vietnam ' s
r esolution , it Has not eroding . The Washington star , in an exclusive,
quoted FYemier Phan Van Dong of the DRV as being convinced that American
public opinion "Tould eventually force the U, S, to l eave South Vietnam .
,He confirmed the oft-expressed fear s of U,S , officials who prophesied
great danger of a I,Tider and bloodier ,vaI' if North Viet nam mis - r ead the
p eace marches and opposition to the ,vaI' , interpr eting it as la ck of U, S ,
det ermination . 11/
Earlier, Salisbury had quoted the Premier vlhen he
dis cussed the bomb ing, saying "that once hostilities are brought to an
end it 'vould be possible to speak of other things ." '}3j
The North Vietnames e "Tere evidently r esigned to a long bitter . . Tar - - one they bel ieved
they could' ,'Tai t out better than Ive .

3
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To Walter Lippman, the Ne,v Year meant Itthere is hope only in a
negotiated compromise " (emphas i s added), but to others optimism was
the keynot e . Ambassador Lodge, in his Ne,'T Year ' s statement , predicted
that "allied forces ,fill make sensational military gains in 1967" and
lithe ,var would end in an eventual fadeout on2e the allied pacification
effort made enough progre ss to convince Hanoi that the jig vTas up . II
The New York Daily NevIs informed 15 million Ne,v Yorkers that the IIU. S.
Expects to Crush Main Red Force in ' 67 . 11

W

W

As if' to balance the cacophony of war dialogue , a final dissonant
note was sounded during those first tvTO weeks of the nelV year . The famous
"Goldberg Reply" to U Thant ' s note of 30 December had angered and dismayed
the Secretary General. At a nel'TS conference he discussed the U S. r eply
to his message ,vhich had basi cally implored the U. S . to discontinue the
bombing so some kind of talks could open . The U.S. rejection , outlining
its condition of IIreciprocal acts" on the part of North Vietnam, he said
was IImuch regretted, II for in his estimation it vTas based upon an unfortunate
misreading of history and the current situation as Hell as the result of
misguided assumptions about the " domino theory, " Hhich he rejected . The
strong opposition he voiced created important political " ripples ll in the
United Nations , vTashington, and abroad. A certain mood of frustration
and opposition \·rhich had already taken root was nourished and sustained
by the inc ident.
0

12I

2.

Official Optimi sm and a Spur to Action:

The Komer Memo

Seeds of optimism vTere not restricted to the public at large, but also
found sustenance in official circles -- primarily in the Hhite House staff .
R. W. Komer , in what he titled a II Vietnam Prognos is for 1967-68 ,11 provided
a markedly optimistic vieH of the future and a firm conviction that the
military situation was manageable, if not ,vell in hand . He "las convinced
that COMUSMACV ' s II spoiling strat e gy" had t.hro'wn Hanoi ' s calculations badly
out of balance, and put us ''.,.Tell past the first turning point vThere 'He
stopped losing the "Tar . II
In this he agreed vri th the McNamara 14 Octo ber DPM ; both believed that "Te had stopped losing . He saT,v other major
turning points. He suspected that i'Te had rea.ched a point 'vhere vTe ,vere
killing , defecting or otherwise attriting more VC/ 'tWA strength than the
enemy could build up -- in the vernacular , the " cros s-over" point . He
cited the favorable indicators, but he neither sounded compl etely convinced
, nor c onclus ive.

J!i/

A critical psychological turning point may have been crossed , he
believed , beca~se he detected that the bulk of SVN's population increasi ngly believed that vTe vJere winning th,= \.;rar . , (He saw this as the chief
significance of the 800 voter turnout on 11 Sept embe r .) He concluded
his introduction \'lith :
IIIn sum--slo,v, painf'u.l, and incredibly expensive though
it may be--I'Te ' re be ginning to 'ivin ' the war in Vietnam . This
is a far cry from saying, hO"ioJever, that He ' re going to vTin it
- -in any meaningful sense,"

4
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He saw CJ.uite clearly the imponderabl es 1-Thich made any prognosis a
hazardous ulldertaking:
"A. Will Hanoi materially increase its infiltration
rate? I gather this is feasible (though ,·rill the barrier
make a major difference? ).
liB. Will the enemy escalate? Aside from increasing
i nfiltration, I see little more Hanoi its e lf could do . Or
MoscovT .
Peking could intervene in Vietnam or widen the
area of hostiliti es in SEA, but this seems CJ.uite UIllikely.
"C. Will the enemy revert to a guerrilla strategy?
This could be a serious complication before l'-le get a major
pacification effort undervmy . But the evidence suggests
that the VC are still attempting to organize r egiments and
divisions. I ' d also agree 1-Tith Doug Pike's conclusion in
his new book , ' Viet Cong ' that such de-escalation 1-Tould
shatter VC morale . ---liD. vJill Hanoi play the negotiating card, and hOH?
If 1 1m ri ght a,bout the trend line, Hanoi would find it
wiser to negotiate. The only other options are escalat ion , groHing attrition, or fading away . If Hanoi decides
to t alk sometime in 1967, a whole ne1-T calculus int ervenes ,
involving CJ.uestions of cease-fire , standstill, bomb ing
pauses , etc. In this case we 'll have to do a ne\'-l prognosis .
liE. WLLl the GVN fall apart polit ically? While it
was a risk vlOrth taking, we Ive opened Pandora I s box by
promoting a political evolution to representative government. A series of coups or political crises in Cochin
China or Amlam could so undermine GVN cohesiveness as to
cause a major setback of popular revul sion in the U.S.
I expect plenty of political trouble, but would hazard
t hat a c risis of such magnitude can be avoided in 1967 if
we work hard at it.
"F . Will our ne1-T pacification program work? This too
is a maj or imponderable . But we I ve nOI-There to go but up.
We I re at long last plall-Iling a major ne1-T re source input plus
the necessary focus on i mproving US management and r edirecting
A RVl'T assP'·ts . So to me the chief varj.able is how' much progress
1-T e can make hOlv soon .
Will it be enough to make a signifi cant difference in 1 967 or even 1 968?
"G. Last but not least, 'tIill the US ap-oea-c to settle
down for a l ong EtLll if necessary? This is hardest to predict, yet crucial from the standpoint of SVN and NVN reactions ." 17/

5
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Trends as he saw them would continue up (even sifting out the .
imponderables). The only explanation for under-achievement militarily,
in pacj.fi cat ion, and politi cal development, vlOuld be "s omething u..n:fore seeable" (not specified). \'le would be on the high-side of the curve,
as he termed it, with the key issue one of Trwhether the U.S. appears
prepared to stick it out as long as necessary or to be tiring of the
war. II
He closed by drm'ling the les sons imbedded in his analys is:
II ••. My prognosis of what is more likely than not to
happen in Vietnam is reasonabl e only if ",Te and the GVN mount
a maximum effort in 1967-68 to make it so . The key is better
orchestration and management of our Vietnam effort--both in
\'lashington and Saigon. To me , the most important ingredient
of such an outcome is l ess another 200,000 troops, or stepped-up
bombing, or a $2 billion civil Q,id program--than it i s more
effective use of the assets 'iTe already have .
IIA. The war vlill b e ' won ' (if we can use that term) in
the South . NO",T that we a.re succeSSfully countering lIJvA
infiltration and the enerny 's s emi-conventional strategy, "'That
needs to be added is increasing erosion of southern VC strength
(it has probably already peaked out ).
"B. Assuming the above is broadly valid, the key to
succes s in the South is an effective pacification program ,
plus a stepped-up defection program and successful evolution
toward a more dynamic , representat ive and thus more attractive
GVN. These efforts vlill reinforce each other in convincing
the Southern VC and Hanoi that they are losing .
"C. Our most important u..l1der-utili_zed asset is the RV1SiAF .
Getting greater efficiency out of the 700,000 men vle're already
supporting and financing is the cheapest and soundest ",ray to
get results in pacification .
liD. By themse lves, none of our Vietnam programs offer
high confidence of a successful outcome ( forcing the enemy
ei ther to fade aTtlay or to negotiate) . CUlllulati vely, however,
t hey can produce enough of a bandwagon psycholog-y among the
southerners to lead to such results by end -1967 or sometime
i n 1968. At any rate , do we have a better option? "

r§J

Komer 's primary misgivings related to the ability of GVN to exploit
military successes and to convert them into meaningful steps for,'lard in
the nation-building program. Creating and sustaining viable political
institutions in a revo l utionary environment has never b een easy, and
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many agreed with Komer's apprehensions. A widely circulated National
Intelligence Estimate, published shortly therea,i'ter, detailed the fragile
nature of political development in South Vietnam, characterizing it as
"a day-to-day:, month-to-month phenomenon foY' some time to come , w·ith
periodic upheavals and crises jJhat vli~7 threaten the entire process ." }!ij
Despite a cautiously optimistic approach to the prospects for a more
stable political situation, the same NIE identified serious potential
sources of instability in the small nation. It sal" regionalism as a
factor whose influence might burgeon as political events quickened . The
military domination of the political Ij_fe of the country remained an
explosive issue . Finally, United States presence and objectives remained
a major consideration in analyzing the futUre behavior of the political
actors in South Vietnam. Confidence in the American commitment and steadfastness in our objectives could remain as a counterweight to disruptive
SVN political effects and could at J£ast tentatively submerge the politically debilitating civilian-military rivalries, the bickering and
jockeying for influence from within and without. 20/

3.

Fishing for Idea s With a Dragnet :
Strat e~Guidelines for Vietnam

The Abortive NSAM on

With the new year it was becoming increasingly clear that American
r esolution , our massive pre sence and the determined pursuit of our objectives in South Vietnam "iOuld heavily influence political events there, but
the nature of our objectives, the political bases of our resolution and
the desirable magnitude of our presence were less than clear. In an effort
to crystallize our thinking in these areas and to provj_de some more care fully delineated guidance for operat ions, the P-.cesident asked Walt RostOVT
to float a draft NSAM embracing strategic guidelines for 1967 in Vietnam . 21/
The draft NSAM, too, in the Komer vein, was basically optimistic in
tone, opening "Tith the observation that "skillful use of U.S. forces has
greatly improved our military position .... it is imperative that VIe mount
and effectively orchestrate a concerted military , civil, a,nd political
effort to achieve a satisfactory outcome as soon as possible." 22/
Accordingly, the draft laid out OLIT strategic aims in 1967 . They were-to:
"A. Maximize the prospects for a satisfactory outcome in
Vi etnam by December 1967 or, if this is not possible, put us ·
in the best position for the longer pull.
"B. Be equa lly suited to (a) forcing Hanoi to ne gotiate;
(b) weakening the VC/NVA to the point "There Hanoi will opt to
fade a"Tay; or (c) at the minimum, making it patently clear to
all that the war is demonstrably being won .

TOP SECRET - Sensitive
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"C. Complement our anti-main force campaign and bom1:ing
offensive by greatly increased efforts to pacif'ythe countryside and increase the attractive power 8f the GVN - all the se
to the end of accelerating the erosion of southern VC strength
and creating a bandi'Tagon psychology among the people of SVN.
Thi s strategy is also 1-Tell suited to exploiting any possibilitie s of a Hanoij:NLF split ." ~
To achieve these objectives, nine progra..rn areas each "requiring a
maximum continuing effort" were li sted. These included pacification,
mounting a major national reconciliation program, pressing for emergence
of a popularly based GVN, continuing to strive for other objectives of
the Manila Program (local government , land refor:m, a,nti -corruption ), and
keeping the li d on the economy . More relevant to our concerns Here the
four directly concerned I'Ti th the l and '<lar :
"B . Step up the Anti-Main Force Spoiling Offensive, as
made feasible by the increase in FW maneuver battalions .

1.

Introduce modest US forces i nto certain key

Delta areas.
2. Stress offensive actions to clear VC base areas
and LOCs around Saigon .

3. Lay on a major re - exa..rnination of our intelligence
on VC/NVA strength .

"c. Make More Effective P".cograms to Limit Tnfiltration
and I mpose a Cost on Hanoi for the Aggression.
1. Refine the bombing offensive with respect to both
efficiency of route harassment and quality of targets.

2.

Press fOr"IVard with barrier system .

3.

Examine other vrays to apply military pressure

on the North.
~.

* * * *

"H. Devis e 8, Pre-Negot i ating and Negotiating Strategy
Consistent "l'Tith the Above .

1. Take such initiat ives as will credibly enhance our
posture that "I'Te are ahrays ready to talk and ever alert for ne1-l
avenues to negotiation .

2.

Vigorous ly pursue seriolJ.s negotiating leads.

8
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III. MOu..l1t a Major Information Campaign to inform both
the US ele ctorate and vrorld opinion of the rea litie s in Viet nam, finding "lays of credibly to measure progress. 11 241
The first two (B. and C.) 'would reCluire force increases of varying
magnitudes, dependent upon "Those estimates of enemy capability and U. S.
relative effectiveness you accept -- JCS or DOD ' s or Komer ' s . Programs
B. and C. patently endorse the offensive nature of our operations , but
leave their extent or intensity undefined. Interpretation of the third
item (H.) rests heavily upon what assumptions vlere held about negotia tions; "lere they synonymous vlith military defeat and capitulation or
something l ess emotionally loaded, and le ss satisfying, like compromise .
I mplicit in the l ast point (I .), concerning public information, is the
acceptance of a certe,in II reality" that vle ,vanted to advertise , this
b eing also the mood that pervades the entire NSM~ -- victory is near .
The principal int.ere st in this paper, hovrever, derives not from
disagreement as to techniClue and programs (nor even their basic configuration) but from the open discussi on of basic objectives in South Vietnam
which it prompted . Formal Department of Defense comment on the draft
centered in hro places : with McNaughton in ISA and in the JCS.
McNaughton ' s comments seem to reflect a grovling concern vli th our
diminishing prospects of early success and a desire not to irreversibly
lo ck ourselves into either any fixed strategy or excessive ground commit ments. These vielvs were apparently shared with the Secretary of Defense .
In his draft reply to Rostod (through McNamara) McNaughton essentially
1I10ads the dice ll against significant alt eration of the strategic concept .
In the preamble paragraph he states that ..•
1I •.• The national commitment of the United States in South
Vietnam (SVN), as stated in Manila, is that the South Vietnamese people shall not be conCluered by aggressive force and
shall enjoy the inherent rj.ght to choose their ol'Tn way of life
and their ovm form of government . The United States is committed to continue our military and all other efforts, as firmly
and as long as may be necessary, in close consultation with
Our allies u..'1til the aggression is ended. 11 251
In the draft" the Assistant Secretary "las painstakingly developing
alternatives to continued I'Tidespread U.S. military involvement over time .
His additions (or line-ins) placed emphasis upon participation by other
Asian nations, development of a "rapid. and E.ffective" RI D effort, and
continued •.•
" .•• reorientation of the bulk of RVNAF to,·r ard and i nto a
steadily incree,sing role in RID operations in coordination
",ith regional and local civil and military force s . The goal
is the establishment of security to permit revolutiona ry
" 5!:lJ
2c I .
1
development to take pace.
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The reference to Manila was l ess than accidental. Paragraph 28
of the Joint Communique for the conference issued on the 25th of
Oct ober 1966 ctated :
"The other participating governments reviewed and
endorsed these as essential elements of peace and agreed
t hey would act on this basis in close consultation among
themselves in regard to sett lement of the conflict . In
particular, they declared that Allied for ces are in the
Republic of Vietnam because that country is the object of
aggress ion B.nd its government r equested support in the
resistance of its people to aggression . They shall be withdrawn , after close consultation, as the other side withdraws
its force s to the North , B.nd ceases infiltration, and as the
l evel of violence thus subsides. Those forces will be 'l-Ti thd:r.awn as soon as possible and not l ater than six months af'ter
the above conditions have been fulfilled. "
McNaughton noted that ~£esident Johnson hj~self, in private session with
the Heads of StB.te, had negotiated the language of this paragraph . According
to McNaughton ' s acc01mt, "the President was determined to get the language
in, including the refe rence to ' six months ' (oppos ed by State, supported
by me ). "5:1/
He also qualified statements in the Wh ite House draft ,,,hich seemingly
disregarded considerations of feasibility, for instance , adding that such
increments of the barrier system "as are determined to be militarily and
politica lly usef'ul and feasible only" should be completed at the early
date specified and that expansion of the scope of offensive operations
should be done only "as made feasible by the increase in FW forces. " These
seemingl y minor alterations loom significant as indicators of a subtle
shift in approach by both McNamara and McNaughton -- one which was more
skepb.cal of the familiar projected claims of success and rapid solution
to the South Vietnam problem .
JCS reaction to the draft was three-fold. They ,,,anted to not only
"refine" the bombing offensive, but to "adjust the air and naval offensive
'l-Tith respect to the extent and quality of targets. " 28/
This was pre dictable, but the deeper disagreement about national obj ecti ves ,1as more
difficult to foretell. This cleavage appeared over two points in the
draft .
The idea of developing any kind of contingency plan on how to handle
VC/WLF in the approaching elections was abhorrent to the JCS. Just as
distasteful vTaS an enlargement of efforts to establish contacts with the
VC/ WLF . To them it 'l-TaS
" ... Inconsistent vTith the attaiD.ment of the US national
objective. It is inconceivable thB.t the VC, instilled with
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idea l s of communist domination for all of Vietnam, would
peacefully contribute to shaping , the destiny of SVN in conformity with democrat i c principles and vTithout any foreign
interfer8nce. To encourage contact wi7,h the VC would consti t ute a major shift in US policy in Southeast As ia which
would certainly appear to the communists as a s ign of vreakne ss and l ack of firmness of purpose and undermine the
resolve of the GVN . TI 29/
Further mo r e , the JCS detected an unacceptable fraternization vrith the
negotiating option Ivhich in their eyes might be justified by future
attaiJ:l..ment of some degree of repres entat ive government a,nd political
devel opment . They stressed the "military role Tl in the GVN in both nationbuilding and national secUrity, arguing that regardless of the eventual
polit ical outcomes and the success or failure of r epresentative gover n ment, the extent of the present U.S. cow~itment had eliminated the option
of Tl abandoning" the country on the grounds that lithe government is not
established by constitutional or l egal processes and might be changed by
illegal methods . TI ;[}}
The crucial difference , how'ever , arose over what the na.tional obj ec tive s in South Vietnam should really be. In contrast to McNaughton ' s
viel'T, the Chiefs believed that the
TI ••. national obje'ctive of the United Stat es in South
Vietnam (SVN ) is an i ndependent nation free of conllUlLnist
subversion and able to determine its Olin government and
national aspirations. TI

W

and that to achieve this required three interdependent Qndertakings :
Tla. In the North - Take the war to the enemy by unremitting and sel ective application of US military power.
Tlb. I n the South - Seek out and destroy communist forces
and i nfrastructure in concert vrith the GVN/ FWJ.VIAF .
TIc. Nation Building - Extend the secure areas of South
Vietnam by coordinated civil/military operations and a s sist
the GVN i n building an independent , viable , noncommunist
society . TI 32/
The JCS \Tere actually ins ls~lng upon t~e achievement of a noncommunist South Vietnam and their military aims accorded lvi th that
vi e"T . They were holding to the basic strategic concept 'w ritten in
JC SM 702-66 , a month earlier, one \'rhich had elicited so little r eaction
from either McNamara or his staff . 33/
No doubt the r esistance of
the JCS \'las heavily influenced by the COMUSMACV-CINC PAC reaction to the
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draft NSAM. The l anguage of the Pacific commanders had been less
cautious, and their message unmistakable -- 1ve were militarily in .
South Vietnam to convincingly defeat the VC/NVA , that the war could
be long and difficult, and the field co~mander should be granted the
operational flexibility and resources he needed to do the job as he
perceived it . To insure success, CINCPAC cabled, it "Tas i mperat ive
that we get our guidance and objectives unequivocally and clearly laid
d01m:
"A. The hard fact is that, even if there were no war
i n progre ss in Vietnam , many of the ob j ectives listed in the
civil and political fields could not be rea l ized in the 1967
time frame. The draft paper does not assess the adequacy of
resource s to carry out the Program B. The objectives listed
for accomplishment are so all inclusive that publication in
a national policy paper , one likely to receive wide publicity,
is to invite future criticism if many objectives are not
realized .

"c. It could be interpreted that all aims and programs
are to be pursued equally and simultaneously . It shoul d be
recognized that forces and other resources currently approved
for South Vietnam do not provide the capabilities to accomplish all these programs in 1967 .
"4. There i s a de.nger tl:J.at the detailed and specific guidance
in the paper would reduce the flexibility r equired by the
oper ational comw~nder in utilizing assets available to him
t o b est accomplish his mission. The situation in Vietnam is
fluid and dynamic requiring that decisions in use of forces and
other assets be made in accordance 'tTith the dictates of the
situation. It i s therefore recommended that NSAM be restricted
to a clear , concise statement of national policy for Vietnam,
accompanied by a broad statement of integrated military, civil
and political objectives to be pursued in 1967 under that policy.

"5. The long r ange i mplications of the proposed actions for
1967 in Vietnam are of such magnitude that it is i mperat ive
that they be in consonance with Our national objectives for
South Vietnam. It is r ecommended that the NSAM st ipulate in
the preamble tha.t ' actions taken to terminate hostilities
shall b e in accordance "Tith our national objective to assist
the govermnent of Vietnam. and its armed forces to defeat
externally directed and supported communist subversion and
aggression, and attain an independent non-co!Urn1.mi st society
in South Vietnam functioning in a secure environment .'"

J!J

We see that the problem of under'standing and i nterpreting the country ' s
objectives in South Vietnam i"l'aS not limited to the JCS-Secretary of
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Defense·-President trio, it went to the major field commanders charged
"lith its execution as "Tell. Events, as much conscious rational decisions , were to shape the outcome of the disagreement, but before the
gap \'las closed and people began to understai1d (if not accept) the
dynamic and complex nature of our objectives in South Vietnam the
dive rgence between Washington policy and the ground direction of the
war was to aSSUBe important proportions .
j

4.

The Strategic Concept Under Fire:

Seeds of Doubt

State Depe,rtment concern about the current strategic concept
paralleled the debate in DoD. A paper prepared in Under Secretary
Katzenbach's office historically analyzed the evolution (or more precisely non-evolution) of the strategic concept in Vietnam. It observed
that :
"Basic precepts behind the count erinsurgency doctrine
have survived in principle but have been little applied in
pract ice . As program has succeeded program, not only have
the principc"l.l defj.ciencies in implementation become increasingly clee,r , but i t has also become evident that these
deficiencies have been essentially the same ones from the
outset. They may be summarized as follovlS:
1. With ra re exceptions arising from the
attributes of individual commanders, the Vietnamese
Army (ARVN) has never escaped from its conventional
warfare mold . Both in its military tactics and in
its relations \dth the people, it has all too oft en
acted count er to the be,sic principles of cOll..l'J.t erinsur gency r ather than in support of them. The US military
leadership in Vietnam has, on balance, done little
to reori ent ARVN to'dard counterinsurgency. In the
meantime, the paramilitary forces, locally recruited
and locally based and theoretically the backbone of
any counterinsurgency effort, have been repeatedly
ignored or misused .

2. Despite elaborate plann.ing and creat ion of
machinery to execute and sustain a combined politicalmilitary pacification campaign , relatively few Vietname$e l eader s have clearly understood the goals of
pacification or articulated them effectively through
the supporting aclrni.nistrat i ve apparatus. Some leaders
have vi el'Ted pacification largely in a mi litary context while others, however committed to the political
principl es invol ved, have lacked either a pragmatic
appreciation of their impact on the peasant or a
willingnes s to approach pacification in revolutionary
terms .
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3. As a result, the GVN, despite increasing US
assistance in men and materiel , has been relatively ineffectual in meeting the Co&munist military and subversive .
threat at the rice-roots l evel. Pacification has thus far
failed to give the peasant sufficient confidence in the
GVN's ability to maintain security, the first prerequisite
in pacification, or, in longer run, to r edress basic economic, political, and so cia,l inequities. tr ]2/
The current strat egic concept Has viewed as a reaction to our basic
assumption that the military and political situation in South Vietnam in
the spring and early summer of 1965 'Has irretrievably lost unless the U.S.
committed substantial combat forces and unless Hanoi "ras forced to cease
its support of the Viet Congo From this beginning emerged a current
strategy which •••
tr .•• divides the Vietnam conflict into t'\w wars: (1) a
conventional vTar against the main Communist forces in the
northern provinces of South Vietnam and against their logist ic
resources in North Vietnam and (2) an unconventional war or
counterinsurgency effort against Cormaunist control of the
peasant in the southern provinces. The t,w wars are intended
to be mutually supporting and pursued simultaneonsly , with
relative equal priority.
trThe conventional war is an effort to obtain quick military results by purely military means . It seeks to reduce or
terminate the infiltration of men and supplies into South
Vietnam by continuing air strikes over North Vietnam and Laos,
and to destroy regular North Vietnamese Army and Viet Cong
units and their logistic bases in the sparsely settled areas.
In this war, the primary role is played by US combat forces
deployed largely in the highlands area of Corps I and II
where the bulk of North Vietnamese forces are committed, and
vThere the enemy appears willing to engage in l al'ge formations.
Major battles can occur without the danger of large civilian
cas11alties . In support of their activities, the US forces
ID8,intain direct control of their own logistic , communications ,
and intelligence resources. In short, the highlands and the
defense perimeters arouJld certain strategic installations in
effect constitute a US theater of operations.
trThe unconventional "Tar or counterins'LU'gency effort continues to give priority to political-military pacification of
the populated areas in the Mekong delta and coastal lowlands.
It is thus a continuation of the long-term effort to give the
population security and to Ivin it s support of the government
by measures responsive to popular needs. These >'Tar areas
. remain under GVN control, despite the presence of. thousands
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of US civilian and military advisors . ARVN, relieved of
many of its combat and defense re spons ibilities elsewhere ,
is theoretically 8.ble to commit more forces to pacification
as well as search-and-destroy missions, directed against the
Viet Cong mainforce . The paramilitary forces retain their
normal village -hamlet defense and pacification responsibili ti es . 1I ]§}
The author then turned to the problems in South Vietnam vlhich he
Sav.T as the direct or indirect result of our strategic emphasis :
II There is no clear delineation of the conventional and
unconventional wars either along territorial or population
lines. US combat forces have been increasingly committed
in search-and-destroy operations even outside the highl ands
area, as far south as Long An and Hau Nghia provinces around
Saigon and as far east as the coastal r egions of Binh Dinh
province. US marines around Danang, in attempting to secure
and expand their defense peri meter , have attempted to engage
in pacification operations, as have the Korean forces in
Corps II. On balance , hOi"ever, US combat force s remain
essentially oriented toward conventional warfare, making
adjustment s (,vhich are at times ingenious ) as needed for the
unusual physical settings in which their efforts take place .
IIARVN meanwhile i s also fi ghting essentially conventional
war whether in sparsely settled areas or in populated ones
such as the Mekong delta . Its commitment to pacification i s
negligible, and it continues to regard its mission essentially
in conventional military terms . Even i n areas where ARVN is
engaged in pacification, the fairly lovr level of ARVN casualties
shoi-TS that its cormnanders still r emain unwill ing to commit their
troops in a mal1..ner best suited to finding the Viet Cong, and
for periods of time sufficient to establish a realistic base
of security from vrhich pac:i.fication can begin . The principal
if not the only security force in most pacification areas continues to be the under-mal1..ned and inadequately trained paramilitary forces , vThich of all Vietnamese forces are novr
suffering the greatest number of killed-in-action casualties
over the past year .
liThe claims of top US and GVN mil itary officials not"lvithst4nding , the "l"Taging of a conventional war has overriding
priority , perhaps as much as 9 to 1, according to the personal
judgments of some US advisors. Saturation bombing by artillery
and airstrikes , for example, is an accepted tactic, and ther e
i s probably no province ,·rhere this tactic has not been widely
employed ... . " 37/
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The new concept which appeared to be emerging, of recowIlltment
of ARVN infantry divisions to pacification primarily in and around
pacification areas did not, on the surface , appear to be anything but
a long-term process, very sensitive to AR\~~ acceptance of the role.
It failed the twin tests of being a panacea -- it would not be fast, it
would not be cheap. There "Tas little doubt that most ARVN division and
corps cormnanders continued to regard pacification operations as dull,
less prestigious, and generally not in keeping with the basic mission,
past tradition and organization of ARVl\T. This should not he,ve been
startling to the American observer -- after all, U.S. units and commanders found pacification no more palatable, and they had nOl'There near
the same political or economic stakes in its consequence s as their Vietnamese contemporaries.
The conclus ions of the pB.per were not heartening. State believed
that even assuming that all the attitudinal problems of ARVN could be
overcome , many of its basic weaknesses would undermine its effectiveness
in pacification -- just as it had in conventional combat . These included:
fla) poor leadership, preoccupation "Tith political maneuvering at the senior officer level, the lack of experienced
junior officers 'Iv-hose recruitment and promotion is based more
on considerations having to do 'Ivith economic and family status
than with motivation or ability and whose assignnlents frequently reflect the use of influence to obtain headquarters
or other safe and prestigious posts, and the lack also of
competent and experienced NCOs ;
fib) poor morale (reflected not only in a continuous
rise in desertions dating from at least 1962 but also in a
very high battlefield missing-in-action rate) resulting from
101'1 pay rates; inadequate dependent housing, concern over
the \·relfare of families, infrequent rotation of units in
isolated outposts, and ina,dequate medical care;
flc) poor relations with the population "Tho, on the one
hand, have had little reason for confidence in the ability
of the military to afford them any lasting protection and,
on the other, have all too frequently been victimized by them;
fld) low operational capabilities including poor coordination, tactical rigidity, overdependence on air and artillery
support arising in part from inadequate firepovTer, overdependence on vehicular convoy, un"ivillingness to r emain in the field
at night or over adequately long periods, and lack of e,ggressiveness.tI )!}/
Deployment of U.S. forces to the highly populated Mekong Delta VTould,
in the 'l'rriter's eyes , carry potentially adverse political repercussions.
M.A.CV I'Tas criticized for underestimating the impact on the grounds that
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they ''lOuldbe operating in remote and relatively u....'1popu~ated areas , the
same justification used to generate State support for l arge operations
i n the border regions . But II remote ll did not necessari l y mean 'lremote , II
a s the memorandum explained :
'r •• •But even these areas, Vlhich do exist i n t he del t a,
a re l ess remote and more populated than areas in the highlands
"There large US combat forces are currently committed . Mor e over , the unpopulated stretches bet'l'ieen populated areas are
f ar smaller in size in the delta than in the highlands , and
therefore there is greater danger that US forces operating
i n unpopulated areas could be draVln in the populated areas.
No r is it entir ely certain that US forces Vlill restrict thei r
missions to search- and-destroy operations against Viet Cong
mainforces . Indeed , it is to be expecte d that some US unit s
"Til l eventually participate in pacification , as i n Danang for
example ~ in order to protect the perimeters of US base facili t i es or encD.mpments . As the size of the US force increases ,
it Vlould be l ogical fOr MACV to attempt to expand these
defense perimete rs regardless of the proximity of populated
areas . There is also the possibility that US commanders
"rill be inclined to cOlmnit their lmits to pacification
simpl y on t he grounds that the Vietnamese are not doing the
j ob efficiently .
rt Final ly , although it is generally accepted that a mi litary stal emate has existed for sometime i n the Mekong delta, it
i s by no means certain that the GVN ' s inability to shift t he
ba l ance against Viet Cong forces in the area is the resul t of
l ack of manpo"iver resources . The basic problem i s the m8.I1..ner
i n vlhich ARVN forces are deployed in the delta rather than in
the number of ARVN forces cOImni tted there . The current ratio
of ARVN to Viet Cong mainforces in Corps IV is already more than
2 :1 , better the.n in any other Corps area, and , iI~ plans to
r eorient ARVN to pacification are implemented , the ratio of
combat forces should theoretically improve in ARVN ' s favor s i nce
more ARVN units vTOuld be committed against the Viet Cong for
greater periods of time ." :f))

I n effect, the presence of l arge nwnbe rs of active U. S. units Vlould
not OI1~y risk civilian disruption and casualties , but may tempt U. S.
units to "moonlight " in pacification , possibly alienating, or at l east
relieving the ARVlif primarily charged with tre mission . It ,vas in vogue
in the United States at the time to number as one of the causes of ARVN
. combat ineffectiveness and lack of aggressiveness the rapi d assumption
by the Unit ed States of the major combat role , l eading the Vietnamese to
"let George do it." Katzenbach ' s staff seemed to sense the same danger
in "too much" U. S. pacification.
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The memorandum was directed toward a rethinking of strategic concepts -in that it failed . It seemed to resolve the problem of achieving a unified
strategic concept by leaving the same undefined . As long as the crucial
force deployment and political settlement ~uestions could be deferred , a
concept sufficiently ambiguous or undefined appeared to be the best one to
preserve harmony and encourage continued support. However, the memorandum
was useful to point up a bas ically faulty premise about ARVN effectiveness
in the pacificat ion/security mission. If theY'ivere inadequate to assess
the pacification task, as Katzenbach ' s staff contended, then our strategy
and our manpO'l'Ter requirements could become quite different than was origi nally calculated as we pursued the elusive objective of "winning the war . "
As he astutely pointed out, the cleavage bet'l'7e en the mainforce and guerrilla
wars \Vas more imagined than real, and we could not hope to win them seria lly -- they had to be control led simultaneously or failing that , probably
not at al.l. All of the clues \Vere there, it only r emained for someone to
articulate the fear that so many decision-makers held - - massive U.S .
forc es , engaged in every activity, provided the only reasonable probability
of "wim1ing" in Vietnam .
The evident division in DoD over
The NSAM effort 'I'7aS abortive. '!3!}J
the concept a,nd obj ecti ves coupled with State ' s ll)kewarm response to pro ducing c~ny clear definition of aims/concepts convinced the White House
that the best way to retain flexi.bility in South Vietnam and at home was
to aJ.low the ambiguity and uncertainty to continue.
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1.

It is of some interest that in early December COIVIUSMA.CV reported
that for the previous five months ARVN had the following number s
of battal i..ons with "minLrnally acceptab l ~ operational maneuver
str ength" ( or 450 present for operations) :
Month
May
June
July
August
Sept ember
Octob e r
See ~~CV

52414, Ope

Tota l Bns

33
35
31
33
52
78

cit.

2.

OASD/SA, "An Assessment of the Course of the War i n Vietna..rn;' undated ,
but p robab ly prepared in early December 1967 .

3.

Ibid.

4.

The Nev: York Times Hrote that VCdefections were up
"Ti th 2, 500 i n each November and December .

82%

to

20,242

in

1966
5.

All of t he above discussion on military indicators is from OASD/ SA
"Assessment ," op. cit., plus additional sources noted .

6.

The New York Time s ,

7.

One reaction from the "Ha,'Tk" side came from Chairman Mendel Rivers
of the House Armed Services Committee , who called on the U.S. to
"flatten Hanoi if necessary and let '\vorld opinion go fly a k ite."
Concern in the columns focused upon a fear that the Johnson Administration mi ght heed the cry, because , in Rivers I OvTn words " ••. they
h ave not ignored others in the past." The NevT York Times, 30 December

31

December

1966.
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R. W. Komer, Memorandum for the Secretary of Defense, Subject:
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National Intelligence Estimate, Nr . 53-·66, Subj: "Problems of
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Ibid.

21.
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NSAM, Subj : "Strategic Guidelines for 1967 in Viet nam ," dated
10 December 1966 , as an attachment.
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Emphasis 'added. JCSM 792-66, Subj : ftDraft NSAJ'.1 ," dated 27 December
1966 . Comment for this JCSM was obtained from CINCPAC and COMUSMACV .
See JCS message 1363, 142018z December 1966 and the reply CINCPAC to
JCS, 200805Z December 1966.
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to choose" insertion made by I8.>\.,

31.
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32.

Ibid.

33.

JCSM 702 -66, ~ cit., dated 4 November 1966. See Section I, C.,
pp. 32 for a discussion of the memorandQ~ . The Joint Strategic
Obj ectives Plan for FY 1969-1976 (JSOP 69-76 ), Appendix A to
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JCSM 792-66 is vague on objectives , but repeats a view that milit ary winning in SVN was vital to the collective security posture
of the United States.

34.
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35.

"Strategic Concept for Vietnam : An Analysis , II State Department,
unsigned memorandum believed to have been prepared by Richard C.
Holbrooke for Under Secretary Katzenbach , dated 12 December 1966 .
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37. · Ibid.
38.
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ARVN effectiveness and congenital 1oTeaknesses .

39.

Ibid.

40.

The ASD(ISA) draft of McNcmghton I s ,'l as approved and fOri-larded by
Deputy Secretary of Defense Vance on 28 January 1967 . See: Memorandum from Deputy Secretary of Defense for \17. W. Rostow , Subject:
"Draft NSA..M on Strategic Guidelines for 1967 in Vietnam," dated
28 J a,nuary 1967.
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B.

THE OPENING DIALOGUE ON PROGRAM 5
1.

Reclamas to Program 4 - Fleshin~ Ou~

The turn of the year policy debate over basic U.S . objectives
and strategic concepts was played out in the midst of a continuing
dialogue within DoD, one vlhich focused upon the adequacy and composi tion of Program 4. An exchange of memoranda bet,ieen the JCS and
SecDef in December 1966 and January 1967 fleshed out the profile of
the program to near the 470,000-man figure.
The major reclama to Secretary MCNamara ' s 18 November Program 4
decision was a sharply worded JCSM in which the Chiefs attacked the
premise (ostens ibly supported by the Secretary of Defense) that the
restoration of economic ste,bility in SVN was of overriding importance .
They not o[l~y took issue with the use of the piaster ceiling employed
t o develop the force limit, but firmly regarded the ceiling of 470,000
men as inadequate and restrictive , a situation which might necessitate ,
in their ivords, "subsequent adjustments," especially in vie"l of the
I CTZ tactical situation. Additionally, they noted:
" .. . projected opening of land lines of communi cation
(LOCs ) in II, III , and IV CTZs, important to military
operations and the Revolutionary Development Program, will
be curtailed. US operations in the IV CTZ will be i mpe ded
and the capability to conduct riverine operations in this
area will be reduced to a critica l degree. The over-all
US military capability to support extension of control by
the Government of Vietna,m in SVN ,'iill be limited and flexibility will be curta,iled .. . •
" .. • . while the restore,tion of economic stability in
SVN is most i mportant , the achievement of such stability
will depend primarily on the capabilities of military and
paramilitary force s to defeat the enemy, to provide the secure
enviroJ:l.1llent required for political, economic, and social
development, and, concurrently, to provide essential impetus
to the Revolutiona,ry Development P-.cogram . Further, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff believe that, in comparison to the forces
request ed by them on 4 November 1966, the force s listed in
Prugram .'~ will reduce the military cC),p"bili ty to achieve
our national objectives and execute our military t a.sks in
SVN. The rate at which P-.cogram 4 can undertake area control,
open land LOCs , and provide essential security for Revolutionary Development and other associated programs vrill be
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slower than was estimated with the forces previously
r equested . The intensity and frequency of combat opera tions may therefore be restricted, resulting in a
slower rate of progress in SVN, some loss of momentum
in operations , and possibly a longer war at increasing
costs in casua lties and materiel .••. " l/
Despite such protestations and recounting of dire outcomes, the
recommendations of JCSM 739-66 primarily concerned no more than direct
substitution of units below the L~70,000-man ceiling (with no increase
in piaster expenditures ) and these were approved by the Secretary of
Defense a week l ater . ~/
Hhile the act.ual numbers of troops and amounts of equipment involved
in the reclamas were minor , the unde rlying nature of the dispute over
Program L~, of which the small adjustments were barely sumptomatic, had
b een more basic from its inception and both the press and Capitol Hill
were picking up the tempo of debate between the Chiefs and their civilian
superiors. General Wheeler was busy denying in a press conference that
the civilian chiefs prevented General Westmoreland from receiving the
t roops he felt necessary. Simultaneous ly, Secretary Rusk was spending
a long four hours before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, defending
the Administration ' s basic policies and those pursued by its Vietnam
commander . 2/
Two days lat er a poll of ninete en predominantly hawkish Senators
revealed two basic areas of consensus; . they believed 've should give our
military l eaders more support (pr esumably troops) and we should hit
North Vietnam harder ( notably in Haiphong ). More political pressure
was generated on the troop issue by Senator Stennis ' declaration that
Genera,l I'lestmoreland ' s requests for troops should be met, " even if it
should require mobilization or partial mobilization. " Stennis publicly
estimated that we vrere 100,000 men shy of the total needed to contain
the Viet Cong militarily. A similar f~gure often appeared in classified
studies at the time. ~/
A public statement by Army Chief of Staff General Harold K. Johnson ,
probably intended to be reassuring, only heightened the sense of cost in
manpOlver and nationa l energy v:hich the vIaI' mi~ht require . He said that
withdrawal of U.S. u..11.its may be possible in l "2-2t years b ecause enemy
strength VlaS being broken dOvTn into small Lilli ts that could be contained
by smaller American units. '2/
Few people, as the commentators ..Tere
quick to observe, VTere enamored with the thought of any American units
in Vietnam in 2t years, whatever the size !
As if to underline the costs
of an increas ingly expanding war , Operation CEDAR FAJ~LS in the Iron Tri angle had produced a record numb er of U.S. deaths in a single "leek, 144,
. along vlith 1,044 iwunded and 6 missing . The prospect of suffering 1,19~
cas1.l8.1ties per week for the next indeterminate number of years was hardly
an appealing prospe ct , and a sybstantial number of the American people
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seemed to believe that political restraints imposed
leaders were the chief cO.use of so little concrete
belief and the potential untapped political support
be a pO"¥lerful lever in the hands of the JCS as they
increases during Program 5. §/

upon our military
progress. 'This
it revealed, was to
pressed for force

Manpower, though, was becoming the crucial issue -- its political
ramifications were enormous, and politicians "¥Tere prone to best detect
them. Senator Ted Kelli~edy delivered a major speech on the draft to the
National Pres s Club, urging reform. On the same day, Senator Mike
Mansfield reintroduced his resolution calling for a "substantial reduction" in the number of American troops in Europe.
Men, money and
political will were the crux issues of the domestic debate; by the end
of January all three had highlighted the news. The troop issue outstanding bet,'leen the JCS and McNamara had been wrlmg out in public,
$73.1 billion had been asked for defense and on 23 January, The Arrogance
of Po~ "¥TaS published.

1.1

y

2.

Vietnam

Str~:

Attention Rivets on the Borders and Sanctuaries

We have already describ ed how ¥~CV attention shifted to the borders
and sanctuaries i n late 1966. By January and February of the next year
(1967), COMUS~ACV and CINCPAC i,rere riveted upon these crucial areas where
maj or enemy lmi t SHere being found and fought.
COMUSM.A.CV assumed that a neiv phase of the struggle was beginning,
one "¥lhich demanded tbat we reexamine our military strategy. To take
advantage of the existing opportunities which he detected, he decided
to mount a "general Offensive" designed to:
"A. Maintain the momenturn of the offensive on a sevenday-a-vleek, arou...nd-the-clock basis.
"B. Decimate enemy forces, destroy his base areas and
disrupt the VC infrastructure.
"C. Interdict enemy land and water lines of communication, denying him the opportu...nity to resupply and reinforce
his units and b3.ses in South Vietnam.
"D.

Open, secure and use land and Ivater lines of commu...nica-

tion.
"E. Convince the enemy, through the vigor of our offensives and accompanying psychological operations, that he faces
defeat.
"F.

Support political and economic progress i n SVN .•.. "
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He envisioned a slJstained series of offensives against enemy base
areas and main forces thereby destroying the VC/NVA combat potential,
and threatening his supply systems, which h" described as If the Achilles
Heel of the VC/NVA. If Westmoreland provided a solution to the build-up
problem at the end of the NVN-Laos fUnnel, but again no real solution
for stopping the flow:
1f • • • The
enemy is dependent on the buildup of weapons,
eCluipment , food and medical supplies i'Thich are located in his
base areas. Destruction of established enemy base areas
denies him the opportunity to re st, retrain, re cupera te e,nd
resupply easily. Thorough, meticulous search in areas in
which our forces are operating is a key to the successful
accomplishment of this important task. If we can neutralize
the enemy base areas and prevent replenishment of the material captured or destroyed, we ~ill have taken a long stride
toward ultimate victory .•.. If 10/

westmoreland also stated i'That was to become a groi'Ting concern among
Americans at all eche lons :
If • • • It is
essential that the effectiveness of RVNAF be
improved. Concurrently, the image of the military forces of
South Vietnam i n the eyes of the ,v-orld and especially in the
United States must reflect the contribution i'ihich has been
and is being made to the overall effort in SVN. Much of the
pre ss reporting on this subject is u..nfair and indicates a
lack of understanding of the RVR~ contribution. This, in
turn , has a deleterious effect on RVNAF morale and effectiveness. RVNA.F must be made to realize the,t there are military
tasks as i'Tell as non-military tasks associated with RD. Every
influence must be used to get RVNAF to cease conducting an
intermittent war and instead to maintain continuous pressure
on enemy forces. He must insure that maximum use is rnade of
RVN forces in all our plan:.(}.ed major offensives and that they
are given tasks w·hich are important and i'Thich will contribute
to their continued growth potential. We then must insure that
full credit is given to their accomplishments in each of these
operations. 1f ];jj

COMUSMA.CV ' s If command guidance" from i'Thich this is Cluoted, must be
taken iJ cont~xt; ringing proclamat ions lik~ these are directed to the
troops . They are the things command histories are made of, but they
seldom provide an undistorted picture of tactical or strategic reality .
The 1967 MA.CV Campaign Plan had focused upon the areas outlined
in the COlIDSMACV me s sage, but it contained Ie s s bandvragon psychology
and more carefu.l evaluation of enemy capabilities and strategy . The
Campaign Plan had been broadly based upon Hestmorele,nd '. s asses sment
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of the enemy ' s situation and his strategy, Vie1flS which he repeated
in a year end cable to General Wheeler and Admiral Sharp .

E!

He wr ote:
"~

•• Forces currently available to the enemy in SVN
as identified in MACV order of battle are nine division
headquarters , 34 regimental headquarters , 152 combat
battalions, 34 combat support battalions , 196 separate
companies , and 70 separate platoons totaling some 128,600,
plus at l east 112,800 militia and at least 39 ,175 political
cadre. The principal threats posed are in the DMZ area,
the Chu-Pong region, and the Tay-Ninh/ Phuoc Long area of
northern III CTZ. Although enemy forces in these areas
have been punished in operations during 1966, they have
not been destroyed and are continuing efforts to reinforce,
r esupply, and plan for resu~ption of operations in a
winter-spring campaign. Enemy ca,pabilities throughout
SVN are summarized in the follow'ing paragraphs :
"A. Attack. The enemy can attack at any time
selected targets in I, II, and III CTZ in up to division
strength and in IV CTZ in up to regimental strength,
supported by local force and guerrillas. Simultaneously,
he can continue harassing attacks throughout SVN.

(1) In I CTZ, he can attack objectives in the
DMZ area (Q,uang Tri Province) with elements of the 32Lm
and 341st NVA divisions supported by one sepa,rate regiment.
Additionally, he can attack objectives in Q,uang Tin or
Q,uang Ngai Provinces I·lith the 2d NVA division and two regiments of the 3d NVA division. In Thua Tien and Q,uang Nam
~£ovinc es he can attack in up to regimental strength.
(2) In II CTZ, he has .the capability to attack in
\-lestern Pleiku, Southern Kontum , or Northern Darlac ~£ovinces
"l'lith el ements of the 1st and 10th NVA divisions, in Northern
Binh Dinh Province "l'lith one regiment of the 3d NVA Division,
and in Phu Yen and Northern Khanh Hoa Provinces with elements
of the t.\.ro regiments of the 5th NVA Division .
(3) In III CTZ, he can atta'-~k i'lith the 9th VC
and possibly the 7th NVA Divisions in Tay NiT1l1, Binh Long,
Binh Duong, or Phuoc Long Provinces, and in Phuoc Tuy and
Southern Long Khanh Provinces ,d th elements of the tHO
regiments of the 5th VC Division. He also can sabotage
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GVN and FW shipping transiting the Rung Sat Special Zone
with a Sapper Battalion; harass installations and LOC's
in Gia Ding Province w·ith elements of the 165A VC Regi ment . He has the capability of continuing his terror
campaign in Saigon/Cholon.

(4) In IV CTZ, he can attack in up to regimental strength i n Chuong Thien and Dinh Tuong Provinces ,
and in up to reinforced battalion strength throughout
the rest of the CTZ. Militia and guerrilla forces pre dominate, and emphasis is on harassing attacks and local
actions to consolidate and extend his controL ... It 13/
Westmoreland also expected what he labeled Itpolitical attack lt and
Iteconomic 8,ttack lt to continue. These he described as efforts to .•.
1t • • • Destroy the effectiveness of hamlet,
village,
di strict , provincial, and national governments by
elimination, intimidation, and subversion of GVN offi cia l s ; discredit and erode GVN political authority at
all levels by conducting propaganda attacks against
elected and appoint ed GVN officials and against GVN
programs .

.)

1t • • • Enemy to i ntensify efforts to impose an economic blockade against the Gv}J by denying the l atter access
to its o"m resources; conduct overt and covert operations
throughout SV1T against t argets of vital economic signifi . cance to the maintenance and grO"li'"th of the GVN economy ;
stimulate inflation by diverting commodities destined for
SVN markets 8,nd by denying commod ities from markets through
interdiction and harassment of LOC ' s; and undermine the
people ' s confidence in SVN currency by propaganda and
po ssible counterfeiting. 1t

W

COi'IDSNA.CV then addressed the crucial question of enemy reinforcement c8,pabili ty:
1t • • • The enem
y has the demonstrated capability to
r einforce in SVN by infiltrating persormel and units
fr om NVN at a rate of about 8,400 men per month and by
in-country recruitment of about 3,500 per month in VC
Main and Local Forces. In the tactical. sense, his dependence on foot movement normally precludes major reinforcement
on the battlefield beyond attack forces initially committed.
Defensively, he normally conducts holding actions to enable
extrication of the main body r8,ther than reinforcing .

(1) In I CTZ, he can reinforce his attack or
defense through the DiylZ qnd from Laos 'vi thin three to ten
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days after commencing movement with three divisions,
three infantry regiments, and eight infantry battalions.
He can rE:inforce his attack or defense with one infantry
division from Binh Dinh Province in II CTZ and one infantry regiment from Kontum Province in II CTZ in twelve days
after commencing movement. Many of these units are presently
understrength.
(2) In II CTZ, he can reinforce his attack or
defense in Northern II CTZ within ten days by elements
of one infantry division from Southern I CTZ and in
Southern II CTZ within five to ten days after commending
movement by up to two regiments from III CTZ.

(3) In III CTZ, he can reinforce his attack or
defense in the Northern portion with three separate
battalions from II CTZ and with one regiment from IV CTZ
within three to ten days after commencing movement .

(4) Preponderance of mil itia and local forces
in IV Corps and the reliance upon encroachment through
loca l and harassing action makes large unit reinforcement
unlikely in IV CTZ ...• !l 15/
COMUSMACV cont inued by divining the enemy's overall strategy: .
" ... The conclusion to be drawn from the enemy's
strength increase of some 42,000 during 1966 is that
despite kno'l'm l osses, he has b een able to maintain a proportional counter buildup to the growth of US/FWMA forces.
Sources of this increase are in-coQDtry conscription and
foot infiltration down the trails from NVN through the
DMZ, but princip3,11y through Laos and the Cambodian extension. To understand what the enemy is doing and is likely
to do in the coming year, it is essential to understand
his objectives, strategy, and major tactics, all of which
derive from the principles of insurgency warfare (or
, !!Wars of National Liberation!!) which essentially are
political in nature and which have been described by
Mao Tse Tung , Vo Nguyen Giap, and others such as Chi
Guevara 'I'{ith clarity and conviction . To aid in conveying
t his pic.l..,u:re I ha.ve summarized in the rmcceeding subparagraphs my estimate of his overall strategy and its
probable continued application .
!!A. Objectives : The enemy 's objectives in
SVN may be expressed under t '\vo dua l headings : to
extend his control over t he popul at ion of SVN and to
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prevent the GVN from controlling that population; to
r educe the "I·Till to resist of the RKF/ F'V'WlAF and their
goverp~ents and correspondingly to strengthen his own
posture and I-lill.
"B. Strategy: The enemy ' s favored doctrine
of "strategi c mobility" has been the subject of debate in
NVN . Pol itburo member Nguyen Chi Thanh has held that the
proper application is to initiate mobile I·rarfare with
simultaneous attacks throughout SVN. Defense Minister
Vo Nguyen Giap, I'Those vi e"T has prevailed as soon by our
experience , favors a "defensive70ffensive" version of
strategic mobi lity consisting of these factors:

(1) Developing strong , multi-division
forces in dispersed regions accessible to supplies and
security .
~)

(2) Enticing AF/~~~ forces into pre pared positions where dug-in communist forces may inflict
heavy casualties upon them .

(3) Conducting concurrent, intensified
guerrilla and harassment pressure counter-wide to tie
down our forces, destroy small units, attack morale ,
and extend his control .

"4.

Evaluation :

"A. Present enemy di spositions , logistics, and
l evel of combat indicate a continued adherence to the
doctrine of strategic mobility implemented by Giap ' s
"defense/ offensive" major tactics . Our intelligence does
not i ndicate a change in enemy strategy, tactics, or
I-Tee,pons nO'll or in the coming year, although this possibility remains under continuous scrut iny. Specifically,
vl e have no evidence of an intent to fragment his main forc es and revert exclusively to guerrilla-type operations .
"B. The enemy "\'las hurt during 1966 in many
e,reas, and his principal concentrations near sanctuaries
at the m:z, in the Chu Pong region, ant in the Tay Ninh/
Binh Long areas have been contained by our preemptive
operations as a result of 1-111ich he has suffered heavy
l osses . He is avoiding major contact by fighting defensively "I<Then forced to do so, and attempting to rebuild
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and reinforce for winter-spring campaign operations. It
would be premature to assume that an apparent decrease in
activity in December just prior to holiday stand-downs is
indicative ' of a change in trend . Further, it would be
erroneous to conclude that VC Main Force and ~NA formations
are no longer dangerous, that their unit integrity has been
destroyed , or that their logist ical capa,bility has fallen
below that needed to sustain his war of conquest by attrition.
"C. On level of battalion imbalance the enemy
has maintained throughout 1966 is about 1 day in 30. lSi~7 This
level is consistent vTi th his strategy of conserving his
force s vThile attriting US/FWfIlA forces, and is vTithin his
capability to support logistically. If forced to a higher
level such as 1 day in 15, he will encounter difficulty.
"D. It is probable that the enemy during the
coming year vlill attempt to infiltrate men and supplies
into SVN by sea, through Laos and Cambodia, and across
the DMZ to : Count er-balance the US/FlI)1:.1AF build -up; maintain a credible threat posture, attrite friendly forces and
determination by inflicting casua,lties and prolonging the
conflict; maintain and promote expansion of the insurgency base
(intra-structure~ic7 and militia ); and continue his protracted ,var to control the people of SVN." 16/
The empha,sis in the assessment is unmistakable -- the crucial
strategic areas vlOuld continue to be the highland border areas, the
DMZ-I CTZ area and the sanctuaries of Laos and Cambodia. The 1966
MACV Command History reveals that the enemy camp envisioned the highlands of MR5 as a "killing zone" where the moUntainous and juggled terrain
favored VC/NVA operations ; additionally the area l'fe,S comfortably close
to buildup areas near the DMZ and the secure areas in Laos and Cambodia. 17/
When Genera l Hestmoreland claimed to have "taken the initiative" he
usually appears to have referred to the manner in which YW force s (U.S.
in parti cular) had prohibited the shift byVC/lfVA into what cOQnterinsurgent · scholars call the "fina l battle of annihilation phase ." MACV evidence indicated that VC/~vA "Tere prepared to do this as far back as 1965.
HOI>lever, as an alternative (and this r emained an important MACV operating
assumption), :MACV believed that the enemy VTas attempting to build up
large forces ~n certain geographically distccnt areas -- again inac-:!ordan2e
,>lith Giap's version of "strategic mobility ." These areas were Q,uong Tri
Province in I CTZ and the highland border areas in II CTZ. It also
appeared that the opponent might create a holding force between the Delta
and highlo,nds (in III CTZ) to pin do,'lD friendly units and prevent FloJMAF
from reinforcing against the main threat in the highlands. 18/
An
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American strategy intent upon retaining the initiative (or galnlng it)
would l ogically concentrate upon enemy actions which promised to conte st
it. Giap's creation of tl killing grounds tl a12d tlholding forces tl were the
kind of initiatives "\-lhich COMUSM.A.CV believed he had to disrupt (tl spoil")
be fore they materialized as i ntegral parts of a coordinated strategy.
This kind of thinking would l ead U.S. forces to the border r egion battles ,
the clearing of in-country redoubts and sanctuaries and to major unit
commit ments in I CTZ in the North .
One Pacific commander during this time period, General Beach , put
his views on strategy and escalation in une<luivocal te rms . Determinedly,
he argued that "\-le !!lust !!win!! the w'ar , and he out lined a plan which magni ~ied the issues central to the CO~1USM.A.CV strategy by its dire ct presentation
of the major ground strategy issues -- the sanctuaries , the infiltration
(and it s r elationship to the bombing ), and the course whi ch he believed
would best counter the enemy ' s strategy of tying down large numbers of
our force s al'lay from the sensitive populated areas . 19/
The USARPAC commander a l so felt that operations in t he base areas .•••
!! ••• must be pursued on a sustained basis and must :E'ully
penetrate, thoroughly cover, and sanit ize these areas . Sub- .
se<luently, these areas must be denied to the enemy l s reentry
by l eewing behind occupying forces . Concurrently, forces
shoUld be deployed astride major routes the enemy hab itually
u ses between these bases and to his sanctuaries to interdict
:h is .1nov,ements . Ii' 't he enemy .. vr.ill stand. a nd fight 'anywhere, he
will stand and fight for these bases if they are seriously
threatened. Moreover, serious inroads into the enemy suppJ.y
base in SVN 1"ould tend to force the local guerrilla out of
his lair to provide increased support to the main ~orces, thus
~acilitating our efforts to find, fix and destroy him .
Destruction of .enemy i n-country bases and tactical stockpiles
vrill have the most immediate adverse effect on enemy operations in SVN. COMUSM
.ACV 's campaign plan envisions such
operations . The suggestion of this head<luarters relates
to enslITing that we penetrate the base areas completely and
.then leave forces behind to prevent reoccllpancy by the
enemy •••• II :?!}/
Beach accepted t he tl killing ground/holdingtl version of the enemy
strat egic plan noting t hat:
tI • • • The
enemy is developing large ~orcesin bases or
sanctuary north or the DMZ near I CTZ , and on Cambodia, in
the vicinity of Chu Pong Massif bordering II CTZ, and
opposite Tay Ninh/ Binh Long Provinces in III CTZ . These
bases and forces ~ now politically beyond our reach, \'I"ill
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pose a constant and serious threat. The enemy ,viII attempt
to tie dOvTil large numbers of our forces to preclude their
support of RD and conduct of offensive operations as well
as dravT them into engagements staged in his favor. Our
forces must not meet the enemy where we cannot engage him
decisively. Rather, we should keep him under surveillance
and be prepared to concentrate rapidly to engage him at a
time and on ground of our choosing •.•• "

W

Infiltration also occupied his thoughts, but he vTaS concerned lest
our efforts elsewhere become weakened by an undue emphasis on stemming
the flow.

I . '

I '
I,

" ... 1 concur with your position to resist pressures to
devote a great share of our energies and resources to trying
to stem the flow of men and materiel into SVN from the North .
It is virtuf),lly impossible to stop or appreciably impede infiltration into SVN with ground forces now available or progra.rnmed
for the theater, especially in light of the contiguous sanctuaries the enemy nOiy enjoys. Although it I-TOuld be desirable
to stop or measurably i mpede infiltration, such action is not
imperative to our winning a military victory . Moreover , maint aining that long and difficult LOC saps a sizeable measure
of the enemy ' s effort and resources. It has , assuredly, exacted
its toll on the fi ghting capabilities of NVA units . Our air
and naval interdiction operations must be continued at the
'Present level and, :i.f'P0ssible, ,tbey mu.st be expallded. Alt hbugh not in 'themselves capaole of q,uelling infiltration ,
their effects against the enemy and his movement of 'Personnel
a nd eq,uipment to the South are appreciable."

?lJ

W'hile Beach's pessimism about stopping the infiltration jibes ",ith
that of COivIUSMACV and CINCPAC, his Viely of hOitT it 'would affect the
chances of military victory were , surely riot. If killing VC/NVA wa c:
to be the indicator of military success or "victory," could not an unimpeded infiltration keep troops coming faster than they' could be killed?
And furthermore, could not free (or freer) flo\,7 of supplies degrade your
kill capability/unit cost, e.g., your kill ratio cou~d be adversely
affeCted by the improved status of his eq,uipment and logistics Ivhich the
infiltrat ion afforded. These negative aspects were not discussed, but
surely if Beach clearly believed that the i nfiltration was not crucial,
he Ivou.ld not have evinced less concern about the sanctuary'routes and
the bombing . He closed Hi th tvTO observations:
" ••• 01.11' cou...n try harbors a natural desire to ease the hardships in the Vietnam conflict. The milita ry, hOI'Tever, must press to
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go all out at all levels in SVN if ..re are to ..lin. We are
faced ,'lith a :full blown and difficult war and our government has '!ommi tted a huge amount of combat po..ier to this
conflict, yet ,-Te are still a long way away from achieving
our objectives . If we are to reach an acceptable military
decision in Vietnam, ,-Te must not per mit our operational
tactics to reflect the reticence l-Thich currently characterizes some bodies of public and official opinion. Our ground
forces must take the field on long term, sustained combat
operations . We must be prepared to accept heavier c~sualties
in our initial operations and not permit our hesitance to
take greater losses to inhibj.t our tactical aggressivenes s .
I f greater hardships are accepted now we ,-Till, in the long
run, ach ieve a military success sooner and at less overall
cost in live s and money ....

"

~

I

"In summary, it is my opinion that the MACV ca.rnpa ign
plan for 1967 is adequate to meet the anticipated enemy
threat. HO'l-Tever, ..ri thin the plan f s overall concept four
aspects of offensive action must be emphasized . First,
..re must r elentless ly attack and destroy eneIJl.y base areas
in SVN. Secondly, we must aNoid pinning do,m sizeable forces
aga.inst his border-sanctuary areas . Rather , we should deal
..rith forays by his major forces into SVN at times and locations of our choosing . Thirdly, we must pre s s forward ",ith
an aggressive effort to destroy the gue rrilla and his under:ground gove:cmnent . iLl SUPPOyt., o::f., .rffyQlutJ. O:18;ry development.
. Finally, ' we must avoid devoting too great a meaSUre of our '
effort to anti -infiltration at the expense. of more important
operations. He should continue and, if possible, expand
our air and naval int erdiction of his infiltration system.1f 5J/

3.

~ ..

Vietnam Strategy :

On the Ground

On the ground, large unit opera tions increased during January to
but the number · having II significant results" decreased for the third
consecutive month ( from 24 to 19). Total enemy killed reached a ne..l
monthly high of 5,954, contributing to a total loss fi gure of 10,440,
also a wa.rtir.'le high. :?:!!J
Major military operations in January did
not yet clearly reflect the thinking vTestmoreland had revealed in his
early January assessments and strategic prognosis; evidently lflACV 'Has
still in the planning stage prep~r ing for the ma jor operat ions of February
and March on the borders and in the sanctuaries . Furthermore, the IJl~gni 
tude of the threat in the DMZ-I CTZ that ..ras to prompt the massive dis. lo cation of troops to the North under TF OREGON in April vlaS not yet
clear , and operations were· moving slo"r motion .
31~1 ,
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Operation CEDAR FALLS in the Iron Triangle, which began on 8 January, ,vas the nost significant operation of the month and the largest
operation of the war in terms of forces employed. The operation vlas
aimed at clearing the Triangle, an area denied to the GVN for over 20
years. In the estimat ion of the MACV staff it gained outstanding
results, capturing large numbers of vTeapons, ammunition and other war
materials, plus nearly a half-million pages of enemy documents . 25/
MACV
concluded that CEDAR FALLS had destroyed the Iron Triangl e as a secure
VC base area
(although the operation which superseded CEDAR FALLS,
JUNCTION CITY, was in basically the same area) .
Operation T}~YER II conducted by the 1st Cavalry Division in Binh
Dinh Province reported killing over 500 enemy, the second consecutive
month such a figure was reached in that province . FAIRFAX, an open-ended
operation "Thich was to continue in one form or another for months, aimed
at destroying enemy forces and elim:i.nating the VC infrastructure in Gia
Dinh P".covince southeast of Saigon vlaS "meeting significant results ."
Operation ADAMS in Phu Yen Province, a "search and destroy rice harvest
security and road clear ing operation" was specifically designed "to pro v ide a shield behind vlhich Revolutionary Development fjiaE.7 progressing ." '?:!i/
This vTas the precursor of the USMC Operation DESOTO in the Quang Ngai salt
flats later that month. In preparat ion for DESOTO, ROK Marines conducted
Operation SEINE in Quang Ngai, a ten-day search and destroy operation,
which killed over 110 enemy in the period. The most significant RVNAF
operations were conducted in the Capital Military District and in IV
·CTZ • . 27/ .. Three· areas ·w.ere:being closely vlatcned '. for increased ' eneIJ1.y
activities, possibly large unit operations. In I CTZ the enemy troop
build-up, resupply harassment, and recormai.ssance increasea in the DMZ
area. Elements of the NVA 324th and 341st Divisions ,.,rere confirmed as
infiltrated south into QU8,ng Tri Province. From every indication there
would be futUre I-Tidespread enemy activity in that area. Enemy forces
in II CTZ continued to evade friendly forc es throughout the month, althoue;l
the NVA NT 1 and NT 10 divisions located near the Kontum/Pleilm bordel'
were beli~ved preparing to move, or actually moving, into those provinces.
In III CTZ, despit e the disruptive effects of CEDAR FALLS in the Iron
Triangle, there were strong indications that elements of six .VC/NVA divisions were preparing for future offensive operations in the Tay NililiBinh Long-Binh Tuong Province areas.5:§}
January vias characterized by the insertion of more ARVN battalion:::
into the role of direct support of revoluti0nary developme nt for 19~7.
In-country, there were 120 ARVN infantry battalions aSSigned to 10 divis:i.onal tactical areas and tyro special zones . Of these, 50 ,.,rere to have
b een assigned missions of direct support of revolutionary development
for 1967 . Operational control of these RD battalions varied throughout
the country and included cormnand under the province chie f, the regi mental cOIJ1.I!l.8.nder, special zone corrunander or the division commander . In
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addition , three ranger, one marine and three airborne bat talions were
to have been assigned a mission of direct support of RD. There ..Tere
eight U.S. battalions with an RD mission and other FI,,]}I!A.F contributed
three battalions . 52.J
Some American observers, hOi-leVer, were l ess
t han pleased with the ardor for RD which the Vietnamese were displaying.
One sourc e in III CTZ observed that :
ft • • • The l ate 1966 enthusiasm uhich helped to launch
1967 RD progress has yet to 'l-Tork its I'Tay dO'lm to the dis-

trict and village l evel where the impact must be r ealized.
"The monthly meet ing of the III CTZ RD council, scheduled for 3 February, Ivas postponed, probably due to prepar ations for TET . The efficiency of the RD ,cadre teams
continues in most areas to be marginal. Since the success
of the entire 1967 haldet program 'I'Till be l arge ly dependent
upon the performance and accomplisn~ents of these teams,
their efficiency must b,e improved •... "

)

E

Such vievTs undoubtedly contributed to the basic uneasiness about whether
ARVN could (or would ) "cut the RD mustard, " a fear voiced by Holbrooke
a month earlier .
Briefly, ana lyzing the pattern of operations (s ee "Major Operations
a nd Approximat e Locations," next page ) some sixty-two of the United States
rna.neuver battalions in Vietnam '\V'ere engaged s.t some time on what MACV
' termed !'J.argenper.a:t:i:ons. " -Ree:lizing that tb€ criterion "for 'large opera
- tions of 11100 or mOTe enemy deadu is not necessarily tbe best for our
purposes, and that such actions were influenced by the monsoon patterns,
at least a rough picture of the operational center of gravity can be
developed. Of' the sixt.y-t'l·TO batte.lions so engaged , tlventy-six were
participating on missions which had an RD component -- either protecting
,the harve s t , scre ening the local population, or keeping route s open so
the crops could reach market. Thus , the U. S. 'das devoting approximately
25-30f0 of its forces in January 1967 to RD effort country-,vide, although
this simple statistic is misleading because some of the operations li sted
"Tere combination search and de stroy/ RD actions. No major ARVlif. combat
operations 'Vlere specifically designed to support RD objectives,although
as we noted earlier, on a battalion level basis an i ncreasing number of'
Vietnamese units "tTere being assigned such tasks .

W
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4.

Sanctuaries Revisited :
Laos and Ca..mbodia

ReneYled and Heightened Concern About

As the ground war pursued the path just described, concern about
the infiltration and the importance of the sanctuaries deepened . On
18 January CINCPAC had come into the JCS with a re~ue st to expand the
bombing in NVN to tW'enty-five "remunerat ive targets" to counter infiltra,tion. 32/
This re~ue st was follo"i'led on 25 January by a deta.iled
cable addres sing the braader range .Of anti - infiltratian measures . After
pleading far a mare tlbalanced" pragram, the message turned ta a majar
recammendatian :
" •.. The enemy ' s capability to suppl y his farces in
SVN has been degraded by .Our air interdictian campaign in
SVN, Laas and NVN, and by .Our offensive graund operatians
in SVN. The canfusion .Of his supply situatian may account ,
in pa,rt, far hi s attempts ta avoid significant cantact ivith
.Our farce s . The enemy i s dependent upan external saurces
far mast .Of his 'Veapans, armnunitian , medical supplies and
a ssarted technical eCluipment. The cla sing of Haiphang wauld
disrupt the enemy ' s lagistical capability ta supply these
items ta SVN. Therefare , I recammend and will shartly sub mit a plan for closing the part .Of Haiphang, and ather minor
parts in NVN . Clasing these parts wauld be the single mast
efi"'ective and ecanamical methad .Of drastically reducing the
enemy ' s capability ta carry an the war in SVN . The military
.'. adv.antag-e::" .. .O'f,;tbis..ac:Uo!1 .woula.. ·.b e . .manj.f6ld. It :w.o1D.d still
be necessary, hawever, ta recognize the significcmce of
infiltration throughaut Cambodia. The more successful our
-operatians in NVN and Laas became, the mare communist pressure
will be braught ta bear on Cambodia ta increase use .Of her
ports and LOC ' s or infiltratian ·af supplies into SVN.

"Measures ta imprave the caunter infiltratian aspects
.Of our current pragrams are aimed at striking at the enemy 's
vulnerabilities and countering his strength. These include:
"A.

Destraying his military and lagistics bases.

B.

Int erdicting his LOC's .

. C.

FOl'cing the enemy inta sustained combat operations.

D. Providing security for the SVN papuJ.a tiaD ta prevent
impressment and ta assist their econamic , social, and political development. "
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Continuing , he reviewed various programs (MARKET TIME, G~ME
WARDEN, DANIEL BOONE, SK~ DRA_GON) and the detailed plans to broaden
them , but once more the Pacific commander returned to the subject of
the sanctuaries:
"The problem of sanctuaries has b een ment ioned
severa l times. Those in NVN and Laos are limited sanc tuari es since they are subject to air attacks, alb eit ,
with certain restrictions. The sanctuary in Cambodia,
however , is compl ete . It would appear appropriate to
undertake actions at an early date aimed at per suading
the Cambodian l eadership to adopt a mor e neutral position.
Pur suant to a request by DOD it is understood that a
Joint State, Defense , and CIA c o~~ittee is cons idering
this probl em . It i s hoped that recomraendations from thi s
group "Till be forthcoming at an early date which will
indicate positive measures which may be t aken . The importance of Cambodia as sanctuary and as a source of supplies ,
particularly rice, cannot be overemphasized . Consequently,
we must get on vTith a strong progra..rn to inhibit thi s use
of Ca,mbodia, preferably by non- belligerent politica l and
diplomati c means . If vTe do not achieve the required degree.
of success by these means then we must be prepared i n a ll
re spects to use the necessary degree of force to attain
our obj ectives.
"In summary, the problem of countering infiltrat i on
of enemy fo rces into SVN is just one aspect of the total
military problem in SEASIA . While infiltration cannot
be absol utel y stopped by direct military action , it can
b e made costly and its effectiveness blunted. The enemy ' s
prodigious efforts to provide air defense and to repair
damaged LOC 's are strong evidence of the effectiveness of
our air campaigns i n NVN , Laos and SVN. Increasing interdiction of his supply system , especially by cl.osing his
port s , would be the most effective measure l'le could take
against his capability to infiltrate . Additionally, shifting
Rolling Thunder emphasis to atta~k selective target systems
should have a significant impact upon his I'Till to continue
support to the ins1..1.rgency in SVN. 'I'he more successr'"'ul our
ope~ations become in NVN and l aos , the more use the enemy
I,Till seek to rr.ake of his supply sources and channels in
Cambodia . To achieve our objectives in SEASIA our current
strategy ) a combination of carefu_lly balanced military
programs must be pursued in close coordination with politica l, economic, and sociological programs ." ]}:j
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The next day , attention shifted to a ground anti-infiltration
program "\-Then General \vestmoreland came in "\-lith his PRACTICE NINE Requirements Plan, the study of his manpower and l ogist ics requirements to
implement the barrier plan outlined a month earlier. The cover memorandum on the plan prepared by the JCS made a determined case against the
proposed time frame (a target date of 1 November 1967 had been set), and
argued for providing the additional forces from outside resources rather
than relying upon assignment of in-country forces already pro graw~ed for
use elsewhere in the 1967 Campaign Plan.]2/
In light of the anticipated
manpo-~Ter draw-dmm within South Vietnam, the plan was relatively austere .

I.

COMUSMACV was protecting plans already approved and rolling; accordingly he considered his plan to be no more than lithe optimum which LWa~7
reasonably attainable without an unacceptable i mpact upon the objectives
of the 1967 Combined Campaign Plan. II ]§)
~~CV envisioned a strong point and obstacle systenl construct ed on
the eastern portion of northern Quang Tri Province to impede infiltration
and to detect invasions . The plan visualized that the system of strong
points and obstacles would serve as a base for possible fUture expansion
of the system into the western portion of Quang Tri Province to the
Laotian border; this expans ion being contingent upon time, forc es , mater - .
ial and security conditions. COMUS~~CV also indicated a preference for
extension of the strong pOint/obstacle system into the Western Sector
inst ead of reliance on air delivered munitions and sensors.

His force requirement provided the excitement .

In his "\-TOrds:

li To have an effective obstacle system across SVN,
south of the DMZ, IV'ould require a minimum additional force
of one division and one armored cavalry regiment. II 37/
The concept of operations for employment of these forces contemplated
operational areas, an eastern sector and a "Test ern sector. Force
availability and logistical limitations Ivould per mit operations initially
only in the eastern section with the exception of one area in the West ern
portion, that near Khe Sanh. An Army brigade (or Marine RCT) and an ARVN
regimental force would construct and man the strong point obstacle system,
wi thartiUery, air and .NFG fires supporting along the entire trace . III
MAF I'Tould be prepared to reinforce threatened areas and provide depth to
t he defense . 'Ywo Marine battalions (a s a minimum) were earmarked for
positioning in the Dong Ha and Khe Sarli areas "until relie-fed . II This
l arge additional troop r equirement of nearly hvo division equivalents and
t he bas ic COMUSMil,.CV concept in the plan I'Tas to quickly reappear in a
CIJlJCPAC message earl y in February, one which discussed the barrier and
infi ltration in broader terms. ]§}
hTO
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The JCS agreed with COMUSMACV citing objections which r evolved
around that they believed 1-rere two fundamental disadvantages:
liThe increased anti -infil tration capability that would
be established would be located in northeastern South Vietnam where North Vietnamese infiltration has been minimal.
liThe diversion of resources required for exe cution of
the plan would reduce the emphasis and impetus of essential
on-going programs n01-T approved for the conduct of thr 1-Tar
in South Vietnam. It :f}}
Furthermore, they observed that such diversion of r esources and efforts
might come at a crucial point ..•
lIThe Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that military
act ions now in progress in Southeast Asia , in support of
the concepts and courses of action approved by them are
demonstrating substantial successes tOivard national objective s and that if expanded and pressed with continued
vigor , these successes 1-Till accelerate. The Joint Chiefs
of Staff, less the Cha i rman , Joint Chiefs of Staff, conclude
that any additional resource s that might be provided can be
used to a greater advantage in executing CINCPACls concept
of operations for Southeast Asia. 1I ~
Ther e 1-TaS n~ sol id consensus among high officers on the barrier
is sue . In late February, Genera l Wheeler ·wrote in reply to JCSM 97-67
that he believed, contrary to COMUSMACV and JCS conclusions , that the
. i mpl ementation of the PRACTICE NINE Plan might enhance rather than inhibit
the flexibility available to C a1US~ACV. He wrote :
1I • • • although I
support much of the paper (JCSM 97-67,
PRACTICE NINE Requirements Plan), I dise.gree 1-Tith the recommendation that the plan not be approved for execution .

IIAlthough I recognize that the eastern portion oi' the
DMZ do es not nOi-T represent a major active infiltration corridor, it does possess a substantial potential for the rapid
introduction of sizeab l e forces from the north ; in fact, this
portion of the border area provid es the quickest and most
t rafficable routes from North Vietnam into South Vietnam .
Thus , an ob stacle system i mpeding enemy capability toexercise such an option seems to me to represent a prudent mili t ary action.
"Again , while I recognize that the obstacle system
r eflected in the COMUSMACV plan may require an undesirable
diversion of in-country resources, it is not clear to me
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that this will of necessity be so; it is also possible
that the level of activity in the vicinity of the DMZ
will require the connnitment of comparable forces to that
area 'whether or not construction of the obstacle system
envis8.ged by COMUSM.A.CV is undertaken. FurtheI1no re, proceeding no"r "rith the actions required to provide additive
assets for support of the MACV plan does not, in my view,
rule out a subsequent decision to utilize these assets in
other "I-rays should the turn of events so require. Thus,
it is my vie"r that proceeding nm-r "rith preparatory actions
to implement the COMUSMACV plan may enhance rather than
inhibit the flexibility available to CONUSMA.CV." 41/
In other "rords, the Chairman was displaying considerably more
prescience than his military colleagues . Either this or he was the
only one "rho really believed the M.A.CV-CINCPAC reports of activity and
assessment of the threat in I CTZ. He anticipated that events might
outrun the requirement for decision on the barrier troop issue -- an
apprehension which w~terialized in rapid fashion .
The next day, the Central Intelligence Agency published a study
entitled "Significance of Cambodia to the Vietnamese War Effort" in
which it, too, disagreed "I-lith the assessment the military commanders
had been making. 42/
Although the availability of Cambodian territory
was granted to be-of considerable psychological and military advantage
to the Communists, and the access to the Cambodian rice surplus had
evidently obviated any need to move substantial quantities of food
dO'im the Laotian route system to feed Communist forces in the ricedeficit Vietnamese highlands and Laotian panhandle, the study concluded:
"Denying the Corrununists the use of Cambodian territory and supplies would m8.ke life more difficult for them;
it "lvould not constitute a decisive element in their ability
to conduct military operations in South Vietnam." 43/
The caveat added to this rather surprising conclusion noted that
probably during 1967 Communist use of Cambodia 'would increase primarily
due to:
"The logistic burdens imposed on the Cormnunists by their
own military build-up and the increasing pressures imposed
by allied forces." ~
If this ,-reTe true, then, a very good argument could be made that as
. of the moment denial of Cambodia "would not be decisive, "but as the ",eight
of U,S. military pressure increased, a.nd the Cambodian sanctuary and supply aspects increased in importance to the enemy, then it may become
decisive. The decisive nature of denial of Cambodia to the VC/NVA l'Jould
be a function of its increasing value to them.
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5.

I nfiltration -- Remains the Key

Into February, infiltration held the focus of attention. Following
up hi s 18 January request, on the first of E'ebruary, CINCPAC reque sted
authorization to conduct offensive mining against the North Vietnamese
ports. ~
He stated his case:
"A drastic reduction of external support to the
enemy _'lOuld be a maj or influence in achieving our obj ec tives in NVN. De spite fewer ship arrivals in 1966
compared to recent years the tonnage of imports has
increased . This increase demonstrates the rising need
for ext ernal support in NVN. While the nature of cargoes discharged cannot be stated with precision, there
is little doubt that a major portion contains war supporting materials. Additionally, the ability of NVN to
export products to other nations through its seaports contributes significantly to its capability to support hostilities in RVN. The closure of selected ]\JvN ports ,'lOuld
result in a severely strained economy and reduce Hanoi ' s
capability to support military actions in SVN.
"Closure of the port of Haiphong to ocean-going
ships is of paramount importance and VTould be effective
in compounding NVN logistic problems for the reasons
indicated below :
"A. 85 percent of imports come through Haiphong .
There is no satisfactory alternate port .
Haiphong
China or
Thus far
ited use

" B. Soviet cargo presently entering NVN through
would have to be re-routed through Communist
off-loaded in time-consuming barge operations .
the CHICOMs have not permitted the Soviets unlimof their rail systems .

"c. The ability of CHICOM/NVN rail systems to
functio n as a substitute means to provide logisti c support
is marginal. A demand for incree,sed rolling stock as well
as neVT port facilities ,·[ould be generated .
" Closure of l\TVN ports vTould be a sign of U. S. determination to pros e cute the "lar successfully thus bringing
increased pressure on Hanoi to terminate hostilities ..• • "

'!J:!i/

If Admiral Sharp received the " go " to conduct offensive mining
against the NVN ports, initial efforts vTould be directed at Haiphong.
He saVl this action as •.•
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Itan effective means of depriving the enemy of imports
required to continue the war. If used in conjunction
with RT air strikes against the port system, Haiphong
can be virtua lly sealed a s a source of vTar supplies. It

}[Jj

Thi s CINCPAC bomb ing request message vlaS follm'Ted on 6 February
by a comprehensive PRACTICE l\TITljE cable, which reviewed the Itbarri er
plan lt and discussed the previous :tvIACV-CI NCPAC planning . 48/
In it
CINCPAC reemphasized that unless the additional troops COMUSMACV had
r equested 'were forthcoming the target date to reach the required l evel s
of effectiveness could not be met .
He summarized the operational and logistical considerations by
saying:
ItThe COMUSMACV plan responds to the r equirement for
submission of an anti - infiltration plan in the no.rth' eastern area of Quang Tri Province , south of the DMZ .
"Within the constrai nts imposed, the concept is
feasible. The system of obstacles and strong points,
with forces assigned, would be capable of impeding
infi ltration to a degree, and detecting any overt
invasion threat.
lIThe add itive forces requested are essential to
i mplementation of this plan . Furthermore , the diversion
of in-cou..l 1try force s \-7hich would be r equired to support
the plan would have an adverse impact on other necessary
programs . It

!!2J

Then the message took a surprising turn:
"The level of infiltration in the area the obstacle
system is to be installed does not justify diversion of
t he effort required to construct and man such a system .
Moreover, there is no indication that pre sent operations
are inadequate to cope 'vi th '\vhat has been an insignificant
i nfiltration problem in this particular area of SVN.
"Extension 8.nd expa.nsion of the system of obstacl es
vTe shTard from Dong Ha mountain to the Laotian border to
provide an effective anti-infiltration system is contingent upon additional forces, i.e., an infantry division
and an armored cavalry regjJllent .
IIA rigid operat.ional capability date of 1 November 67
should not. obtain.!' 50/
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Consistent with this, the summary stressed General Westmore l and 's
concern ..•
" ... over the inflexible time frame, the need for
additiona l forces to construct and man the obstacle system, and the impact of using in-country or progra,mmed
forces. He has made clear that the U.S. brigade or
regiment re~uested in the plan is but the first increment
of a full division and armored cavalry regiment force
re~uir ed to man an effective obstacle system south of
the DMZ. Finally, he emphasizes that the course of
action set forth in the plan vlould not in itself stop
infiltration. In view of the numerous disadvantages
listed above, and in light of the need to maintain balance in all anti-infiltration programs, CINCPAC reco~mends
that the plan not be i mplemented within the time-frame
envisioned ." 2};)

;

All of vThich seems to be saying that if the troops re~uired (1 di vision plus 1 regiment) vlere assigned to the barrier, it vlOuld probably
reach the desired effectiveness, but since they most likely vlill not come
from "outside !! resources, and COMUSMACV does not desire to draw dOlm other
forc es for them, the barrier ,vould probably not be very effective or meet
a real threat anyway.
On the ground in SEA. observers were painstakingly searching the
infiltration figures for indications of "reciprocal moves " on the part of
the VC/NVA, or the !!fade-out !! various individuals had been predicting.
The press was also speculating upon the political intent of North Vietnam,
led there by MACV's year-end infiltration statist ics. A :MACV "backgrounder"
in l ate 1966 had indicated a drastic falling off from earlier infiltration
levels . Little had been done in the interim to correct (or update) these
figure s and speculation vlas rife in early February. Phil Goulding ""laS
fr antically ~ui zzing MACV for explanat ions. Military attaches vlere experiencing pressure from their ambassadors for interpretations and analysis.
PACOM-MACV answered ~ueries with a detailed discussion outlining the problems of int erpreting (or even developing) i nfiltration estimates; information
which may b e usehll at this point to highlight the problems and pitfalls
of "infiltration watching ." CINCPAC wrote that it ivaS :

2lJ

"Our position .•. that the NVA must continue to infiltrat e a,t significant l eve ls to maintain maturing force
structure. The VC cannot replace total communist lo sses
as vlell as provide additional personnel to flesh out their
joint (vc/r..:rVA) planned force structure . It is true that
figures may appear to suggest that infiltration dropped off
sharply during last half 1966 . Although statistical data
indicates infiltration appears to have dropped during l atter
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half 1966, the figures for last five months of year are
not complete. Also, data after September 1966 repres ents only p.-3.rtial returns subj ect to considerable up-I'lard
reVlSJ.on. Recent intensive community-wide review of the
for egoing at CINCPAC resulted in an agreed data base with
Oct 65 through Dec 66 time frame. (Oct 65 selected as
historica l start point attributable to initiation intensive
NVA build-up ). The mean monthly infiltration during this
time frame has been about 6-7,000.
"An example of late data recently incorporat ed in
infiltration statistics follows: The 165 NVA regiment
began infiltrating into SVN in Mar ch 1966 but did not
complete infiltration until about July 66. Sufficient
information became available in January 1967 to permit
the acceptance of the 165 NVA regiment in the order of
battle. It had been unidentified and unkno"m earlier.
As the r esult, confirmed infiltration figures for July
1966 "Tere revised upward in January 1967 by 1,950 to
reflect the 165th regiment's strength upon reorganization
in SVN. Review' of statistical infiltration data also
shows that figures require 90 to 180 de.y time frame to
be developed . ConctIT, that the NVA may be approaching
their current planned force structure in SVN. In the
future, it "rill probably be even more difficult to generate short-term infiltration data . Infiltrators may enter
SVN more o~ten in groups vice l arge units. Groups may
break up shortly after infiltration as replacements
compounding the problem for our int elli gence ga.thering
a gencies, and further complicating the statistic8.l problem.
"This i s an estimate and 'iv-e feel more time is
required to gain substantiating information.
"We take particular exception with statement in the
referenc e that Hanoi may be willing to enter into negoti.ations to get bomb ing stopped.
"CINCPAC position is there are no repeat no-indications
that i~cate ~N has changed previously' stated terms for
negotiatj on iv-hich is basis for USG resumpt ion of bombing just
ordered. Negotiations embodying NVN terms "Tou~d, in effect ,
r equire J:he surrendeE... 0:t:~ stated objectives in SVN.
"In addition, there are no r epeat no i~dications
available here that NVN has cha.nged original intent to
vigorously prosecute the 'Vlar nohTithstanding allied bombing
'which has caused 1'VN severe difficulty. It. 53/

.
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In late February, as the debate over roles and missions (AB 142),
progress in pacification, ARVN effectiveness, PRACTICE NINE Require ments, enemy i~te ntions and infiltration reached a crescendo, it became
clear that the deployment debate I,ras centered upon one major uncertainty
How many more U.S. troops would it require to achieve U.S. objectives in
SVN, and more basically in the face of the infiltration trends past and
pres ent could our massive in:fusions of U,S, forces turn the tl'ick .
Operation C~DAR FALLS, deep into the Iron Triangle, redoubt had
produced a I,rindfall of enemy documents and plans, many of which bore
directly upon enemy strategy and indirectly conditioned our expectations
and confidence in our calculations. Some of them revealed a "ne,'l' strategy
developed after the entry of substantial US and Free World forces into
South Vietnam." 5l±/
COIvIUSMACV, recounting the information obtained in
the document , had stated that for the enemy:
" ... The main emphasis is on continued reinforcement
from North Vietnam to defeat US and RVN forces in South
Vietnam . This strategy reaffirms the concept of t he necessity
for a protracted l'lar, but nonetheless stresses the need both
to seize and to create opportunities for decisive t a,ctical
victories of high i mpact. effect in a: r elatively short time .
At the same time it stresses intensj_fied guerrilla a,ction and
public disturbances, all featuring the customa.ry coordination
betwe en military and political action . It appears that the
principal obj ective area is the highlands, the secondary areas
being Q,uang.Tri and Thua Thien and the coastal provinces of
the II Corps. It is understood, of course, that the Saigon
area is the ultimate objective .

"Analysis of the broad strategic guidance contained in
the early 1966 document just mentioned, along with later
prisoner interrogations suggests the conceptual frame"rork
of enemy planning. This would include attacks in the I Corps
and II Corps coastal areas to cause our forces to be redeployed.
If the enemy could then succeed in "reakening our forces in the
highlands by luring part of them into the coastal areas and
.then pinning them dow'n, conditions might be achieved which he
would consider favorable for a spectacular victory in the
highlands employing main forces already located there and
possibly reinforced by continued infiltration from North Vietnam . Suc'h an attempt probably I·{Quld not be with the intent
to hold grol.md permanently, but rather to create a psychological shock designed to affect US public opinion against continuation of the war, to bolster his own morale, and to improve his
position for negotiation or :further combat. To achieve this,
his favored obj ective, as sho"rn by documentary evidence, "muld
be the entrapment and lfannihiJ_ati.on" of' a large US unit,
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preferably a battalion of the 1st Air Cav Division; or
alternatively, employment of a sweep against Pleiku,
includinG destruction of installations ~ rapid vTi thdra'wal,
and the ambush of reaction forces.
"The present disposition of enemy forces can be
analyzed in relation to such a strategy. Despite several
me,jor defeats and heavy casualties, the enemy still maintains three divisions near the demilitari.zed zone. Elements
of these forces have infiltrated again into ~uang Tri and
Thua Thien provinces. They pose a constant threat to territory and installations in ~uang Tri and Thua Thien Provinces
and have forced the prolonged deployment of four US Marine
battalions and four ARVN battalions to northern ~uang Tri
Province , enemy i nitiative in ~uang Tri and Thua Thien has
increas ed du.ring the past several months and is expected to
increase further. The enemy has the capability of l aunching
large scale attacks across the DMZ at any time. This is
not meant to imply that massive multi-division attacks
necessarily vTill Occur. More probably, by an increased
buildup and tempo of coordinated main force/guerrilla operations, the enemy may attempt to expand his forces southward
and gradually overwhelm the area belm'T the DMZ. Whethe r by
attack or encroachment, such efforts ,o[Quld serve to force
the ' deployment of additional US and Vietnamese troops to the
area and thereby thin out those forces in support of Revo lutionary Development. The enemy's deployment of a division
to ~uang Ngai has served to increase his pressure in that
Province . His division formerly in Binh Dinh has been
mauled by the 1st Cavalry Division and either has dispersed
in Binh Dinh Province or has wi thdravTD to ~uang Ngai. The
enemy division that vlaS deployed to Phu Yen has been dispersed ; hO\'lever, one regiment has attempted to consolidate
itself in Khanh Hoa. The enemy's strategy in attempting to
pin dovm a llied forces in the coastal areas in order to
divert attention from the highlands has been unsuccessful
thus far. Ho,.,rever, his concentration of two divisions in
Cambodia "Test of Pleiku and Kontum Provinces has forc ed the
deployment of a minirillun off OUT US battalions to the highlands to provide surveillance over the border areas. These
minimum forces had to be reinforced during the past year
fr om other areas, and further reinforcement probably ,'Till
b e necessary during the coming month "ihen these two North
Vietnamese Divisions ready themselves for offensive operations.
In the III Corps area the enemy has adopted a similar strategy.
He has deployed two divisions i ! l the nortb,'Testern quadrant of
the III Corps Tactical Zone and has been developing a base
and assembling a division in the mountainous and jungl e covered areas of Phouc Tuy Province .

.
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"7. The enemy's implementation of his strategy is
characterized by:
A. Increasing his guerrilla forces and their
t empo of operations 'Ylith emphasis on the sabotage of US
i nstallations .
B. Expa,nding his local forces as manpovler will
permit for the purpose of harassing RVN, FW and US installations and forces and disrupting Revolutionary Development .

C. Concentrating North Vietnamese Army and VC
main forces in numerous remote areas, thereby posing a
continual strategic threat intended to pr~vent concentration
of our forces in particular regions . These are areas from
which enemy forces can conduct training and supply operations
with minimum r isk, and from which they may be deployed when
r eady . These areas are :
(1)

The DMZ.

(2)

In Laos opposite Hua Thien Province.

(3) In Eastern Cambodia adjacent to the
Central Highl ands.

(4) The jungle-covered areas of Northwestern
I II Corps (and the adjacent areas in Cambodia) and of Phuoc
Tuy P".covince.
(5) The mountainous areas adjacent to the
f ertile coastal plans of Central Vietnam in the Provinces
of Quang Ngai , Binh Dinh, Pu Yen and Khanh Hoa .

"In smnmary, the enemy 's strategy is a practical and
clever one designed to continue a protracted war , inflict
unacceptable casualties on our forces, establish a favor able political posture, minimize risks to main forces,
and maintain in the option of going on the military offensive of ~is covert troop deployment .
"Considering the desire of the '\vorld population to see
a peaceful solution to the conflict in Vietnam during the
coming months , it is likely that the enemy will attempt to
parlay this desire for peace and American impatience vlith
the vlar into major concessions prior to, or during, negoti ations undertake n between opposing sides . This strategy
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has been used effectively by the communists in the past ,
as the record of the Korean negotiations will reflect ."

521

To counter such a broad , coordinated strategy v70uld reCluire large
numbers of troops -- even more than those listed under Program #4 . To
many observers the concept of "sheer mass " doing the job was appealing.
Robert Komer r eturned from a mid-February trip to Vietnam no l ess
optimist ic than before. Ever the inveterate optimist he reported to
the President that:
"Afte r al..most a fear full-time i n Vietnam, and six
trips there, I felt able to l earn a good deal more from
my 11 days in-country , 13-23 February. I return more
opt2misti c than ever before . The cumulative change since
my f'irst visit la.st April is dramatic, if not yet visibly
demonstrable in all re spects . Indeed , I 'll reaffirm even
more vigorously my prognosis of last November which would
b e achieved in 1967 on almost every front in Vietnam." 2fi1
He fi rmly believed that in time i.,re ,.;QuI d just over,.,rhelm the VC in SVN:
"Wastefully, expensively, but nonetheless indis putably, we are winning the vJar in the South . Fevl of
our progrB.ms - .. civil or military -- are very efficient,
but we are grinding the enemy dOiVl1 by sheer weight and
mass. And the cumulative impact of all we have set in
motion i s beginning to tell. Pacification still lags the
most, yet even it is moving forward ." 571
Finally, and contra.ry to a ll military r eports, he sav7 some let-up
in the pre ssures for additional resources:
"Indeed my broad feeling, with due allo"7ance for
over-simplication, is that our side nO,,1 has in pre sent ly
programmed l evels a.ll the men , money and other resources
needed to achieve success ..•. " 5!i1
The preceding statement curiously s eems to contradict the tenor of
the previous ones vlhich plainly indicat e the reCluirement for a massive
influx of U. S. forces . Neverthel ess , such optimism, even considering
t he source i'laS surely to tell upon a President deeply engrossed in
weighing alternatives in Vietnam and comparing their ri sks and b enefits.
The most significant assessment of alternative strategies for
Vietnam in late February i'laS a short analysis prepared for the President's
night rea.ding by ISA and the JCS with an assist from Department of State . 591
The assessment commenced with the presentation of three programs -- A, B and C -- each one analyzed in terms of its specific a.ctions , the authority
reCluired and the policy changes reCluired to implement them and the ri sk
or political impact attendant to each. (See Table, p. 50 .) The programs
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PROGRAM
A B C

. HILITARY ACTION PROGRAl.fS FOR SOUl'E~..I,.ST ASIA - SU10!ARY
RISYuSjrHPACT
AUTliORITIES!POLI CY CHAHGES
No change in operation author :lties except deletion of 10 KH radius
around Hanoi where ordnance delivery is prohibited. This area 1;.hen
becomes part of 30 ID4 Restricted Area. r;o policy changes.

Risk to US forces consistent with norreal ROLLING
THUNDER operations in the heavily defended northeast area. Loss rates should not exceed acceptable
limits commensurate with results to be achieved.
Political risks are negligible.

NAVAL SURFACE OPER~TIONS - Expand Offensive operations
to include valid military targets ashore south of 190 N.

Forces now ene;aged in SEA DRAGO=< operations require authorization
for offensive action against :;hore targets.

No military risk beyond nor~l c o~bat . Political
risk is low since US ships now fire against shore
targets in self defense and against ~aterborne
logistiC craft beached and in rivers.

3.

SHINING BRASS - Within current operational limits delegate authorities now held at _roD/STATE level to CII,CPAC
in coordination with Embassy Vientiane.

Delegate existing authorities to Cn;CPAC in coordination with
Embassy Vientiane. No policy changes.

4.

LAOS OPERATIONS - Continue as at present plus Operation
POP EYE to reduce trafficability along infiltration routes

Authorization required to implement operational phase of weather modification process previously successfully tested and evaluated in same area.

5.

B-52s - Base part of ?perations at U-Tapao.

Requires country clearance for aircraft and personnel to enter Thailand.

No significant military risk. Political risk
negligible; however, criticism is to be expected.

6.

LAND

ARTILLERY - Fire from positions in SVN against
valid military targets in and immediately north of ~1Z.

No significant policy changes; require s approval of targets only.

No significant military risk.
ical risk.

7.

DEPLOYHENTS - Accelerate Program #4 Deployments
(including. 3 Army Maneuver Battalions).

Requires by 1 March 1967 decifion to accelerate deployments.
Requires corresponding end strength authorization.

8.

ROLLING THUNDER - Elements of 3 ports, llIG airfields
less those from which international civi'l transport
operate, selected rail facilities, ammo dump, ~chine/
tool plant, 7 locks; reduce Haiphong Restricted Area to
4 NM.

Requires significant policy c r~nge to attack HIG airfields.

9.

Z,UNE INIAND WATERWAYS AND ES'lUARIES SOOTH OF 20 0 N.

Operations can be authorized end conducted within framework of
ROLLING THUNDER.

10.

NAVAL SURFACE OPERATIONS - Extend to 20 0 N.

Requires authorization for offensive action against shore targets.

Military risk/losses commensurate with ROLLING
THUNDER operations in NVN. Political risk is
acceptable.

11.

SHINING BRASS - Expand operational limits to 20 KH
into Laos, increase helo operations, authorize Larger
forces, increase frequency of operations, decentralize
control .to CINCPAC in coordination with Embassy Vientiane.

Requires delegation of authority to CIHCPAC/Embassy Vientiane.
Policy change required to extend operational limits.

Will increase to minor degree risk of exposure of
activity. Political risks increased only slightly
over present levels.

12.

ARTILLERY - Fire from positions in
Valid military targets in Laos.

Minor policy change required.

Negligible military risk. Political risk less
than that associated with current air strikes
and SHINING BRASS in Laos.

13.

DEPLOYHENTS - Deploy the 9th HAB (3 BLT, 2 TFS, 2 El~1)
from Okinawa/Japan to the I CTZ in March 1967.

Requires by 1 March 1967 decision to accelerate deployments . Requires corresponding end strer~b authorization.

Moderate military risk associated with loss of
PACOM amphibious reserve. Political risk less
than moderate.

ROLLING THUNDER - 4 ports, remal~ng HIG airfields,

Requires significant policy change , although operations
can be conducted 'Iithin fr3Jllework of curre::t ROLLING
THUNDER program.

lulitary risk commensurate with objectives to be
achieved. Higher losses initially, but lower thereafter as air defenses degraded. Political risk
moderate or higher. Usual propaganda reaction
expected on basis of f'escalation."

Major policy change required.

ltilitary risk no grea~er than associated ROLLING
THUNDER progr8.!llS in port area. Political risk
is acceptable - no direct military confrontation
1ikely; no realignment of power blocs. Propaganda
c-.:.t:::r:r severe . Possible increase in USSR/China
ccc:;Jcration to rMI.

Moderate policy change required.

Moderate military risk.
political risk.

1.

ROLLING THUNDER - Electric Power System, 'Fhai Nguyen
Steel Plant, Haiphong Cement Plant, All Unoccupied Airfields; eliminate 10 NM Hanoi Prohibited Area.

2.

14.

lAND

SVN

against

AD HQ, Ministry Defense HQ, dikes; eliwinate prohibited/restricted areas.

No increase in military or political risk over that
associated with current operations.
Normal military operational risks.
promise is minimal.

Risk of com-

Negligible polit-

Reduction of CONUS strategic reserve.
Military risks are consistent with operatio~s in
heavily defended NE area. Loss rates acceptable
in terms of expected results. Moderate political
risk due to possibility endangering foreign ships,
and increased civilian casualties.
Negligible military risk.
ical risk.

Insignificant polit-

f .

15.

HINE MAJOR PORTS AND APPROACHES . Mine :INIAND WATI:'P.WAYS and estuaries north of 20 0 N.

16.

NAVAL SURFACE OPERATIONS - Expand north of 20

17.

SHINING BRASS - Battalion size exploitation forces start guerrilla warfare.

Significant policy change reqQl red.

Moderate- military risk associated with increased
size/duration of operations. Political risk
moderate, but acceptable. Deniability is lessened,
but operations defensible on basis enemy conduct.

18.

DEPLOYHENTS - Deploy up to 4 US Divisions (3 Arcy,
1 USMC); and up to 9 TFS (5 AF, 4 USHC).

Requires decision by 1 March 1967 to call up reserves,
extend tours and terms of serv:ce, repetitive tours,
increase service strengths, and J)B.rtial industrial
mobilization.

Military risk significant in t~~t strategic reserves
degraded until end CY 67. Political/do~es tic risk
in terms of increased draft, call up of reserves.

0
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themselves had been prepared by JCS at the re~uest of Deputy Secretary
Vance and they actually incorporated the various separate proposals
made by t he JCS over the past two months.
For instance, Program A included ROLLING THUNDER, naval surface
operations, SHINING BRASS, Laos operations, l and artillery firing across
the DMZ and ground force deployments. The deployments recomraended under
Program A consisted of merely accelerating Program 4 deployments and
possibly adding three Army maneuver battalions . The remainder of Program
A represented no more than minor expansions in operations , recommendations
f or which the JCS had been on record since l ast fall . Program B featured
expanded ROLLING THUNDER operations to include attacking the North Viet namese ports, mining the inland waterways and estuaries south of 20 0 North ,
attacking the MIG airfields previously excepted, expansion of SHINING
BRASS operations into Laos and , significantly, the deployment of the 9th
Marine Amphibious Brigade from Okinawa/ Japan to the I Corps Tactical Zone
i n March 1967 . Program C subsumed all of the recommendations of the b ·lO
preceding Programs A and B, but added an expansion of the mining ~uanti 
tati vely , to include all of approaches and inland vTateTlvays north of 20 0 ,
authorized battalion-sized expedition forces in the SHINING BRASS area
and recommende d deployments of up to four U. S. divisions (3 Army, 1 USMC )
and up to nine tactical fighter s~uadrons (5 Air Force , 4 USMC ).
Major authorization vTould be re~uired from the President to expand
t he air attacks to the ports and MIG airfields as recommended in Program B,
but other than that, only minor policy changes vJere re~uired to initiate
Programs A and B. In order to deploy the 9th MAE by 1 March 1967, a
decision had to be made concerning acceleration of deployments, some
corresponding end strength increas es for Program 4 had to be authorized.
Program C, of course, was the major deployment proposal, one v7hich
the JCS believed would re~uire a decision by 1 March 1967 to call up
Reserves, to extend tours and terms of service, to authorize repetitive
tours , to increase service strengths, and effect partial industrial mobilization . None of the recommendat ions included in all of these programs
possessed more than 1T moderate military risk 1T in the eyes of the JCS.
Some, such as expansion of ROLLING THUNDER to the port targets, were r ated
as possessing 1T moderate or higher 1T political risks . The major deployment
r ecoJlllllendation requiring Reserve mobilization carried 1T significant mil itary risk in that strategic Reserves vTould be degraded unti l the end of
the Calendar Year1T and 1Tpoli tj.cal ' domestic risk in terms of increased
draft and calJ,-up of Reserves, 1T but again the JCS played dOvlll the serious ness of such ~ move .
The documents available do not indicate \'That usage the President
made of this particula r analysis. However, it remains interesting as an
historica l event, being the fir st explicit presentation of ne,\·T a.lternati ve
programs in the development of Program 5.
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1.

JCSM 739-66 , "Deployments to Southeast Asia and Other PACOM Areas (U),"
dated 2 December 1966 . See Section I, above , for the discussion of
deplo~nent decisions prior to thi s memorandum .

2.

See Memorandum for the Chai:rr.J.:J.n of the Joint Chiefs of Staff from
Secretary of Defense, Subj : "Deployments to SEA and Other PACOM
Area s (U) ," dated 9 December 1966 . The JCS asked direct substitution of approximately 15,000 troops to provide "balanced forces."
SecDef approved JCS recommendations for an additional A-l squadron
i n Thailand , but advised that " •.. any additional requests to out of-country areas should be fully just ified as to their relation t o
the conflict in SEA . fI Another related issue, broached by Systems
Analysis, was whether or not to announce to the Chiefs that the
barrier plan about to be approved would be manned by MACV from
forc es within currently approved personnel strengths . If so, SA
recommended that JCS should be requested to resubmit their recommendations on tha.t basis . This 'Has not done . See Memorandum from
ASD(SA) for Secretary of Defense, Subj : fl Deployments to SEA and
Other PACOM Areas, fI dated 7 December 1966 .

3.

The NevT York Times, 16 January 1967.
J

4.

The New York Times , 18 January 1967 . See Section I for discuss ion
of the 100,000-man figure in CO~IDSI~CV-CINCPAC messages .

5.

The Ne"l'T York Times , 22 January 1967.

6.

The CIA Analysis of ROLLING THU1mER (CIA SC No . 04442/ 67 , January
1967 ) had fallen into Senator Fulbright's hands and he was threat ening to use it in his Vietnam hearings . Its conclusion , that the
bombing was relatively i neffective given the political constraints ,
was confirmed by the McNamara testimony before the joint session of
the House Armed Services Committee and Senate Sub-Committee on
23 January 1967 .

7.

A JCSl-1 published a I'leek lat er reveals that the JCS firmly believed
fI • • • that,
in their judgment , there LWa_i7 no military justification
to reduce the strength of U. S. forces in Europe. " (JCSM 46-67 , .
Subj: "RedeploYLYlent of U. S • .Forces ~n thdrmm from Europe (U), If
dated 28 January 1967 ). One can speculate ad infinitum about
Mansfield ' s motives and about "l'Tith I'Thom he Ivas allied, but one
can hardly deny that he, the Chiefs, the President and the Secretary of Defense "l'Tere not acutely a'dare of just about at what point
CONUS military manpower re sources vTould be exhausted .

. 8.

The NevT York Times , January 1967 . There \'Tas an audible sigh of
relief Ivhen the Salisbury dispatches ended on 18 January . However ,
five days later, Bill Boggs, of the Miami NevlS , "l'T8.S filing reports
from Hanoi which substantially corroboratea-Salisbury ' s stories
about civilian casualties and the bombing.
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9., COMlTSMACV 02916 (Westmoreland Sends) to Depu.ty Command ing General,
USARV, "Command Guidance (U),II dated 24 January 1967.
10.

Ibid.

11.

Ibid. The public relations aspect was real. Less than a month
later, R. W. Apple, of the New' York Times, "Tas to write a major
piece , cutting a,-laY the facade of "good" PR which had covered
RVNAF performance to discuss the lack of effectiveness of such
unit s as he found them.

12.

COMUSMACV 00610 to CINCPAC for Admiral Sharp and General \iheeler
from General Westmoreland , Subj: II Year-End Assessment of Enemy
Situation and Enemy Strategy (U)," dated 2 January 1967.

13.

Ibid. These figures roughly conform to corrected OB and strength
estimates developed later in the year, "Then MACV reported 116,552
combat, 41,700 administrative service and 126 ,200 guerrilla troops
for a total of 283 ,900 compared to 280 ,575 in this cable. See:
MACV Monthly Order of Battle Suw~ry, 31 October 1967 .

14.

Ibid.

15.

Ibid. This infiltration figure of 8400 per month is slightly belo"T
the figure of 9100 contained in the if~CV Conmand History 1966 . At
the end of 1966 , MACV accepted a figlITe of 48,400 infiltrators during
the year, plus an additional 25,600 IImay have infiltrated into South
Vietnam on the basis of information evaluated as possibly true."
This total of 74,000 IIpos s ible" and lIaccepted ll provided the base for
MACV calculations at the time. See: USMACV Command History 1966 ,
"Infiltrat:Lon Into RVN, II p. 22. A 7 November 1967 OSD STAT Summary
gave an lIaccepted ll figure of 55,300 infiltrators, or if you add the
.M.A.CV IIpos sible " figure about 9000 per month. See: "Southeast Asia
Analysis Report, II OASD(RA.)SEA P".cograms Directorate, No. 8'-0054
(Special Supplement). The recruitment figure confor:m.s to a more
sophisticated estimate on VC recruitment, one "Thich concluded that
the MACV estimate of 7000 VC recruited per month in 1966 ",Tas probably
not valid for 1967. The key finding of the study was that the VC
probabl e rate was near 3500 men per month . See: CICV Stu.dy ST 67- 081,
"vc In--Country Recruitment " dated 15 September 1967, and Ibid., SEA.
Analysis Report.
----

16.

Ibid.

17.

MACV Command History, 2.E.:. cit., pp. 22-23.

18.

Ibid.

r
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19.

CINCPAC to JCS , Exclusive for General Wheeler and General West moreland from Admiral Sharp , Subj: IIMemo £'rom General Beach
Reference USARPAC Views Relative to Probable Enemy Actions,1I dated
3 January i967. This message refers to a verbal request from PACOM
for such views of maj or commanders and is a follow-up to a 24 December 1966 memorandum by General Beach devoted to the same subject .

20.

Ibid.

21.

Ibid.

22.

Ibid.

23.

Ibid. The author never explained '\<That he thought were IImore important
operations,1I but one can gather from the preceding paragraphs that
he meant ground operations in the base areas and against main force
units.

24.

USMACV II Monthly Evaluation ll January 1967, p. 3.

25.

Ibid.

26.

Ibid.

27.

Ibid. There were 136,591 small ULDit operations reported with 1,065
enemy contacts, 235 of these at night.

28.

Ibid.

29.

30.

Emphasis added.

Ibid. The problem of operational control of RD battalions is one of
many IIlittle ll problems that complicated the greater problem of
COMUSMll"CV in allocating personnel bet'lveen II shield ll and II shelterll and
optimizing his strategic gains . In January, the Joint General Staff,
RVNAF , published a directive stating that ARVN units employed in support of RD may operate under the operational control of either division or sector as appropriate. The authority that exercised control
,would designate a tactical area of responsibility (TAOR ) to be approved
by the Corps Commander concerned. Uni ts would not be I'd thdravm from
their assigned TAOR by division or sector without prior approval of
Corps. HOI·rever , in an emergency (e. g., when the unit was ne eded to
assist a 'friendly force that came under attack suddenly), the unit
might be u sed outside the TAOR for a period not to exceed six hours,
provided other local military resource s were already cow~itted, and
8, minimum security force r emained in the TAOR while the unit \<ras
av-ray. See Ibid., p. 12-13.
Ibid. , p. 24.
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31.

Ibid. This was derived from the lists of "Significant Engagements"
and trMajor Opel'ationsMap" on the monthly evalu8,tion. Total activity
of both GVN and US units for January l-ras reported as:
Operations (Bn or Larger/With Contact )_

Battalion Days

29 2/ 1 52
38/35

2,165
1,400

GVN
US
32.

CINCPAC 182210Z January 1967 . Destruction and interdiction missions
in the Laotian Panhandle had not been as productive in November and
December 1966 as everyone had hoped, and as military calculations
increasingly turned on infiltration figures, efforts were made in
mid-January to seek improved measures . On 15 January 1967 , General
Westmoreland, LTG Momyer and their staffs met with Ambassadors
Martin and Sullivan at Udorn. [See: CO~illS~~CV 01819 (Section I
and II) for Admiral Sharp, info to General Wheeler from General
Westmoreland, Subj: "Udorn Conference," dated 16 January 1967 .7
Little came of the conference except renel'red efforts to cut reaction
times and improve coordination. COMUSMACV's efforts to amend rules of
enga,gement met State resistance, a harbinger of the resistance that
was to meet future efforts to expand operations in Laos and Cambodia.

33.

CINCPAC 252126z January 1967 to JCS, "Modifications to Current
Programs to Improve the Anti -Infiltration Aspect of Our Overall
Strategy," 25 January 1967 .

34.

Ibid.

35.

COMUSMACV "Practice Nine Req,uirements Plan," 26 January 1967, forwarded under CM 2134-67 (22 February 1967) and JCSM 97-67.

36.

Ibid.

37.

Ibid;

38.

Ibid. See the discussion of CI NCPAC 060820Z February 1967 in the
following pages.

39.

JC SM-97-67 , Subj:
22 February 1967 .

40.

Ibid.

41.

CM-2134-67, "PRI\.CTICE IITINE Requirements Plan, dated 26 January 1967,
(U) ," dated 22 February 1967.

1.~2..

CIA SNIE 57-67, tlSignificance of Cambodia to the Vietnamese Communist
'\ITar Effort, 11 dated 26 January 1967.

"MACV PRACTICE NINE Requirements Plan," dated
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43.

Ibid.

44.

Ibid .

45.

CI NCPAC 012005Z February 1967, to JCS, Subj :

"Closing NVN Ports" .

46 . Ibid.

CINCPAC 182210Z Ja.nuary 1967 requested authorization to hit
lucrative targets in Haiphong H as a package . Essentially the same reasons were outlined in the January message . See
Note 32, p. 28 .
J

25fT selected

47.

Ibid.

48.

CINCPAC 060820Z February 1967 to JCS, Subj : "Barrier Plan." It
may be helpful to trace the discussion and planning l eading to this
document . JCS 0619Z Janua ry 1967 initiated COMUSMACV-CINCPAC
detailed planning to support the barrier concept, according to
criteria and guidance contained in t he ocro Memorandum for the
Secretary of Defense, Subj : ff Plan for Increased Anti-Infiltration
Capability for SEA," dated 22 December 1966. On 11 and 17 January
CINCPAC directed COMUSMACV to submit an overall plan . (CINCPAC
112347Z January 1967 and 170051Z January 1967). COMUSMACV PRA.CTICE
NINE Requirement Plans, 26 January 1967, was submitted in r esponse
to the CINCPAC order . . The CINCPAC cable on 25 January seems an
attempt to balance the barrier concept in light of COMUSMACV ' s
requirements plan, a.nd to present some anti -infiltration alterna tives to PRACTICE NINE. The message being discussed tried to tie
all of the proposals together .

49.

CINCPAC 060820Z February 1967, Ibid.

50.

Ibid. The general rejection of the concept implied in the opening
paragraph probably refers to only the eastern sector , although it
may be int erpreted as a more Slveeping denial.

51.

Ibid.

52.

See DEF 5563,041758 February 1967, to COMUSMA.CV/ CINCPAC , Subj:
"Infiltration Statistics "; and CINC PAC 140433Z February 1967 .

53 .

CINCPAC 140433Z February 1967 to

54.

CQ'vIUSMACV 06497 to JCS (CINCPAC info) , Subj :
Military Situation, II dat ed 23 E'ebruary 1967 .

USMI~A.DREPSEATO .

"Assessment of the

55 . Ibid .
56 .

R. W. Komer, Memorandum to the P"resident, February 28, 1967 .

57 . Ibid.
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58.

Ibid.

59.

MemorandL:;cl from the Deputy Secretary of Defense to the Honorable
Nicholas deB. Kat zenbach , Under Secretary of State, Subj: "Military
Action Programs for Southeast Asia," dated 21 February 1 967 .
.
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C.

THE MACV REQUEST ATIID THE SEARCH FOR OPrIONS
1.

The. Guam Conference, 20 - 21 March 1 91)7

In late March , P".cesident Johnson, along 'Hith members of the White
House Staff, DoD and State met with President Thieu, Premier Ky, General
vfestmoreland and other key military official s at Guam. The President ,,,as
determined to accelerate the rate of progress in the collective military
'and nation-building task confronting the United States and South Vietnam
and he believed that a face-to-face meeting ,'lith Thieu and Ky could best
speed up the process and possibly relieve some of the heavy political
pressur es on what he termed "the absolutely vital political base in the
country."
The basic objectives of the Guam meeting in the Secretary
of State ' s words ,,,ere to :

\

Y

\

"1.

K';l7 and

\
\

Stimulate good relations between them LThieu and
our nevi team [Bunker and Locki/ .

2. Provide an opportunity to i mpress upon them the high
importance of expeditiously completing and bringing the consti tutions into effect , and holding effective and honest el ectj.ons .
Continued GVN unity and broadly based government are critical
to the maintenance of the U.S. political base .

3. Help to dramatize post-Vial' planning and the role of
David Lilienthal and his opposite nQ1'Jlber .

4. Closely examine the clITrent status of the l and
r eform program and determine '\'That steps can be taken to accel erate the rate of progress in this field ."
Noticeably missing from the list of objectives was any detailed discus sion
or reevaluation of the military situation. In fact, the Agenda for the
conference i ncluded but two short sessions on the military effort . 2/
President JO~Dson had publicly announced that his purpose in calling the
Guam Confer ence VTas to introduce the ne;dy appointed U. S. t eam of Bunker ,
Locke and Komer to the l eaders of the GVN . Jj
Just as the Agenda had
indicated it vTould, and as had been the case in the t'\'TO previous occasions
of top US-GVN talks (Honolulu and Manil a ), the conference cO~1'Jlunique of
the h'To-day meeting emphasized political, economic and social concerns . y
The military picture VTas pres'Luued to be so encouraging and i mproving that
it r equired no special attention. H01'iever, three general impre ssions about
the thrust of the military briefings emerge from the conference documents
. and notes.
First, is the basically optimistic vie'\v held by General Westmoreland .
He noted that He ,'Tere pursuing a constant strategy aimed at destroying the
ene.my's main forces, providing security for the populace so that pacification could proceed, improving the lot of the people, pressing the North
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Vietnamese through the ROLLING THUNDER program and, finally, creating
conditions favorable for settlement on U.S. terms. Westmoreland ' s main
conclusions revolved around a new assessment that the enemy was weakening, that R(\LLING THUNDER did help, and t1".at the enemy's losses would
soon exceed his gains . To buttress these views he quoted a number of
"indicators" : that intensity of allied operations was up versus those
of last year; that the enemy's losses had doubled; that we were taking
four times the number of prisoners we had; that the nu~ber of defectors
had doubled; that the enemy "ras losing 2~ ti...mes the weapons that he had
in the past year; and that 18% more major YORds in South Vietnam had been
opened in the past three months . Enemy weakness was evident from the fact
that 54 of his maneuver battalions were rated only 50% combat effective
compared to ARVN's performance in having all but 7 of its 154 battalions
combat effective. ARVN l eadership was also cited as being "better." 2/
COMUSMACV 's analysis of RVNAF effectiveness was based upon a MACV
study completed early in 1967, one devoted to determining the shortfalls,
weaknesses and limitations of that organization. The analysis indicated
that the ARVN kill ratio had risen from 3.6 in 1965 to 3.7 in 1966 and that
there was a noticeable decline (27%) in personnel missing in action. The
MACV study had concluded ftthat it vIas apparent that both the Vietnamese
Army and Vietn~mese Air Force had made significant improvements during the
yea,r. §/
A Systems Analysis study completed in DoD just prior to the Guam
Conference concluded that U.S. and ARVN forces had surprisingly equal
effectiveness per batta lion day on search and destroy operations when
the relative strengths of the battalions were taken into account. 7/
At a time when American decision-makers were casting about for any-favorable
r eports on Vietnamese performance , the se descriptions of ARVN progress
were surely welcome. Unfortunately, they only contributed to the unrealistic military euphoria "rhich pervaded the Guam discussions.
The second major impression one takes from reviewing the military
briefings at Guam was that some increases in the Program 4 l evels vrould
be neces sary, but these would not be ma jor. The enemy strategy was '
reiterated; r..othing f01.Ul.d on CEDAR FALLS or other recent operations did
anything but confirm the ~IA.CV year-end a ss essment of VC/NVA strategy .
Recent American successes reinforced the belief that we had hit upon the
key to "Tinning -- despite continued large sC8.1e infiltration, Westmoreland
and others on his staff believed ,ore "rere again flirting with the illusive
"crossover point ft w'hen enemy total strength would begin to decline,
battle, diseane and desertion losses would ~xceed gains . 8/
Yet,
despite the indicators, infiltration remained an uncertainty, dS did the
continued good performance of ARVN . lVi thout a relatively efficient RvllIAF
performance , pacificevtion (e spe cially as its roles and missions "rere .
allocat ed ) vras doomed to failure. The hope generated by the encouraging
report on ARVN (from both M..I\CV and OASD/SA) and the favorable outcomes of
US current operations, seemed to confirm Ivhat most "rere led to believe:
any forthcoming P.l:'ogra.ll 4 request s 'Ivould be small .

21
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The briefing papers prepared for the conference merely affirmed
the prevalent belief \<7he11 one concluded that:
It • • • '1'here does not appear
to be any great return to
be r ee,lized from further force increases . The best alternatives are to increase the effectiveness of the force
already employed . This may be done through improved
tactic s and intelligence as well as through greater firepower and mobility . It ]!})

J

The same paper listed some of the factors that it believed might lead
to significant changes in Program #4 . They y,Tere :
a) PRACTICE NI1~ - Should this concept be i mpl emented
significant troop increases may be necessary. The physical
barrier on the east flan...'k. vTould require (according to lI11\.CV)
about 7700 additional personnel - 1 brigade, support and 2
1WCBs. The remainder of the system would generate requirements for 2 or 3 more brigades (po ss ibly ROK), an armored
cavalry squadron and support - a total Practice 9 force of
about L~O, 000 •
. b) Assuming the presently planned force levels and
combat pace, some minor reductions in construction and support
personnel should be possible in CY 1968. The magnitude and
phasing cannot be determined at this time but might total
10-15,000 personnel, beginning mid CY 1968.
c) If the war against the hard-core VCi~vA units should
drop off shal'ply next year, it may be po ssible to y,Tithdra,-T
a major slice of U.S. combat and support units - perhaps 8,S
many as 100,000 . This would encompass one or two divisions
and support and five to ten tactical fighter squadrons . Such
a step would reduce the overall cost of the wa r to the U.S.A.
and hopefully stimulate the GVN to play a more responsible
role. It would also lessen the economic disJ_ocatio11s caused
by the massive UoS. presence, and ease the burden in the U.S .
. of supporting the effort in SEA. ~
Interestingly only one of the three dealt with an increase while the
others concent.rated upon step-dovms in U S. strength. '§
The barrier
r emained a hiCh probability -- planning as V'e have seen (as 'Hell as some
stationing) was proceeding; the other hlO ,,,ere definitely low probability
events. All of these considere.tions at Guam could only lead the decisionmakers to conclude that although more troops would probably be requested,
their numbers 'Iwuld be relatively small.
0
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J

Finally, the third thrust of the military discus s ions at Guam could
be detected in the military briefings I'Thich repeatedly stressed MACV' s
alarm about the enemy campaigns unfolding in I CTZ. He believed that the
VC/r:...TVA main fcrce operations concentrated in the I CTZ area were part of
their initial attempt to seize the tactical initiative. Westmoreland was
more than ever impres sed by the size and equipment of those enemy forces
in the area; in his eyes they posed a serious threat to U.S. operations
not only in I CTZ but all of SVN. The General also saw opportunity beckon,
for here the decisive battles ,vould be fought -- present and portended
combat in I CTZ had become the schwerpunkt . 13/
The record of what 8,ddi tional views were exchanged bet,'leen COMUSMACV
and the I<Tashington leaders remains unclea r. One can speculate that
Westmoreland surely indicat ed he might require more troops, but he probably
did not use any but round munbers , if he used them at all. At one point
in John McNaughton ' s notes the nota,tion "100,000 more troops to VB?" is
listed under "Dirties," or unpleasant subjects for cons ideration, but other
than that no formal record of force level discussions remains. ~
Guam 1967, was attacked in the press as a political jaunt that
impress ed fe\"T and exhausted many . Symbolic as it may ha ve been, it hardly
seemed I'Torth a trip to the distant Pacific to introduce some ne,'l ambassadors
and award some air crel'T medals in the rain. 15/ The rapid transit through
time zones and Hearing nature of the discussions generated little enthusiasm
among the official entourage , a malaise reflected throu.ghout the nevTspaper
and official accounts of the trip. 16/
The mood of optimism about the
ground I'Tar situation and the generallow pressure aspect of the military
side of the Guam 'Conference did little to prepare the decision-makers for
the MACV-CINCPAC force request s which broke in late March.
2.

The MACV Request :

"Essential" Looks Like "Optimum"

On 18 March , General Ivestmoreland submitted his analysis of current
MACV force requirements projected through FY 68. This request was to
furnish the ba se line for all :fllrther force deploy:.m.ent calculat ions during
the Program 5 period. In preface to his specific request, CO]vI\JSMACV
r eviel'Ted his earlier CY 67 requirement Hhich asked for 124 maneuver battalions I'Tith their necessary combat and combat service support, a total
strength of 555,741. This figure ,vas the maximum figure requested during
the Progranl 4 deliberations. The approved Program 4 package included only
470,366 and was considerably beloH the MACV request , a fact I'Thich led to
the series of reclamas described in Section II. Westmoreland related that
MACV-CINCPAC had not strongly objected earlier to the L~70 , 000 man cE:.iling
because of adverse piaster impact and the realities of service capab ilities,
but, subs equent r eassessment of the situation had indicated clearly to him
that the P"rogram 4 force, althou.gh enab ling U. S. force to gain the initiati ve did not "permit sustained operations of the scope and intensity
req1..1ired to avoid an unreasonably protracted I'Tar ."

E.I
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As the cable continued, the American commander in Vietnam briefly
restated his earlier assessment of enemy trends: That the enemy had
increased his force structure appreciably and was now confronting Free
World Military FOrces with large bodies of troops in and above the DMZ ,
in the Laotian and Cambodian sanctuaries and certain areas within SVN .
In light of this new appraisal, he had established an early requirement
for an additional 2-1/ 3 divisions which he proposed be accommodated by
re structuring the original 555,741-man force package proposed during
Program 4. This force was required fras soon as possible but not later
than 1 July 1968. fr Part of the reasoning was that this in effect consti tuted no more than a 6-month IT extensionfr of the CY 67 program and as
such would permit shifting force programming from a Calendar Year to a
Fiscal Year basis, a shift long needed in COMUSMACV ' s estimation to make
forc e programming for Vietnam compatible with other programs and to pro vide essential l ead time in the procurement of hard~Tare . Westmoreland
then looked further ahead, noting :
fr • • • It
is entirely possible that additional forces, over
and above the immediate requi rement for 2-1/ 3 Divisions, ~Till
materialize. Present planning, which will undergo continued
r efinement , suggests an additional 2-1/3 division equivalents
'whose availability i s seen as extending beyond FY 68 . II ]!2/

Then as if to t ake the edge off his request, CO}1USMACV turned att ention
to two programs "Thich were becoming increasingly attractive to American
decis,ion-lP..akers . These vTere development of an improved RVNAF and an
increase in the other Free World Military Forces conunitted to the war
in Vietnam. He c'ommented that despite the force ceiling on RVNAF curr ently in effect some selective increase in Vietnamese capa,bili ties w'as
required , such as creation of a suitable base for establishing a constabulary, an organization vital to the success of the Revolutionary Development program. Westmoreland stated that it was the position of his headquart ers that provision for any and all Free World Military Forces was
welcomed as lI additive reinforcements, fr but they w'ould be treated as additions only, thereby having no effect upon U S. force computa,tions .
0

The concept of operations under which the new forces he r equested
w'ere to be employed varied little in its essentj,al aspects from that outlined in MACV ' s February IIAs sessment of the Military Situation and Concept
of Operations, fr
which had reached Washington but a ~Teek earlier .
HOvTever, the ne,'T cable irrtegrated the neyT forces as part of the MACV operational forces . ' i'lestmoreland revie\'Te d the period just past then turned to
the futm'e:

12I

11 • • • our operations were primarily holding actions
characterized by border surveillance , reconnaissance to
locat e enemy forces, and spoiling attacks to disrupt the
enemy offensive. As a result of our buildup and successes,
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''le were able to plan and initiate a general offensive .
We nOv7 have gained the tactical initiative, and are conducting continuous small and occasionaJ_ large-scale
offensive operations to decimate the enemy forces ; to
destroy enemy base areas and disrupt his infrastructure;
to interdict his land and water LaC ' s and to convince him ,
through the vigor of our offensive and accompanying psychol ogical operations, that he faces inevitable defeat .
"Military success alone ''lill not achieve the US obj ect i ves in Vietnam. Political, economic, and psychological
victory is equally i mportant , and support of Revolutionary
Development program is mandatory . The basic precept for
the role of the military in support of Revolutionary Development is to provid e a secure environment for the population
so that the civil aspects of RD can progress . II

m

i,

He then deta.iled corps by corps the two troop request requirements
labeling them the "optimum force" (4-2/3 Divs) and the "minimum essential
force " (2-1/3 Divs):
li B.

Force r equirements FY 68

(1 ) The MACV objectives for 1967 were based on the
assUIaption that the CY 67 force r equirements vIOuld be approved
and provided expeditiously within the capabilities of the
service s. Hovlever, with the i mplement a tion of Program Four ,
i t vias recognized that our accompl.ishments might fall short
of 0 1IT objectives. With the additional forces cited above,
v7e would have had the capability to extend offensive operations into an exploitation phase designed to take advantage
of our successes.
( 2 ) With requisite forces , we shall be able to
complete more quickly the destruction or neutraliw.tion of
the enemy main forces and bases and, by continued presence,
deny to him those areas in RVN l ong considered safe havens .
As the enemy main forces are destroyed or broken up, increasingly greater efforts can be devoted to rooting out and
destroying the VC guerrilla and communist infrastructure .
Moreover, increas ed assistance can be provided the RVNAF in
support of its effort to provide the required level of security for the expanding areas undergoing Revolutionary
Development .

(3) G-ptimUl'l Force .. The optimum force required
implement the concep:'c of operations and to exploit success
is considered 4-2/3 divisions orthe equivalent ; 10 tactical
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fighter squadrons with one additional base; and the full
mobile riverine force. The order of magnitude estimate is
201,250 Jpaces in addition to the 1967 ceiling of 470,366
for a total of 671,616.
(A) In I Corps, the situation.is the most
cri tical "d th respect to existing and potential force
ratios. As a mlnlmum, a division plus a regiment is
required for Quang Tri Province as a containment force .
The latter has been justified previously in another plan.
Employment of this force in the containment role would
release the units now engaged there for expansion of the
DaNang, Hue-Phu Bai and Chu Lai TAOR's as well as increase
s e cuJ:'ity and control along the corps northern coasta,l areas.
One of the most critical areas in RVN today is Quang Ngai
Province even if a maj or operation were conducted in this
area during 1967, the relief would be no more than temporary.
A force is needed in the province to wAintain continuous
pres sure on the enemy to eliminate his forces and numerous
bas e areas, and to remove his control over the l arge population and food re serves . The sustained employment of a
division of 10 battalions is mandatory in Quang Ngai Province if de sired results are to be realized. Employment
of this force would provide security for the vital coastal
ar eas , facilit ate opening and securing Route 1 and the
railroad and, perhaps equally important, relieve pressure
on northern Binh Dinh Province.
(B ) In II Corps, the task is two fold:
destroy the enemy main and guerrilla forces in the coastal
areas ; and contain the infiltrat ion of fJVA forces from
Cambodia and Laos. Continual expansion both north and
south of the present capital coastal TARO's opening and
securing Route 1 and the railroad, securing Route 20 from
Dalat south to the III Corps boundary, destruction of
enemy forc es in Pleiku and Kontum Provinces, and containment of the enemy forces in the Cambodian and Laotian
. sanctuaries are all tasks to be accomplished given the
large area in II Corps and the continuous enemy threat,
an optimum force augmentation of four separate brigades
is required to execute effectively an exploitation of our
successes . An infantry brigade is neeied in northern Binh
Dinh Province to expand security along the coastal area
and to f acilitate operations in Quang Ngai Province to the
north . A mechanized brigade in the ~restern highlands "rill
assi st in offens ive and containment operations in the
Pleiku-Kontum area. An infantry brigade in the r egion of
Ban Me Thout is needed to conduct operations against enemy
fo r ces and bases there and to add security to this portion
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of II Corps no"\'1 manned with limited ARVN forces, and
finally, a mechani zed brigade is needed in Binh Thuan
Province to neutralize the enemy force s and bases in
the southern coastal area, and to open and secure highvray 1 and the national railroad to the III Corps b01mdary.
(C) In III Corps, operations to destroy
VC/NVA main forc es and bases in the northw'estern & central
parts of the corps area and to intensify the campaign against
the enemy's infrastructlITe are being conducted. These
operations are to be completed by intensive efforts to open
and secure the principal land and water LOC's throughout the
Corps Zone. How'ever, deployment of the US 9th Di v to IV
Corps vTill create a gap in the forces cwaile,ble in III Corps
to operate against seen significant base areas in Phuoc Tuy,
Binh Tuy, and Long Lhanh Provinces. These areas constitute
the home base of the still formidable 5th VC Division. This
unit must be destroyed·, its bases neutralized and Route 1
and the national railroad opened and secured . Other critical
loca le s that "Till r equire considera,ble effort are War Zone
D and Phuoc Long area in ,'r hich the VC 7th Division is
believed to be l ocated . With the forces operating clITrent ly
in III Corps, SUbstantial progress can be made , but to
exploit effectively our successes an addition of one division, preferably air mobile is required. By basing this
division in Bien Hoa Province just north of the RSSZ, it
would be in position to conduct operations against the 5th
Div, and War Zone D, as ,veIl as to reinforce the US 9th
Div in Delta operations as required.

.~

(D) In IV Corps, vTi th deployment of the US
9th Div to the Corps area and vrith increasing success of
ARVN operations there, the situation vrill be greatl y improved.
Primary emphasis will be given to destroying VC main and
guerrilla units and their bases, to int ens ifying operations
to extend GVN control, to stopping the flow of food stuffs
a nd material s to the enemy through C~mbodia, and to assisting
in the flovr of goods to GVN outlets in Saigon. In addition
emphasis v7ill be accorded the opening and seclITing of principal water and land LOC's which are the key to all operations
in the Delta. It is noteworthy on this score , that effectivE:ness of forces available is hamper,::d severely by an
ina.dequate mobile riverine force. In IV Corps, the essential '
requirement is to flesh out the mobi le riverine force with
three APB' s (Barracks Ships) one ARL ( repair ship), and tvTO
RAS (river assault squadrons).

(4) The Minimu.rn Essential Force necessary to
exploit success of the current offensive and to retai.n
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effective control of the expanding areas being cleaned
of enemy influence is 2-1/3 divisions with a total of 21
maneuver battalions. One division, wit.h nine infantry
battali ons -- each \-lith 4 rifle companies -- and an ACR
of three squadrons are r equired. The other division of
nine maneuver battalions, each battalion organized with
four rifle companies is r equi red in Quang Ngai Province.
Four tactical figbter squadrons, each generating 113
sorties per month per identified maneuver battalion, are
r equired . Two squadrons 'Ivi ll be stationed at Phu Cat and
two at Tuy Hoa . One C-130 or equival ent type squadron
can provide adequate airlift and is justified on the basis
of current planning factors: This SQ.D "TOul.d be based at
Cam Ranb Bay . A minimu~ essential logis t ic base can be
provid ed by sel ective augmentation of NSA Danang, and by
provision for lift capability equivalent to eight LST's
in addition to two LST's identified previous ly for the
containment force in Quang Tri Province . Tl'lO nondivi sional Army combat engineer battalions and four Army
construction battalions will be r equired to support
divi sional engineering effort to augment two navy construction battalions that previously have been ident ified
. with the containment force in Quang Tri Province.
(B) Effectiveness of tbe US 9th Divi sion ' s
operations in IV Corps will be degraded unacceptably without
adequate mobil ity on the "Taterways . For tbis reason, 8.ddi tion of hlO river assault squadrons with their associated
support is de emed essential . The Mekong Delta Mobile
Riverine Force originally was tailored and justified as
a four RAS level. This requirement still is valid . Tbe
primary media of transport in the Delta are air and l·rateJ:'.
Air mobility is recognized as critical to success of opera tions i n the area, but the size of offensive operations that
can be mounted is l imited by the inherent physico.l limita tions of airborne v ehicles. Accordingly, any si zeabl e
offensive operation such as those visualized for the US
9th Division must utilize tbe 300km of vlatenlays in the
Delta to exploit tactical mobility . Maintenance of LOC 's
and populat ion control in tbe areas secured by tbe divisio.n's operations , along vli th extension of the interdiction
effort, necessitates expansion of the game warden operation.
Fifty PBR ' scan pJ:'ovide this capability based on experience
factor s accrued thus far . 21/
Tbe piaster impact of tbis request to wbicb mucb l ip-service '\vas
still being paid varied f r om 44 billion piasters for tbe 4-2/ 3 division
optim~ force to 41.7 bi llion piasters for the minimmfi essential force .
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The proposed increase added an estimated 1.1 billion piasters to the
1967 program for a total estimated cost of 46.7 billion estimated
additional COl::>ts for CY 68 l.mder the proj ected programs would total
2.8 billion piasters, 1. 2 billion coming during January through June
and the r emaining 1.6 billion for July through December.
westmoreland concluded the long request with an observation which
vTas to provide the basis for considerab le dispute within the government.
He vTrote:
11 • • • "\Ilhereas deployment of additional US forces in
FY 68 will obviate the r equirement for a major expansion
of the RVNAF, selective increases are necessary to optimize combat effectiveness . Regular forces proposed for
FY 68 total 328,322, an increase of 6,367 spaces of the FY
67 authorization. As US, Free World and RVNAF operations
are expanded, additional areas will be made available for
the conduct of Revolutionary Development operations. Based
on experience gained thus far, an increase of 50,000 RF/PF
spaces will be required to provide a planning figure of
35 0 ,000 spaces for this forc e . The increase will accommodate necessary support of Revolutionary Development and
concomitantly , will be compatible with requirements incident
to j.mplementation of the constabulary concept. ~

His emphas is upon HF/PF spo,ces in lieu of expansion of the RVNAF vlhich
could theoretically substitute for additional U.S. troops prompted many
who disagreed with the basic increases to ask why the US should meet
such expanded troop requirements vThen the Government of South Vietnam
would neither mobilize its manpol'ler nor effectively employ it according
to US wishe s . 23/
.
3.

The JCS Take Up the March : The CINCPAC Force Requirements
Task Group, and JCSM-2l8-67 .

JCS r eaction to the COMUSM.A.CV message \'; as predictably rapid. The
Chiefs realized that the general analysis provided in the original MACV
request 'Ivould prove to be inadequate for the SecDef to either assess the
validity of the requirements or the sufficiency of the means of meeting
them. Consequently, they directed that detailed analyses be submitted to
them from MACV/ CINCPAC on a time-phased basis commencing on 26 March . ~
In a realisti~ r eflection of the feasibility of the two proposals, the
JCS required that the minimum essential force be addressed in as much
detail as t ime pel'mitted and that the optimum force be addressed in only
general terms. They asked that the analysis include not 011~y an expansion
of t he concept but: (1) a listing of the force r equirements additive to
OSD y.cogram 4; (2) the ra,tionale to validate these i ncreased requirements;
(3) the service capabilities to provide validated force requirements;
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(4) the logistic i mplications and the discussion of any problem areas
which they (M.ACV) anticipated in meeting them. ?:5..1
On 26 Mar-::h COMUSMACV submitted to the CINCPAC Requirements Task
Group a detailed troop listing for the 2-1/ 3 division "minimum essential
f orce . " Other than providing a detailed list of TO&E ' s and unit small
strengths, the document provides little of interest. It did stipulate
that the northern portion of the minimum essential force woul d be directed
t oward an expanded infiltration interdiction mission and that the southern
portion of the force would pursue "presently prescribed operations ." 26/
In a follow-up message to the Task Requirements Group on the 28th
of March'COMUSMACV again commented on the restrictive aspects of Y.cogram 4; 27/
This in turn was picked up and amplified by CINCPAC in a message to the JCS CINCPAC pointed out that as of 9 March 1967 Program 4
on the same day. ~
was 38,241 spaces short of full implementation'and that this figure incl uded
spaces for five battalions or their equivalents which could not be consid,e red
for trade-off purposes . All of these spaces, especially the battalion
equivalents, vTere significant elements when considered within the perspective of MACV' s operational requirements and could not be deleted 'ivithout
seriously impairing r!fA.CV capability to achieve its objectives . In light
of this shortfa,ll in P'.cogram 4 CINCPAC requested that the JCS reconsi der
i ts earlier proposal that a 4th rifle company be added to all U. S. Army
i nfantry battalions in Vietnam . The logic be'hind such a raise in program
ceiling vThich vlOuld increase materially the combat power and effectiveness
of the infantry 'Ivithout increasing lmit overhead was irrefutable in
CINCPAC's eyes. CINCPAC proposed that the addition of the rifle companies,
a total of 8,821 men, be added to the Program 4 ceiling for a total of
479,231 of all. services. The space requirements for the 2 .. 1/ 3 division
minimum ess ential force reflected in the COMtJm!fA.CV request "Tould t hen be
added on to the adjusted Program 4 total of 479,000 . HOI·rever, in the event
that any or all of the spaces reflected in that 479,000 were not approved
or tha t the package its elf would be reduced, the Pacific Corrm]B,nder predicted
grave curtailment in MACV operations and a danger that the operational
objectives set for the force requirements initially would not be achieved .
By 28 March the JCS through the CINCPAC group had the detailed
justifica,t ion and planning calcu~ations for the COMUSMACV 67 force requi rements in hand . MACV had added little that Has new in the way of strategi c
concept other than to r eaffirm their intention to concentrate on certain
priority areas in each corps te,ctical zone. Priority areas themselves were
selected because they seemed best suited to achieve destruction or neutrali zation of enemy main forc es and bases -- pers istently prime MA.CV goals .
Despi te this strong declaration of intent r1A.CV hedged by noting that "the
enemy "dl.l be struck vlherever he -presents a lucrative target ." 29/
Forces
would also be ma,intained by MACV ~utside the priority areas to contain the
enemy in his out of country sanctu8,ries. In this connection , the planners
anticipated that there uould be l arlIe scale offens ive operations continuously conducted during FY 68 to detect and destroy infiltration or invasion
force s in the DMZ-Highland Border r egions.
TOP SECRET - Sensitive
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If the forces outlined under the optimum force request were granted
priority \-las to be accorded to the expansion of secure areas. The RVNAF
would be given the primary responsibility of providing military support
of Revolutionary Development activities and Revolutionary Development
operations would be intensified throughout ~he country as the pacified
areas Ivere expanded. MACV explained that such increased demands on the
RVNAF \-Tould establish a concomitant demand for additional U.S. force
resources to fill the operational void resulting from the intensified
Revolutionary Development orientation of the RVNAF . The long message
also broke out the minimum essential and optimum package forces by service
and by total troops as shown in the ta~ below.

J2I

STRENGTH
(2-1/3 Div Min
essential Force)
Army
Navy
Air Force
Marines
TOTAL
-J(-

69,359
5,739
5,368
110
80,576

STRENGTH
(2-1/3 Div Addition for optimum
force package)

STRENGTH
(Total Optimum Force)

100,527 -x8, 02 3
9,891
0
118,441

169,886
13,762
15,259
110
119;017

c

Includes 5,547 spaces required to incorporate NACOV Study recormnendations.

The total optimum force end strength Ivas 678,248 arrived at by adding the
approved Program 4 strength of 470,000 to the earlier MACV rec18~a of
8,821 (see page 68 this section) and the " optimum force l1 additive of
199,017 . The justification for additional forces broken out by corps
tactical zones were essentially the same as those presented in the original
M.A.CV request on 18 March. HOI'Tever, the later dOC1.illlent prepared at PACOM
Hqs on the 28th reflected the increased concern with the enemy threat
developing in the I Corps tactica l zone . Concerning this threat, COMUSlfmCV
\-Trote:
"In I Corps t actical zone, the bulk of the population
and the food producing regions are within 15 miles of the
coast . In the northern part of the zone , multiple 1lVA
Divisions pos sess the capability to move south of the DMZ .
Additionally, there iB constant enemy activity in much of
the coastal area. The topography of I Corps lends itself
to the establishment and maintenance of enemy base areas in
the remote, spars ely populated r egions . The enemy has operated. for years virtually ullinol ested thruughout most of Quang
Ngai Province because fri endly forces could not be diverted
from other important tasks.
"There are several important ta sks which must be performed in I Corps . Security of bases and key population
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cent ers must be maintained . The area under GVN control
must be extended by expanding existing TAOR's, and by
opening r,nd securing ma j or LOC' s , particularly Route l.
The enemy must be contained in his sanctuaries, and denied
use of infi l tration and invasion routes. Enemy main forces
and bases must be sought out and de stroyed . Surveillance
and reconnaissance in force throughout the CTZ must complement the tasks discussed above.
"The deployment of a division and an armored cavalry
regiment to Quang Tri Province, south of the il~Z , would
make it possible for Marine Corps units now conducting containment operations to secure and expand t actical areas of
re sponsibility (TAOR's).
"The RVNAF and usjFl<lM.1\F will i ntensify operations
a gainst organized enemy forces and base areas in and near
the populated and food producing areas of the coastal
plains thus denying them access to population and food
resources .
"Clearing and securing operations will be pursued
to f acilitate the expansion of the secured areas , the
ultimate goal being to connect the Hue -Phu Bai , Danang ,
and' Chu Lai TAOR' s . The follovling maj or LOC' s will be
opened and secured : Route 9, from Route 1 to Thon San Lam;
and Route 1. and the r a ilroad throughout the entire l ength
of I CT Z, includi ng the spur to the An Hoa industrial compl ex .
"One of the most crit ical areas in the RVN today is
Quang Ngai Province. A division is required there to maintain continuous pres sure on t he enemy, to eliminate his forces
and numerous base areas , and to remove his control over large
:popula.tion and food resources .
"Sustained employment of a division in Quang Ngai would
obviate t he necessity to use other forces t o meet a critica l
requirement . The division would provide security for the
coastal area , facilitate opening and securing Route 1 and the
r ailroad , and relieve some of the pressure on nort hern Binh
Dinh P'.coyince. Of particular significance is the sup:port
which if0 11ld be :provided to the RVNAF iYl securing the im:portant
Mo Duc Area with its dense :po:pulation and three annual rice
cro:ps . Additionally, deployment of the division as discussed
above wOl~ld all ow' III MAP to expand its clearing and securing
operations i nto the heavil y populated Tam Ky area north of
the Chu Lai TAOR . Long t erm security must be :provided for
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both of these areas so that Revolutionary Development
can progress.
IIFailure to provide two and one-third divisions for
CTZ ,'lould result in the diversion of existing forces
from other tasks to deny and defeat infiltration or invasion.
Security in support of Revolutionary Develop~ent could not
be increased to the desired degree in the coastal area, the
major LOC's could not be opened throughout the CTZ, and the
enemy ,-TOuld be able to continue operating virtually unmolested
throughout the key Q,uang Ngai Province.
I

lilt is emphasized that the relationship of the two and
one-third division force requirement for I Corps to that
of Practice Nine is coincidental. This force is the mlnlmum
essential r equired to support operations planned for FY 68
without reference to Practice Nine .
• • • • 11

W

The next most dangerous sitI18,t:ion appeared to be that in II Corps, a
diverse geographical area Ivhich included major population centers along the
coastal plains as \vell as sizeable population centers and military bases
on the western plateau, such as Binh Dinh, Aru~e, Kontum, and Pleiku. Here
the enemy , orienting himself on the population, pl'esented a diffel'ent pl'oblem ilThich, in the wol'ds of Genel'al Westmoreland, l'equired lIa high degl'ee of
mobility and flexibility in U.S./F1ilMAF/RVNAF.t! As he analysed the col'ps
t actical situation , Westmoreland l'eemphasized vlhat he had all'eady said
about containing the lal'ge enemy milital'Y fol'ces at the bounda:cies of the
sanctuaries :
t!Enemy forces in the Pleiku and Kontnm al'eas must be
destl'oyed , and infiltration from Ca,mbodia and Laos must be
cont ained . Forces in-country will continue to make progress
in areas of current deployment. Those progl'ammed for deployment \'lill augment this effort . Ho,'revel', there are gaps, as
discussed belo,.;, that must be filled before success can be
exploited and minimum essential seclU'i ty can be provided
within the I I Corps area.
IlLarge enemy forces remaining in heavily populated
Binh Dinh Province must be destroyed. Secm'i ty must be
established and maintained in the northern portion of the
pl'ovince, particularly along the coastal area, so that
Revolutionary Development can progress, these security
forces also will facilitate the conduct of operations in
Q,uang Ngai ~rovince.
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"Inadequacy of forces in the border areas is a significant weakness in II Corps. Reinforcement of units in
the western highlands is needed to assist in the conduct
of offensive and containment operations. I-Tith the large
enemy forces located in border sanctuaries, II Corps is
faced constantly with the possible requirement to divert
critical resources from priority tasks to counter large
scale intrusion."]3J
The most pressing military objective in III Corps area "YTas to expand
security radially from the Saigon-Cholon area. MACV planned to accomplish
this primarily by standard clearing and security operations featuring an
intensifi ed campaign conducted to root out the VC infrastructure . In
conjunction vTith this , continuous pressure presumably in the form of
search and destroy operations would be applied to the enemy in War Zones
C and D, the Iron Triangle, and the bas e area clusters in the Phuoc Long
area. Denial of these areas to the enemy Ivould provide a protective
shield behind which the Revolutionary Development progr~ms could operate.
HOlvever, deployment of the U.S. 9th Division to the 4th Corps area would
create a gap in the forces available in III Corps and seriously degrade
the capability to provide this shield . The possible repositioning of the
asset s existing within III Corps to either I CTZ in the north or the 9th
Divi s ion relocation just to the south just mentioned could also seriously
limi t the offensive capabil·i ties in the northern and central portion of
III Corps. Accordingly, COMUSMACV expressed an urgent requirement for an
additional divj.sion for III Corps. This unit would be positioned just
north of the Rung Sat operation zone and would assist in maintaining the
protective shield around Saigon-Cholon. Revolutionary Development operations vTould then be able to proceed unhindered and operations against the
VC 5th Division could be reinforced if required. 33/
Throughout the force requirement justifications , one is L~mediately
struck by the i mplicit ordering of the priorities for assignment of forces
and missions . It is quite clear that the "minimum essential force" "YThich
COMUSMACV requested was intended to be employed against VC/NVA main force
units in a contaimnent role in the border areas a.nd a destruction-disruption
mode in I CTZ as well as the base areas within the countrJ itself. Those
force s over and above the "minimmn essential," so lab e lled the "optimum
force," were those intended to take up the slack in the RD "shield ll role.
MACV, probably rightly, calculated that not even minimal gains such as
were forthcoming in the under-manned RD program would be possible unless
the VC/rrvA ma~_n force operations could be stymied and kept from directly
assaulting the II shields. II
. Before the JCS could form~lly ratify the COMUSMACV-CINCPAC FY 68
forc e requirements, tlVO other events t ranspired "Ylhich had significant
influence on the developE~ent of ground force requirements. On 7 April,
a s the situation in I CTZ deteriorated COMUSIvlACV posted a provisional
division named Task Force OREGON to quang Ngai Province. This development caused a reappraisal of the 2-1/2 division minimum essential force
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r e~uirement submitted in the 28 March message .
In effect, the re~uire
ment for a division in ~uang Ngai Province which was identified in the
lat e March ca'J:>le was being filled by Task Fnrce ORffiON.
The provisional division "las composed of the 3rd Brigade of the 25th Infantry
Division, 196th Light Infantry Brigade and the 1st Brigade of the 101st
Airborne Division . Permanent assignment of the airborne brigade to the
north had an especially adverse impact because it was the sole reserve
of the First Field Force . This shifting of forces created an undesirabl e
situation in that MACV would possibly be forced to assign a mechanized
battalion as the Field Force r eserve . Accordingly, COMUSMACV cancelled
his urgent re~uest for a cavalry unit in the north and asked to delay
further dj.scus sions on this subject until during his visit to Washington
i n the next tw'o "reeks . 22/
Concurrent w'ith the movement of Task Force
ORffiON to the north COMUSMACV submitted via CINCPAC to the JCS a re~uest to
deploy the 9th Marine Amphibious Brigade from Okinawa to South Vietnam .
JCSM 208-67 , prepa red by the Chiefs on the subj ect , proposed that tl'lO
special l anding forces from the brigade be stationed off the Vietna.mese
coast to be committed IV'hen r equired by- COMUSMACV and the r emainder of the
M.A.B placed on 15-day call in Okina"ra . The proviso that unless these forces
were employed on a contingency basis they "Tould revert to their normal
schedul es by 1 September was inserted in the recommendation at CI NCPAC 's
re~uest.
He disagreed vTi th the dismemberment of the PACOM strategic
reserve. This proposal was approved by the Secretary of Defense on 14 April
and t he brigade removed to Vietnamese "raters shortly thereafter . 36/

i!!J

On 20 April, the JCS, in JCSM-218-67 , formally reported to the
Secretary of Defense that MACV re~uired additional forces to achieve
the obj ectives they considered the U.S. was pursuing in Vietnam. The
JCS announcement came as l ittle surprise to the Secretary of Defense
since as early as 23 March he had seen the original message in "Thich
COMUSMACV had outlined the minimum essential and optj~um f orce requirements. ]1/
.
JCSM-128-67 reaffirmed the basic objectives and stra.tegic concepts .
contained in JCSM 702-66 dated 4 November 1966 . Briefly, these entailed
a national objective of attaining a stable and independent non-coIl1..munist
govermnent in South Vietnam and a four-fold military contribution toward
achieving the objectives of:
"(a) Making i t a s difficult and costly as possible for
t he NVA ~ o continue effective support of the VC and to cause
North Vi ~tna.m to cease direction of th~ VC insurgency .
"(b) To defeat the VC/ "f..JVA and rorce the withdrawal
of NVA force s .
"(c)

Extend government dominion, direct ion and control.
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lI (d) To deter Chinese Communists from direct intervention in SEA .
The JCS listed three general areas of military effort that they felt
should be pursued in the '\var:
'~ ( l) Operations against the Viet Cong/North Vietnamese
Army (VC/NVA) forces in SVN while concurrently assisting the
South Vietnamese GoverJ:1..rnent in their nation-building efforts.

"( 2) Operations to obstruct and reduce the flow of men
and materials from North Vietnam (NV) to SVN.

"(3 ) Operations to obstruct and reduce imports of ';.,arsustaining materials into NVN.
They continued by assessing the achievements of the US and allies in these
three areas :
"In the first area, the United states and its allies
have achieved considerable success in operations against
VC/ NVA forces. HOIvever, sufficient friendly forces have not
been made available to bring that degree of pressure to bear
on the enemy throughout SVN \'rhich would be beyond his abili tyto accommodate and 'which would provide the secure environ,:"
ment essentia l to sustained progress in Revolutionary Development. The Gurrent reinforcement of I CTZ by diversion of forces
from II and III CTZs reduces the existing pressure in those
areas and inevitably will cause a loss of momentum that must
be restored at the earliest practicable da.te.
"In the second area., US efforts have achieved appreciable success. Greater success could be realized if an
expanded system of targets were made available.
"In the third a.rea, relatively little effort has been
permitted. This failure to obstruct and reduce imports of
vrar-sustaining materials into NVN has affected unfavorably
the desired degree of success of operations in the other areas .
The Joint Chiefs strongly recommended not only the approval of additional forces to provide an increased level of' effort in SVN but tha.t action
be taken to reduce and obstruct the enemy capability to import the material
support required to sustain the 'ilar effort. They argued that the cumulative
effect of all the se operations, in South Vietnam, in North Vietnam and
against the enemy ' s strategic lines of communi cation vlOuld hast en the
successful conclusion of the l"rar and would most likely reduce the overa.ll
ultimate force r equirements . Their rationa le for the 1968 forces Ivas summarized as folloVTS :
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liThe FY 1968 force for SVN is primarily needed to
offs et the enemy 's increased posture in the vicinity of
the DMZ a~d to improve the environment for Revolutionary
Development in I and IV CTZs. To achieve the secure environment for l.asting progress in SVN, additional military forces
must be provided in order to (1) destroy the enemy main
force, (2 ) locate and destroy district and provincial guer rilla forces, and (3) provide security for the population.
The i ncreased effort required to offset VC/~VA main forces'
pre ssure is diminishing the military capability to provide
a secure environment to villages and haIr1~ets. Diversion
of forces from within SVN and the employment of elements of
CINCPAC's reserve are temporary measures at the expense of
high-priority programs in other parts of SVN. Thus, if
sufficient units are to be available to provide both direct
and indirect support to Revolutionary Development throughout
SVN, added forces must be deployed.
liThe thr ee -TFS force for Thailand and the additional
Navy forces in the South China Sea and the Gulf 0:(' Tonkin
are required to bring increased pressures to bear on NVN ."

'!!!2J

The service capabilities to meet the force requirements which the chiefs
recommended presented another problem. The JCS examined these capabilities
under hTO alternative cases:
!tCase I - No Reserve callup or extension of terms of
service.~esent tour and rotation policies would be main-

tained. By July 1968 , only a one and one-third Army division
force, a part of the mobile riverine force, and no additional
Marine Corps forces could be in place in SVN. A second Army
divi sion force to fill out the FY 1968 requirement probably
could not be provided until the first half of FY 1970. The
additional 8" gun cruiser, five additional destroyers, and
about half of the in-country naval :('orces could be provided in
FY 1968 , but only by the undesirable expedient of extending
present periods of deployment. The three TFS in Thailand
and f'i ve in SVN requested by CINCPAC could be furnished in
FY 1968. Three TFS in SVN would be required to meet the need
for air support of the one and one-third divisions that could
be deployed in FY 1968.
"Case II -- Callup of Reserves and a tVlelve-month involuntary extension of terms of service. Present tour and
rotation policies \"loW-d be maintained. A Reserve callup
and the collateral a,ctions enumerated belo"l would enable
the Services to provide the major combat forces required in
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PACOM not later than end FY 1968. The forces would include
one and one -third Army divisions, thre e US Air Force TFS,
one Marine division/wing team I'Thich includes tvro TFS, the
major portion of the mobile riverine force , naval patrol
forces, and most of the re<luired SUppOj~t forces for SVN;
thr ee US Air Force TFS in Thailand ; one additional 8 1r gun
cruiser and five additional destroyers .rr!!Jj
~rominently identified in each of the se cases were issues revolving
around re<luirements for ca lling up of the Reserves and extension of terms
of service, end strength i ncreases above current force l evels , expansion
of the CONUS sustaining base , additional funds in the FY 68 budget, dral'Tdown of the "Tar reserve and preposition stocks and partial mobili zation
of' the industry. Fundamental to the development of the service plans "Tas
the effort to minimi ze the impact on the overall U. S • military posture but
even the Chiefs concluded that :

rr Considering our curr'ent vlOrld,vide commitment s a
Reserve callup for a minimum of 24 months and involuntary
extension of t erms of service for tuelve months are the
only fea sibl e means of meeting the additional FY 1968
r equirements in the stipulated time fr~e . The effect of
a 24-month l imitation on callup of Reserves is that the
Armed Forces l'1ou1d expend their major reserve assets by
end FY 1972 as a result of succ essive callup and commitment
of Reserve units. This vlOuld be avoided if Reserve units
''1ere held for the duration of the emergency . Authority
t o do this and to extend terms of servi ce involuntarily
\-lOuld re<luire Congressional action." 421
and consequentl y recommended that:
"a. The military strategy for the conduct of the
war in Southeast Asia , as described in Appendix A, be
approved in principle.

"

I!b. The list of forces in Appenci.ix C, Case I I !J¥
Divisions, approx. 71,000 ArTI1:Y and 5 TFSs7 l ess forces
approved on 8 April 1967, be approved fOT deployment.
rrc. Authority be obtained for a Reserve callup for
a minimum of 24 months and involuntary extension of terms
of service for t \·relve months in order "GO meet FY 1968 force
r e<luirements and to prepare for possible future re<luirements.
lid. To support the preceding recommended act i ons ,
authority be grante d to provide for :
rr (1) Access to e<luipment from sources i n t he
follo'loring priority :
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It (a)
CO NUS depot assets and programmed
production deliveries not cow~itted to higher priority
reCluirements .

II

11(2)
reCluir ed. "

4.

!JJJ

(b)

0peratolonal project stocks .

nec)

Cont lngency
o.
stocks .

Ir(d)

Reserve components not scheduled for callup.

"(e)

Y.ce-positioned eCluipment in Europe .

!ref)

Diversion of items for recently activated units.

!re g )

Drawdown from nondeploying active units in CONUS.

~

Reopening of CONUS inactive installations , as

The Stimulation of Inter-Agency Reviews :
Alternatives .

A Proliferation of

The Chiefs' recommendations, if carried out, promised to spavm significant political and economic repercllssions and they stimulated a plethora
of int er -agency r evievTs and studies of the situation in Vietnam . The majority
of these in one T..ra,y or another examined the "ivisdom of sending more forces
there. The first of these revievls originated in the state Department , in
t he office of Undersecretary Nicholas deB. Katzenbach . In a memorandllill, he
listed thre e jobs liThich he felt had to be done in Vietnam .
Ill. Assess the current situation in Viet-Nam and the
various political and military actions vThich could be taken
to bring this to a successful conclusion ;

"2. Revie1-J the possibilities for negotiation, including
an ass essment of the ultimate U.S. position in relationship to
the DRV and NLF ; and

113. Assess the military and political effects of intens i fication of the vlar in South Viet-Nam and in North Viet-Nam ."

!J}}j

He asked that the responsible agencies (Defense , White House, CIA ,
State ) prepare relevant study papers under tL.e three tasks which he outl ined. DOD I'Tas asked to define and analyze conseCluences of two likel y
alternatives: the first, Course A, added a minimum of 200 , 000 men and
greatly intensified milita.rY actions outside the south especially against
the north. This option included tuo deployment phases. The first coinci ding to the minirrrmn essential force vThich General vlestmore land and the
JCS had reCluested, that is 100,000 troops (2 -1/3 divisions plus 4 tactical
a,ir sCluadrons ) to be deployed in FY 67. and a second phase of another 100,000
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(2-1/3 divisions and 6 tactical air squadrons) to be deployed in FY 67.
Course A, as Katzenbach described it, also included Itmore later to f'ulfill the JCS alternate requirements. 1I CourBe B confined troop increases
to Itthos e that could be generated without calling up the reserves"
perhaps 9 battalions or about 10,000 men in the next year. ~
The first option, Course A, vIas to be ' analyzed across a matrix of
many factors such as cost, actions required, trends, call up of reserves,
extension of tours, enlargement of uniformed strength, effect on U.S .
forc e deployment, involvement in pacification, possible stimulation by
this cour se of great intensification of military actions outside South
Vietnam including invasion of North Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. The
domestic reaction including possible polarization of opinion and stimulation of pressures for actions outside Vietnam, the manner in which to
approach the public and the Congress on this course , and finally the international reactions on the part of the North Vietnamese , Soviets, Chinese
and other nations were also to be examined . The Undersecretary also asked
for an ana,lysis of the effect of Course A on the possibilities for a
settlement.
In addition to addressing the same considerations as under Course A
in Part B, the respondents were asked to analyze how our military strategy
under this meager troop l evel increase \'70ul d differ from that of the larger
level, hmv the level of actions against Nor.th Vietnam and Ca...mbodia would
look, the effect of such a small added increment on our flexibility , and
the effect on the VC/NVA. Finally, McNaughton representing DOD was requested
to a,nalyze possible bombing strategies in the North as they related to both
cour ses of action.
Katzenbach suggested consideration of measures Ivhich could be taken
i n the south to strengthen the GVN and develop the RVNAF as a substitute
for more U.S o troops, thereby placing primary emphasis on the war in the
South and perhaps allow us to cut back on the bombing in the North .
Katzenbach also felt that some consideration should be given to a study
of the present use of U.S. forces and ,whether they are being used in the
most efficient ways possible , in effect a rea,ppraisal of ground force
strategy. He asked that such measures as the follo'l'7ing be discussed :
(a) Expansion of RF/ PF by 100,000 in FY

1968;

(b ) Efforts to improve Rv~F leadership, including
insistenr:e on dismissal of incompetent commanders, withholding of l~P from ineffective units, and some sort of US
rewards for competent commanders;
(c.)

A Joint Command ;
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(d) A great expansion of the US advisory structure,
especially with RF/ PF;
(e)

Increased training for ARVN;

(f) Increase RVNAF pay, housing, rations and other
incentives ; push for a better promotion policy;
(g)

Improve RVNAF equipment. "

46/

On the same day, 24 April, Robert Komer, upon his departure from
Washington for Saigon submitted a memo to the President in which he
presented his thoughts on future strategy in Vietnam . He began by
l amenting the emergence of a tendency on the part of the United States
to resort in our frustration to actions in Vietnam ,.,rhich we could control,
e . g. bombing operations, U.S . groll...l1d force operations in lieu of vThat he
termed "the much tougher, slower and less certain measures required to
make the Vietnamese pull their vleight ." 47/
He recommended that we reexamine trade-offs for making the Vietnamese do their part because , in his
estimation, nleasures which had been previously rejected looked a great
deal more appealing now when matched against the potential alternatives
of major troop increases or a widened bomb ing offensive. He concluded
that the critical variable in the equation for success in Vietnam during
the folloiving 12-18 months vTas the conflict in the South. He savT the VC as
the "weak sister" of the enemy team ; in fact, he believed that the NVA
strategy in I Corps was designed to take pressure off the VC in the south .
Then he addressed ,vays to maximize the chances of a breakthrough in the
South:
"Therefore, if i'Te could maXlllllze the pressures of all
kinds on the VC--direct and indirect --political, economic,
psychological and militarY--i.,re might at the optimmn force
Hanoi to fade e.vmy , or at the minimum achieve such success
as to make clear to all that the war was being won . Such a
course i'Tould also reinforce the pressures for negotia,tion .
But if' we can ' t get a settlement in 12-18 months , at the
least we should shoot for such concr ete r esults in South
Vietnam that it might permit us to start bringing a few
troops home rather than sending ever more out .
til confess here to a strong bias that we are already
winning the war in the South. No one ivho compares the situation today to that of April 1966 (mUCh le ss April 1965)
can deny we ' re doing bett.er. But many contend w·e' ve just
stopped lo sing , not started ·winning . Much depends on one ' s
confidence in our O/B estimates, which I for one flatly
que stion--especially with regard to VC recruiting rates
and losses in the South. Much also depends on ho,'7 much
weight one gives to political trends, changing popular
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attitudes, etc. But I won't argue the case here--time
will tell who's right. In any case, we're not drawing
ahead cle'1.r ly enough or fast enough to crptimi ze our
confidence in achieving a 12-18 month turnaround. 11 48/
Finally, he questioned the rationale for the major force increases
COMUSMACV had asked:
"How Much Would We Achieve from a Major New US Force
Commitment? COMUSMACV is asking for 210,000 men no later than
June 19~nd roughly 100,000 as soon as possible (on top of
the 470,000 plus 60,000 ROK's, etc. already programmed). Hovrever, MACV's justification for these added forc es needs further
review. To what extent are they based on inflated O/B estimates
of enemy strength? If enemy main force strength is now levelling
off because of high kill ratios, etc., would the added US forces
be used for pacification? General De Puy estimates that 50%
of US/ROK maneuver battalions are already supporting RD by
dealing with the I1 middle warl1, the VC main force provincial
battalions. How good are US forces at pacification-related
tasks, as compared to RVNAF? What are the trade-offs? A major
US force co~nitment to pacification also basically changes the
nature of oor presence in Vietnam and might force us to stay
indefinitely in strength. Whether or not the added US forces
..,ould become heavily involved in pacification, however, another
major US force increase raises so many other issues that we
must carefuJ.,ly examine whether this trip is necessary.11

'!J2/

To this Komer added a package of alternative measures designed to get the
GVN moving -- militarily, politically, economically -- all of which he felt
might reduce or obviate the need for a major U.S. force increase. This
program included:
111. First is an all-out effort to get more for our
money out of RVNP.F. We have trained and equipped over b50,000
(and for so little cost that it is a good investment in any case).
But can't 1,'re greatly increase the return?
(a) Insist on jacking up RVNAF leadership at all
levels. All observers agree that this is RVNAF's most critical
vreakness. A massive attack on it could pay real short-run
dividends'. Insist on dismissal of incoIrrpetent commanders.
Find US means for revrarding competent ones, such as withholding
MAP from ineffective units.
(b) Insist on a Joint Command. Putting at least
ARVN under vJesty and his corps commanders might be the best
short-ru..l1 ""ay to get more response out of ARVN. If it would
ease the GVN problem, the contingents of the other five con- ·
tributors could be added: Whatever the problems entailed,
they seem small to me compared to sending another 200,000 men.
80
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( c) Greatly Expand the US Advisory Structure,
Especially vrith RF!PF . · Here's another quick way to get more
f or our money. In some cases the troop to advisor ratio in
R}'/ PF is 1,000 to 1. Only 1 , 200 advisors (the strength of
one USMC maneuver battalion) might have many times the payoff .
nd RVNAF as a substitute for more US
( d) E
forces. Hesty wants 50,000 more RF PF in FY 19
Let ' s
consider 100,000 in a two-phase expansion .
(e ) Increa,se RVNAF pay,housing, ration, and other
incentives . Bull through a better promotion policy . The
savings from cutting back on non-productive units and expendi t ures might finance much of the increase .
(f ) Enrich Rv"N.A.F equipment. I'm told the rifles
and carbines are poor, that more r adios for RF/PF v70uld help
greatly , that new equipment would build up morale ' and effectiveness.

A crash program along the above lines ,vould be cheap at
the pric e , in fact so cheap that v7e probably ought to do most
of it anyvray . Piaster and ma,npovrer constraints are manageable
i n my viev7.
2.
l ines:

Erpand civilian

~acification

programs along similar

(a ) He ' re turning out RD teams about as fast as
feas ible. So supplement them "lvi th II instant RD teams II on model
of civil/ military team in Binh Dinh.
(b ) Even 44 more us advisors for RD teams would make
a big supervisory difference. Ditto for 50 more US advisors for
the police .
(c) Give RD teams and police all the equipment they
need--from military stocks .
( d ) Integrate the US a1visory effort on pacification
to provide a neH forward thrust.
( e ) ~ress harder for removal of incompet ent or cor r upt province and district officials .
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3. Revamp and put new. steam behind a coordinated
US/GVN i ntelligence collation and action effort targete~
on the VC infrastructure at the criticc.l provincial, district,
a nd village levels. We are j ust not gett ing enough payoff
yet from the massive intelligence vle are incr easingly collecting . Police/military coordination is sadly l acking both in
collection and in swift reaction.

4. Press much harder on radical land reform initiatives
de signed to consolidate rural support behind the GVN .
5. St ep up r efugee programs deliberately aimed at
depriving the VC of a recruiting base ." jj)
His argument and one which he was about to have the opportunity to
prove in Vietnam was simply that such a pa cka.ge of measures might offer
just as much prospect of accelerating the favorab l e trends in SVN over
t he next 12-18 months as nevl U.S. mil itary commitments . He closed by
pointing out that the "Komer package " could be combined Ivi th other U. S.
unilatera l measures such as a minor force increase to the 500 , 000 level,
accelerated emphasis on the barrier, and some increased bombing , but he
cautioned that all of this was vitally dependent upon his underlying
premise that we were alrea.dy doing well enough in SVN li to see light at
the end of the tunnel. II But , despite his optimistic assumptions he
believed that his package at le ast offered sufficient promise to de serve
urgent r eview by the President. 51/
On 25 April, General Westmoreland returned to the U.S. ostensibly
to address the Associated Press Annual Convention in New York , but actually to both undertake an i ntensive review of his strategy and force
r equirements for Vietnam in 1967 and to marshall public support for the
war effort. John McNaughton , then ASD(ISA) reported portions of the conversation which occurred between the President, General Westmoreland , and
General ~~ee ler on 27 April 1967 . Westmoreland was quoted as saying that
without the 2-1/3 additional divisions which he had reque sted "v1e vTill
not be i n danger of being defeate d but it will be nip and t uck to oppose
the reinforcements the enemy is capable of providing. In the final analys i s we are fighting a vTar of attrition in Southeast Asia. II ~
Westmoreland predict ed that the next step if we vrere to pursue our
present strategy to fruition would probabl y be the second addition of
2-1/3 d:i_visiO:lS or approximately another 100,000 men . Throughout the
conversations he repeated his assessment that the war would not be lo st
but that progre ss would certainly be slowed dovm . To him this I'Tas "not
an encouraging outlook but a realistic one ." wl1en asked about the influence of i ncreased infiltration upon his operations the general replied
that as he saw it "this "Tar i s action and counteraction . Anytime vTe take
an action we expect a reaction ." The . President replied : "When we add
divisions can ' t the enemy add divisions? If so , Ivhere does it all end? "
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westmoreland ans,'lered : "The VC and DRV strength in SVN now totals
285,000 men. I t appears that last month we reached the crossover point
in areas excluiling the tvTo northern provinces." (Emphasis added.)
"Attritions vTill be greater than additions to the force .. • . The enemy has 8
divisions in South Vietnam. He has the capability of deploying 12 divisions
although he ..Tould have difficulty supporting all of these. He would be
hard pressed to support more than 12 divisions . If we add 2- 1/ 2 divisions,
i t is likely the enemy will react by adding troops ." The President then
asked "At "That poj_nt does the enemy ask for .volunteers?" Westmoreland ' s .~
only reply was, " That is a good Cluestion." 2J}
COMUSMACV briefly analyzed the strategy under the present program
of 470,000 men for the President. He explained his concept of a "meat grinder" where l'le would kill large numbers of the enemy but in the end
do littl e better than hold our own, ,'Ti th the shortage of troops still
r.estricting MACV to a fire brigade techniClue - - chasing after enemy main
force units I'Then and where i t could find them . He then predicted that
"unless the will of' the enemy is"broken or unless there was an unraveling
of the VC infrastructure the war could go on for 5 years. If our forces
were increased that period could be reduced although not necessarily in
proportion to j_ncreases in strength, since factors other than increase
i n strength had to be considered. For instance, a non-professional force,
such as that which would result from fulfilling the reCluirement for 100 , 000
additional men by calling reserves, would cause come degradation of normal
l eadership and effectiveness. Westmoreland concluded by estimating that
..lith a force level of 565 000 men the war could well 0 on for three ye~rs .
With a second increment of 2- 1 3 divisions leading to a total of 665,000 men,
i t could go on for two years. " L
General \'Jheeler, who was present during the discussions, then interj ected his concern a.bout the possibility that U. S. may faee military threats
i n other parts of the world simultaneous with an increase in strength in
Vietnam. He commented that the JCS "Tas then reviewing po ss ible responses
to threats in South Korea, Soviet pressure on Berlin, the appearance of
"volunteers" sent to Vietnam from Soviet Union, North Korea and Red China
and even overt intervention by Red China. Additionally , he l isted three
matters more closely related to Vietnam "Thieh were bothering the JCS ;
These were :
(a ) DRV troop activity in Cambodia . US troops may be
forced to move against these units in Cambodia.
(b ) DRV troop activity in Laos.
to move against these units.

US troops may be forced

( c) Possible invasion of North Vietnam . We may wish to
take offensive action against the DRV \'Ti th ground troops .

2.21
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The bombing vlhich had always attracted considerable JCS attention "Tas
in Wheeler's estimation about to reach the point of target saturation
"Then all "Torth,.hile fixed targets except the ports had been struck. Once
this saturation level was reached the decision-makers would be i mpelled
to addre ss the requirement to deny to the North Vietnamese use of the
ports. He summarized the JCS position saying that the JCS firmly believed
that the President must review the contingencies which they faced, the
troops required to me et them and additional punitive action against DRV.
Westmoreland parenthetically added that he was "frankly dismayed at even
the thought of stopping the bombing program."
There follow ed a short exchange devoted to Cambodia and Laos in
vlhich Westmoreland described his i mpress ion of the role of Cambodia in the
DRV's grand design, one "Thich incorporated the use of Cambodia as a supply
base, first for rice and later for ammunition. The American commander in
Vietnam also believed we should confront the DRV with South Vietnamese
forces in Laos. He r evie,,;ed his operational plan for Laos , entitled HIGH
PJRT, which envisioned an elite South Vietname se division conducting ground
operations in Laos against DRV bases and routes under cover of US artillery
and air support. He saw the eventual development of Laos as a major battlefield, a developme nt "Thich "Tould take some of the military pressure off the
south. He also thought it "rould be ,·rise to think in the same terms as
HIGH PORT for Cambodia; he revealed that he also possessed contingency plans
to move into Cambodia in the Chu Pong a.rea, again using South Vietnamese
forces but this time accompanied by US advisors.
The President closed the meeting by asking: "What if we do not add
the 2-1/3 divisions?" General Wheeler replied first, ()bserving that the
momentum would die; in some areas the enemy ,vould recapture the i nitiative ,
an important but hardly disastrous development, meaning that we "70uldn' t
lose the war but it "rould be a longer one. He added that ...
"Of the 2-1/3 divisions, I ,vould add one division on the
DMZ to relieve the Marines to work with ARVN on pacification;
and I "rould put one division east of Saigon to relieve the 9th
Divis ion to deploy to the Delta to increase the effectiveness
of the three good ARVN divisions now there; the brigade I would
send to Quang Ngai to make there the progress in the next year
that we have made in Binh Dinh in the past year." 56/
The President reacted by saying:
"We should make certain vTe are getting value r e ceived
from the South Vietnamese troops. Check the dischargees to
determine vThether we could make use of them by forming additional units, by mating them with US troops, as is done in
Korea, or in other "rays." 57/
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There is no record of General Westmoreland's reply, i f any .
Little if anything new was revealed in the discussion but it serves
to indicate the President's concern with the opportunity costs associated
with the l arge force increase . The discussion also reveals the kind of
estimates about the duration of the war vThich were reaching the President.
~TO other memoranda outlining alternatives to the Westmoreland
March reque st for additional troops were written by Mr . Richard Steadman
of ISA and Mr . William Bundy of State for Undersecretary Katzenbach . 58/
The Steadman memo was nothing mOre than a brief review of the origina~
MACV r equest and as such did not outline strategic alternatives. It was
to provide a basis for portions of the anal ysis in the DPM prepared by
McNaughton later in May . The Bundy memo , on the other hand, did analyze
possible changes in our mil itary strategy. He analyzed several factors
which he b elieved seriousl y affected the direction of our military a,ctions.
Among the se were :

IIForce I ncreases. In terms of contribution to our
strategy over the next nine months , I believe any increase
directly related to meeting the threat in the northern part
of SVN, and at the same time, not reducing OlIT effort in
II and III Corps unacceptably, must be considered essential .
(I have just lunched vTith Paul Nitze , who gives an off-thecuff estimate that vTe may need a total increase of 50,000 to
meet this specification .)
liTo the extent that any incr ease is related to needs in
the Delta , I would be most skeptical of the total advantage
of such action at least this year . The Delta does not l end
it self to the most effective application of our forces , and
t he Vi et Cong in the Delta are in key areas so deeply dug in
that in the end they vTill be routed out only by a major change
i n the over-all situation, and parti cularly in the prestige
and effectiveness of the GVN. (For example, this is already
Colonel Wilson ' s conclusion with respect to key areas in
Long An.)
IIIn sum, 1,v-e should l eave I V Corps basically to the GVN,
trying to deny it as a source of food B.nd men, but l eaving
it to be truly pacified more slovlly and later.
IIApa,rt from the military merits , any force increase
t hat reache s the 'Plimsoll Line' -- calling up the Reserves
i nvol ves a truly major debate in Congress . Under pres ent
circumstances, I believe such a debate could only encourage
Hanoi, and might also lead to pressures to go beyond vThat i s
wise in the No rth, specifica lly mining Haiphong. Unless
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there are over-riding military reasons -- which I do not
myself see-- we should not get into such a debate this srumner .
"Ground Action Against North Vietnam. I understand this
to be only a contingency thought in any event . I would be
totally against it, for the simple reason that I believe the
chances are 75-25 that it vlOuld bring the Chinese truly into
the war and, almo st equally important, stabilize the internal
Chinese situation at least temporarily.
lILaoS. Last Friday we went through General Starbird IS
plans for more effective action against the Corridor in Laos.
I think these make sense, although they cannot be expected to
do more than make use of the Corridor some,vhat more difficult .
(We should at once get away from linking these 'with the true
"Obstacle" planned in the eastern area of SVN next to the DMZ.
The two o,re entj.rely different, and the words "obstacle" or
"barrier ll as related to Laos have very unfortu..Ylate political
i mplications in both Laos and Thailand.) The small ground
force teams Starbird needs in Laos can be handled, in Sullivan's
judgment.
" Beyond this point, Sullivan and I would both be strongly
opposed to any such idea as sending a GVN divi sion into Laos.
It would almost certainly be ineffective, and the cry viOuld
at once go up to send more. Sullivan believes, and I agree,
that Souvanna would object violently and feel that his whole
position ha~ been serj.ous ly compromised." 59/
Bundy believed that Cambodia ,vas becoming increasingly important
to the North Vietnamese war effort . Nevertheless, he doubled, at that
stage, if any signific8,nt change in our actions in Cambodia could really
affect the supply route s or be worth the broad political damage of
appearing to attack Cambodia.
Turning to the bombing in the north he commented:
"E. Additional Action in the North . Of the major targets still not hit, I would agree to the Hanoi power station ,
but then let it go at that, subject only to occo,sional restrikes "There absolutely required. In particula,r, on the airfields, I think vie have gone far enough to hurt and not far
enough to' drive the aircraft to Chinese fields, \vhich I think
could be very dangerous .
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"I would strongly oppose the mlnlng of Haiphong at
any time in the next nine months, unless the Soviets categorically use it to send in combat weB.pons. (It may well be
that vle should warn them quietly but firmly that we are 'w atching
their traffic into Haiphong very closely, and particularly
from this standpoint . ) Mining of Haiphong, at any time, is
bOQDd to risk a confrontation with the Soviets and to throw
Hano i into greater dependence on Communist China . These in
themselves would be very dangerous and adverse to the whole
nation of getting Hanoi to change its attitude . Moreover ,
I think they I'/Ould somehow manage to get the stuff in through
China no matter Ivhat we did to Haipmng." ~
His concluding overall assessment of the situation I'las that Hanoi "las
waiting us out believing that the 1968 elections woul d cause us to change
our position or even lose heart completely. He believed that our "herkyj erky" and impatient actions bad greatly strengthened this belief in
Hanoi. He felt that our major thrust must be nOlV to persuade them that
we were prepared to stick it out if neces sary . 61/
He continued by
t urning to the political factors "lhich he felt were really important :

"B . The Real Key Factors in the Situati on. I believe
we are making steady progress in the South, and that there
are things we can do -- notably effort with ARVN - - t o
i mprove the present slow pace of pacification . Over-all
progress in the South remains the key factor that could
bring Hanoi to the right attitude and actions.
The really important element in the South over t he
next few months is political. There could be a tremendous
gain if the elections are honest and widely participated in ,
and if the result is a balanced civilian/ military government
that conunands real support in the South. Such a gain "lould
do more them any marginal action, except for the essential
j ob of countering the Communist thrust in I Corps .
At the same time, if the election process is
thwarted by a military coup or if it is turned into a mili tary steam-roller, the results could be sharply negative .
We might even be forced to re-assess our basic policy . This
i s simply a measure of the vital importance of the pol itical
front for this year .
' I n addition, vle must consider at all tirr..es the
effect of the Chinese internal situation . We cannot
affe ct whether convuls ion re SQrne s, but ~'le should certainly
avoid actions that might tend to reduce the possibility of
convulsion. (This is argued strenuously by Edward Rice in
Hong Kong 7581, received today . )
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Argued in another way, I "lvould now reckon that
t he odds are considerably better than 50-50 that there will
be a renevlal of convulsion in China in the next few months .
In December and January, I think this 'was the added factor
that caused Hanoi to give off a "tremor" and at least to
make a significant tactical change in its position. If convulsion no~v occurs again , it will offset "\'Thatever encourage ment Hanoi may have received from the apparent recent promise
of additional Soviet aid and the easing of whatever transit
tensions may have existed between Moscow and Peking. In fact,
rene"\ved convulsion in China could at some point become a really
major factor to Hanoi . This i s a dubious effect on which we cannot and should not r ely . But it serves to put into focus the
r elat ive i mportance of any additional military actions, particularly in the North . And it i s a very strong argument indeed
against any additional step-up in our bombing of the North ,
or mining Haiphong.
.

"c.

Over-All Estimate . If we go on as we are doing, if
the political process in the South comes off well , and if the
Chinese do not settle down, I myself would reckon that by the
end of 1967 there is at least a 50-50 chance that a favorable
tide "I'T ill be running rea lly strongly in the South, and that
Hanoi will be very discouraged . Hhether they ,vill move to
negotiate is of course a slight ly different question , but vTe
could be visibly and strongly on the ,vay.
If China should go into a r eal convulsion, I would
rai se these odds s l ightly, and think it clearly more likely
that Hanoi woul d choose a negotiating path to the conclusion. It

§3J .

Just as many others were doing , Bundy revealed an i ncreas i ng sens itivity for the urgent development of a coherent negotiating strategy. On
this he wrote :
"While we need a
tive s and negotiating
shall find any points
public position or t o
Hanoi.

thorough revie,.; of our vThol e obj ec position, I doubt very much if vTe
on "Thich ,.;e nOvT wish to change our
take any new initiative viz-a-viz

"Basically, in line vlith the idea of conveying an
i mpreSSion of steady firmness to Hanoi , I think we should
avoid new initiatives except as we have to re spond to some
significant third party such as U Thant or the Canadians.
I ,voul d certainly not go into the UN or the Horld Court.
"Behind this strategy lies the judgment that Hanoi i s
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in all probability dug in at least until after the Viet na...mese elections. After that, we could take another look,
but I still doubt that any serious change will be indicated.
If it is, some e,pproach like the He Win one seems to me by
far the most promising.
"A key question is of course how 'He handle the Soviets .
My own hunch is that Kosygin burned his finger s somewhat

in February, but that they have built their position in
Hanoi at least back to its former level . In the process,
they "lvill have almost certainly undertaken some additional
a,id. Kno'i'ring as they do all our peace moves , they may have
a strong feeling that we are in a hurry and perhaps suscept i ble to change . This would argue against pressing them hard
in the near future, as we did in early April in any event .
liOn the other hand, we certainly could impress upon them
our belief that their own int erest lies in getting the situation resolved, and that they should be exerting r eal influence
to this end. But this should be coupled with a calm firmne ss
in our olm determination to go ahead and not to be throlm off
by anything additional they may be doing or threaten to do.
I n the last analysis, they can judge whether they really have
any leverage and how to exert it.
"At any rate, the next major contacts w'ith the Soviets -Dobrynin ' s return and Bro"\-m 's visit to Mosco\'i in late May -should in my jud ~lent be played in this measured but essentially
low key unless they come up with something . Brovm is not
himself inclined to try something new at the moment , and we
should do nothing to encourage him. (He has a full plate
anyway of other issues. ) ~
Bundy ' s basically optimistic estimate (50-50 was in the context
of the time optimistic) "\-Tas partially supported by the r eports of ground
action coming out of South Vietnam, although the increasing enemy threat.
in I CTZ remained an ominous and somevThat puzzling development .
'5.

Developments in the Ground Har:

Strategy Takes Shape

Ground operations in the period February into early May followed
essentially the pattern predicted by COMUSlv!..A.CV in his earlier assessments
and statements of strategy . The PRAIl{[E series of operations conduct ed
by the Marines to counter i nfiltration through the DMZ had received permission during the month to employ artillery fire against military targets
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north of the DMZ and the enemy had responded with heavy mortar attacks
on friendly positions throughout the PRAIRIE operations area . Operation
DE SOTO designed to clear and secure the Sa Huyen salt flats prior to the
April harvest had been termed" successful. 11 Operation PERSHING in northern
Binh Dinh continued as part of an extensive allied effort to break the
enemy hold in the area.
The 1st Cavalry Division participated in OPERATION THAYER II, southwest of Bong Son in II Corps area. This clearing operation netted 228
enemy killed before it was terminated in mid-February . .Across the Corps
Tactical Zone in Pleiku Province, OPER~TION SAM HOUSTON operating on the
border between Pleiku and Kontum Provinces was cOQDtering increasing
enemy forces at the egress of their Highland border sanctuaries. In III
Corps the most significant operation was JUNCTION CITY, the largest operation of the \<Tar, initiated in 22 February with an airborne assault into
the long time enemy sanctuaries in northern Tay Ninh Province. Another
major offensive into War Zone C, OPERATION GADSTON began on 2 February but
achieved relatively insignificant results. FAIRFAX, on the outskirts of
Saigon, continued to screen that city and secondarily to conduct US-ARVN
buddy system operations concentrat ing on civic action during the day and
conducting extensive patrols and ambushes during the night. (See Figure
2 , Monthl y Evaluation (February 1967) map.)
.
In March the tempo of the war increase d part ially in reaction to
the burgeoning infiltration in I Corps Tactical Zone . South of the DMZ ,
Marines continued to conduct counter infiltration operations with PRAIRIE
II and PRAIRIE III, operations characterized by bloody assaults designed
to retain control of key terrain features dominating infiltration corridors leading dmm from the North . In the western highlands of II Corps,
U. S. forces in OPERATION SAM HOUSTON \<Tere experiencing frequent heavy
ground clashes with enemy units lIThich sortied out of their sanctuaries
and attempted to operate in Pleiku and Southern Kontum Provinces. JUNCTION
CITY continuing in III Corps experienced heavier contact in War Zone C,
while FAIRFAX and other screening operations were regarded as successful
on the strength of a steady decline in enemy i nitiated incident s on the
out skirts of the city. ARVN divisions continued to operate in IV Corps but
there are no large operations reported. (See Figure 3, Monthl y Evaluation
(March 1967) map .) .
The first major operational dislocation of U.S. forces to the north
occurred in early April when TASK FORCE OREGON (a provisional division)
vTas created and moved north into Quang Ngai Province thereby releasing
Marine unit s for operations further north in the vicinity of the DMZ.
Some of the bitterest fi ghting of the war occurred in late April near
Khe Sanh in western Quang Tri P".covince, coming a s a direct result of the
USMC strategy of fighting for control and holding of key terrain commanding
infiltration rout es . The Marines were engaged in a series of sharp and
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bloody hill battles reminiscent of those fought in the late stages of
the Korean 'i'Jar . The mounting pressure of the enemy forc es in and adjacent
to the DMZ not only prompted creation of Task Force OREGON but hastened
additions of ar.tillery and air support units in the area . In the Wester n
Highlands of II Corps, OPERATION SAM HOUSTON terminated to be followed
immediately by OPERATION FRANCES Mii.RION . This new operation Ietained the
original mission of its predecessor border surveillance and protection of
installations in the Pleiku-Kontum area . JUNCTION CITY continued in III
Corps tactical zone , but there was a notable decline in a,cti vi ty in that
area , possibly partially attr.ibutable to the thinning out of U.S. units to
provide for the dispositions to I Corps Tactical Zone . Some 53 ARVN
i nfantry battalions, one Ranger battalion, and one regional force battalion
were reported performing miss ions in direct support of Revolutionary Development . Country-wide VC incidents directed at disruption of the RD effort
incr ease d as the VC attempted to influence the hamlet elections conducted
during April. (See Figure 4, Monthly Evaluation (April 1967 ) map .)
I n May attention focused on I Corps where h eav7 fi ghting continued .
Operation PRAIRIE IV conducted by the Marines in conjunction with small er
operations BEAU CHARGER, HICKORY and LAM SON was directed toward blocking
the major enemy infiltration into northern Q,uang TrL Indicati ons were
t hat the enemy ,vas building up in preparation for a probable coordinated
offensive and allied military activity vTas directed toward disrupt ing his
plans. Altogether 24 operations in I Corps tactical zone achieved " significant result s ," 14 of those · operations resulting in over 100 enemy killed .
U.S. Marines and ARVN forc es also entered the DMZ for the first time and
reported over 800 enemy killed. In Southeastern Q,uang Ngai Province,
OPERATION MAlliEUR conducted by Task Force OREGON reported 369 enemy killed
by the month ' s end . In II Corps FRANCES MARION continued to experience
heavy fighting in the border regions as border j.nfiltration attempts by
l arge NVA/ VC units continued on the upswing. (See Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 for
Corps Monthly Operational Maps , May 1967 .)

6.

The Domestic Debate Continues :

Polarization at Home

Domestic views about the war were beginning to polarize in early
February. Edmund Reischauer , before the Senate Foreign Relations Co~~ittee ,
expre ssed his dismay Ivith the administration ' s persistent adherence to the
domino theory and its variations , one which he said was now " dropped in the
trash can of history wrapped in a Chinese rug ." Student l eaders in their
Washington Convention had denounced the draft system and urged the abolition
of selective service . In early February, 1,900 women marched upon the
Pentagon protesting the vTar policies and 5,000 American scientists , 17 of
them Nobel Prize winners, pleaded '\-lith the ~\1hite House for a re vi-e,v of U. S.
policy on chemical and biological warfare in Vietnam . General Gavin "vas
urging before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee an immediate and unconditional halt of A.~er ican bombing asking for what he t ermed Ir a strategy of
sanity ." In early March, Robert Kennedy had delivered a strong spee ch in
the Senate ca.lling for a halt to the bombing of North Vietnam, a proposal
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which Secretary Rusk publicly buoyed by the preceding day's announcement
of the Mansfield Resolution supporting the administration's policy in
Vietnam.
Resistance to the war and its costs were beginning to be reflected
in administration actions. In early February President Johnson asked for
$6.2 billion in foreign aid for two years, the smallest appropriation in
the 20-year history of the program noting that the opposition to a larger
program stemmed from "a view of needs at home and the costs of the struggle
in Vietnam." In early March the President an..nounced that we were beginning
to mine the rivers in the north, authorizing long-range artillery shelling
across the DMZ and commencing naval bombardment of military targets in the
DMZ in North Vietnam border areas. When questioned, he defended the new
activities stating that he would "not describe them as a step up in the
war" but only as boosts "desirable and essential in the face of immediate
infiltration and build-up." flJj
There was increasing public emphasis
from the White House on peace feelers to Hanoi and detent with the Soviet
Government. The first exchange of letter s betlveen Kosygin and Johnson
confirming the willingness of the Soviet Government to discuss means of
limiting the arms race was publicly announced on 3 March. On 22 March
the Johnson-Ho letters were released, an event which in the view of most
commentators placed Johnson in a somewhat more tenable position vis-a-vis
Vietnam war policy than he had previously enjoyed.
Despite intensive efforts to alleviate the problem of credibility,
events continued to reveal that the administration was being less than
frank with reporters. In early February the Pentagon acknowledged that it
had lost 1800 aircraft in Vietnam as opposed to the 622 "combat planes" which
it had quoted earlier. R. W. Appel \vrote in the New York Times questioning
COMUSMACV infiltration figures. A week later, in another article which
received wide circulation, Appel reported that the pacification effort was
greatly hindered by South Vietnamese Government foot-dragging, a conclusion
which found considerable sympathy among the group already dissatisfied with
South Vietnamese Govern~eht pacification performance.
The public and the press alike were becoming increasingly wary of the
statistics coming out of Washington. Even the Chicago Tribune in early
March surmised that either the figures coming out of MACV were wrong or
those coming out of the Pentagon were misleading. The paper cited a recent
joint press conference held by McNamara and Rusk in which they announced
that co~munist military forces in Vietnam had suffered tremendous casualties
in the past four months, quantitatively an increase of 40-50%, thus reducing
their effectiveness significantly, but in the next sentence announcing that
serious communist military activity in Vietnam had "increased substantial;Ly."
By mid-March editorial commentary was focusing on the theme that
generally there ,,[ould be more and "rider war. American casualties announced
on 10 March ,vere higher than those for any other "reek of the war: 232 KIA,
1381 )IlIA, 4 MIA for a total of 1617. . Four days later the U. S. conducted
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the heaviest attacks of the 1967 air war on North Vietnam (128 missions
flown by approximately 450 aircraft). Not only was there a feeling that
the war would be longer and more intense, bD~ the public was becoming
increasingly aware of its costs. In mid-March the House Appropriations
Committee approved a $12 billion supplemental appropriations bill and a week
later the Senate overwhelmingly approved a $20 .8 billion military procl~e
ment program .. The ease ",ith "rhich the appropriations bills were being
pas sed "ras not truly indicative of the mood of Congress which was becoming
increasingly divided about the war. The Stennis Subcomnittee (Preparedness)
was carrying the military 's fight for more troops. In late Mar ch Stennis
charged that "American commanders in Vietnam are not getting all the troops
they want and the bombing of the north is overly restricted." 65/ The
Pentagon reply to this was that "there had been no reduction inany program
of troop deployments previously approved by the Department of Defense." §}
Senator Symington was publicly urging wider air raids of North Vietnam to
include attack of the MIG airfields . By late March, Stennis' charges were
coming in drum-fire fashion focusing on charges that future troop deployments
to Vietnam would fall below approved levels ; that urgent military appeals
for the bombing of more meaningful targets in North Vietnam were being
arbitrarily denied and that the Pentagon "ras responsible for a gross shortage
of ships in Vietnam. ~fior to General Westmoreland 's r eturn to the U.S. in
J~te April, General Abrams had been named as his Deputy Commander and it
appears that indeed, despite Westmoreland's promises of victory, it would
be a long war. For early that week the infiltration/casualty figures for
the first quarter of 1967 were released, and they indicated that despite
huge Red los ses of nearly 25,000 men in the first 1 2 wee.ks of that year,
nearly 4,000 more than that amount had infiltrated during the same period
and were now active in enemy units in the South. §II
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corridor to the west of the barrier. He based his objections primarily
on the serious political consequences which he believed might involve
the withdravral of Souvanna ' s collaboration on many other matters of
i mportance to the U. S. He believed that for the limited operational
a dvantages on the Ho Chi Minh Trail (none of which he believed "muld
succeed anyway) that the U. S. would pro'bably lose the entire Mekong
Valley. Q,uoting President Kennedy, he described thi s as trading "an
apple for an orchard ." See : Memo from Ambassador Sullivan for Mr .
William Bundy , Subject: Limitations on Military Action in Laos , dated
1 May 1967 .

60.

Ibid.

6l.

Ibid.

62.

Ibid.

63.

Ibid.

64.

The New York Times

65.

The New York Times

66.

Ibid.

-----

-----

67. .The New York Times

---- -
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D.

RESISTANC4.: TO THE GROUND FORCE INCREASES CRYSTALLIZES
1.

Systems Analysis -- Vanguard of the Reaction

The search for alternatives to the major force increases proposed
by the JCS was, as ,ve have observed, intensive and ,'Tidespread but the
most cogent critique of MACV 's strategy developed in the Systems Analysis
Office headed by Assists.nt Secretary of Defense Alain Enthoven. Here a
concentrated attack 'ioTaS launched on the hTO most vulnerable aspects of
COMUSMACV ' s operations: the feasibi lity of the ''''Tar of attrition"
strategy pursued in the face of the uncertainty about NVN infiltration,
and " search and destroy tactics to support it.". The reaction in Systems
Analysis to the 18 March troop request submitted by COMUSV..ACV was one
of surprise and incredulity . Everyone who had 'i'lorked in the problem
area of ground force deployments believed that COMUSMACV had rec e ived
the message during the P".cogram 4 discussions, that any troops were going
to be difficult to come by and thos e that were forthcoming had to be
completely and convincingly justified;

Y

Immediately' upon receipt of the MACV requirements r equest Alain
Enthoven ordered that a detailed analysis of the request be made. The
initial cuts at the reCJ.uest made by his staff ,'Tere simply in the form
of tables comparing the approved P".cogram #4. and the new force l evels
required. 2/
These were completed and to the Secretary of Defense
within a "reek after the initial MACV request reached the Pentagon.
The more detailed follo,v-up analysis prepared ' in Systems Ana.lysis
initially concentrated upon the "unfortunate lack of analysis" in the
MACV/ JCS request, one 'i'lhich failed to explain hm-T the extra forces were
needed to avoid defeat.]j
Despite this orientation toward the analytic
lacunae the germ of the basic, vital critique ioThich "Tas to emerge ioTas
there. The preface of the draft l amented the lack of analysis and
evidence , seemingly proof in itself that the request should be denied,
but more fundamentally it continued:
Despite considerab le progress in the Vietnam conflict
during the past year, an end to the conflict is not in
sight and major unresolved problems remain. North Vietnam
still believes it can ioTin in the long run, in the name of
nationalism if not communism . It has been fighting for
over 25 years against the Japanese, French, and Americans
and appears prepared to fight indefinitely. The reaction
of COMUSMACV to this unsatisfactory situation is to request
more U.S. forces, rather t han to improve the effectiveness
of the RVJ'LI'I.F , and U.S. and other Free 1'[orld forces.

10 5
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Hanoi is willing to wait. We have hurt them some ,
and we ccm even hurt them some more, but not so badly as
to destroy their society or their hope for regaining in
the future. the nR terial things they sacrifice today.
Their policy will be to wait until dissent in the US
(coupled "Tith world opinion) forces us to retire. Our
only hope i.s to establish an equally strong and patient
nationalism in South Vietnam.
We, too, must be willing to vTai t. We cannot establish a strong Southern nationalism in a fffiy months or a
year. If we leave before that is one iSi~7, we will have lost ,
r egardless of the military h,woc we have caused in SEA.
Additional forces, added burdens on the US economy,
and calling of the reserves wi.ll only serve to increase
DRV's belief that the US will not remain in SVN for the
long pull. Additional forces make it appear that we are
trying for the "quick kill." Hanoi knows that "Te cannot
achieve it and that the American public will be bitter and
divided unless we do. 1,\[e should be looking for ways to
ease the burden for the years ahead , rather than making
the war more costly . ~
The diversion of resources from other national goals also had costs
which demanded accounting:
If "Ie are to stay, ,ye must have the backing of the
US electorate. As ,ye divert resources from other
national goals, as US lives are lost, and as the electorate sees nothing but endless escalation for the future,
an increasing fraction will become discouraged. If this
keeps on in the future as it has i n the past, Vie will
have to leave SEA before stability is achieved, lo sing
all that we have invested up to that point, and foregoing
the general stability of the "Torld which was established
. as a result of the Korean War . If we are not to lose everything , the trends will have to be changed: the increase
in unfavorable public opinion 'idll have to be s lowed; the
development of SVN society will have to be speeded.

21

The memorandum recownended that only enough forces be provided to
meet minimltm military goals :
Thus I'Te must provide onl;y enough US forces to meet
minimum military goals . These goals are : (1) to deter
a Chines e ConLmunist inva 9ion ; (2) to pr event military
defeat in South Vietnam , and (3) to prevent excessive
terrori sm . T,'Te have at least sufficient forces presently
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deployed to meet these goal s .
Additional forces i-Till add additional cost, further
.degrading public opinion and preventing expansion of
critical domestic programs. They would present the
prospect of unending escalation, splitting the American
public even more openly and seriously. §/
These goals, of course, differed greatly from those outlined by the
Joint Chiefs in JCSM 702-66 in November and JCSM 218-67 in April.
The military aims in the Systems Analysis memo were passive in nature,
and obviously based upon new assumptions about the likelihood of
succes s , and therefore were directed tOHard much different terminal
goals than those the JCS proposed.
The r ecommendations made by Systems Analysis ,vere based upon tiVO
fundamental arguments: (1) .That the additional forces were unlikely
to increas e VC/NVA lo sses beyond any l evel intolerable to the enemy ;
and (2) that the additional forc es would not help the pacification task
measurably. 1/
It argued:
Additional forces are very unlikely to increase
VC/NVA los ses beyond any leve lintolerable to the enemy .
Assuming that the enemy has no control aver his losses,
the table belQiv shoHs proj ected enemy lo s se s . Only
"ltThen the proj ection i s based on recent peak lo sses does
the rate of enemy lo sses exceed the rate at ivhich MACV
and USIB a gree the enemy can go on replacing t hem indefini tely, and then only by 139 per "ltTeek for the MACV
"minimum essential" force, and 431 for the "optimum" force.
Even at a decrease in enemy forces of 431 per week, over
10 year s "Tould be needed to eliminate the enemy.
ESTIMATED i,vEEKLY ENEt\1Y LOSSES FOR DIFFERE]\J'r FORCE LEVELS
Program IV
. force
Peak losses ~

3188

3404

3696

'E./

2121

2265

22460

Avg. los ses
. .

MACV "minimum
MACV "optimal"
es sential!! force
force

DIA USIB estimate of enemy capability to sustain losses
indefinitely == 3265.
Based on January-March 1967 enemy lo sses to all C8.uses.
Based on CY 66.
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However, just as we can control our aircraft losses ,
there is clear evidence that the enemy has considerable
control over his ground force losses. He is hurt most often
When he chooses to assault U.S. forces (e.g., Junction City).
On large operations, stealth is impossible. Consequently
over 90% of the large firefights that develop in such operations are initiated by the enemy, and in over 80% of the
cases there is a clear indication of a planned enemy attack .
The enemy can probably hold his losses (all causes) to about
2000 per week regardless of our force levels or operations.
Additional forces cannot defeat him so long as he has the
will, some popular support and we lack timely intelligence.
Additional forces will not help the pacification
task measurably. This cannot be accomplished with 480,000
or 560,000 U.S. military forces and probably not at all
without (1) a far more effective Revolutionary Development (RD) program supported by Vietnamese forces and (2) a
more stable and progressive GVN, both of which Iorill require
patience and emphasis on political-economic objectives
rather than military ones. It is clear from the USMC experience in I CTZ that U.S. forces can deny VC control but cannot
secure the population. There were fewer people in the
"secured" category in I CTZ at the end of CY 66 than at the
beginning .
Our experience in Operation FAIRFAX just west and south
of Saigon further supports the conclusion that in spite of
good intent ions and good actions, the U.S. military cannot
undertake pacification and expe ct to withdraw after a short
period, leaving the area secure. In FAIRFAX, still being
conducted, 3 U.S. battalions were "temporarily" deployed
with 3 ARVN battalions to secure the area near Saigon. The
U.S. battalions are still engaged
months longer than
planned and will be for the foreseeable future. Fevrer than
1 VC per U.S. battalion-equivalent per day has been killed,
most of the VC infrastructure has temporarily moved out of
the area but has not been captured, the U.S. has made many
friends (but of unlLl10Ttrn longevity) , the ARVN made few
friend s and actually look worse than before, after compari son with the Americans , and the populace in general are
re servin~ judgment '.liltil they knOI'! the VC have left permanently. Part of the reason for ARVN ineffectiveness is
lack of supplies and support -items (e.g., barbed vrire) which
the U. S. troops had in ample supply. We vlOuld be much
better off to provide the GVN with such supplies rather than
deploy additional U.S. forces.

2t
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In brief, the additional forces are likely neither
to reduce the enemy force nor contribut2 significantly to
pacification. These goals can only be met by improving
the efficiency of the forces already deployed and, particul arly, that of ARVN . But additional U. S. forces decrease
the incentive to MACV and the GVN to make the Vietnamese
shoulder a larger portion of the burden . The RVN~ appear
to have done well by all statistical measur es in IV CTZ,
where they have been provided only logistical and combat
support by the U. S., and very badly in the other areas
where the U. S. has taken over the war while denying them
significant support . ~/
Finally, it returned to the " old" piaster is sue which had proven
such a potent instr~~ent of control earlier during the Program 4
deliberations :
Addi tional forces i-Till also damage the SVN economy ,
as we saw when Program 4 I'Tas approved. Inflation in
January-March 1967 was 20%. Even apart from the rice
situation, prices were up 7%, or 28% on an annual basis.
The inflation still hits hardest GVN civilian and mili tary personnel, on whom we must r ely to eventually pacify
the country.
MACV, of course , appears to be doing a good job of
holding down piaster spending. Program 4 forces nOvl
appear to cost P41 . 0 billion in CY 67, after correcting
for an apparent r eporting errors and MACV might be able
to hold to about p44 billion in CY 68 even with i ncreased
forc es . Nevertheless, the SVN economy is still far from
sound, and more forces compound the problem. 21
It closed by carefully listing the following recommendations:
1. That additional forces for SEA not be approved
and the currently approved Program #4 ceiling be firmly
maintai'ned .
2. MACV be directed to submit a plan by Aug 1,
1967 to e:mance the effectiveness of the RVNAF forces .
In the long term the RVNAF must assume a greater role for
maintaining the security of SVN. The longer the task is
delayed, the more difficult it becomes . vIe have made the
Koreans into an effective fighting force, and we must do
the same for the RVNAF . They can do the job far better and
cheaper than i-Te can, and they will r emain after we l eave .
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3. MACV be directed to submH a plan by the same
date, to increase the effectiveness of approved US and
FWMAF fOI; e s . This should include consideration of changes
i n tactical employment (e . g ., greater use of long -range
patrols , fewer battalions in static defense, and more
efficient use of available helicopter resources) .

4. Consideration be given by MACV, CINCPAC , and
t he JCS and OSD of possibl e steps to reduce the cost of
our efforts in SEA . The conflict is a~nost certainly
going to be a long one. If we expect the American public
to support such an effort for an extended period of time
we must hold the costs to an acceptabl e level. l2/
The draft included two tables, one a summary of deployments to
Southeast Asia and the other a breakout of the additional MACV requirements request . These are shown in the tab l es on pages 111 and 112.
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SUMMA.RY DEPLOYMENTS TO

S~

Program #4
1968
1967
June
Dec
June

FY 1968
MACV Requirement
Minimum Optimum
Essential

441.0

473.2

482.6

US Maneuver Bns

82

90

90

Artillery Bns

2
563

5~

Engineer Bns

53

54

(US)

.999

1042

1002

1146

1182

InCountry Naval Vessels

381

424

430

589

589

Personnel SVN (000)

Fighter-Attack

Alc

Piaster Expenditures
(6 months ending) ~

3

20·3

~I

OASD(SA) Estimate

E!

Level off cost for 6-month period.
contract construction .

111

20·3

61,g
3
53

20.0

558.9

676.4

108

130
8#
3
79

7r}
3
67

23·2

29·0

Includes CI NCPAC estimated
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Additional MACV

Re~uirements

Minimum Ess ential
Strength (000 )
Maneuver Bns
Div i sions
Brigades
Art i llery Bns
Engineer Bns
Tactical Fi ghter
APB (Barracks Ships )
ARL (Repair Ship )
RA.S (River Assault Sqds )
LST
PBR (Rive r Patrol Boats)

84.1
21

~/

Ei

Opt i mum

EJ

201.6
43

(2)
(1)
28
26
13
3

15
14
8
3
2
2
9
50

2
2

10
50

a/ Required by 30 June 1968 . Includes Practice Nine For ces ( 7822
- personnel) approved on 8 Apr 67 .
'E/ Incl udes "Minimum Essential ;" r equired ASAP, assumed t o be 31 De cemb er
1968 .
JC S r ecommend 1 USMC and 1 USAR division i f r eserves are call ed ,
a dding 12 , 300 personnel.

Ei

NOTE :

I ncludes organic as well as non- organic unit s .
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Enthoven was given the final draft just discussed on the 28th.
He was not completely satisfied with the basic thrust of the paper -to him it did not adequately emphasize the deeper political and psychological issues bound up in seemingly endless troop increases with little
or no promise of ultimate success. The Assistant Secretary sat down
and drafted an outline for a final memorandum he intended to take to
Mr. McNamara. In it he cogently laid out his opposition to further
increases and the reasons why. He believed that !!adding 200,000
Americans!! ,vould not do anything significant, considering that:

... (a) VC/NVA losses don't go up in proportion to
our forces; they haven't in past 18 mos.
(b) even if they did, additional 200,000 U.S.
forces wouldn't put VC/NVA losses above their ability to
sustain or their vlillingness to accept.

('

(c) Our studies indicate VC!NlTA control their
lo sses , "rithin wide l imits . They start most fights.
Their losses go up when they're attacking. 11/
The final point as to whether the VC/NVA could control their ground
force losses within wide limits was based upon a Systems Analysis study
of small unit engagements during 1966. ~
In the study, SA concluded
that: 13/
.
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4 MAY 196r
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

liIEHORANDU£.l FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
SUBJECT:

Force levels and enemy attrition

Cu )

Although }IACV has 8.dmitted to you tha.t the VCj'f:JvA forces can refuse to .
fight ,·rhen they I'r ant to, this fact has played no role in MACV! s analysis of
s trategy and force requirements . ( For example , in his October 1965 briefing , General DePuy said, "The more often vre succeed at ( searCh and destroy
operations ) the less often will the VC stand and fight . " ) Because enemy
attri tion plays such a central role in HP.CV ' s thinking, and because the
enemy! s degree of control Over the pacE: of the action determines hOl·r vrell
he can control his attrition, I're howe tCL~en a hard look at the facts on
t he enemy ! s tactical initiative. Fror:J. reliable, detailed acco'unts of 56
platoon-·sized and. lar ger fire-fi ghts in 1966 vie have classified these
fights according to hOl·r they develoy ed . The first four categories in the
table all represent cases in ,<Th ich the enemy I'Tillingly and knowingly stood
and fought in a pitched battle; these categories include 47 (84% ) of the
56 battles . The first three cate go ries , enemy arnbushes and assau~ts on 01)..1'
forces , have 66% of the cases; these three plus category l.la , comprising the
c ases 'Hhere the enemy has the advantage of surprise, have 78% of the cases.
The results are independently confirmed from hro sources . First , the
ARCOV study , ,·rHeh CLt'J.alyzed a different set of battles in late 1965 and
earl y 1966, found that 46% of the fi ghts begin as enemy am.bushes and that
the enemy starts the fight in 88% of the cases ; moreover , it found that
63% of the i nfantry t a..1'gets encountered vJere personnel i n trenches or
bunkers . Second , 'He have analyzed the After-Action Reports sc;,bmitted to
liIACV by the line commanders in the field; although gene re~ly va.gue and incomplete in their descriptions of I'That happened , they broadly confirm the
drift of the above num.bers .
These results i mply that the size of the force vre deploy has little
effect on the rate of attrition of enemy forces . This conclusion should
s carcely surprise you in vi e'", of the trend of enemy losses in 1966 and in
vi e',.; of the obvious sel"..sitivity of mOr'.th-tO-i':lont:-l enemy losses to his
imo".m st.rategi c: initi ative s . '\<fuat is surp ri sinG t') me i s that 1-iACV has
ignored this type of information in discllssing f o:cce leve ls. ,:::J c :;-}:,c. . oL;:t:en~
. _.
-. ,.;.. ) s:. ,:::(
that you inject ti1is factor into the discussion .
.. ...
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The table entitled: ttTypes of Enemy Engagements Described in
Combat Narratives,tt (beloW') presents the stndy data in tabular form:
TYPE OF ENGAGEivIENTS DESCRIBED IN COMBAT NARRATIVES
Nr. of
Percent of
Engagements
Total

category Description
1. Hot Landing Zone . Enemy
attacks U. S. troops as they deploy
onto the battlefield.

Percent
Subtotals

7

2. Organized enemy attack
against a U. S. static defense
perimeter.

17

3. VC/NVA ambush or encircle
and surprise a moving U.S. unit,
using '\olhat is evidently a preconceived battle plan .

13

30.4

66.2

4. A moving U.S. unit engages
the enemy in a dug-in or fortified
position:
a. The main engagement comes
as a virtual surprise to the American
tactical commander because the enemy
is well concealed and has been alerted
either by observations of our unit or
by our engaging apparent stragglers
nearby.

7

b. The U.S. tactical commander has reasonably accurate
knowledge of enemy positions and
strength before committing his forces.

3

5. U. S . uni t ambushe s a moving
enemy unit.

5

6. Chance engagement, both
sides surprised .

4

84.1
8.9

1 00.1

TOTAL
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The United states could not adequately "pacify" either, in
Enthoven's estimation, but it could provide an "umbrella" agail'l.st
VC/NVA main forces. He assumed our forces were adequate for that
based on:
(a) experience of past year (VC/NVA haven't won
a battle; they've taken heavy losses trying)
(b) look at force ratios, corps by corps and
consider our firepo,qer/mobili ty advantage on top of
that.

W

The finished memorandum as it emerged provided a powerful set of
reasons for holding the ground force line: ~
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Dra.ft #1
Rl\ lurr.J.Y Ih a.p
~ray 1, 1967

STJ3JECT:

J:IACV has asked. for a "mini;iruln essential forcel.! Hhich "lOuld. add
2-1/ 3 eli visions,

to ProGra.m. !i.

8 'cacti'c al fiGhter squad.rons, and 85 , 800 perso!1nel

His "op~iTY", U;rt force" i'iould add !f-2/3 divisions, 13

tactical fiGhter scp..H:l.clro::s , and 2(JO, COO J)er.::;onnel , for a tot e.. l of
abot~t 670 , 000 in S"'.P.;.

MAcv/ JCS off.o!l' no ana.ly.::;is to shu.v that these extra forCeS 2.re

needed to avoid d.ei'eat, or even tha.t they are likely to achieve c.ny
s pecli'i.c goal.

But I a.'ll c cnct:1'r,ed r ar less aoout this l..mfortunc,te

lack· of 8.nalysis than I 8xn

b~!

3. rr.~.;.ssi . ..,re

the 'H!lolG strategy Ttihich su.ch

i r,crcaSe in co.r.,oa.t forces must imply .

.so"r.et~li:1G

up e·8ainst
s tronGesi~

more the.:1 just iv:0.rxisrn .

politica l current in

i s tr,e force "inioh weJ.ds tn.e

doe;3 so many other peoples

He are facing thE

'·iO rld. today :

~Torth

nationalisC', .

Vietnarnese together, just 2.3 ::.t

~od.e.y .

Having seen oath the Japanese a~,d the Fre:lch come and. go, the
I'forth Vietn9J:1.ese

al~~

nO-.'f figrttia g the Uni ted

St~tes .

t~C!ir

For

I i ttJ..e

CO\L.'1try to triumph :'inally over the gre::.:.test natlC:-i tne '.-[or1c1 ha0 ever
kno~..r.r.L
3.S

'Yrould

a ' policy.

sl:r ~ ly sel~ ~/e

as

~hc

na. t j.o~alisrn

u..l tinl9.tc vindic£ttio!1 of

years oi' )(,ore - oY." -

6 0 20.1,

. ...

';
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:

.
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to endure great harcbhip .

c an hurt then more.

I'.'e have hl:rt then "l'Ti th our, bombing, a.nd vTe

But ·.o[e can ' t hurt them so bad.ly as to dest"roy

t heir society or, mo:ce to th e

~oint,

thE:i:r.' hope , r.ot o:J.ly for r eGai ning

t he material thinss they sacrifice tode,y , but the w!1ole of South Vietna.r:1 .
But hOH ce,n they hCI1'e to b C2,t this

gl'ea~

As Ml\.CV

nation?

h~mself

said before the Ccng:;:,'2ss , the CeleniY "oelieves our Achil2.es heel is our
re solve . II

They.beli cve the.t pu,,;)lic opinion in the United states 'dill

eventually forc e our retir.:-i'rlcnt .

.A.s for our
in Vi etm:.:n .

0\-7:J. gO~lls,

P..nd they cO"J.ld be right .

I see only one

vTay

of establishing stabiliJc.y

\·Ie must m::ltch t'hp l"iat1.onalism I·re see j.n the North ,/;i tt act

e qually strone and p.:ltient

0;1 8

in t!ic SO'.1.th.

r-fo mat;;er ,ofhe,t r.'.i1ita!'y

success 'de may achieve , if w·e l ea',-::: before that is done ,
no stability, and vie '\·,i1.1 c.a.ve
South Vietnam .

Inde ed ,

"~e

los~

ther<~

can be

evcrythili£; I're have i nvE:;::;ted. i:1

ivilJ. j eoll8.l'dize much of the general st2.bili ty

in the vrorld. vihich He bouget at the pri.ce of the Ko!'can '..r[-..r .
~rherefore ,

I see this

v!£L"'J.." £1. S

a ra.ce bet'Yree:1 ,

011

the one

harld. ,

,

t he

\

deVelo:pment of a viabl.e South VjetnC".!n arid. , on the ethel', a grc.dual l oss
i n public support, or e'/en toleran ce , for the vrar.

Har-oi i s "oetti:1g

that -;le'll los e public Supfort in the U:lihd States before ..Ie can build
c... r.i.ation in South Vietnam .

doesn rt happe"n.

Tt7e rnust

~·re raust d.o ~·rD.at 'i.'/e can.

1'ror}~

to 1Tlake sure tho.t.
s1c-;{ the J.o s s

on both pro81 erCis together:

in public support; 3.nd spc(;(l the devclop;:;ent of South Vietn2ltl .

horse ml.lst

Cl"OSS

Cur

t'he finisn first. .

b usiness being in this ":8.1', l'lhile o'chel's are j ust

ag.:::~inst

all "tr::rs .

~'re

,.

can t t do much about that .

B'.rt-,

t.("~r8 3.1'(:

j

18

other ::actors

infl1.Ae!~cing
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3
pu'blic support that

'H e

can con-cl'ol.

Casua.l'cies al'e,one .

Diversion

of the n2.tional '"ea1th from b adly ne8ded. dornes-dc pr0(5ra.ms is another.
But the biggest

0:-

all may ',{ell be escalation .

Since 1961, and. pa.rticulr,.rly since 1965, the public has seen an
apparently Ul1ending escalat.i on of this vie.r.
psychological effeet.

This must have c'. stronG

There must be me.ny \·rho are more concerned about

the unbroken upTiiard. movef:lcnt of spendi ng and cas1.:2..1ty ro.tes than they
arc a"oout the CU!Tent levels.

pressu.re on the

:No r~th

Our esc.e ,la.tion is d.esigned to put

Vietn rtj'ncse .

BU.t thc:y r:lay be Ir'.ore resol"-e:1 to

'oti thstand. it than the Ul1i ted. States electorate is.

I believe that's

the bo.S1S of Hanoi ' s strategy.
If f.1!-\CV' s a.dditional for ces are a.ppr oved., our cas'J.3.1t.y r2.te r:,s.y
noi.~

o:rlinous hi story- of unend.ing esc2..1.·:l.tion "'iilJ.. be Ii!ainta.incd.

comb ination '\'iill

red~,c e

The..t

public SUP}!o:ct, and 'tie,vill have eVE:,tl less

. time to develo:;? a strong r..ation in the South.
\<li ti1 regard to developing tl:at nation, more United States forCeS

aren't going to solve the }:Iacifico.tion proolem.

In spite of the

Me.rines' 2.bili ty to deny the "'/~iE:t CO:1G contl'ol of an areo., there ~'iC:ce
re',;er people in the "Secl~r·:::J" ce.t ';)8ory in I Corps at the end of 1966
than a.t the

beg-:tnnjn~.

Irl Operatj.on Fairfax,

sout:--i~·rest

battal ions to sec~rc the area were s~P90sed to leave

kill r ate pel' U,S.

~attalion - equiv~lent
17

,'"1
'f .. '..., •

has "oeen less

of 3:J.igoll,

21 months

a~o.

t~an O!~

V,C.

t~le

h3.S
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4

the ARVN h2.s lost prestige

lrl.

t"tw eyes of the populace , ",·;ho are still

. . Torried. that the V.C. !!'.ay ret"clrn .
l)art of the :ceasor, for thE:: ineffec t iveness of the l"':P.v""N is a lack
. of supplies and support it e,i13, such as be,rbed ,;'1re ,
force" have in ,abund2.nce .
barbed '. rire , that

IS

,·;~ic.,::l

the U. S.

1,f.':1ilc more U. S. forces '.;QuId bring raore

.::loj.l.18 it the L!<'. ra. i·ray .

depends , instead. , on better

s ~?:pcr' t

for

The pacification prog:!:'arn

\l:'e.J~.nrunese

forces and e.. rn.ore

7:1:l. ,'3 l)l'ogram requires not only time

victoriss .
As ,'re

S2:,{

,·rr.en Proe;re.":', 4 -,'.::.s a:p!)l'o'ft~d, additional forces

bt):rc1en on the Sou t.l1 Vic tr'.E'.:n e 3 (; econor.:y .

al'0

Inflation in the first 3

from the r"_ c..p_

a
~onths

s;t",·
.... c,';"' .L.';!"'\ll
Lo .... . _. ,

i n holding do',.;n piaste:c spen.d.j.Dg .
",· rill cost pLfl bi11io::1 in 196(" , and J/.J\.CV might be able to held to pLf4

billion i.n 19G8 , eve:! 'di "sn iil'::re 2.Sed. :orGes .

Pl'O[!;;:08SS ,

l'i'evcrthcless , the

Svl~

and the inflation ·,;;:.uld. sti.ll nit ha.rdest on the very

is ever to succeed ,
]\u::.therinO ~C2 ,

if

~·re

co!rti n:;.e to

a::'~l ~"orCeS

120
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5
may

nO·.T

have to h;;:lp the:Clselv8s in t,1i5 fight.

Simila.rly, it ,·fQu..ld te

a f urther sign to the Scuth Vietn2:-:1ese leaders that '..re will carry any
load , rc[SarcLless of their actions .

That ,-rill not help us build a

strong nation.
If you ag!'ee the.'c mOL' €: U . S . i"O!.'ces "\-mule. speed the "horse" that

i s carrying pl.l.o1ic opinior. to'dard. :c2jection of the \'i8.r , ','1bile slo'iiil"'.Z

t he uhol'se" .(:arryir~g the de"v-elo:p~e!:.t of a s~ron8 nation in tIle Sou.th ;
the only justi fice.t.icn J.eft ,Wl1ld be to achieve o ther military
objectives, o f'

1)

~:;hic l1
r,) ...

, .)

a change in C:.

I can irnaGine four :

deter a Com;;rJn ist C!li ne se invasion.

~unist

Chine se i nte ntions .

"lould face a :ori.1ide. ble

foI'c~~

a1.read.J/ in place, and r.lore availao:!.e if

needed, particula.rly· ',·rith Tnobilize.tion .

f rorn calline

lrl "L, .t le

of

I see no

Ii'""urthe:-cmore} I feel that the

S2.1ne Chinese i;;t.O h8.\'"e subju.gated thern. ~n the !Jast .

I do not
think there is dS.!l ~ f; :r 0:[' 8.ny s;i.gnifice.nt mj.l.i te,ry d'2fe at) giV'2:1 th'2

I f'.aVe att.ached an appendix to this
mer~oran 5.um

'.' 1hieh shm'TS th::-.t \·:e al.re::.a.y e:1.joy :na vorable force r3.tios .
Though there i s terroris!:1 in

SO-llth 'lietnara ~o~·r , 1 doubt ·t.!".!.at aclclitio!lal U. S . cornba t forc es ,·,:-ould
significa.ntl ~r

r2duce it .

Thi.s is a job for poJice - t : rpe forces, not

maneu:/er b att8.li o::1s .

4) To

rc'.. i:;e VC/~':"-!A

lo sses to a l evel they cn.neot S'.l;·3 tai.n .

12 1
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6
On the most optimistic oasis , 200,000 more ' Americans vrould.
raise their viee~:ly losses to about 3,700, or abo<.:t 400 a veek more
t han they cO\.1.ld st.a:,d .
But to banrc
proportio~"1al

'-'
0"'
•.

+l:: p t. ,
Co

~_

In thf;ory , '.ve' d then Y;ipe the!:l out in 10 yee. rs .

oJ
,rO l.1

•
_
11'_1.'.;P

~.'-".'~l1" ~

_
:'.0

_ .. __ , _. _
p
•

' .V
-'-hat '\]) enel'"r losseR a'Y'e It'''t
Co.

•

. . . ..;

_

~

..,

to f:ciendly st:ce:~gth, and ( 2 ) that the ullusua.lly f2.vore)le

kill r atio of: t:ie first q~Jar::'el' of 1967 'will continue.
the kill r atio should. bc: no be"" ter than the 1966 aver&.c;e, their

108S'23

ivould be about 2,100 -- less t.han 2/3 of thei r sust8.ini!1[£ ca.lJabilit.y.
But eVC:l ti1G.t fit.ure is rnislea.ding .
direct.ly related to the si:3e of

o~~r

fo:c.'ce .

Losses just aren 't

Behreen the first axd

fourth quarters of 1966, our fo:c.'ces increased 237a , but the~. :c losses
I

I..

i ncr.:;asc-donly 13% -- Ij.ttle more thcI.n half as much .
Finally, the most. im:pol't2.nt factor of all is
cc;.n control his losses '.·,i tllin 1·,ide li.illi.ts .

the er:e.r.q

The VC/'DfVA sta:::ted. the

s~ootl ng in o\rer 90~·:~ of t~ne cOH~pany - sj.zed fire fights;

"lith a 't,:ell-orsanizc:d cnGr:'~y atta~l~. .

t'h~t

OV:;T

80~b be gD~r..

Since their losses rise ( a.s in ttl,e

first. quarter' of 1967 ) ar.Li. :::~a.lJ. (as they have done since ) Hith thejr '
\

.-

choice of '~r11ether. or il0t to fight., t!:ey cr..n probabl:r hold their loss~;:; ~o
abcut 2,000 a '\-ieet !."egal'llE:ss of c:.ur force l evels .
thei.r strategy is to i'ia.it
le,,"el

lo~·r

enough

us to increase

~o

liS

If, a5 I believe ,

out, they ,·rill control their losses to

8.

be s1.Asta.ined i':ldefini tely, but 11igh enollgh to te.!?!pt ·
~orces

to

t~epoint

of U.S. public rejection of

\var. ·

step in the '-lroni;

di:rc; ctIo~1 .

'.!:'he~r

122

e.re not nec:d.2ct for rnilit.r... r~r
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ple.y right . into tDe h2.:"'.d.s of Hanoi. by'

increasing

inte~nal

bu1'clenin~

the United States and

opposition to the war , while delaying the birth of

the strong nation in the South ",lticll is 0;]1' only hO]e of real stability_

Therefore, I reCOITC11e:-:d the folJ.O'.-iin.s :

2)

Tell the elcctorci.te t~a t, barri ng the uncx:gec ted , 'Vie '11

the VC/TNA mili'l;p.rily, 'bt~t 9.1s;) to eX8.ct a high :price fl'O:;, EanGi.
t11C!"t1 that ou~c "ese~~lo..t:Lon ll -:,· ;ill

!10\i

turn to',{ard tile building of a. na.t-j.on

that '\ol e can le8.ve fo:c good. _

and

so

only the U.S. e.nd i'.l1iecl i'ol'ces , "out the

4)

Roc;, te Packa.ge

tl~at

ARIil:~

". :e

cc~n

mO:Ce out of not

as ,. ,ell.
.

,

Find. \·JJ.ys to 1'ect\.l.ce costs for the long haul. ar:ee.u.

For

~._

an enemy ;.rho just c;w.y have feu :',,:; a da!'lgerously cl.eve:::: strp...tE:GY for

l\..E.
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Attached as an Appendix to the bas ic memorandum was also a
detailed, corps by corps, analysis of COMUSH.£\CV' s minimum force
requir ement. Not only did this analysis question the calculations
that had furnished the basis of the requirements but it criticized
the unselective and unquantified goals : infiltration to be impeded ,
inva sion deterred or defeated, TAORs expanded and joined, enemy driven
to the hinterlands, base areas destroyed, LOC's secured, RD programs
expanded, and GVN control extended.
The thrust of its conclusions Has that emphasis should be placed
not upon more forces, but upon employing the ones we already had in SVN
more effectively.
In detail , it explicated the Systems Analysis view of how COMUSMACV's
employment of forc es by Corps could be improved: ~

?

)
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·· CONUSK<\CV's HinimumForce
Requiremen t - An Analysis
Ground Forces
HACV indicated on 18 Narc1i, and in Appendix ' B to JCSN 218-67" that
· his miriirnum essential needs arc 2-1/3 divisions for I.CTZ. Be now proposes
that 1-1/3 divisions go to I CTZ to suppler.tent 2 brigades mOved from III
CT2, (a total of 2 divisions inste<ldof 2-1/3) and 1 .divisiol{ goes to . III
· CTZ. The III CTZ thus gains one brigade on balance.
The 1-1/3 mor6 divi~ions in I CTZ appears excessive for the mission.
The total tllreat to I CTZ is only 95,000 VC/NVA -personnel, including
irre'gulars and political infrastructure . . There are already more than
200,000 friendly forces there, not counting the 2 SLF battalions earma rked
for I ClZ support. Any' invasion by the NVA divisions now near the DMZ
could eaisJy be held \o,ith the forces nOH deployed 2nd available to }[ACV. .
Calcu1Cltions indicate that the 2 Army brigades a1re<ldy sent to I CTZ plus
one more brigade (alreadyin .Program 4 for PRACTICE NINE) should be adequate to hold the miZ and to extend the Earine tactical area of responsibility (TAO R) throughout the coastal plains area of I CTZ. Unc2rtainties
· and other . calculations may well produce different results, but informal
bSMC staff ' review indicated our calculations were reasonable. In any
event,
these. calcualation~ arc reproducible.
,
--------~

The }~CV requirement is bised on rio known calculations. It is based
on unselcctive and unquantified goals: infiltration to be impeded,
invCl:sion deterred or defeat ed, TAORs expanded and joined ., enemy driven'
to hinterlands, base areas destroyed, LOCs secured, RD programs expanded,
and GVN control ,extended.
.. .. .
The division for III CTZ is justified by KA.CV to replace the 9th
division, ah?ays designated for IV CTZ ,not I11.CTZ. Nonetheless he could
ha~e argued tha t ~t least 2/3rd of the division is required to replace the
2 brigades sent to I CT2. There is rio evidence that the programmed III CTZ
forces, without the 2 brigades but with the additional brigade equivalent
now progrRmmed (1 more Australian bn, a~ airborne bn, and an armored
cavalry sqlladron) is inadequate; or that added forces could acco mp lish
more. The force ratiop'v:ould still be about 3 l 15,000 friendly to 7~j,000
enemy (l;.7 to 1). In addition there is a mechanized battalion prograr::me cl '
· for IV CTZ. that might ,,;ell be used moreeffectivcly in II CTZ. Horeove;-,
~he ...,ay III CTZ forces are employed; ' in muJ ti-divisiono.l operations of
the Junction City/H2.nlwttan variety, should be analyzed i.dth great care
· before additional forces arc even cons{dercd~ ' Our analysis - ha~shown that
present forces could be employ~d more effectively (and at lriss cost) if
greater emphasis were given small unit operations.
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Further~ore~ it is not clear that the entire 9th Division should be
' afloat', aIle brigade at the Dong T<:!m Base arid one brigade at a base 'in III
Corps (in addiLion to the separate mechanized battalion). These forces)
" working ~,ith the ARVN, should be adequate tci counter the VC main force
u~its and provid e needed security for the fu) effort.
The threat in IV
C~rps is primar ily from stna ll units
and guerrillas and should be encounterod
o~ thnt 1ev~l) not ;'lith multi-brigade operations.

A greater return can prpbably be re~lized by giving the ARVN better
support rather than increasing the size 'of the U~ S. forces. The 2 ARVN
divisions in IV Corps have less than half the artillery support of U.S.
,forces; five I05/ISSmm tub2s and no heavy artillery tubes per ARVN
battalion (in U.S. Army battalion equivalents) compa red tO , ten ,lOS/155Gffi
tubes plus t'.W and one half 17Smm and 8" tubes per battalion for the U.S.
Army forces. In addition, the amoun t of tactical air and anned helicopter
support provided the ARV~ forces countrY-Hide is me2ger cor,lpared to that
provided U.S. forces. During the 4th ~uarter of 1966 each U.S. battalion
received about SOD hou=s per month of illI-1 s0pport versus only 120 hours
, per battalion-equivalent for ARVN. Tn IV Corps the ' ARVN received 280
hours per battalion per cionth; in the other corps areas only 60 hours.
There is no indication ~~CV has-the same sense of urgency about increasing
ARVN effectiveness as it has about increasing the nu mber of U.S. forces.
,
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This same document provided an alternative approach to calculating
the minimum essential force. It is quoted in its entirety below, for
it argues that given neiv objectives (those of preventing military disaster
and providing time for ARVN first to improve and then do its job) the
minimum essential force was 28 battalions smaller than that already
programmed in Program 4! 17
Again, assuming that the present enemy
threat remained constant.
The approach read:
ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO CALCULATING THE MINIMUM ESSENTIAL FORCE
U.S. objectives in SVN require U.S. and ~~F forces
sufficient to prevent military disaster and to provide time
for the ARVN first to improve and then to do its job. This
force is 28 battalions smaller than the Program 4 force for
the present enemy threat:-----

Before U.S. intervention, the VC decimated and demoralized the ARVN reaction and reserve force by successful
ambushe s and attacks. The 17 US/FWbattalions deployed by
July 1965 ended the deteriorating trend. In both I CTZ and
II CTZ, VC control over the population peaked by July 1965,
and it declined even earlier in III and IV CTZ.
Since then, the enemy increased from 99 to 151 infantrytype battalions at the end of Decembe r 1966. As of 31 December 1966 we had 98 infantry-type battalions, more than enough
to counter the enemy force considering the intelligence available. Of the 98 battalions 34 were engaged in TAOR patrol;
46 were engaged in opera.tions tha.t were initiated by hard
intelligence; and the 18 others were predictably unproductive.
The 46 battalions were obviously sufficient to counter the 151
VC/NVA infantry-type battalions; witness the total lack of
enemy success. This suggests that we need 1 battalion for
each 3 enemy infantry-type battalions, in addition to those
needed for static defense. The 18 battalions ineffectively
employed plus the 10 additional infantry-type battalions in
Program 4 that close after January 1, 1967 are enough to
count er 84 additional enemy bns. Thus we need deploy no
more force s until the enemy goes above 235 battalions,
vlhichdoes not seem -Co be his pre 3ent intent. (The enemy
peak i'laS 155 infantry-type bns in July 1966, and was 147
at 31 March 1967).
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US/FW Force Requir.ement

Enemy Force

Required
Mob ile US/FW
Force

151

46

235

74

US/FIll
Force for
TAOR Patrols

Total
Required
U.S. Force
80
108

The 3 to 1 ratio is supported by results in battle.
Our forces routinely defeat enemy forces outnumbering them
two or thr ee to one. In no instance has a dug-in U.S.
company been overrun, regardless of the size of the
attacking enemy force, and nothing larger than a company
has come close to annihilation vThen caught moving . Seven
battalions of Marines defeated two NVA divisions in
HASTINGS, and single battalions of 1st Air Cavalry defeated
regimental-sized forces in pitched battles in the Ia Drang
Valley in the Fall of 1965 .
These factors need confirmation, in actual practice,
by how well the forces are doing in the field and by progress
in RD . VC/NVA military victories and large areas succlunbing
to VC require a reaction regardless of calculated force
requirements . But there is no sign of anything like that in
the foreseeable future. Moreover, a sharp improvement in
our effectiveness should result from improvements in the
flow of intelligence and in the tactical employment of our
forces . Achieving such improvements should be the main
objective at this time . ~
So armed, on May Day Enthoven carried the finished memorandum to
McNamara ' s office and proceeded to discuss its contents. However,
probably not to his surprise, he found that McNamara ,\'ias thinking along
the same lines -- in fact, he had already set John McNaughton to preparing
a Draft Presidential Memorandum setting forth the same basic political
arguments that Systems Analysis was making. The "hard" data in the
Enthoven memorandum I'las the kind of back-up McNamara understood and
appreciated and it buttressed most of the beliefs he already held . lIe
asked Enthoven for some detailed follow-up related to VC/~~A control of
engagements and casualties . Tnere is no record that the Assistant
Secretary l eft the signed memorandum with the Secretary of Defense , but
there seemed little requirement for that . The ideas and position in it
had been escalated to the DPM level where such ideas would receive the
hi ghest level attention and consideratlon . };!}j
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2.

A New Look At the flPlimsoll Line":
Restudied

Alternatives to Increases

Shortly after the first hard signs of ::.' esistance began to surface
i n May an SNIE analyzing Soviet attitudes and intentions toward the
Vietnam v.lar was published . It was an SNIE which in effect reinforced
the fears which many held about increas ing the intensity of the Viet nruaese conflict . The SNIE concluded that at some point the USSR would
create an atmosphere of heightened tension . with the United States if,
in fact, U.S. force increas es and intensified bombing continued . In
the words of the estimate :
The Soviets might take certain actions designed to
bolster North Vietnam and possibly to warn the United
States such as the provision of limited numbers of vol un teers or Crev.lS for defense equipment or possibly a.ircraft .
They might also break off negotiations vlith the United
States on various subjects and suspend certain agreements
now in effect. The mining or the blockade of the North
Vietname se coast v.lOuld be most likely to provoke these
responses, since this would constitute a direct challenge
t o the Soviets and there would be li t tle they could do
on the scene . ~
This document, coming as it did at such a crucial juncture in the
deliberations over ground force strategy and deployments in Vietnam, had
a significant impact upon the thinking of those charged 'Ivi th making the
decision of flgofl or fi no go ," and the document itself was quoted throughout some of the explicit development of alternatives which follov.led i ts
publ ication in both Systems Analysis and in ISA .
As McNaughton worked on a series of drafts preparing the 19 May
DPM which was to follow, a number of leads were being pursued through out the government, all related in some vlay to relieving the pressures
for more United States troops in Vietnam . One of these v.las a directed
effort to obtain more B.llied troops especially from the nations on the
periphery of South Vietnam or nea.r Southeast Asia . On 4 May McNB.ughton
asked that an analysis of South Vietnamese troop deployments in relation
to population of the participating countries be prepared . This analysis ,
based upon population of the countries involved, concluded that for an
increase of 100,000 U. S. troops the fl allocablefl share for various
countries would range from 14. 5 thousand for Korea to 53 . 4 thousand
for Indunesia. For the details of this par~icular study see the following
table :

5Y
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ATrACfii'i UIT V

(5/4/ 67 )
(

SV N TROOP DEP LOYMENTS IN RELATI ON TO POPULATI ON
(Po pu l ation i n Mil I ions ; Tr oops i n Thousands )

-

f£e..u 1a ~.L2.~

200

US

Current o r App r oved
Strenqth i n SVN
Pe r I'\i II i on
No.
Q.f.J.Q.£2J:I..I a tJq..u

Lf70 2,/

2.35

Inc reCl se
Re quir ed To
l"'.!...~~L~I.i-.B..aJ:J_~

"Alloc ab l e "
. S ha re Pe r -

l QQ., 000 US
100.0

Korea

29.1

45 . 8

1. 57

22.6

14.5

Aust r a l i a

11.7

6. I

0.52

21 . Lf

5.8

New Zea l and

2.7

0.5

0.1 8

5.8

1."3

Philip p i nes

33.5

2. I

0.06

76.6

16.7

Th a il and

33 . Lf

0.3

0.01

78.2

16.7

106. 9

251.2

53.4

13.2

31.0

6.6

23~

4.9

In dones i a
Rep of China
Mal ay s ia

-~-?
Lf40.3

524 .8

Tr oQ.Q2

509.7

219.9

2,/ Exc l ude s nava l fo r ces in South Ch i na Sea and US forc es in Tha i l an d .

£/ 100,000 troO?S r ep resents 500 per 1, 00 0 ,000 o f US popu l at i on . "Alloca b le "
s ha res fo r othe r nat i ons are cal c u l ated on th i s basi s .
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Somewhat along the same line, on 11 May, Walt W. Rostow prepared
a paper devoted to ,,,hat he termed a Ittroop community chest operation
for Vietnam.1t Rostow had seen the ISA Annex which we just mentioned,
and cOI11.mented that he felt that a project that Bill Leonhart had been
yTorking on YThich related to Vietnamese force deployments to the level
of each contributor1s armed forces might be more meaningful and realistic
plus having the very desirable characteristic of being more negotiable
because it would require no country to increase its total armed forces
in order to send troops to Vietnam . The table that he attached to the
paper showed that if each country dispatched the same percentage of its
total armed forces to Vietnam as the United States had done, about 14%,
that there would nO"T be an additional 70,000 troops in that country .
Furthermore, if you asked each country to contribute an increment to
match a,n additional United States increase of 100,000, and if those
increments represented the same percentage of each country1s total
armed forces, then the result would read something like this : Korea 18,700 ; Australia - 2,000; New Zealand - 400; Thailand - 4,000; and
the Philippines - 1,300; for a total of 126,L~00 troops added . This
approach is interesting because lat er in July President Johnson was to
begin It arm twistinglt a number of national Heads of State, and the force
totals developed here by Leon..hart provided the base line from '"hich he
negotiat ed .

?lJ

The other events of note, both directed at increasing the effec tiveness of American forces already in Vietnam , occurred during early
May . The first yTaS the issuance of NSAM 362, entitled ItRe sponsibility
for D.S. Role in Pacification, 1t in which Mr . R. W. Komer yTaS appoint ed
the Deputy for Pacification (Revolutionary Development ) with the personal
rank of Ambassador to operate under COMUSMACV . This, as we noted earlier ,
was partially the outcome of President Johnson 1s desire to get the
pacification program back on the track . Komer as yTell as most of the
officia,ls concerned with the decision, had knOim that -shis development
was coming since the time of the Guam Conference . In the NSAM the
President noted :
Our purpose of unifying responsibility for Pacifica t ion (RD) under COMUSMACV is to permit logistic and admin i strative economies through consolidation and cross servicing . I expect sensible steps to be taken in this
direction. Any inter-agency jurisdictional or other
i ssues which may arise in country vTillbe referred to the
D.S. Ambassador .. . •
This nevT organizational arrangement represents an
unprecedented melding of civil and military re sponsibili ties to meet the overriding requirements of Viet Nam.
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' /"-

Therefore, I count on all concerned -- in Washington and
in Viet Nam - - to pull together in the national interest
to make this arrangement work. ~
This NSAM, of course, represented the fruition of what had been a
l ong-standing recommendation to consolidate Revolutionary Development
under the individual who possessed primary responsibility and controlled
the resources, COMUSMACV. However, in the estimation of many, especially
those W'ho evaluated its later effectiveness and tried to determine
"Thether Or not any real good had been accomplished by the reorganization,
i t represented yet one more instance of ·the American penchant for
organizational tinkering, one W'hich usually relieved the people making
the organizational changes from really getting doW'n and rooting out
the basic causes of the problem . ?!::J
The other interesting evaluation
concerned the question of W'hat l evel of combat service support staffing
there should be in South Vietnam . In April, a number of studies ,.Tere
made, all designed to try to determine whether the level of comoat
service support was too high, about correct, or needed some revision in
the upward direction . ~

Mr . Victor K. Heyman, Director of the SR.I\. Programs Division in
the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis),
toured the Vietnam area in early May and visited the First Logistical
Command . He W'as concerned generally Ivhether manning levels W'ere adequate
to the task assigned by COMUSMACV, and, specifically, whether or not
t he new peak level of 70,000 men to be reached during Program 4 was
excessive . In his trip report, he observed that the Army Program 4
strength of 322,000 included only 66,000 men in maneuver battalions .
Furthermore, if combat support, aviation companies, advisors, special
forces , division and brigade staffs, and construction battalions were
added, these increases would bring the "combat" total to only 165 , 000
men or 51% of the total Army force . He felt that the balance of 157, 000
in other 1.l..l1.its appeared excessive and recommended to Secretary McNamara
that the JCS be asked to analyze it . .
In particular, United States Army Vietnam, First Logistical Command was scheduled to total , as we noted, approximately 70,000 men at
t he peak of Program 4. This was the equivalent of nearly 5 Army divisions
or 70 infantry battalions . Furthermore, the First Log Command did not
include aviation supplies/maintenance units or construction battalions
and the substantial combat service support staffing which was organic
t o divisions and separate brigades . To these increments must be added
the 40 , 000 man equivalent furnished by contractors, local national
employment and support from the off-shore bases. Although comparing
the services could be misleading because of different doctrines 8.nd
organizations, a rough comparison revealed that the Army ratio W'as
about one man in First Log COIDnland to ' support 3 . 6 men in other USARV
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units compared to a Navy-Marine Support ratio in 1st Corps Tac~ical
Zone of 1:5.6 men. In view of the different tactical situations (the
I CTZ one was more intensive combat) Heyman was led to conclude that a
detailed revievr of Army support should be made -- since simply comparing
the ratios suggested that 45,000 men might be adequate for the 1st Log
Command or that the Command need not be incr eased until USARV strength
exceeded 462,000 men . In view of this analysis, Heyman recommended
that Program 4 should be cut to its essentials to "improve the tooth
to tail rate" and that until the review' which he had recommended had
been completed the Secretary of Defense should defer approval for deployment of any First Log Command units through August 1967 . ~
The Secretary of Defense approved this recommendation to defer
further incremental increases to First Log Command and a sked the Joint
Chiefs of Staff to prepare a detailed study justifying added increases
and analyzing in depth the Combat Service Support Staffing levels in
South Vietnam. ~

3.

The Q,uest for Capabilities:

'The Search for Limits

Great emphasis in May focused upon capabilities, with particular
attention being paid to just \<That capabilities the services had to pro vide troops and units (or equivalents ) below the point where they would
be reduced to calling upon reserves or drawing dO\<7n units already in
Europe. On May 5, Systems Analysis forwarded a brief study to the
Secretary of Defense ,·rhich analyzed the additional }lLA.CV requirements
and compared them to the estimated capability of the services to provide
matching units. The study , which concluded that the services had only
the capability to provide 66,000 of the 186,000 troops requested ~~der
the MACV "Optimum Plant! and only 19 maneuver battalions of the 42
included in that larger plan is presented in the table en the following
pages. 28/
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Additional HACV Requirements
and. Estimated. Capabilities
December 31, 1968

Est imated

~lACV

Opt i mum

C ap_~bJ!i

186
3
5
(42)
28
20
22
5

66

tx

Land Forces
s trength (000 )
Divisions
Br igades
Maneuver Bns
Artillery Bns
Engineer Bns
Avie.tion Cos .
Signal Bns

EJ.

.g
3

4 8j
(1 9 ) ~

28
0
0
3

:J

~
d

Naval Forces
s trength - In - country only

(000 )
Riverine Assault Forces
APB (Bs.rracks Ships )
ARL (Repair Ship)
AN (Net Tender )
HAS (Ri ver Assault Sq )

8. 5

8.3
3

3

2

2

1
2

1

River Patrol Forces
PBR (Ri ver Patrol Boats )

50

50

Landing Ships
LST ( TaQK La~ding Ship)

10

oy

1

2 ~j

GUIlfire Shi-ps
CA ( Cruis~r- - 8 !l)
DD (DestToyer- -5 1f )

.5

1~
5 h

Construction Battali on s
WACB

5

5

'I'acf~icaJ.

_Cl.ir Forces

S"trength (000)
Tactical Fig~tEr
C O:lstructio~ Squadron
'l'otal ?er sO!'J;el

(COO)

----------------

6.5
13
1

6.5
13 i/
1-'

ts'l

201

OASD(SA)
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y

Includes one Arlllored Cavalry Regiment of 3 squadrons., and 9th MAB froITt Okin ,

E/

61m3 of 10lst Abn p.lus 1 airborne tank "on

::.1

Trained persor.nel not available ur.clcr curreY'lt rotation policy

2J

Furthe r analysis may ShO'li more available

~J Using 70 LCrJ!-6s fl'om 1'7ar reserve.

fl Five LSTs nO";l scheduled for transfer to MSTS (Kor ean m9.nning J
- , can be retained and added to SEVENTH Fleet . No real increase in
. S'EA lift I'iould result .
To meet this requiremen t i ndefinitely ti-70 ships must oe activated.
Four 8" .. gun cruisers nOi·r in fleet Ca...D meet requirement. t}1rough Oct ' 68 .
Acti vat ion of BB as recormnended by SecNav \'Tould provide needed shin
tlITough Ap:r:il 1969 • Second ship' must be activated for operat ions ..
after 1969 .

'E.I

Destroye::- requirement can be met in vax'ions 'days: " f ) ' increase the nunber
of IJIj\TTFLT destroyers rotated to PACFLT . This can-'be done 'tlithOi.:t
affecting SIXTH Fleet deployments but ' I'ioulcl require a further incTease
i n L.o-\J.IJTFLT operations te m~o; 2) Reactivate mothballed DDs ; o:c j) Use
Naval Reserve 'l'raining Fleet (Cat. A) DDs and replace tbem v7ith
r eactivated Mothballed DDs .

J:.I

Includes 11 Air Force and 2 Marine squadrons . The ·11 Air Force TFS can
be provided t\·,o ,·rays:l) Deploy 5 CONUS 1"-4, 1 F-ll1, 1 F-I00 and
3 A-l squad:cons . 'lne A-l sque.dron s -",ould be fonce d using surplus . Navy
aircraft; 2) 3 F -4 squadrocls from iiiESTPAC COi..l1d be deployed in lieu
of t he A-l squadrons but this 'iiould neces3it2~te 2 or 3 of the remaini ng
4 WESTPAC squadrons being rehu.'rle:J. to CONUS to augment the training ba se .
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This document reflected the Secretary of Defense's immediate concern with trying to find maneuver battalions and troops within existing
service capabilities and trying to avoid approaching the personnel
"sound barrier" and that of having to call up reserves or to partially
mobilize units. As a check on this analysis, on 8 May Secretary McNamara
distributed the estimate to the services and asked their comments. On
12 May, General Johnson of the Army replied that the Army could probably
exceed the estimated capability by about 6 maneuver battalions. He based
this new estimate upon the assumption that procurement of critical items
of equipment could be accelerated by mid - year 1967, that some withdrawal
of equipment from the Reserve Components and non-deploying STRAF units
would be authorized and that some new methods would be developed to
accelerat e the Army ' s ability to sustain forces in short tour areas . He
did not elaborate upon this final assumption, one which was to prove
one of the Army ' s primary personnel problems , that of either extending
t he length of short tours or changing basic policies about consecutive
tours to these areas.
The upshot of all of this concern about capabilities was a May 18
memorandum prepared for the Secretary of Defense by Alain Enthoven,
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Analysis . In it , he analyzed
and synthesized the information presented on the additional deployment
capability of the services. ' Crucially it noted that the Army had the
capability of providing 84,000 more troops, some 24 , 000 greater than
the original estimate which had been given to McNamara earlier in the
month . It included 21 maneuver battalions instead of 16 . But, again,
t his estimate was based upon the assumptions that the deployment of
the 5th Mechanized Division, then NATO-committed, and the rest of the
101st Airborne Division would be approved for deployment to SEA ; that
an as yet unidentified improved solution to the rotation base problem
could be found and that there would be more and faster procurement of
equipment, especiall y helicopters. End strength increases for the
Army at the end of FY 69 vTere estimated to be 177,000 compared vTith the
110 to 120,000 which had been previously calculated . The increase by
December 1967 vias to be 77,000 and by June 1968, 118,000 . The latter
figure was about 70% of the strength required by December of 1968. 30/
The significance of the 18 May memorandum seems to be that it
said : \vithin rather narrow limits the figure of 60 - 65 , 000 is the
Army's capability to provide troops in the form of maneuver' battalions
properly equipped, ready for deployment within the time frame - all
belm·T the requirement to mob ili ze the reserves. It also indicated that
the Air Force , although strained and possibly drawing down units in
Europe and other STRAF directed missions could meet the deployment
schedules i·rithin both the "optimum" and the "minimum essential" range ,
although it would be preferable in the view of Harold Brovm to meet
only the minimum essential requirement and to l eave the TFS ' s which
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were already assigned to NATO on that station. The 60 , 000 figure
which we just mentioned was to reappear later, much later in fact,
when Secretary McNamara travelled to Saigon in late July to ltnegotiatelt
t he new force levels for Program 5.

4.

Bombing in the North :
Reexamined

Its Contribution to the Ground War

In early May attention also focused on how the bombing campaign
i n the North could better contribute to successful military outcomes in
the South. Three i mportant memos appeared during the first vleek in May ,
all devoted to this problem . On 5 May , in a draft memorandum for the
President, John McNaughton proposed that all of the sorties allocated
t o t he ROLLING THU~mER program be concentrated.on the lines of c ommtmication, or vlhat he called the lt funnel lt through which men and supplies to
t he south must flo,,, between 17-200 , vlhile res erving the options and the
i ntention to strike in the area north of this (or in the 20-23 0 area ) as
necessary to keep the enemy '. s investment in defense and in repair cr ews
high throughout the country. In arguing for this course of action, he
noted that General Wheeler , ,,,hen General Westmoreland vlaS in Washington
i n April, had said that t he bombing campaign ,,,as reachj.ng the point
where all of the worth'i'lh ile fixed targets, except the ports had been
struck. McNaughton did not believe that the ports should be struck nor
closed by mining , primarily because of the confrontation vIhich he saw
thi s might cause with the Soviet Union. Examining the bombing alternatives, he ob served that we could continue to conduct attacks north
of the 20 0 parallel, that is continue striking minor fixed targets while
conducting armed reconnaissance against movement on r oads, railroads
and watervlays . This course , though, was costly in American lives and
in his estimation involved serious dangers of escalation, either with
the Chi nese or the Russians. The loss rate in Hanoi/Haiphong Route
Package 6 for example was more than six times the l oss rate in the
southernmost route packages 1 and 2, and actions in the Hanoi/ Haiphong
area involved serious risks of generating confrontations with the Soviet
Union and China, both because they involved destruction of MIGs on t he
ground and count ers vIi th MIGs in the air and because they might be
construed as U. S. intention to crush the Hanoi regime. The military
. gain of the expanded bombing appeared to be slight; in fact, McNaughton
could l ocate no evidence at the time to establish some convincing connection beti"een operations in the north against targets north of the
20 0 parallel and enemy actions in the South . Furthermore , if the United
States be.l ievcd that air attacks in t:be aree. ,-TOuld change Hanoi ' s will ,
they might have been vIorthvlhile, he added, and consequently reduce the
. l oss. of American life in the south and the risk of the expansion of the
war in t he North . Hovrever , McNaughton noted there was no evidence that
this vlould be the case, for there was considerable evidence that such
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bombing -vTould strengthen Hanoi's will. He quoted Consul General Rice
of Hong Kong when he said that there was very little chance that by
bombing we could reach the critical l evel of pain in North Vietnam
and that "below that level pain only increases the will to fight.!!
Robert Thompson had also been quoted as saying, when he Ivas here in
late April, that our bombing, particularly in the Red River Basin area
-VTaS Trunifying North Vietnam . 1I The old argument that bombing in the
northern area was necessary to maintain the morale of the South Vietname se or American fi ghting men was discounted. Although Genera.l
Westmoreland had fully supported attacks against targets in the Hanoi/
Haiphong areas and had said during his visit here in late April that
he was IIfrankly dismayed at even the thought of stopping the bombing
program ,1I his basic requirements had continued to be requests for
attacks on what he called the extended battle zone near the DMZ. ~

W

McNaughton's clos ing paragraphs in this memorandum indicate that
he was not only interested in trying to develop a better fit bet-vTeen
bombing operations in the North and ground operations in the South, but
that he was also clearing the way for getting Hanoi to change its position on negotiations. He noted that to optimize the chanc es of a
favorabl e Hanoi reaction to an American restriction of the bombing the
scenario should be:

... to inform the Soviets quietly (on May 15) that
within a few (5) days the policy would be i mplemented ,
stating no time limits and making no promise not to
return to the Red River basin to attack targets which
later acquired military importance , and then ... to make
an unhuckstered shift as predicted on May 20. We would
expe ct Mosco,v to pass the May 15 information on to Hanoi,
perhaps (but probably not) urging Hanoi to seize the
opportunity to de-escalate the war by talks or otherwise.
Hanoi, not having been asked a question by us and having
no ultimatu.ro.-like time limit, might be in a better posture
to react favorably than has been the case in the past.
Nevertheless, no favorable response from Hanoi should be
expected, and the change in policy is not based on any
such expectation. ]]/
This policy, he recow~ended , shotud then publicly be handled by
explaining (1) that, as all-rays, we had said the -VTar must be -VTon in the
south; (2) that -VTe had never believed that the bombing of the war would
produce a settlement by breaking Hanoi's will or by shutting off the
flow of supplies; (3) that the north must pay the price for its infiltration; and (4) that since the major military targets in the north
had been destroyed we -VTere now concentrating on the narrow neck through
which supplies must flow, sincerely believing t hat concentrated effort
there as compared . with dispersed effort throughout NVN TrTould increase
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the efficiency of our interdiction effort; and that (5) we retained
the option to r 2turn further north and restrike those targets if military considerations so required. ~
A White House memorandum, prepared by Walt Rostoiv, on the same
subj ect, essential'ly repeated what McNaughton had said. To Rostow the
policy issues and contention were first revolving around choices
involving the North 8,nd these, in turn, . broke out to either: (a) closing
the top of the funnel - under this strategy he meant that we could mine
the major harbors and perhaps bomb port facilities and even consider a
blockade; in addition, attacks would be made systematically against the
rail lines between Hanoi and mainland China. He exhibited little confidence that this "lOuld have a very important effect upon the North Vietnames e war effort especially in light of the tremendous costs which he
anticipated , especially the political costs vis-a-vis the Soviet Uni.on
and the Chi.nese Comraunists. He concluded for this expanded course of
action that tension between the United States and the Soviet Union and
Communist China would surely increase but that if we were very determined we could impose additional burdens on Hanoi and it s allies, that
we might cut their capacity beloiv requirements, but that the outcome
was uncertain; (b) attacking what was inside the funnel. This was
essentially TIThat the Air Force and Navy had been trying in the Hanoi/
Haiphong area for some weeks. Rostoiv disagreed with the contention that
the attacks on the Hanoi-Haiphong area had no bearing on the war in the
south, a significant difference from what McNs,ughton believed. In Rostow's
estimation the North Vietnamese had diverted massive ~mounts of resources,
energie s and attention throughout the civil and military establishment of
North Vietnam. This gross dislocation, in turn, imposed general economic,
political and psychological difficulties on the north during a period
already complicated by a bad harvest and some food shortages. He did
not accept the CIA assessment that the bombings in the North in fact
hardened the ~dll of the people, and in his judgment, up to that point
our bombing had been a painfu.l additional cost that they had been willing
to bear to pursue their efforts in the south. Although he acknmvledged
that there were uncertainties about the eventual political costs of
expanded or continued bombing in the Hanoi-Haiphong area, he played down
what was becoming an increasingly attractive line of argument -- that the
continuation of attacks at about the level that we had been conducting
in HanOi-Haiphong area would lead to increased Soviet pressure on Berlin
or even some k~nd of general war with the Soviet Union. In fact, in
Rostoiv 's i'lOrds ) "What the Soviets have been ~rying to signal is - keep
away from our ships, we may counter escalate to some degree; but we do
not "Tant a nuclear confrontation over Vietnam."

J2I

The next alternative (c) that Rostow discussed Ivas the one T,.,rhich
McNaughton had recommended -- that of concentrating our bombing efforts
in Route Packages 1 and 2. The advantages of these he saw would plainly
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cut our loss rat e in pilots and planes, that we might somewhat improve
our harassmen+ of infiltration into South V~, etnam, and that "Te would
diminish the risk of counter - escalatory action by the Soviet Union and
Communist China, as compared with the first two courses he had listed.
He did not recom..rnend that we pursue Course A since the returns Ifdid not
on present evidence seem high enough to justifY the risk of SovietChine se countermeasures and heightened world tensions . II
In this,
he felt that he was supported by the conclusions of the majority of the
i ntelligence community. With respect to the second option which he had
outlined, he felt:

m

... 1 believe i'Te have achieved greater result s in
increasing the pressure on Hanoi and raising the cost of
their continuing to conduct the aggression in the South
than some of my most respected colleagues vTould agree .
I do not believe we should lightly aoandon what ive have
accomplished ; and specifica.lly, I believe we should mount
the most economical and careful attack on the Hanoi po"Ter
station OLIT air tacticians can devise . Moreover, I
believe "Te should keep open the option of coming back
to the Hanoi-Haiphong area, depending upon "That we l earn
of their repair operations; and "That MOSCO"l r sand Peiping r s
r eactions are; and especia.lly when vle understand better
what effects we have and have not achieved thus far .

I believe the Soviet Union may well have taken certain counter -steps addressed to the more effective prot ection of the Hanoi -Haiphong area and may have decided
or could shortly decide -- to introduce into North Viet Nam
some surface-to-surface missiles .

111

Rostow favored the third option ((c) - bombing belovT the 20 0 ) because,
in his words, he felt that we were Ifwa sting a good many pilots in the
Hanoi-Haiphong area without commensurate results and that the major objectives of maintaining the B option, or the restrike s back into the HanoiHaiphong could be achieved at a lower cost.1f ]§}
.
He, too, addressed the problem of presenting this to the American
public, noting that Ifwe shall have to devise a way of presenting our
total policy ~n Vietnam in a manner i-rhich is consistent ivith diminished
attacks in th"'! Hanoi -Haiphong area; which is honest ; and which is accepta'ble
to our OHn people. Surfacing the concept of the barrier may be critical to
that turnaround as will be other measures to righten infiltration and
improve RVNAF pacification and that provision of additional allied forces
to permit '\<Testy to get on with our limited but real role in pacification,
notably with the defense of I Corps in the North and the hounding of
provincial main force unit s . It ; ; } )
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These three memos reflect the basic trend of thought reference
the bombing campaigns in the north as they develo-ped in early May .
Later in 11ay, as we shall see, the Joint Chiefs of Staff came in with
their proposals to "shoulder out" foreign shipping and mining in the
harbors in the north and for more intensive interdiction both north of
and belo.., the 20th parallel against North Vietnam. This basic dispute
led to the preparat ion of a draft ~£esidential memorandum at the end
of May devoted to an analysis of the bombing and which provided policy
recommendations on it for the President. 40/
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20.

SNIE 11-11-67, Subject: Soviet Attitudes and Intentions Toward
the Vietn~m War, dated 4 May 1967.

21.

"South Vietnamese Troop Deployments in Relation to Population,"
Attachment 5, dated 4 May 1967. This attachment was prepared to
be included in the 19 May DPM. However, it was removed from the
paper and never forwarded along with the finished DPM.

22.

Ibid.; See Memorandura for the President from W. W. Rostow, Subject:
"Vietnam Force Level Sharing," dated 10 May 1967. One of the problems which periodically reappeared and ,,;as discussed reference
asking for greatly increased contributions of allied troops was
what the command relationship should be in Vietnam. One of the
proposals cons istently forwarded was that of developing a "NATOstyle" combined U.S. Republic of Vietnamese armed forces Free
World Military Armed Forces Command under General Westmoreland.
The judgment of all senior people in Saigon had been that the
possible military advantages of such action would be outweighed
by its a.dverse psychological impact; that it would cut across
the picture of the Vietnamese winning their own "Tar, and lay the
United States open to hostile propaganda both within South Vietnam and around the "Torld. This idea of a, unified command although
surfacing periodically as we have noted "'las never given serious
consideration until much later "Then the United States at least
floated the idea in an attempt to develop entres to the eventual
disengagement. (Memorandum, Subject: Position on u.S./other Than
Vietnamese Armed Forces Free World Military Armed Force Command
. Relationships, dated 19 May 1967 (in McNaughton papers).

23.

NSAM 362, May 9, 1967, Subject: "Responsibility for U.S. Role
in Pacification (Revolutionary Development).

24.

Richard C. Holbrooke, Task Force Paper IV.C.ll, "Reemphasis on
Pacification," see pages 130-137.

25.

Memorandum for the SecDef, Subject: Combat Service Support
Staffing in South Vietnam, dated 23 May 1967.

26.

Memo for SecDef, Subject: Combat Service Support Staffing in
South Vietnam, dated 23 May 1967.
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27.

Memorandum for the Chairman, JCS, Subject: Combat Service'
Support S~a ffing in SVN, dated 23 May 1967, H-87175. An interesting and revealing incident occurred when Mr . Heyman visited
the 1st Log Cow_mand . During the standard briefing, the Commanding General noted that he had "just about the right number
of men to do the job nOH in South Vietnam." This prompted Heyman
when he walked down the hallway to the Personnel Section of the
1st Log Command to inquire hOI{ many troops they actually had
assigned. He °was told 58,000. Upon his return he analyzed
Program 4 to see that 70,000 had been approved for the program.
This convinced him to recommend to McNamara that a hard look
be taken at the 1st Log Command since it appeared in the view
of the Commanding General that they "Tere doing just fine with
some 12,000 troops less than they had asked and had approved in
Program 4. (Memorandwn, Subject: SEA Trip Report, Victor K.
Heyman, Director, SEA ProgrQms Division, dated 11 May 1967 .)

28 •

"Additional MACV RequirOements and Estimat ed Capabilities,"
December 31, 1968, Prepared by OASD(SA), dated 5 May 1967.

29.

Memorandum for the SecDef, from the Secretary of the Army,
Subject: Army Capability to Deploy Additional Forces to Vietnam
without Mobilization, dated 12 May 1967.
0

30.

Memorandum for SecDef, Subject: Additional Requirement Capability,
Alain Enthoven, 18 May 1967. Also see : Memo for the SecDef,
from SA, Stanley R. Resor , Subject: Army Capability to Deploy
Additional Forces to Vietnam without Mobilization, dated 12 May
1967; and Memo for the SecDef, Subject : ~ACV/CI NCPAC FY 1968 .

31.

Ibid.

32.

Draft Presidential Memorandum, John McNaughton , Subject: Proposed Bombing Program Against North Vietnam dated 5 May 1967.

33·

Ibid.

34.

Ibid.

35.

Memorandtun for Vance, et . a1., from V[. W.
Strategy in Vietnam, dated 6 May 1967 .

,36.

Ibid.

37.

Ibid.

38.

Ibid.
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39·

Ibid. As the third leg of this intensive inter-agency review
of our bombing strategy, Wm. Bundy of State prepared an a~alysis
very similar to that presented by Rostml . He too believed that
our options 'Here essentially those of concentrating on the supply
route s in Route Packages 1 and 2, restrikes north of the 20th
parallel, possible selective additional strikes on sensitive
targets in the North , and finally, a major expansion to extremely
sensit ive targets north of the 20th parallel. His examination of
the options concluded that the final option, that is, of not
hitting additional sensitive targets, increas ing our reaction in
our effort in Route Packages 1 and 2 were both preferable to the
political consequences of an expansion of the bombing north of
t he 20th parallel. In this, he was generally in agreement with
McNaughton . He believed that basically overall progress in the
south was the key element in changing Hanoi ' s attitude and that
any bom.bing program belOlv the major expansion option or any
cessation of bombing vIi thout certain reciprocity vlould be totally
negative in its effect on Hanoi. He r elegated the bombing program
it self to basically a supplementary role in affecting Hanoi ' s
attitude. Se e memorandum from W. · P. Bundy, Subject: Bombing
Strategy Options for the Rest of 1967, dated 8 May 1967 (McNaughton
papers) .

40.

See JC SM 286-67, Subject : Operations Against North V~etnam ,
dat ed 20 May 1967; and JCSM 312-67 , Subject : Air Operations
Against North Vietnam dated 2 June 1967 .
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E.

DECISION
1.

The McNaughton Draft Presidential Memorandum

On 19 May, the memorandum on w'hich McNaughton had been working
was floated . It was a comprehensive document drawing upon the a.rguments developed in the Office of Systems Analysis as well as recent
CIA studies and views both from the state Department and the White
House on the bombing . The preamble to the basic document noted that
it was written at a time when there appeared to be no attractive course
of action. McNaughton stated that he believed that Hanoi had decided
not to negotiate until the American electorate had been heard from in
November of 1968 . His appraisal of the current situation dwelled on
the unpopular nature of the Vietnam war in the country . In his eyes
it was becoming:
•••• increasingly unpopular as it escalates - - causing
more American casualties, more fear of its growing into a
wider war, more privation of the domestic sector, and mOre
distress at the amount of suffering being visited on the
non-combatants in Vietnam, South and North. Most Americans
do riot know how we got where VTe are, and most, without
knowing why, but taking advantage of hindsight, are convinced that somehow we should not have gotten this deeply
i n . All vTant the war ended and expect their President to
end it . Successfully, or else .
This state of mind in the US generates impatience in
the political structure of the United States. It unfor tunately also generates patience in Hanoi . (It is commonly
supposed that Hanoi Hill not give anything avTay pending the
t rial of the US elections in November 1968 . ) ~/
There is sufficient evidence that McNaughton ' s feelings about the
war , and especially the increCi.sing opposj_tion to force increases in South
Vietnam, ran much deeper than even the cogent argunents he had been making
in the draft memorandum. In a memo for the Secretary of Defense written
on 6 May after McNaughton had examined an earlier 5 May "Rough Draft,"
he described his apprehensions about the ground force strategy which
he described as a "trap which had ensnared us, " and 'which if unchecked
might lead us to almost an irreversible gronnd force escalation for
the next undetennined number of years. He wrote :
I am afraid there . is the fatal fla"T in the strategy
in the draft. It is that the strategy falls into the trap
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that has ensnared us for the past three years. It actually gives the troops while only praying for their proper
u se and f or constructive diplomatic action . Limiting the
present decision to an 80 , 000 add - on does the very impor tant bus iness of postponing the issue of a Reserve call-up
(and all of its horrible baggage ), but postpone it i s all that
it does -- probably to a worse time, 1968. ~roviding the
80,000 troops is tantamount to acceding to the whol e West morel and-Sharp re~uest. This being the case, they will
"accept" the 80 , 000 . But six months from now, in will come
messages like the "470, 000 - 570,000" messages , saying that
the r e~uirement remains at 201,000 (or more ). Since no
pressure will have been put on anyone , the military war
will have gone on as before and no diplomatic progress
will have been made . It follovTs t hat the "philosophy" of
the war should be fought out nOvl so everyone will not be
proceeding on their own major premises, and getting us in
de eper and deeper; at the very least, the President should
give General Westmoreland his limit (as ~resident Truman did
to General MacArthur) . That is, if General Westmoreland is
to get 550,000 men , he should be told "that will be a ll, and
vTe mean it."
McNaughton was also very deeply concerned about the breadth and
the intensity of public unrest and dissatisfaction with the war . To him
t he draft paper Lmderplayed a bit the unpopularity of the conflict
especially with young people, the underprivileged , the i ntelligentia ,
and the women. He examined those lining up on both sides of an increasingly polarized public and he did not especially like what he sa'w :
A feeling i s widely and strongly held that "the
Establi shment " i s out of its mind . The feeling is that
we are trying to impose some US image on distant peopl es
we cannot understand (anymore than vTe can the younger
generation here at home ), and that we are carrying the
thing t o absurd l engths . Related to this feeling is the
i ncreased polarization that is taking place in the United
States with seeds of the worst split in our people in more
than a century. The King, Galbraith, et c., pos itions
illustrate one near - pole; t he Hebert and Rivers state.ments on May 5 about the ne ed to disregard the First
Amendment illustrates the other . I n th~_s cOTLnection,
I fear that " natural selection" in this environment will
lead the Amainistration itself to become more and more
homogenized -- Mac BUDdy, George Ball , Bill Moyers are
gone •. Who next?
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Finally, he quarrelled with the v.ray in which the paper had dealt
with the definition of IIsuccess. lI . He felt that this definition was
the major problem, that the draft had not properly grappled with the
redefinition, since IIwinningll was what the strategy pursued by COMUSMACV tried to do. He suggested that a s a matter of tactics maybe
the President should figure it out himself, a point which tied in
closely 'ilith an earlier one of his about getting the IIphilosophy of
the war ll straightened out and thereby avoiding another diplomatic
default and military misuse of forces. ~I
McNaughton's review of the situation in South and North Vietnam
stressed that the big war in the south between the United States and
the North Vietnamese units seemed to be going well but that regretably
the 1I0ther war ll a gainst the VC "lvas not going so v.rell. In his words:
The IIbig war'! in the South bet-;'leen the US and the North
Vietnamese military units (NVA) is going well . We staved
off military defeat in 1965; 'ire gained the military initiati ve in 1966 ; snd since then V.re have been hurting the
enemy badly, spoiling some of his ability to strike . IIIn
the final analysis,1I Genera l Westmoreland said , IIwe are
fi ghting a war of attrition.1I In that connection, the
enemy has be en losing bet"l·reen 1500 and 2000 killed-in-action
a week, "lvhile we and the South Vi etnamese have been losing
175 and 250 respectively. The vc/NVA 287,000-man order of
battle is 1eveling off, and General Westmoreland be1ieves
that, as of March, ive II reached the cross-over pointll -- "lve
began attriting more men t han Hanoi can recruit or infiltrate each month. The concentration of NVA forces across
the Demi1itarized Zone (DMZ) and the enemy use of long-range
artillery are matters of concern. There are no,v four NVA
divisions in the DMZ area. The men infiltrate directly
across the Ivestern part of the plans to nibble at our forces,
seeking to inflict heavy casualties, perhaps to stage a
IIspectacular ll (perhaps against Quang Tri City or Hue), andl
or to try a major thrust into the Western Highlands. They
are forcing us to transfer some forces from elsewhere in
Vietnam to the I Corps area.
Throughout South Vietnam , supplies continue to flow
in ample quantities, with Cambodia becoming more and more
important as a supply base -- nOlv of food and medicines ,
perhaps aw~lun ition later. The enemy retains the ability
to initiate both 1arge-· and small-scale attacks. Smallscale attacks in the fir st quarter of 1967 are running at
double the 1966 average; larger - scale attacks are again on
the increase after f a lling off substanti.a lly in 1966. Acts
of terrorism and harassment have continued at about the
same rat e .
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The over-all troop strengths of friendly and VC/NVA
forces by Corps Area are shown in Attachments I and II.
All things considered, there is consensus that we
are no longer in danger of losing this war militarily.
Regrettably, the "other war" against the VC is still
not going \'Tell. Corruption is vlidespread. Real government control is confined to enclaves. There is rot in
the fabric. Our efforts to enliven the moribund political
infrastructure have been matched by VC efforts -- more now
through coercion than was formerly the case. So the VC
are hurting badly too. In the Delta, because of the
redeployment of some VC/NVA troops to the area north of
Saigon, the VC have lost their momentum and appear to be
conducting essentially a holding operation. On the
government side there, the tempo of operations has been
correspondingly low. The population r emains apathetic,
and many local government officials seem to have working
arrangements \vith the VC which they are reluctant to disturb.
The National Liberation Front (NLF) continues to
control large parts of South Vietnam, and there is little
evidence that the revolutionary development program is
gaining any momentum . The Army of South Vietnam (ARVN)
is tired, passive and accommodation-prone, and is moving
too slowly if at all into pacification work.
The enemy no doubt continues to believe that 've 'Hill
not be able to translate our military success in the "big war"
into the desired "end products" -- namely , broken enemy morale
and political achievements by the Government of Vietnam (GVN).
At the same time, the VC must be concerned about decline in
morale among their ranks. Defections, ,vhich averaged 400
per week last year, have, until a slump near the end of
April, been running at more than 1000 a ,\-Teek; very few
defectors, hO,vever, are important people.
The transition to a government in Saigon responsive
to the Sc>uth Vietnamese people is movi'Ylg as vTell as can be
expected. A Constituent Assembly '\-Tas elected last fall.
A constitution has been adopted. Local elections, involving
more than 50 per cent of the rural population and a 77-80
per cent turnout, have taken place despite the shado'\-! cast
by VC assassinations and kidnappings. The Buddhists have
launched a new "peace !! campaign with an i mmol ation , but
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their political power is less than it was before their
defeat i n 1966 . National elections are scheduled for
September 1 . No one, unfortunately, has sho"m any
charismatic appeal. Ky and Thieu have promised not to
split over the presidency, but there is obviously a
serious struggle going on between them (Ky has announced
his candidacy, and Thieu , the weaker of the two, has
h inted that he may throw his weight behind a civilian) .
So there is hope that there will be an orderly transi t ion to stable constitutional rule .
Little has been done to remedy the economic and
social ills of the corruption from "\-Thich VC popular support stems . Partly because of this inaction - - where
r eform action would destroy the working consensus - - the
pol itical situation at the top remains relatively stable .
The port is operating much b etter . Inflation
appears to be under control. But the flo"T of rice into
Saigon from the Delta, as good an indicator as any of
t he state of affairs, continues to decrea se : The flow
i s 75 per cent of the 1966, and half of the 1965, rates;
nati.onal exports of rice ceased in 1964, and imports
continue to climb .
C.

North Vietnam

Hanoi ' s attitude towards negotiations has never been
soft nor open-minded. Any concession on their part "Tould
i nvol ve an enormous loss of face. Whether or not the Polish
and Burchett-Kosygin initiatives had much substance to them,
i t is cle8,r that Hanoi ' s attitude currently is hard and
r igid . They seem uninterested in a political settlement and
. determined to match US military expansion of the conflict .
This change probably reflects these factors : (1 ) increased
assurances of help from the Soviets received during Pham
Van Dong ' s April trip to MOSCOI'T; (2 ) arrangements providing
f or the unhindered passage of materiel from the Soviet Union
t hrough China; and (3) a decision to wait for the results
of the US . elections in 1968 . Hanoi appears to have concluded
that she cannot secu~e her objectives at the conference table
and has reaffirmed her strategy of seeking to erode our abili ty to remain in the South . The Hanoi leadership has
apparently decided that it has no choice but to submit to
t he increased bombing . There continues to be no sign that
the bomb ing has reduced Hanoi ' s "Till to resist or her ability
to ship the necessary supplies south . Hanoi shows no signs
of ending the large "Tar a..'1d advising the VC to melt into the
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jungles . The North Vietnamese believe they are right;
they consider the Ky regime to be puppets; they believe
the "rorld is with them and that the American public will
not have staying power against them. Thus, although they
may have factions in the regime favoring different approaches,
they believe that, in the long run, they are stronger than
we are for the purpose. They probably do not want to make
significant concessions, and could not do so without serious
loss of face.

5J

He then analyzed two alternative military courses of action which
he labeled "A" and "B". In Course A the full troop requirement request
from ca~s~~cv was to be honored, and subsequent military actions
intensified not only in the south , but especially in the north. This
program consisted of an addition of the minimum of 200,000 men; 100,000
in the 2-1/3 division "minimum essential" force in FY 68 and another
100,000 in FY 69, with possibly more later to fulfill the JCS ultimate
requirement for Vietnam and associated worldwide contingencies. Course
B proposed limiting the force increases to no more than 30,000 thereby
stabilizing the ground conflict within the borders of South Vietnam and
concommitantly concentrating the bombing on the infiltration routes
south of the 20th parallel. He analyzed the t,vo course s of action in
the follo"ring terms.
COURSE A would be chosen with a view to bringing additional military pres sure to bear on the enemy in the South
while continuing to carry out our present missions not
directly related to combating enemy main -force units. It
would involve accepting the ri sk -- the virtual certainty
that the action especially the Reserve call-up, would stimulate irresistible pressures in the United States for further
escalation against North Vietnam, and for ground actions
against " sanctuaries" in Cambodia and Laos.
Rationale
~£oponents of the added deployments in the South believe
that such deployments will hasten the end of the war. None
of them believes that the added forces are needed to avoid
defeat; few of them believe that the added forces are required
to do the military job in due course; all of the proponents
b eli eve that they are needed if that job is' to be done faster.
The argQment is that we avoided military defeat in 1965; that
we gained the military initiative in 1966, since then hurting
the enemy badly, spoiling much of his ability to strike, and
thus diminishing the power he could project over the population; and that even more-vigorous military initiative against
his main forces and base areas "rill hurt him more , spoil his
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efforts more, and diminish his projected power more than
would be the case under presently approved force-deployment levels. This, the argument goes, will more readily
create an environment in South Vietnam in which our pacification efforts can take root and thrive; at the same time -because of our progress in the South and because of the
large enemy losse s -- it will more rapidly produce a state
of mind in Hanoi conducive to ending the war on reasonable
terms .
Estimates by the proponents vary as to how long the
job will take without, and with , the additional forces.
General Westmoreland has said that without the additions
the war could go on five years. He has said that ",ith
100,000 more men, the war could go on for three years and
that with 200,000 more men it could go on for two. These
estimates are after taking account of his view that the
introduction of a non-professional force, such as that which
"Tould resu~t from fulfilling the requirement by calling
Reserves , would cause some degradation of morale, leader ship and effectiveness.
Que stions to be AnSlvered
Addre ss ing the forc e additions alone: We should expect no
serious obj~ctions based on inte~nal South Vietnamese reasons
(the 44-billion piastre inflationary impact can probably be
handled, and anti-Americanism is not likely to increase significantly); nor are dangerous reactions likely to come from the
USSR, Ea,st Europe, or from the non-Communist nations of the
",orld. The questions that must be ans,vered are:
--(1) Will the move to call up 200,000 Reserves,
to extend enlistments, and to enlarge the uniformed strength
by 500,000 (300,000 beyond the Reserves), combined with the
incr eased US larger initiative, polarize opinion to the
erl ent that the "doves" in the US will get out of hand -massive refusals to serve, or to fight, or to cooperate,
or "JOrse?
--(2) Can we achieve the same military effect by
making more efficient use of presently approved US manpower (e. g ., by removing them from the Delta, by stopping
their being used for pacification "Tork in I Corps, by
transferring some combat and logistics jobs to Vietnamese
or additional third-country perso~~el)?
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--(3) As suming no specific enemy counter-deployment s ,
are the added US forc es l ikely to make ~ meaningful mili tary difference? (On the one hand, if we are now "past the
cross - over point, It cannot the military job b e done "l-Tithout
the added forces? On the other, i f the enemy can conduct
his terror "from the bushes, " can the military job be done
even ,vi th them?)
--(4) Will the effect of any US additions be neutrali zed, or stalemated, by specific enemy counter-deployments involving more forces from North Vietnam (and perhaps
i ntroduction of more Chinese in North Vietnam and Chinese
and other "volunteers" into South Vietnam)?
--(5) Will the factors ment ioned in (1) above generate
such i mpatience in the United States that "hawk" pressures
will b e irresistible to expand the land war into Laos,
Cambodia and North Vietnam and to take stronger air and
naval actions against North Vietnam, with consequent risks
of a much l arger war involving China and Russia and of even
more dove-hawk polari zation at home and abroad?
The answer to Q,uestion 1 (regarding "dove" reaction), we
b elieve, is a qua lified no. Barring escalation of the "external"
war discussed under Q,uestion 5, we beli eve that i ncreased forces
will not lea.d to massive civil disobedience . However , a reque st
for Congressional authority to call Reserves would l ead to
divisive debate .
Q,uestion 2 (relating to more efficient use of US force s )
is an important one, but its answer, even if most favorable , is
not likely to free-up enough personnel to satisfy a 200,000man reque st. It is true that one of the additional divisions
could be eliminated if the US Army eschelfed the Delta, and certain of the other ground-force requirements could be eliminated
if the US Marines ceased grass - roots pacification a.ctivities .
Additional fractions might be trimmed if the ARVN (whose
uninspired performance is exasperating ) were jacked up, if the
Koreans provided more combat or usable logistics personnel, or
if other third - country forces were forthcoming . Efforts a l ong
thi s line'should be made , but the items that prove out will not
go nearly as far as the 200,000 r equest .
Q,uestions 3 and 4 (relating tQ the value of additional
US forces and possible enemy action to offset them ) are very
difficult one s and can be treated together . In December 1965,
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when the US had 175,000 men in Vietnam, I reported that
lithe odds are even that, even with the recommended deployments, '\ve will be faced in early 1967 viith a military
standoff a,t a much higher level •.• II In October 1966, vThen
our deployments had reached 325,000, I pointed out that that
was substantially the case and that "I see no reasonable
way to bring the war to an end soon. " That remains true
today. With respect to ~uestion 3, this is because the
enemy has us IIstalemated" and has the capability to tailor
his actions to his supplies and manpower and, by hit-andrun terror, to make government and pacification very difficult
in large parts of the country almost without regard to the size
of US forces there; and , with respect to ~uestion 4, because
the enemy can and almost certainly viill maintain the military
"stalemate" by matching our added deploYJP_ents as necessary .
(General Westmoreland has made the point that "this war is
action and coun.teraction; any time we take an action , '\ve
can expect a reaction .1! He added," It is likely the enemy
will react by adding troops .l!) In any event, there is no
suggestion that the added deployments will end the ,var in
le ss than two years and no assurance that they will end it
in three, or five, years.
~uestjon 5 (regarding irresistible pressures to expand
the vTar) is the toughest one .

The addition of the 200,000 men, involving as it does
a call-up of Re serves and an addition of 500,000 to the
military strength, would , as mentioned above, almost certainly
set off bitter Congressional debate and irresistible domestic
pressures for stronger action outside South Vietnam. Cries
would go up -- much louder than they already have -- to "take
the '\vraps off the men in the field." The actions vlould
include more intense bomb ing -- not only around-the-clock
bombing of targets already authorized, but also bombing of
strategic targets such as locks and dikes, and mining of
the harbors against Soviet and other ships. Associated actions
impelled by the situation vTould be major ground actions in
Laos, Cambodia, and probably in North Vietnam -- first as a
pincer operation north of the DMZ and then at a point such
as Vinh. The use of tactical nuc:_ear and area-denial radiological-bacteriologi cal-chemical '\·reapons would probably
be suggested at some point if the Chinese entered the war
in Vietnam or Korea Or if US losses were running high while
conventional efforts were not producing desired results.
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Bombing Purposes and Payoffs
Our bomb ing of North Vietnam was designed to serve
t hree purposes :

- - (1) To retaliate and to lift the morale of the
people in the South who were being attacked by agents
of the North .

--( 2) To add to the preSSlITe on Hanoi to end the war.
- - (3) To reduce the flow and/ or to increase the
cost of infiltrating men and materiel from North to South .
We cannot ignore that a limitation on bombing will
. cause serious psychological problems among the men, offi cers and commanders, who will not be able to understand
why 1tre should withhold puni shment from the enemy . General
. We stmoreland said that he is "frankly dismayed at even the
thought of stopping the bombing program ." But this reason
f or attacking North Vietnam must be scrutinized carefully .
We should not bomb for punitive reasons if it serves no
other purpose -- especially if analysis shows that the
actions may be counterproductive. It costs American
l ives ; it cr.eates a backfire of revulsion and opposition
by killing civilians; it creates serious risks; it may harden
the enemy .
.
With respect to added pres sure on the North , it is
becoming apparent that Hanoi may already have "vrri tten off"
all assets and lives that might be destroyed by US military
actions short of occupation or annihilation. They can and
will hold out at least so long as a prospect of winning the
"war of attrition" in the South exists. And our best judgment
i s that a Hanoi prerequisite to negotiations is significant
.r etrenchment (if not complete stoppage) of US military actions
against them - - at the least, a cessation of bombing . In
this connection, Consu~-General Rice (Hong Kong 7581, 5/1/67 )
said that, · in his opinion, vre cannot by bombing reach the
critical level of pain in North Vietnam and that , "belo1tr
that · level, pain OY1~y increases the 1trill to fight ." Sir
Robert Thompson said to Mr . Vance on April 28 that our
bombing, particularly in the Red River Delta, " i s unifying
North Vietnam . "
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With respect to interdiction of men and materiel,
it now appears that no combination of actions against
the North short of destruction of the regime or occupation of North Vietnamese territory will physically reduce
the flow of men and materiel below the relatively small
amount needed by enemy forces to continue the war in the
South. Our effort can and does have severe disruptive
effects, which Hanoi can and does compensate for by the
reallocation of manpO'l-Ter and other resources; and our effort
can and does have sporadic retarding effects, which Hanoi
can and does plan on ,and pre-stock against. Our efforts
physically to cut the flow meaningfully by actions in North
Vietnam therefore largely fail and, in failing, transmute
att empted interdiction into pain, or pressure on the North
(the factor discussed in the paragraph next above). The
lowest IIceiling on infiltration can probably be achieved
by concentration on the North Vietnamese IIfunnel ll south of
20 0 and on the Trail in Laos.
But what if the above analyses are >vrong? Why not
escalate the bombing and mine the harbors (and perhaps
occupy southern North Vietnam) -- on the gamble that it
would constrict the flow, meaningfully limiting enemy
action in the South, and that i t would bend Hanoi? The
answer is that the costs and risks of the actions must be
considered .
The primary costs of course are US lives: The air,
campaign against heavily defended areas costs us one pilot
in every 40 sorties. In addition, an important but hardto-measure cost is domestic and world opinion: There may
be a limit beyond which many Americans and much of the Ivorld
will not permit the United States to go. The picture of the
world's greatest superpower killing or seriously injuring
1000 non-combatants a week, \vhile trying to pound a tiny
backward nation into submission on an issue whose merits
are hotly disputed, is not a pretty one. It could conceivably produce a costly distortion in the American national
consciousness and in the Ivorld image of the United States
especially if the danage to North Vietnam is complete
enough to be IIsucce ssfUl .!I
The most important risk, however, is the likely Soviet,
Chinese and North Vietnamese r eact ion to intensified US
air attacks, harbor-mining, and ground actions against North
Vietnam .
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Likely Communist Reactions
At the present time, no actions -- except air strikes
and artillery fire necessary to quiet hostile batteries
across the border -- are allowed against Cambodian territory. In Laos, we average 5000 attack sorties a month
against the infiltration routes and base areas, "le fire
artillery from South Vietnam against targets in Laos, and
we will be providing 3-man leaders for each of 20 12-man
US-Vietnamese Special Forces teams that operate to a
depth of 20 kilometers into Laos. Against North Vietnam,
we average 8,000 or more attack sorties a month against
all ",orth",hile fixed and LOC targets; we use artillery
against ground targets across the DMZ; we fire from naval
vessels at targets ashore and afloat up to 190 , and we
mine their inland waterways, estuaries and coastal waters
up to 20 0 •
Intensified air attacks against the same types of
targets, we l'lould anticipate , would lead to no great change
in the policies and reactions of the Communist powers beyond
the furnishing of some nel'l equipment and manpOI'ler . * China,
for example , has not reacted to our striking MIG fields in
North Vietnam, and Ile do not expect them to, although there
are some signs of greater Chinese participation in North
Vietnamese air defense.
Mining the harbors would be much more serious. It
would place Moscow in a particularly galling dilemma as to
how to preserve the Soviet position and prestige in such a
*The U.S. Intelligence Board on May 5 said that Hanoi may
press MOSCO", for additional equipment and that there is
a ttgood chance that under pressure the Soviets would provide such weapons as cruise missiles and tactical rockets tt
in addition to a limited number of volunteers or crews for
. aircraft or sophisticated equipment . Moscow, with respect
to equipment, might provide better surface -to-air missiles ,
better anti-aircraft guns, the YAK-28 aircraft, anti-tank
missiles'and artillery, heavier artillery and mortars,
coastal defense missiles with 25-50 mile ranges and 2200pound warheads, KOMAR guided -missile coastal patrol boats
with 20-mile surface-to-surface missiles, and some chemical
Il'lLL11.i tions . She might consider sending medium jet bombers
and fighter bombers to pose a threat to all of South Vietnam.
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disadvantageous place . The Soviets might, but probab l y
would not, force a confrontation in Southeast Asia -where even with minesweepers they would be at as great
a military disadvantage as we were when they blocked the
corridor t o Berlin in 1961, but where their vital interest,
unlike ours in Berlin (and in Cuba), i s not so clearly
at stake . Moscow in this case should be expected to send
vol1L~teers , including pilots, to North Vi etnam; to provide
s ome new' and better weapons and equipment ; to consider
some action in Korea , Turkey, Iran, the Middle East or ,
most likely, Berlin , "There the Soviets can control the
degree of crisis better; and to show across -the -board
hostility toward the US (int errupting anyon- going conversations on ABMs , non- proliferation, etc). China could be
expected to seize upon the harbor-mining as the opportunity
to reduce Soviet political influence in Hanoi and to dis credit the USSR if the Soviets took no military action to
open the ports . Peking might r ead the harbor-mining as
indicating that the US was going to apply military pressure until North Vietn~m capitulated, and that this meant
an eventual invasion. If so , China might decide to interv ene . i n the war wi th combat troops and air power , to vThich
we would eventually have to respond by bombing Chinese airfields and perhaps other t argets as well. Hanoi would
t ighten belts, refuse to talk, and persevere -- as i t could
without too much difficulty. North Vietnam would of course
b e fully dependent for supplies on China's will , and Soviet
influence in Hanoi would therefore be reduced. (Ambassador
Sullivan fe els very strongly that it would be a serious
mistake, by our actions against the port, to tip Hanoi
away from Moscow and toward Peking.)
To US grotmd actions in North Vietn~, we would expect
China to respond by entering the war with both ground and
air forc es . The Soviet Union could be expected in these
circumstances to take all actions listed above under the
l esser provocations and to generate a ser i ous confrontation
"lith the Ul!ited States at one or more places of her own
choosing .
Ground aC~lons in Laos are similarly unwise. LeDuan,
Hanoi's t hird - or fourth-r anking l eader , has stated the
t ruth when he said ITthe occupation of the Western Highlands
i s a tough j ob but the attack on central and lower Laos i s
a still tougher one . If a small force is u sed , the problem
remains insoluble . The UQmay face a series of difficulties
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in the military, political and logist ic fields if a
larger force goes into operation. In effect, an attack
on central and lower Laos would mean the opening of
another front nearer to North Vietnam , and then the
US troops would have to clash with the North Vietnamese
main force." In essence, a brigade will beget a division
and a division a corps, each calling down matching forces
from North Vietnam into territory to their liking and
suggesting to Hanoi that they take action in Northern
Laos to suck us further in. We would simply have a "rider
war, with Souvan~a back in Paris, world opinion against
us, and no solution either to the wider "Tar or to the
one we already have in Vietnam.
Those are the likely costs and risks of COURSE A.
They are, "Te believe, both unacceptable and unnecessary.
Ground action in North Vietnam, because of its escalatory
potential, is clearly umvise despite the open invitation
and temptation posed by enemy troops operating freely
back and forth across the DMZ. Yet we believe that, short
of threatening and perhaps toppling the Hanoi regime
itself, pressure against the North ,vill, if anything,
harden Hanoi's QDwillingness to talk and her settlement
terms if she does. China, we believe, will oppo se settlement throughout . We believe that there is a chance that
the Soviets, at the brink, will exert efforts to bring
about peace ; but I'Te believe also that intensified bombing
and harbor-mining, even if coupled with political pre ssure
from Moscow, will neither bring Hanoi to negotiate nor
affect North Vietnam's terms.

B.

Analys is of Course B

As of March 18, 1967, the approved US Force Structure
(Program 4) for Southeast Asia provided for 87 maneuver
battalions, 42 air squadrons, and a total strength of
468,000 men. Based on current for ecasts of enemy strength,
under COURSE B it should not be necessary to approve now
for deployme nt more than 9 of the 24 available maneuver
battalions and none of t he air squadrons -- a total of
approximately 30,000 men including appropriate land and
sea support forces (see Attacr®ent III).
This approach would be based, first, on General
Westmoreland's statement that "without /fiis requeste~7
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forces, we will not be in danger of being defeated, .••
but progress will be slowed do"m," and General
Wheeler ' s support of that view. General Wheeler
added , "We "'lon' t los e the "'lar, but it will be a l onger
one ." It would be based, second, on the fact that no
one argues that the added forces will probably cause
the war to end in less than two years . COURSE B
i mplies a conviction that neither military defeat nor
mil itary victory is in the cards, with or without the
l arge added deploy~ent s , and that the price of the
l arge added deployments and the strategy of COURSE A
will be to expand the war dangerously . COURSE B is
des i gned to improve the negotiating environment within
a limited deployment of US forces by combining continu ous attacks against VC / NVA main force units "lith slow
i mprovements in pacification (which may follow the new
constitution, the national reconciliation proclamation ,
our added efforts and the Vietnamese elections this
f all) and a restrained program of actions against the
North .
This alternative "'lould give General Westmoreland
96 ma.neuver ba.ttalions - - an 85 per cent increase in
combat force over the 52 battalions that he had in
Vietnam in June of l ast year, and 22 per cent more
than the 79 we had there at the beginning of this
year . According to this report , we have already
passed the "cross - over point, " where the enemy ' s
l osses exceed his additions ; we will soon have in
Vietnam 200,000 more US troops than there are in
enemy main force units . ~oJe should therefore , wit hout
added deployments, be able to maintain the military
i ni tiative , especially if US troops in l ess-essential
missions ( such as in the Del ta and in pacification
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duty)* are considered strategic reserves.
The strategy of proponents of COURSE B is based on
their belief that we are in a military situation that
cannot be changed materially by expanding our military
effort, that the politico-pacification situation in
South Vietnam will improve but not fast, and that (in
view of all this) Hanoi will not capitulate soon. An
aspect of the strategy is a Hcool lt drive to settle the
war -- a deliberate process on three fronts: Large
unit, politico-pacification, and diplomatic. Its
approach on the large-unit front is to maintain the
*General Wheeler has explained vrhere the first 2-1/3
divisions would go : "One on the DMZ to relieve the
Marines to vrork with ARVN on pa,cifi cation ; one east of
Saigon to relieve the 9th Division to deploy to the
Delta to increase the effectiveness of the three good
ARVN divisions now there; the bri gade to Quang Ngai
to make there the progress in pacification in the next
year that Ttle have made in Binh Dinh in the past year. It
Thus the bulk of the first 100,000 men are for pacification and for the Delta. General Ivestmoreland said
regarding the Delta, Itin the Fourth Corps, there is
no threat of strategic VC victories and there are
three good ARVN divisions there. 1t The question arises
whether US combat troops should be devoted to pacification or to the Delta. Are these not matters for the
Vietna.mese? The Delta may be a test case of the proposed strategy. It is normally stated that Itin order
to win in Vietnam Ttle must win in the Delta where the
people are. 1t This obviously implies that Saigon's
writ must rQD throughout the Delta. But two facts
appear : (1) The Delta is a fairly active VC area, in
which a mOderately high level of Stage II guerrilla
warfare tactics are pursued; and (2) the VC effort is
primarily indigenous (that is, the North Vietnamese
Main Force units play almost no rOle). If our Itsuccesslt
objective is solely to check or offset North Vietnam's
fcrc eful intervention in the South, Ttl E' are in that
position already in the Delta! Must we go further and
do the job for the South Vietname se? What kind of a
deal could the contending forces cut in the Delta?
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initiative that "Program 4':"plus" forces will permit,
to move on with pacification efforts and with the
national election in September, and to lay the groundwork by periodic peace probes, perhaps suggesting secret
talks associated with limitation of bombing and with a
view to finding a compromise involving, inter alia, a
role in the South for members of the VC.
This alternative would not involve US or Vietnamese
forces in any numbers in Laos or Cambodia, and definitely
not in North Vietnam. Since the US Reserves would still
be untapped, they would still be available for use later
in Asia, or elsewhere, if it became necessary.
Bomb ing Program
The bombing program that i'Tould be a part of this
strategy is, basically, a program of concentration of
effort on the infiltration routes near the south of
North Vietnam. The major infiltration-related targets
in the Red River basin having been destroyed, such interdiction is now best served by concentration of all effort
in the southern neck of North Vietnam. All of the sorties
would be flown in the area between 17 0 and 20 0 • This
shift, despite possible increases in anti-aircraft ca,pability in the area, should reduce the pilot and aircraft
loss rates by more than 50 per cent. The shift will, if
anything, be of positive military value to General Westmoreland vlhile taking some steam out of the popular effort
in the North.
The above shift of bombing strategy, now that almost
all major targets have been struck in the Red River basin,
can to military advantage be made at any time. It should
not be done for the sole purpose of getting Hanoi to
negotiate, although that might be a bonus effect. To
maximize the chances of getting that bonus effect, the
optimura scenario would probably be (1) to inform the
Soviets quietly that 'i'i'ithin a fe'\'i' days the shift '\'i'Ould
take place, setting no time limits but making no promises
not to return to the Red River basin to attack targets
i'Thich lat.er acquire military importance (any deal with
Hanoi is likely to be mid'l'i'ifed by Moscow); (2) to make
the shift as predicted, without fanfare; and (3) to
explain publicly, when the shift had become obvious,
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that the nQrthern targets had been destrQyed, that that
had been militarily impQrtant, and that there HQuld be
nO' need to' return to' the nQrthern areas QDless military
necessity dictated it . The shift shQuld nQt be huckstered .
MQSC~T HQuld almQst certainly pass its infQrmatiQn Qn to'
HanQi, and might urge HanQi to' seize the QPPQrtunity to'
de- escalate the "rar by talks Qr QtheT'l-rise . HanQi , nQt
having been asked a questiQn by us and having nO' ultimatum-like time limit, HQuld be in a better PQsture t o'
anSVler favQrably than has been the case in the past. The
military side Qf the shift is SQund, hQHever, Hhether Qr
nQt the diplQmatic spill-Qver is successful . §/
McNaughtQn cQncluded his case against fQrce l evel increases by
prQPQsing a time-phased "suggested strategy":
(1) NQH: NQt to' panic because Qf a belief that
HanQi must be made to' capitulatebefQre the 1968 electiQns .
NO' Qne ' s prQPQsal achieves that end .
(2) NQH : Press Qn energetically "lith the military ,
pacification-and PQlitical prQgrams in the SQuth, i ncluding
grQund'lvork fQr successful electiQns in September . Drive
hard to' i ncrease the prQductivity Qf Vietnamese military
f Qrces.

(3) NQw : Issue a NSAM nailing dO'<;m US PQlicy as
de scribed herein . Thereafter , publicly, (a) emphasize CQnsistently that the sQl e US Qbjective in Vietnam has been
and i s to' permit the peQple Qf SQuth Vietnam to' determine
their Qwn future, and. (b) declare that ,ole have a lready
either denied Qr Qffset the NQrth Vietnamese interventiQn
and that after the September electiQns in Vietnam we vlill
have achieved success . The necessary steps having been
taken to' deny the NQrth the ability to' take Qver SQuth
Vietnam and an el ected gQvernment sitting in SaigQn , the
SQuth Hill be in PQsitiQn, albeit imperfect, to' start the
business Qf prQducing a full-spectrum gQVerlli~ent in SQuth
Vietnam .

(4) JQDe: CQncentrate t he bQmbing Qf NQrth Vi etnam
Qn physical interd ictiQn Qf men and materiel. This HQuld
mean terminating , except Hhere the interdictiQn Qbjective
clearly dictates QtheT'l'lise , all bQmbing nQrth Qf 200' and
i mprQving interdictiQn as much as PQssible. i n the infil tratiQn "funnel" SQuth Qf 200' by cQncentrat iQn Qf sQrties
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and by an all-out effort to improve detection devices,
denial weapons, and interdiction tactics.
(5) July: Avoid the explosive Congressional
debate and-US-Reserve call-up implicit in the Westmorel and troop reque st. Decide that, unless the military
situation worsens dramat ically, US deployments will be
limited to Program 4-plus (which, according to General
Westmoreland, will not put us in danger of being defeated,
but will mean slow progress in the South). Associated
with this decision are decisions not to use large numbers
of US troops in the Delta and not to use large nwabers of
them in grass-roots pacification work.

(6) September: Move the nev71y elected Saigon
government well beyond its National Reconciliation program
to seek a political settlement with the non-Communist members of the NLF -- to ~xplore a ceasefire and to reach an
accoIllt'Uodation ,'7i th the non-Communist South Vietnamese who
are under the VC banner ; to accept them as members of an
opposition political party, and, if necessary, to accept
their individual participation in the national government
in sum, a settleme nt to transform the members of the VC
from military opponents to political opponents.
(7) October: Explain the situation to the
Canadians , Indians , British, UN and others, as well as
nations nOv7 contributing forces, requesting them to
contribute border forces to help make the inside-South
Vietnam accommodati on possible, and -- consistent with
our desire neither to occupy nor to have bases in Vietnam
offering to remove later an equivalent number of US forces.
(This initi8,tive is vlorth taking despite its slim chance
of success.)*
His closing paragraph repeated his belief that it had to be made
clear to political and military leaders alike that the troop limit as
i mposed by Course B v7hich he recommende d was firm and short of an immi nent military defeat v70uld not be breached. Westmoreland and the JCS
had to be persuaded that the obj ecti ve li7as not to attain IIvictoryll but
to make progress , albeit s l ow, vTithout the risks attendant to Course A.
He acknmdedged that it would not be easy for the President to stick
at 550,000 troops in South Vietnam or to limit the bombing program to
. targets south of the 20th parallel, but that it would be possible; and
that in his estimation the benefits of such a course of action far outweighed the political risks which Course A included.

11
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From the standpoint of ground force strategy, what McNaughton vlaS
really, it appears, saying was that'~e should make a decision to
basically set our objectives within a time frame geared to South Vietnamese Army and South Vietnames e government progress, and that· in doing
so our own troops in approximately the current strengths could be devoted
to providing the shield while the government of South Vietnam provided
the shelter and performed the vital pacification function. As he noted,
associat ed in the deci s ion was the very conscious determination not to
use la,rge numbers of U.S. troops in the delta and not to use large
numbers of them in what he called "grass roots pacification work ," the
two justifications most frequently used to support requests for additional troops. The appraisal, as well as the alternative military
cours es of action and their analyses contained in this document provided the catalyst for the subsequent and final decisions on Program 5.
2.

JCSIA 286':'67, Persistent Pressure Up the Ladder --"Shouldering
Out" the Parts

On 20 May the Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted JCSM 286-67, entitled
ttOperations Against North Vietnam," a paper primarily concerned with the
air campaign . It stated that the JCS "l'rere seriously concerned at the
prospective introduction by the USSR into r-NN of nelV Iveapons including
improved antiaircraft and surface to air missiles , guided mis.sile patrol
boat s , surface to surface missiles and a variety of artillery and direct
fire "l'reapons. They felt that such weapons ,vould IL1.rther improve the
NVN air and coastal defense systems and provide offensive capabilities
which ,vould pose additional threats to our forces and installations in
SEA. Since the Hanoi-Haiphong areas constituted the principal North
Vietnam logistical base through which these arms passed the JCS recommended that this complex be neutralized. This was feasible by direct
attack on the areas but such direct attack would entail increased danger
of high civilian casualties. Preferable to direct attack the Chiefs
recommended that the area be interdict ed by cutting the land and sea
lines of communications leading into it. Ho,'rever, for such an inter diction campaign to be effective, all the elements of the import system
of North Vietnam had to be attacked concurrentl y on a sustained basis,
or, in the Chiefs' estimation , the weight of the attack would be insufficient to reduce imports to a level which would seriously impair the
overall North Vietnamese war supporting capability . Accordingly, they
recommended first an attack of Haiphong, conducted first by surgically
ttshouldering out tt foreign shipping and then mining the harbor and
approache s . This concept of ttshouldering out tt which was to reappear
many times in subsequent JCS communications I'Tas to be executed by a
series of air attacks commencing on the periphery of the port area and
gradually movj ng to the center of the complp.x. These attacks vlere designed
to reduce the functional efficiency of the port and could be expected to
. force the foreign shipping out of the nearby estuaries for off-loading
by light erage . Once the foreign vessels cleared port, according to the
JCS calculation the remaining elements of the port could be taken under
attack and the harbor mined . While the Haiphong port was being attacked
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an intensive interdiction campaign would commence against the roads
and railroads ~rom China. Concurrently, another series of attacks
would be mounted against the eight major operational airfields. 8/
These recommendations met with predictably cool response and on 26 July
1967 the Deputy Secretary of Defense, in a memorandum to the Chairman
of the JCS, stated that "a final decision on the proposals contained in
the memorandlli~ will be rendered in connection with the determination of
overall future courses of action in Vietnam which should be completed
in the near future."

2/

On the same date, 20 May, the Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted their
World-wide Posture Paper. The most significant recommendation in it was
a proposal that a selective call-up for the Reserves be made so that
the U.S. could more effectively fulfill world-I-Tide commitments. In it
the Joint Chiefs of Staff stated that the nation must be able to (1)
send large U.S. forces to any of the several trouble spots, such as
Korea and Berlin; they also noted that we could not respond fast enough
with sufficient forces to meet most of these contingencies. They also
wrote that we must meet CINCPAC's FY 68 force requests, and to do so
would require an addition of 2-1/3 division forces or the nOvT familiar
"minimum essential requirements" stated by General v.lestmoreland in his
original 18 March request. The Chiefs also believed that we had to
"regain the Southeast Asia initiative and exploit our military advantage."
They stated that they believed present air restrictions crippled our
war effort and that limitations should be reduced on targets as well as
the rules of engagement, and that more forces, primarily air, evidently,
should be sent . Moreover, they believed that we should reinforce as
fast as possible, to prevent the enemy from adjusting to the increases
in pressure, as he had been able to do thus far.
Of seven alternate U.S. force postures they reviewed, the JCS
considered only two to be "adequate ." The alternative they endorsed
provided the folloiving increases to the approved forces: 4-1/3 active
army divisions; one navy attack carrier; two carrier air-wings; two
battleships; two gun cruisers ; as well as 570 UE Air Force tactical
fighters, 72 UE Reconnaissance Aircraft and 80 UE C130's. They did not
propose any nelv permanent additions to the United States Marine Corps.
In their estimation the proposed force structure wouJ_d be adequate to
meet the FY 68 CINCPAC "minimum essential force requirements " for SEA
without changipg current rotation policies. It would also provide
forces to reirforce N~TO as well as r espond to other major contingencies
including MACV ' s tentative FY 1969 add-on requirement for 2-1/3 divisions
and 90tactical fighter s . (Thi s was, of course, the 1I0ptimmnll force
which the 18 March COMUSMACV request had contained.) The JCS propo se d
to extend terms of service, and to call up Reserves to provide this
capability quicker. The Reserves they proposed to call i'lOuld be two
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Army and one Marine division forces, plus 15 Naval Reserve destroyers
and hlO Naval construction battalions. In addition, an unspecified
number of individual Reservists would be needed along with certain
types of Reserve equipment and aircraft. The Reserves would be replaced
by permanent units during FY 69-70. The Marine Reserve Division ~10uld
be deployed to SVN to be replaced after a year by an Army Division,
while the Marine Reserve Division would then revert to Reserve status.
In the JCS estimate they stated that we could meet the FY 68 CINCPAC
requirement by March 1968 if we called Reserves or by September 1969
if we did not. The Chiefs were particularly exercised at the prospect
of very slol'1 U.S. build-up over time which would continue to permit the
VC/NVA to react. They commented that:
The rate at which US power has been applied has permitted North Vietnames e and Viet Cong reinforcements and
force posture i mprovements to keep pace with the graduated
increases in US military actions. It is fundamental to the
successful conduct of warfare that every reasonable measur'e
be taken to widen the differential between the capabilitie s
of the opposing forces. Target system limitations, rules of
engagement, and force curtailments have combined to militate
against widening the gap beh1een the total Free World force
capability, including South Vietnam, and the capability of
the enemy to generate, deploy, and sustain his forces while
improving the defense of his homeland.
a. Successful prosecution of the war in Southeast Asia requires the maintenance of simultaneous pressure
against all echelons of the enemy forces. In South Vietnam, this involves extensive grolLnd, air, and naval operations against Viet Cong/North Vietnamese main force s and
major base areas, while continuing revolutionary development
and aggressive operations against Viet Cong provincial forces
and guerrillas. In North Vietnam, the effectiveness of LOC
interdiction cannot be greatly improved without significant
reduction of the present restrictions on bombing and mining
operations. Deep-water ports then can be closed or neutrali zed , and it will be worthwhile to intensify the interdiction effort against other LOCs in North Vietnam. Concom.i tantly, remaining high-value, ~1ar-supporting resources
should be 'quickly, but methodically, destroyed. Attacks
against population centers, per se, ~1ould continue to be
avoided. (See Appendix B for requested changes in operating authorities and proposed expansion in air and naval
operations against North Vietnam.) Limited ground action in
North Vietnam might also become neces sary to destroy forces
threatening the northern provi·nces. 10/
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As they continued, hOlvever,' they fed a fear which was becoming
predominent in the administration, that increases in forces might
tempt COMUSMACV and our SEA commanders to expand operations into
Cambodia and Laos, thereby complicating an already sensitive political
situation:
It may ultimately become necessary to conduct
military operations into Cambodia to deny the Viet cong/
North Vietnamese Army forces the psychological, military,
and logistical advantages of this sanctuary. Should the
Viet Cong/North Vietnamese forces increase their use of
the Laos Panhandle, it might become necessary to deploy
additional forces to Thailand and expand operations further
to protect South Vietnam. To counter large-scale CHICOM
overt intervention in northern Laos, it would be necessary
to establish a strategic defense. Invocation of the SEATO
Treaty "Tould be indicated . In the event the CHICOMs attack
Thailand , use of nuclear weapons against LOGs and supply
bases in southern China might be r equired . Similarly,
should the CHICOMs intervene overtly with major combat
forces in Vietnam, it might be necessary to establish a
strategic defense in South Vietnam and use tactical nuclear
weapons against bases and LOGs in South China. 11/
b.

3.

The Vance Options--Re-examination of Increases

On 24 May t~e JCS submitted · to the Secretary of Defense their study
entitled, "Alternative Courses of Action for Southeast Asia." This
study i'TaS in response to a request made on 26 April by Deputy Secretary
Vance asking the Joint Chiefs to study in detail the ti'TO alternative
courses of action, outlined in the State paper prepared earlier by
Acting Secretary of State Katzenbach. ~
Strangely enough , between
the time of the 26 April memorandum from Deputy Secretary Vance to the
Director of the Joint Staff, Course A was altered, changing in the JCS
paper from 200,000 personnel to approximately 250,000," roughly 125,000
in FY 68 and another 125,000 in FY 69. I n the JCS study this was
described as the "optimum force outlined in JCSM 218-67 and includes
a 4-2/ 3 division force . " Course B a s i t was outlined in the original
Katzenbach memo confined troop increases to "those than can be generated
without calling up reserves -- perhaps 9 battalions (10,000) men in
the next year." 13/
This figure was altered in the JCS study so that
Course Bread:' "add only forces that can be generated 1Ni thout calling
up Reserves. This will amount to approximately 70,000 in FY 68 to
include 1-1/3 Army divi sion force equivalents with a limited capability
in FY 69." 14/
Course A which would nece ssitate a Reserve call-up and a 12-month
involuntary extension in terms of service effective 1 Jun 67 was estimated to cost $12.1 billion through FY 69, as compared to $7 . 7 billion
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f or Course B.

The end strength increases for Course A and B were

602,900 and 276,000 men, respectively . Within South Vietnam the addi t ional combat force in terms of battalion months avail able to COMUSf4ACV
f or operations ,vas markedly greater for A than under Course B. The
JCS calculated that Course A would add 111 battalion/months in FY 68 and
373 battalion/ months in FY 69 for a total of 484 . Course B, on the
other hand, could add but 39 in FY 68 and 144 in FY 69 for a grand total
of 183 . This added combat power in Cou:rse A which was recommended for
deployment in JCSM 218-67 would, in the JCS estimation, improve chances
f or "progress in the war to a greater extent than the Course B forces .
The primary advantage offered is that of f l exibility . COMUSt4ACV,vould
have forces available with which to maintain his present momentum as
wel l as to expand combat and RD operations throughout the country. 11

W

I f Course A forces were deployed as they desired the JCS noted they
could be used to conduct operations in the DMZ, and into Laos or Cambodia
i f such operations were desired . Otherwise they could be properly
employed in South Vietnam such as in the IV CTZ (the Delta) . Course A
would, they predicted, contribute to a hastening of the war 1 s conclusion.
The smaller Course B force would require the continued in-country deployment of additional forces to I Corps Tactical Zone to meet the " formid abl e enemy threat in that area." According to the Chiefs , this draw'down
of forces from other areas would inhibit the reaction capability of
U. S. forces in SVN that even with the increase proposed by Course B
t he US/ F'fvIl/ RVNAF '\vould not be able to sustain the momentum of present
offensive operations. The picture the memo painted of what would
happen under the smal ler Course B force was bleak :
(1) I f the enemy maintains his current strength and
f orce structure trends we cannot expect to attain objec t ives much beyond present goals, particularl y the objective
of expanding the areas under GVN control, lIDless forces
are diverted from offensive operations . Thus we are confronted with an undesirable choice of a reduction of
cont inued large - scale offensive operations in order to
s ecure additional areas for expansion of RD activities or
s l owing the t empo of offensive operations in order to
maintain security of areas cleared of the enemy .
(2) . Should the enenw successfully expl oit a vul ner abl e pOint in our military posture \'le run the risk of having
even a modest enemy success publicized as a r egression . The
present situation, loTi th all forces in South Vietnam ful ly
committed in their respective areas, would not be greatly
i mproved . As a result COMUSMACV cannot infl uence effectively
t he course of one operation without disengaging from another . ~
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On the other hand, if Course A ,vas pursued:
e. The greatly intensified pressures against NVN
that could be applied by conducting the air and naval
operations described in Annex D are not dependent on
Course A or Course B force level s . These military actions
can be initiated at any time with existing forces. By
increasing pressure on the enemy's warmaking capabi lity,
the cumulative effect would complement the effects of
added deployments in the south. On the other hand, continued restraint, further restrictions Or cessation of
the air campaign would provide the enemy with an incentive
and allo.v him the means to sustain and increase his support of aggression in SVN relatively unmolested. 17/
On the bombing,the high military chiefs persisted in their recommendations contained in JCSM 218-67 asking for a more effective air/
naval campaign against North Vietnam, to include striking (closing)
principal North Vietnamese ports. The complete recow~endations of
the study included:
It is concluded that:
a. The force levels of Course A for FY 68 should
be deployed as recommended in JCSM-218-67. They are
required in FY 68 to meet the threat posed in I CTZ, to
continue the pressures on the VC/NVA in SVN, and to sustain the progress of RD. Course B force levels would not
fulfill this requirement .
b. Course A force levels would provide the capability
to deploy additional forces in FY 69 should such action be
indicated.
c. Course A provides more flexibility in providing
the forces in the stipulated time frame for the immediate
need, a greater capability to accomplish the mission, and
a better posture for possible contingencies than does
Course B.
d. As recommended in JCSM-218-67 , a more effective
air/naval campaign aga.inst NVN to incl~de the principal
NVN ports should be undertaken now with existing forces.
e. Further restrictions or cessation of air action
a gainst NVN ,vould tend to pro long the "lar and could be
costly to friendly forces.
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f. Significant measures to i mprove the RVNAF are
being taken but only limited i mprovement can be expected
within a reasonable time frame .
g. Efforts to obtain additional a lli ed ~ force s
should continue ; hOI-rever, US requirements or capability
should not be re duced until the commitments are firm .
h. Communist reactions to Courses A and B, and to
the increased air and naval campaign would most likely
fall short of forcing a confrontation with the Soviets
or Chinese Communists but would i nvolve attempted increased
material assistance to NVN and i ncreased propaganda against
the United States . Free World support for the United States
in each cas e would not differ materially from the present
except where the attacks involved Cambodia.
i . . US public reaction to Course A probably would b e
more favorable than to Course B over the l ong term.
j. A settlement of the conflict in shorter time
at le ss cost should result from initiating Course A,
together with a more effective air carr~aign .

k. Post - settlement conditions in SEAsia are likely
to be better under Course A because of the greater level
of US forces on the scene . 18/
A l ay- out of the analysis of oppo s i ng courses of action as included
in this document are presented in the follo'wing table: ~
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Part of the mystery as to why the numbers in the JCS analysi s
which vTe have just discussed differ from those stipulated by Secre tary Vance in his request for an analysis of Courses A and B is
explained by a 29 May 1967 memorandum for the Secretary of Defense
from the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs . In it, General Wheeler identified certain factual corrections and annotations noted by the Joint
Chiefs vThich should be entered so as to provide a "common basis of
factual material." The corrections, General Wheeler noted, vTere factual
only and did not address matters of policy, strategy, judgment, or
opinion , as expressed in the Draft President ial Memo of 19 May . He
went on to comment that a s the draft memorandum for the President
indi cated , COMUSMACV message 09101, 18 March 1967, included a "minimum
e ssential force " for FY 68 and looking beyond, a probable requirement
for an "optimum force" through FY 69 . These forces totaled 4-2/3
division or force equivalents and 10 TFS -- 2-1/3 of these division
forc e equivalents and 5 of the TFS to be deployed in FY 68 and the
r emainder thereafter. COMUSMACV estimated these forces at about
200,000. 20/
However, the Chairman continued, "the changed situati on
in South Vietnam including the formation and deployment of Task Force
OREGON, the addition by CINCPAC of other PACOM requirements, and
r evised service estimates Lha~7 caused variation in the total numbers
for FY 68 and beyond . ~mile exact numbers of the larger forces
!Could no!7 then be determined unless detail ed troop l ists are developed
the follo'i'Ting appeared at this time to reflect more accurately the
probabl e personnel strengths, end strength increases and costs requ ired
to provide COMUSMACV a 4-2/3 DFE/PFS optimum force and the additional
requirements through FY 69 that have been stated by CINCPAC.
Additional Forces for SEA --- ------ -------

250,000

Additional Service End Strengths ---------

600,000

Estimated Additional Costs thru FY 69
over Approved FY 68-- ------- 12,000 , 000 " ~
General Wheeler concluded that although the Joint Chiefs of Staff
had not recommende d the deployment of COMUSMACV !s optimum force or even
adoption of Course A as used in the Draft Presidential MemorandQm, that
t he corrected figures which he quoted were more nearly representative
of Course A than those of the DPM.
On 20 May , Secretary McNamara sent a short memorandum to the
President replying to his reque st for comments on Senator Brooke !s letter
of 19 May, which proposed integration of the National Liberation Front
into some kind of viable pol itical role in South Vietnam!s govermnent
or in it s political life. Although the se views coin cided very close l y
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to those submitted in the Draft Presidential Memorandum of the day
earlier, McNamara commented that despite the fact that Brooke's proposals were a:::..most identical to those '''hich he had suggested he had
not discussed any part of the paper or any of the ideas with Brooke.
On the last day of May, the Joint Chiefs of Staff r eplied to the
19 May Draft Presidential Memorandum prepared by McNaughton. It was
a sharply worded and strong reply, expressing strong objections to the
basic orientation of the paper as well as its specific recommendations
and objectives. The Chiefs resented the implication of the DPM that
Cours e A generally reflected their recommendations. They insisted
that Course A as outlined in the DPM was an extrapolation of a number
of proposals which were re commended separately but not in concert or
ever interpreted as a single course of action as they were in the DEM.
The JCS categorically denied that the combination force level s , deployments, and military actions of Course A accurately reflected the positions or recommendations of COMUSMACV, CINCPAC or the Joint Chiefs.
They stated that the positions of the Joint Chiefs of Staff which would
provide a better basis against which to compare other alternatives
were already set forth in JCSM 218-67, JCSM 286-67 and JCSM 288-67.
There were five major areas of concern detailed in the JCSM : objectives, military strategy in operations, military strategy for air and
naval wa~, the domestic attitude and predicted reactions in the international attitude and reaction. Reference objectives, the preferred
cours e of action in the Draft Presidential Memorandum , Course B, was
not considered by the military heads to be "consistent with NSAM 288
or with the explicit public statements of U.S. policy and objectives."
In the eyes of the Joint Staff:
The DPM would, in effect, limit US objectives to
merely guaranteeing the South Vietnamese the right to
determine their own future on the one hand and offsetting
the effect of North Vietnam's application of force in
South Vietnam on the other. The United States ...Tould
remain committed to these two objectives only so long as
the South Vietnamese continue to help themselves. It is
also noted that the DPM contains no statement of military objectives to be achieved and that current US national,
military, and political objectives are far more comprehensive
and far-reaching. Thus:
a. The DHvI fails to appreciate the full
i mplications for the Free World of failure to
achieve a successful res olution of the conflict
in Southeast Asia.
b. Modification of present US objectives, as
called for in the DEM, would undermine and no longer
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provide a complete rationale for our presence in
South Vietnam or much of our effort over the past
two years.
c. The positions of the more than 35 nations
supporting the Government of Vietnam might be
rendered untenable by such drastic changes in US
policy . 22/

The strategy proposed in the Draft Presidential memorandum which
the Chiefs characteri zed as "making do" ",as not acceptable either:
Military Strategy and Operations (Other than Air/
Naval Operations in the North) . The DPM favors Course B
with inadequate anal ysis of its implications for conduct
of t he war in Vietnam. The strategy embodied in this
alternative - l argely designed to "make do" with mi litary
re sources currently approved for Southeast Asia - would
not permit early termination of hostilities on terms
acc eptable to the United States, supporting Free World
nat ions, and the Government of Vietnam. The force struc ture envisaged provides little capability for i nitiative
acti on and insufficient resources to maintain momentum
required for expeditious prosecution of the war. Further,
thi s approach would result in a significant downgrading
of the Revolutionary Development Program considered so
es sential to the realization of our goals in Vietnam. It
would also result in the abandonment of the important delta
r egion on the basis of it s being primarily a problem for the
Republic of Vietnam to solve ",ithout additional external
a ss i stance . 23/
Ther e "las little more agreement expressed about the bombing, about
the domestic attitude or the i nternational attitude:
Military Strategy for Air/Naval War in the North .
The DPM stresses a policy which would concentrate air
oper ations in the North Vietnamese "funnel" south of 20 0 •
The concept of a "funnel " is misleading, since in fact
the communists are supplying their forces in South Vietnam from all sides, through the demilitarized zone , Laos,
the coast, Cambodia, and the rivers in the Delta . According to the DPM, limiting the bombing to south of 20 0
might reslut in increased negotiat ion opportunities with
Hanoi . The Joint Chiefs of Staff consider that such a
new self-imposed restraint resulting from this major change
in strategy would most likely have the opposite effect .
The relative immunity granted to the LOCs and distribution
system outside the Panhandle "TOuld permit : (a) a rapid
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recovery from the damage sustained to Gate; (b) an
increase in movement capability; (c) a reduced requirement for total supplies in the pipeline; (d) a concentration of air defenses into the Panhandle; and (e) a
release of personnel and equipment for increased efforts
in infiltration of South Vietnam. Also, it would relieve
the Hanoi leadership from experiencing at first hand the
pres sures of recent air operations which foreign observers
have reported. Any possible political advantages gained
by confining our interdiction campaign to the Panhandle
would be offset decisively by allowing North Vietnam to
continue an unobstructed importation of war materiel .
Further, it is believed that such a drastic reduction in
the scale of air operations against North Vietnam could
only result in the strengthening of the enemy's resolve
to continue the war. We doubt the reduction in scope of
air operations 'would also be considered by many as a
weakening of US determination and a North Vietnamese
victory in the air war over northern North Vietnam. The
combination of reduced military pressures against North
Vietnam with stringent limitations of our operations in
South Vietna~as suggested in Course B, appears even more
questionable conceptually. It would most likely strengthen
the enemy's ultimate hope of victory and l ead to a redoubling of·his efforts. (See Part III, Appendix A, for
additional comments.)
Domestic Attitude and Predicted Reactions. The
DPM presents an assessment of US public attitude and
a ssumed reactions to several occurrences. Its orientation is toward the risks involved in Course A. The
difficulty of making accurate judgments in the area of
public response is acknowledged, and the Joint Chiefs of
Staff concede that their appraisal is subject to the same
degree of uncertainty that is inherent in the DPM. Neverthele ss , they are unable to find due cause for the degree
of pe ssimism expressed in the DPM. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff firmly believe that the funerican people, when well
informed .about the issues at stake, expect their Government to uphold its commitments. History illustrates that
they will, in turn, support their Government in its
necessary actions. The Joint Chiefs of Staff believe that
ther e is no significant sentiment for peace at any price.
They believe also that despite some predictable debate a
Reserve callup ",ould be willingly accepted, and there would
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be no "irresistible" drive from any quarter for unneces sary escalation of the conflict . (See Part IV, Appendix A,
for additional comments .)
International Attitude and Predicted Reaction . There
are several inconsistencies between the DPM and the publi shed
i ntelligence estimates . For example, from these intelligence
estimates, there is no evidence that Hanoi is prepared to
shun negotiation , re gardless of the pressure brought to
bear, until after the US elections. Also, it is estimated
t hat US prestige will not decline appreciably if prompt
military action is taken to bring the conflict to an early
close . In the long term, US prestige would probably rise.
The effect of signs of US irre solution on allies in Southeast
Asia and other friendly countries threatened by communist
insurgency could be most damaging to the credibility of US
commitments . The DPM contains the view that ther .e is strong
likel ihood of a confron·tation between the United State s and
the CHICOMs or the USSR, as a result of intensification of
air and naval operations against North Vietnam and/or a
major increase in US forces in South Vietnam . Intelligence
estimate s do not support this contention . (See Part V,
Appendix A, for additional comments .) 24/
Summarizing, the Chiefs explained that the divergencies between
theDPM o.nd the stated policies, objectives and concepts Ivere individually important and in their eyes , r easons for concern. However, as they
vi ewed them collectively, an "alarming pattern" emerged "Thich suggested
a major realignment of U.S. objectives and intentions in Southeast Asia.
The Joint Chiefs stated that they were not alvare of any decision to
ret ract the policies and objectives which had been affirmed by responsible
officials many times in r ecent years (apparently stemming back to NSAM
288 ). In their view the DPM lacked adequate foundat ion for further consideration. Their conclusions "Tere strong, namely that the DPM "did not
support current U . S . national policy objectives in Vietnam and should
not be considered further" and "ther e is no basis for change in their
vi ews in the major issues in the DPM," and that "these views ,-lere
adequately stat ed in r ecent memorandums and reinforced herein ." I mplementation of Course B in the estimation of the joint body would serve
to prolong the conflict, reinforce Hanoi ' s belief in ultimate victory,
and probably add greatly to the ultimate cost in US lives and treasure.
The Joint Chiefs recommended tha t:
a.

The DH-1 NOT be fOrl-larded to the President .

b.

The US national objective as expressed in NSAM

288 be maintained , and the national pol icy and objectives
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for Vietnam as publicly stated by US officials be reaffirme d .
c. The military objective, concept, and strategy
for the conduct of the war in Vietnam as stated in
JCSM-218 - 67 be approved by the Secretary of Defense. 25/

4.

The Last Interagency Round of Alternatives

Certainly the Joint Chiefs of Staff had been correct in detecting
the basic policy realignment and the crystallization of opposition to
expansive increases in the war in South Vietnam or in t he air war over
North Vietnam. If they had misread or underestimated anything it was
in . the magnitude and the strength of this opposition as it began to
crystallize throughout different agencies of t he government . As the
repli es to the 19 May DPM from other agencies began to filter in there
was little doubt remaining that, in fact, the validity of the assumptions in the DPM were not those being called into question, but the
one s of JCSM 218-67 'w ere under attack.
Before the other agency views on the DPM were received, however,
the JCS reported in again \-Tith their discussion of air operations
a gainst North Vietnam. This was in response to a SecDef memo of 20 May
1967 in \vhich McNamara requested the JCS to examine two alternative
bomb ing campaigns -- one concentrating the bombing of North Vietnam on
the lines of communication in the Panhandle Area of Route Packages 1,
2 and 3, with the concomitant termination of bombing in the remainder
of North Vietnam; and the other, to terminate the bombing of fixed
targets not directly associated with LOC's in Route Sectors 6A and 6B
and simultaneous l y expand the armed reconnaissance operations in those
sectors by authorizing strikes on all LOC's. Furthermore, the second
program was to be examined under two alternative assumptions, one i n
which strikes against ports and port facilit ies were precluded, and
t he other , in which every effort \vas made to deny i mportation from the
sea. (This final option was essentially that r ecommended in JCSM 288-67
dated 20 May .) To .all of this, the JCS concluded that the ir original
recommendation on 20 May represented the most effective way to successfully prosecute the air and naval campaign against North Vietnam. The
Joint Chiefs' position was vigorous l y stated i n their conclus ion:
The analysis provided ill the Appendix supports the
conclusion that the recommendations submitted to you on
20 May 1967 represent the most effective way to prosecute
successfully the air and naval campaign against Nor th Vietnam. Such a campaign "Toul d exert appropriate military
pressures on North Vietnamese internal re sources whi le
substantially reducing the i mportation of the external
resources that support their war effort and could be
accomplished at risks and costs no greater than those
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associated with the most desirable of the suggested alternatives, Alternative II (Ports Closed). Although the
Joint Chiefs of Staff recognize and appreciate the necessity for continuing review, they believe that the c~~paign
selected and recommended to you, together with expanded
efforts to increase the destruction and enemy consumption
of war materiels in South Vietnam would have a far-reaching
detrimental effect on the North Vietnamese capability to
support and direct the aggression against South Vietnam. 26/
.

.

--

Secretary McNaughton asked Mr. Martin Bailey to look this JCSM
over to determine if there were any areas of agreement between what
the JCS proposed on the bombing and what ISA at. the time ..las proposing.
Particularly important was the key pOint on the unlikelihood of meaning ful interdiction. Although the Chiefs did not specifically address this,
they did state that increased bombing as they had recommended in the
earlier JCSM on 20 May would bring about "a deterioration in the enemy's
total environment,!! leading to curtailment of his overall efforts and
increased difficulty in his support of' the i'lar in the South. The
Chiefs had objected to the first alternative that concentrated the bombing on the southern three route packages because they felt that it would
not appreciably reduce the flo"l of men and material to the south; that
it ..lould permit the enemy increased freedom of action in the north by
allowing him to increase the density of his air defenses in the panhandle or Route Packages 1, 2 and 3, and finally, because they felt that
in the long term such a course of action would not appreciably reduce
U.S. losses. An undesirable side-effect, furthermore, was that such
cutting back might indicate to the DRV a weakening of the United States
resolve to the detriment of our basic goals and objectives in Vietnam.
Alternative 2 (ports open) was not felt desirable for all of the reasons
cited in the earlier JCSMs and, in addition, because it would not effectively degrade the enemy's w'ar - making capability in any way. The "ports
closed" alternative was desirable, but, in a listing of priorities, the
JCS li sted it behind the JCS course of action previously submitted in
JC SM 288-67, 20 May 1967 , which proposed a wider, concerted attack against
all logi stics facilities -- "the shouldering out" proposal.

m

The issues then, as they were distilled and presented by the JCS,
involved first the notion that total pressure ..laS w'hat was required to
bring about some degradation of the North Vietnamese ability to support .
the ..lar in the south; that pilot losses woul:i not be appreciably decreaseo.,
and, finally, that shifting the bombing to the southern Route Packages
.would be indicative of U.S. failure in North Vietnam. This JCSM was
carefully examined by McNaughton and his staff and the major arguments
as they were presented by the Joint Chiefs ..Jere incorporated in the
revis ed June 12th Draft Presidential Memorandum on the subject of
bombing options. ~
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The first detailed feedback from the circulation of the 19 May
McNaughton Draft Presidential Memorandum camp. from William P. Bundy
on 2 June when he wrote an incisive and highly perceptive memorandum
vlhich argued that the "gut" point in Vietnam was not necessarily the
military effect of our bombing or the major force increases and all
the rest, but the effect that they had on the South Vietnamese. He
wrote:
If we can get a reasonably solid GVN political structure and GVN performance at all levels, favorable trends
could become really marked over the next 18 months, the
vTar will be won for practical purposes at some point, and
the r esulting peace "Till be secured. On the other hand,
if we do not get these results from the GVN and the South
Vietnamese people, no amount of US effort will achieve our
basic objective in South Viet-Nam--a return to the essential
provisions of the Geneva Accords of 1954 and a reasonably
stable peace for many years based on these Accords ....
It follows that perhaps the most critical of all
factor s in assessing our whole strategy--bombing, major
forc e increases, and all the rest--lies in the effect they
have on the South Vietnamese. On the one hand, it is
obvious that there must be a strong enough US role to
maintain and increase GVN and popular confidence and
. physical security; although the point is not covered iri
the CIA papers, it surely is the fact that in early 1965
virtually all South Vietnamese believed they were headed
for defeat, ivhereas the general assumption today is strongly
in the opposite direction, that with massive US help the
country has a present chance to learn to run itself and
a future expulsion of the North Vietnamese "Till take place
although not perhaps for a long time. We have got to maintain and fortify this underlying confidence and sense that
it is worthwhile to get ahead and r un the country properly.
On the other hand, many observers are already reporting,
and South Vietnamese performance appears to confirm, that
the massive US intervention has in fact had a significant
adverse effect in that South Vietnamese tend to think that
Uncle Sam will do their job for them. This point v;as not
included in the levy on CIA, and it may be that we need
a judgment from the Agency, recognizing that i t "Till be
tlbroad brush II at best. The tentative judgment stated
above .need not be considered a shocking one; in our calculations of two years ago, we anticipated the possibility.
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But today, in facing decisions whether to make a
further m~.j or increase in the US perfor:n1ance and whether
to maintain at a high level that portion of the war that
is really w'holly US--bombing--we must at least ask ourselves whether we are not at or beyond another kind of
"cross -over point", where we are putting in an undue proportion of US effort in relation to the essential fact
that in the last analysis the South Vietnamese have got
to do the job themselves. By "do the job themselves" we
mean concretely a much more effective South Vietnamese
role in security, pacification, and solid government while
the war is going on. But we mean also the progressive
development of a South Viet-Nam that can stand on its
OvTn feet whenever North Viet-Nam calls it off, and can nail
down at that point what could othervrise be a temporary and
illusory "victory" which, if it unraveled, would make our
whole effort look ridiculous, undermine the gains in confidence that have been achieved in Southeast Asia and elsewhere, and have the most disastrous effects on our own
American resolve to bear burdens in Asia and indeed throughout the world. 29/
Turning to the specific question of the 200,000 man force increase
Bundy argued that the gains from such a major force increase were increasingly marginal while the effect on the South Vietnamese, a very much more
important factor and one which went to the heart of the conflict itself
and our ability to achieve a lasting peace, may not be so marginal:
Obviously, the assessment of the effect of our actions
on the South Vietnamese is an extremely difficult one. It
may be that the "cross-over point" was reached in late 1965,
when it became clear that we vrere conducting a massive intervention; perhaps any further change from additional forces,
on any scale, is at most one of slight degree. Certainly
we have all felt that our force increases up to their present
strength were absolutely required in order to bring about a
condition even more essential than maintaining South Vietnamese performance--the blunting and reversing of the North
Vietnamese effort that, in 1965, was about to take over the
country . But the question now presents itself in a new form,
when 200,0'00 more men do not make the di..fference between
victory and defeat, but at most the difference between victory in three years and victory in 5, on what is necessarily
a calculation assuming both South Vietnamese and North Vietnamese performance and morale as relative constants. And,
on the other side of the cOin, VIe have reached a point where
the South Vietnamese have ma,naged in part to pull themselves
together and must learn to do so more . Hence, the gains from
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major force increases are now more marginal, while the
effect on the South Vietnamese must be rated a very much
more i mportant factor and one "Thich goes to the heart of
the conflict itself and of our ability to achieve a lasting
peace. ]!})
On the basic objectives, Bundy disagreed with the Chiefs and
expressed general a greement with what the McNaughton draft had stated.
He believed that the minimum statement which we could make reference
our objective in Vietnam ""as certainly If to see that the people of
South Vietnam are permitted to determine their mom future. If But he
felt it much too pat to say that If this commitment ceases if the country
ceases to help itself,1f or even to observe that there are not further
elements in our commitment . He believed additional commitments related
not only to getting North Vietnamese forces off the backs of the South
Vietnamese but to making sure that the political board, as he called it,
in South Vietnam was not tilted to the advantage of th€ NLF. ~
In his summary, he addressed this' question of our cow§litment again,
and then expanded upon ,'That he called the hard core question, that is,
what to do if If the country fiiet naiJ ceases to help itself. If Using the
teeter-totter analogy, he commented that our commitment must be to see
that the people of South Vietnam were permitted to determine their own
future and to see that the "political board" was level and not tilted
in favor of elements that believed in force. He also believed that we
should at leas t hold open the possibility that a future South Vietnamese
government would need continuing military and security assistance and
should be entitled to get it. He agreed ..Tith the Joint Chiefs analysis
of the DOD draft and their contention that it displayed a negative turn
to our strat egy' and to our commitment in Vietnam :
In terms of our course of action, the major implication-as compared with the DOD draft--is that we will not take our
forces out until the political board is level. The implication of the DOD draft is that we could afford to go home the
moment the North Vietnamese regulars went home. This is not
what ..Te said at Manila, and the argument here is that we should
not in any I·my mOdify the Manila position. Nor should we be
any more hospitable than the South Vietnamese to coalitions
with the NLF, and we should stoutly resist the imposition of
such coali.t ions . 32/
On the second questi on , of what would happen if the Vietnamese could
not help themselves or reI\lsed to help themselves Bundy argued for more
time to take a closer look at the Vietnames e situation, especially the
elections , before getting into a negative frame of mind about Our Vietnamese military/political/economic commitment. In arguing this position
he broadened the perspective embraced by the question and addressed the
entire range of U.S. interests in Asi~:
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Thi r. is a tough question. What de we do i~ there is
a military coup this summer and the elections are aborted?
There would then be tremendous pressure at home and in
Europe to the e~~ect that this negated what we were ~ighting
~or, and that we should pullout.
But against such pressure we must reckon that the
stakes in Asia will remain. A~ter all, the military rule,
even in peacetime, in Thailand, Indonesia, and BUTIna. Are
we to walk away ~rom the South Vietnamese, as least as a
matter o~ principle, simply because they ~ailed in what vTas
always conceded to be a courageous and extremely di~~icult
e~~ort to become a true democracy during a guerrilla war .
We should not decide this lightly i~ the case arises,
and above all we should not get into a negative ~rame o~
mind suggested by the DOD dra~t until we see what the situation actually look s like. As in Latin American cases, a
grea t deal >"ould depend on how the military ruled, and
whether they made some pledge o~ returning to the Constitution and holding elections in the not-distant ~ture. And
a great deal would depend on whether the military coup
appeared i n any sense justi~ied by extremist civilian
actions ~rom any quarter. At any rate, l et us not look
at this contingency--or any like it--in quite the negative
way that the DOD dra~ suggests. For the e~~ects in Asia may
not be signi~icantly reduced if we walk away from Viet-Nam
even u..Ylder what we ourselves and many others sa,,, as a gross
failure by the South Vietnamese to use the opportunity that
we had given them. 33/
If the ISA group proposing a stabilized ground strategy took heart
with the Bundy memorandum, it was positively elated ,,,hen the reply came
from Under Secretary of State Nicholas deB Katzenbach. ~
Katzenbach quote ski llfully outlined the outstanding disagreements
included in the dra~t Presidential memorandum. First, Ivestmoreland and
McNamara disagreed on whether Course A, the in~sion o~ 200,000 troops
would end the y;rar sooner. Under Secretary Vance and the CIA disagreed
on the abilit"tr of North Vietnam to meet the force increase s in .the South
although , as Katzenbach later noted in his paper, the CIA figures were
somevThat outdated and the analysis was not "good." He listed a WheelerVance disagreement on the military ef~ectiveness o~ cutting back bombing
to belo>" the 20th parallel and on whether it would save U.S. casualties.
(The "l-Theeler label on this disagreement is not completely accurate since
JCSM 288-67 and the later JCSM 312-67, the bases for this disagreement,

.
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were less the product of Wheeler, as the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs,
than of the cOTporate body itself. As Chair~n's Memoranda indicate,
Wheeler had a much "softer" line on the military effectiveness of the
bombing .) The CIA and Vance were seen as at odds because the CIA believed
tpat the Chinese might not intervene if an invasion of North Vietnam
did not seem to threaten Hanoi, while Vance stated that an invasion (of
any kind) would cause Chinese intervention.. Vance believed that the
Chine se would decide to intervene if the ports were mined. CIA reports
at the time did not mention this possibility. There was basic disagreement, as to whether or not we had achieved the "cross-over point" and
more broadly hOltl well the "big war " was going. One optimistic CIA
analysis which Bundy quoted contradicted a later CIA statement expressing
the view that the enemy's strategic position had improved over the past
year. State's INR also disagreed with CIA on Hanoi's basic objectives,
with CIA arguing that Hanoi was determined to wear us down or in the
vernacular of the time "wait us out," while INR felt that Hanoi was
really determined to seek more positive victories in the South. The INR
also believed that the bombing was having a greater effect than did the
CIA. CIA and Vance, of cOtITse, had been saying for some time that all of
the worthwhile targets in North Vietnam except the ports had been struck,
while as we have seen, the JCS disagreed with this assessment. There
was some allusion to the dispute over whether or not inflationary pressures would be aggravated by the increase in U.S. forces under Course A.
DOD said that these pressures were under control and could be handled if
Course A were adopted, while the CIA felt otherwise. (Comment: This
leads to the suspicion that the piaster limitation might not have been
as critical as was originally believed and possibly was just an instrument of a sophisticated rationalization for limiting force increases in
the earlier programs.) Katzenbach also cited a basic disagreement about
just what message an increase of U.S. forces or a massive call-up of
Reserves would cow~unicate to Hanoi.
The general goal s which the Undersecretary predicated in Vietnam
and upon which he based the analysis which followed "Tere: first, to
withdraw U.S. forces from Vietnam; we would only do so with the high
degree of confidence that three things were accomplished -- (1) that
we would be behind a stable democratic government (democratic by Asian
standards ); (2) that we would confront the prospect of a rea sonably stable
peace in Southeast Asia for several years; and (3) that we will have
demonstrated that we met our commitments to the government of Vietnam.
To do these, "ie had to persuade the North V~ etnamese to give up the ir
aggression and vTe had to neutralize the internal Viet Cong threat while
in the process being careful not to create an American satellite nor to
generate vTidespread anti -American sentiment nor destroy the social
fabric of South Vietnam, nor incur di sproportionate los ses in our relations vTi th other countries or bring in so called "enemy" countries.
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His overall prognosis for the war was not optimistic. He believed
that during the cour se of the next 18 months, the probability of achieving
our goals was quite low. In two or three years, it was possibly higher
depending again on what we did during the intervening period. He entered
a caveat, however, stating that because of our uncertain knowledge of
the motivation and intentions of both the Democratic Republic of Vietnam
and the VC in the South, that we may be closer to achieving our goals
than we thought. Moreover, the Soviet Union and Communist China would
influence the course of events in ways not easily predictable over the
next three years.
He asse ssed the battle in South Vietnam as "the key" and reviewed
the "big war" of attrition as one in which a flood of cont radictory
indicators made it much more difficult to appraise. Enemy losses were
up 70% in the first quarter of 1967, but so were U.S. losses up 90%.
North Vietnamese/VC intentions were also doubtful but they appeared to
be set on an intensive grinding position-warfare campaign in the northern
provinces coordinated with offensive thrusts in the central coastal
provinces and the Western Highlands. All of these then possibly combined
",ith major actions against cities, provincial capitals in the III Corps
area. The overall object of such a strategy evidently being to inflict
maximum los ses on the US/GVN in an effort to break our will. (Here he
noted that INR believed that the VC/NVA had a more positive approach and
were looking for real victories.
Pacification efforts came in for little praise. There was little
real progress reported and the short term prospects were not bright.
However, the long term prospects appeared better if ARVN could be mOre
effectively involved. However, it appeared that GVN and ARVN were going
to continue moving slowly, corruption was becoming more widespread and
the population was increasingly apathetic. Katzenbach said he could not
determine whether this was due to growing anti-Americanism or war-weariness
or what. He concluded that if we were winning the war, we were not winning it very quickly -- it had become a question of the will to persist
on either side rather than the attainment of an overwhelming military
victory.
With this assessment as background he then analyzed the two courses
of action. In his estimation, Course A, which added a 200,000 U.S. troop
increment and necessitated a call-up of Reserves possessed the following
advantages : It could hasten the end of the war by hurting the enemy
more. It couO.d dispel Hanoi's notions about weakening U.S. resolve. It
could provide more UoS. troops to be used for main force sweeps and might
release U.S. units to help provide security for pacification. It might
persuade the Russians to counsel Hanoi to accept some kind of negotiations
rather than risk a much expanded war, possibly in North Vietnam. Katzenbach
list ed a score of d~sadvantages for this course of action:
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b.

Disadvantages:
1.

Introduction of these forces could lead to
counter-moves by Hanoi, with result we have
simply expanded the present war. (Need paper
with better analysis of whether Hanoi could
add troops.) Our position is one of meeting
infiltration, not stimulating it. Even its
proponents do not argue it could end the war
in less than two years.

2.

It might well be viewed by Hanoi as another
sign of US impatience and unwillingness to
persist. Hanoi might also see a call-up of
reserves as a sign that -VTe are running out
of manpower.

3.

Congressional and public debate on the
reserve call-up would be divisive and give
comfort to Hanoi.

4.

It could mean a total eventual addition of
500,000 men; some limitation on our ability
to act elsewhere in the world; and a cost
of approximately $10 billion in FY '68.

5·

It could lead to irresistible pressures for
ground actions against sanctuaries in Cambodia
and Laos, and increased actions against 1nrN.
Problems involved in such moves -- NVN and even
Chinese . reactions. International disapproval.
Problems with Souvanna.

6.

Effect on US flexibility and, inevitably, US
goals in Viet-Nam .

7.

It could produce, to some extent, a grow~h
in the South Vietnamese attitude of "let the
US do it."

8.

More troops pr(bablY mean growth of antiAmericanism.
Although we don't really know
ho,,, strong i t is now.)

9·

Inflationary effects in South Viet-Nam.
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10.

Adverse international reaction to escalation and to what would appear to be significant US move towards a friendly occupation
of the country.

121

Compared to this course the option of maintaining current force
levels possessed the twin advantages of avoiding all of those which we
just listed, plus it could improve the negotiating environ~ent if some
progress were made without an expansion of forces. The disadvantages
of this course were also twofold: Hanoi could be encouraged by forces
levelling off and the possible bad effect on morale of U.S. and allied
forces.
To these original two options Katzenbach added what he called
two middle strategies. Each one of these would incur some of the
advantage s and disadvantages of the tV-TO which Tde just listed above ,but
to obvious lesser greater degrees. The first "middle" strategy was to
add 30,000 troops. This would not necessitate a Reserve call-up. The
second was to add enough U.S. forces t ·o "operate effectively against
provincial main force units and to reinforce I Corps and the DMZ area."
This he estimated would include a Reserve call-up.
The overall recommendation he made in this regard was, first, in
the South, to emphasize the war of attrition and to do this by adding
30,000 troops. The complete set of recommendations which followed read:
a.

Add 30,000 more troops, in small increments ,
over the next 18 months. This would show Hanoi
and our own forces that we are not levelling
off, and yet vIe would not appear impatient or
run into the risks and dangers which attend
force increases. Continue to try to get as
many more third country forces as possible.

b .. Make a major effort to get the South Vietnamese
more fully involved and effective. A crucial
question. (Separate paper with recommendations
advisers, joint command, threats, etc.) Tell the
GVN early in 1968 that we plan to start v-ri thdraw'ing troops at the j:!nd of 1968, or earlier if
:;,?ossible, in view of progress in the "big war".
Pacification will be up to them.
c.

Use the great bulk of US forces for search and
destroy rather than pacification--thus playing
for a break in morale. Emphasize combat Qnits
rather than engineers. Leave all but the upper
Delta to the Vietnamese.
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d.

Use a small number of US troops with South
Vietnamese forces in pacification, targetted
primarily on enemy provincial main force units .
Recognize that pacification is not the ultimate
answer--we have neither the time nor the manpower.
In any event, only the Vietnamese can make meani ngful pacification progress . The GVN should
therefore hold "That it has and expand where possible.
Any progress will (1) discourage the enemy and
(2) deprive him of manpower .

e.

We should stimulate a greater refugee flow through
psychological inducements to further decrease the
enemy 's manpower base . Improve our ability to
handle the flow and win the refugees ' loyalty.

f.

Devote more attention to attacking the enemy
infrastructure. Consider giving MACV primary
re sponsibility for US efforts in this regard.

g.

Use all the political pressure we have to keep
the GVN clean in its running of the elections .
Press for some form of international observation .
Play dmm the elections until they are held,
then exploit them and their winner (probably Ky)
in ,the international and domesti c press.

h.

After the elections, but prior to the Christmas Tet period, press hard for the GVN to open
negotiations with the NLF and for a meaningful
National Reconciliation program.

2. I n the North--the object is to cut the North off from
the South as much as possible, and to shake Hanoi from i ts
obdurate position. Concentrate on shaking enemy morale in
both the South and North by limiting Hanoi ' s ability to
support the forces in South Viet-Nam.

a.

A barrier, if it will work •... or

b.

Concentrate bombing on lines of cormnunication
throughout NVN, thus specifically concentrating
on i nfiltration but not running into the probl ems
we have had and will have with bombing oriented
tm·Tards " strategic" targets in the Hanoi/Haiphong
area. By continuing to bomb throughout NVN in
this manner we would indicate neither a lessening
of will nor undue impatience .

J1I
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Thi s recommendation, essentially in line with that of McNaughton
and his staff in ISA, was to provide powerful ammunition for the group
pressing for a halt to the force increases and some stabilization of
t he bombing in North Vietnam.
On 8 June, McNaughton dealt once again with the dispute between
t he JCS and ISA over whether or not Course A as written into the DPM
did or did not, in fact, reflect the recommendations of the JCS . Colonel
Amos Wright of the Joint Staff had been queried by ISA as to why the
JCS had objected to the wording in the DPM which asserted that Course A
(or the addition of the 200,000 men ) reflected JCS recommendations . The
basis of the JCS objection , according to Colonel Wright, was first that
the JCS had not yet actually recommended that COMUSMACV and CINCPAC be
given the additional 100,000 men they requested for FY 69 and that the
DPM discussed,in connection with Course A,various "extreme actions"
e specially ground actions that the JCS had not actually recommended .
ISA concluded, after this, that although the courses of action
included under Course A had not actually been recommended as a c ompl ete
package by the JCS. The DPM did not, or need not, say this. The Chiefs
had discussed these courses of action as ones that "might be required"
and had done so i n close conjunction with increased force levels and
escalated attacks on North Vietnam that they had recommended . Under
these circumstance s ISA felt justified to argue in the DPM that Course A
should be rejected because it could quite probably lead to the "extreme"
course of actio.n flagged by the JCS even though the Chiefs had not actually recommended them. ~
On 12 June, McNaughton submitted. a draft memorandum for the President entitled "Alternative Military Actions Against North Vietnam" in
which he incorporated the views of State , CIA and the JCS. He analyzed
three major alternatives : Alternative A - the JCS proposal to expand
the present program to include mining of the ports and attacks on roads
and bridges closer to Hanoi and Haiphong; Alternative B - which would
continue the present level of attacks but generally restricted to the
neck of North Vietnam south of 20 degrees ; and Alternative C - a refinement of the then currently approved program . In the memorandum,
McNaughton (and later Vance ) opposed the JCS program (Alternative A) on
grounds that it woul d neither substantially reduce the flow of men and
supplies to the South nor pressure Hanoi toward settlement ; that it would
be cost l y in American lives and in domestic and world opinion, and that
it would r un serious risks of enlarging the war into one with the Soviet
Union or China, leaving the Unit ea states a few months from now more
frustrated and with almost no choice but even further escalation. Refinement of the present progrrun (Alternative C) was also oppos ed on grounds
t hat it would i nvolve most of the costs and some of the ri sks of Alter native A with less chance than Alternative A of i nterd icting supplies or
moving Hanoi toward settlement. Finally, McNaughton recowIlended concentration of the bulk of the bombing efforts on inf iltration routes south
of the 20th parallel (Alternative B) 1;lecause this course vlOuld, in his
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words l1interdict supplies as effectively as the other alternatives,
would cost the least in pilot's l ives and wOllid be consistent with
effort to move toward negotiations ." ]2/
the reco~mendations submitted by Vance and McNaughton
on 1 2 June was the conviction that nothing short of toppling the Hanoi
regime "rould pressure North Vietnam to settle so long as they believed
they had a chance to win the I1war of attritionl1 in the South. They
judged that actions great enough to topple the Hanoi regime would put
the United States i nto a war with the Soviet Union and/or China. Furthermore a shift to Alternative B could probably be timed and handled in such
a way as to gain politically while not endangering the morale of our
fi ghting men . In their recommendations , Vance and McNaughton were in
agreement wi th Mr . Nitze , Mr . Brown and Mr. HelIDs in that none r ecommended
Alternative A. Mr . Nitze, Secretary of the Navy at the time, joined
with Vance and McNaughton in recommending B; Dr . Brown , Secretary of t he
Air Force preferred C; while the Director of the Central Intelligence
Agency, Mr . Helms did not make a specific recommendation but stated that
the CIA believed that none of the alternatives vms capable of decreasing
Hanoi's determination to persist in the vrar or of reducing the flow of
goods sufficiently to effect the war in the South . 40/
Implici t~ in

The 12 June Draft Pre sidential Memorandum onl y momentarily diverted
attention from the quest ion of the ground force increases which it so
skillfully skirted. HOvrever , it achieved one important purpose. It
had crystallized opinion and als o marshalled an impressive array of
opposition against any significant expansion of the bombing for the time
being, and reflected a surprising turn toward objectives much different
than those originally stated in NSAM 288, anachronisms pursued in virtual
isolation by the Chie fs .
Another argument against significant increases of forces in Southeast Asia came from the financial side of the Department of Defense.
Balance of payment expendi tures associated with the then current l evel
of Southeast Asia hostilities was r unning about $1.35 billion per year
above calendar year 1964 l evels . If the effect of increased deployments
were proportional, then a 25% increase in deployment would mean approxi mately $350 million dollars annual increase. However, as a l ater memoran dum pointed out, the actual effect was not necessarily proportional. On
the one hand there were two forces that would cause the i ncrease to be
greater than p~oportional, such as the increased demand l eading to an
increase in the prices of foreign products and, as demonstrated earlier
.in 1966 , i ncreased DOD expend itures had an effect on the dome s tic e conomy
that tended to hurt the trade balance in that it caused inflation. On
the other hand, and partially offsetti[l..g these hlO forces in the upvrard
direction, there was some fraction of DOD gross I BP expenditures returned
to the U.S. via increased exports to the benefitting nations . But this
feedback was conservatively estimated at not more than 25% . Whatever the
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effect might he, more or less than $350 million, it was agreed that
it would certainly be SUbstantial and that this should be a major
consideration before recommending large force increases or larger
programs in Southeast Asia. ~
Meanwhile, in the Department of Defense there was increasing
emphasis upon exploration of the increased use of South Vietnamese
civilians for U.S. troop support. This was partially in follow-up
to the directive from the SecDef to the JCS on 23 May of 1967 which asked
them to review their combat service support and headquarters staffing to
determine whether all units were required in light of the sharply
improved logistics posture and support provid.ed from other sources. As
part of the overall program of improving the U.S. !!tooth to tail!! ratio,
the JCS were asked to determine which of the resulting !!hard core logistical requirements!! could be met by increased use of South Vietnamese
civilians for U.S. troop support. A preliminary review by Systems
Analysis had indicated a potential for saving approximately 20-25,000
troop spaces. 42/
These, in turn, could be reallocated to increase
combat force requirements recommended by the JCS or alternatively used to
reduce the U.S. burden in Vietnam. The deadline given the JCS for submitting their study v-Tas 1 August but as the press for decisions on
increased forces became greater McNamara v-Tent back to the JCS and asked
for both studies before his planned trip to South Vietnam at the end of
July. 43/
In detailed conversa~lons over force increases with both
COMUSMACV and CINCPAC McNamara asked:
Can we not make ,.,rider use of Vietnamese to reduce the
number of U.S o military personnel performing support functions in SVN? This action would free U.S. men for combat
duties and train Vietnamese in skills they will need to help
build their nation. I believe i t would be ,vise to expand
the analysis I requested on May 23, 1967 (Combat Service
Support Staffing in SVN) to include an analysis of each
essential combat service support function to determine the
extent it can be performed by SVN civilian personnel. The
unit-by-unit, function-by-function review of support
should be performed first; then, the essential requirements should be evaluated to see which can be met by
appropri~tely trained and supervised SVN civilians.
The
stUdies ::orwarded to me should separat21y shmv the line
items and number of support personnel no longe r required
and the number for whom Vietnamese can be substituted.
While organic U.S. military combat service support
capability is obviously required in an active combat
theater, the requirements in the permanent logistic enclaves,
such as Saigon or DaNang; should be less than a~ fOTIvard
locations, such an An Khe or Dong Ha. Further, some U.S.
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military personnel are needed for such contingencies as
strikes, but the requirements should vary with the degree
of criticality of the functions involved. For example,
I understand that MACV's policy is to waintain at least
50% u.s. manning at each deep draft port. Why 50% and not
40% or 60%? Must this rule be followed for all types of
port personnel? USARV's use of Pacific Architects and
Engineers contract civilians for most of the repair and
utility work at 67 SVN locations suggests that neither
fonTard operations nor contingencie s are adequate reasons
for using as many military personnel for support as we are
now.
I also doubt we have adequately explored the use of
"Type B"units I-Thich are a mix of military cadres and civilian
workers. A preliminary review indicates that there are
over 72,000 u.s. Army personnel in units which have alternative "Type B" TO&E's. Converting these units to ItType B"
would cut military personnel in support roles by over 25,000
men: this might provide another combat division. 44/

5.

The McNamara Visit to Saigon

As the Pentagon feveri shly prepared the background briefings for
Secretary MCNamara 's forth coming trip to Vietnam an article discussing
the problem of mobilization and force levels in Vietnam broke in the
Washington Daily News . It touched a nerve around the Pentagon generating
a flurry of correspondence and studies. The article by Jim Lucas ,
entitled ItPartial Mobilization? It "vi th dateline Saigon, observed that
the manpol-Ter squeeze I-las on in Vietnam. The United States had 472,000
men in Vietnam according to General William C. Westmoreland, who Lucas .
quoted as having asked Washington for 200-250,000 more, bringing the
total to about 700,000. Lucas concluded on the basis of this remarkably
accurate e st imate that such a total could not be achieved 'ITithout some
sort of mobilization -- at least a partial Reserve call. He wrote that •
it was equally obvious that the White House did not want any sort of
mobilization if it could be avoided before · the elections upcoming next
year. Most Americans in Saigon, he noted, realized this, but they
weren't happy about it. He quoted a helicopter pilot as saying, itA lot
of us are going to die before then.1t The military officers that he had
intervievTed were especially loathe to discuss manpOliTer with anything
approaching candor. "I'll be damned if I'm going to tell Charlie how
much he has hu.rt us,1t one exploded. Lucas d.lso questioned the credibility of military reports and estimates emanating from the White House.
He saw clear indications ' that some records were being camouflaged if not
falsified to hide the facts. Many commanders , among them a Marine air
group commander, said their r eports on perso~nel and materiel were
being consistently upgraded in DaNang and Honolulu before going to
Washington. The article 1,vound up on an equally sour note pointing out
the various personnel deficiencies by rank and by skills vrhich existed

.
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within both the Army and the Marine Corps in Vietnam. It noted that
the Army was short of buck sergeants everywhere, rifle companies were
extremely short of non-commissioned officers, Marine Corps s~uads and
platoons vlere operating below' acceptable manpower levels, and hundreds
of Marine enlisted men with infantry training were being jerked out of
other jobs and sent to combat units to replace men in battle. ~
Lucas had come remarkably close to the truth and as a conse~uence
the replies which were re~uested from the various service secretaries
tended to focus upon the more detailed criticisms of manpower levels
in different units in Vietnam, on military occupation specialty shortages,
etc. None of the internally generated replies really grappled with
the basic issue of whether or not the mobilization level was in fact
dictating force levels and re~uirements
in Vietnam.
,
The 3 July edition of the New York Times featured another article
this time by Neil Sheehan, e'n titled I!The Joint Chiefs Back Troop Rise
Asked by ~Testmoreland l! in which he noted that 70,000 additional men
were needed to retain the U,S. initiative in the ground war . In this
article, again very perceptive and accurate, a large amount of detailed
information, supposedly classified,surfaced. The writer ~uoted the
Joint Chiefs of Staff as having vlarned the Johnson Administration that
if General William C. Westmoreland 1s minimum re~uest for 70,000 more
troops vlas not met the United States would run I!a high risk of losing
the initiative j_n the ground war in South Vietnam. I! 47/
Sheehan noted
that the recommendation was submitted to Mr. McNamara-on April 20
according to his sources and the administration had taken no action on
it. This was, of course, JCSM 218-67. Sheehan believed the inaction
on the COMUSMACV re~uest was because the administration could not grant
the increase without a partial mobilization of Reserves and significant
rise in war costs--an estimate that was remarkably close to the truth.
In the article Sheehan also revealed discussions about two alternatives,
or what he called two levels of re~uirements, both of which he correctIy
identified as the I!optimuml! and the I!minimum essential.1! He was a bit
short of the level of the optimum ~uoting it as only 5 divisions or
about 150,000 men. According to Sheehan I s sources, ~Testmore land had not
supported his re~uest for the I!optimuml! with the detailed arguments,
apparently believing that he had little hope of obtaining it. But, the
general ha d argued strongly for his minimum re~uirement of tvlO more
divisions with supporting units, about 70,000 men, warning that he needed
these troops to retain the initiative in South Vietnam. On the 4th of
,July, Secretary McNamara _sent a note to Mr. Phil Goulding, Public Affairs,
a sking him to follow up vli th Secretary of the Army Resor for replie s to
the charges made in the Sheehan article. On 5 July, Secretary Resor
replied that in vievl of the low fill l evels for officers in the Seventh
Army, which reflected upon the overall Army readiness and vlhich t ended
to SUbstantiate some of the charges Sheehan had made about the problem
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of drawing do\m Army forces allover the world to supply Vietnam,
he believed DOD should not attempt to answey Sheehan in the public
press, and the matter rested there. ~
To prepare the SecDef for his trip and to help him get at what
were considered to be the "gut!! q,uestions to be asked on his field
trips, especially reference pacification, Assistant Secretary of Defense
Enthoven sent him a study entitled "Holbrooke/Burnham Study on Vietnam."
Enthoven cited this study as a perfect example of why the U.S. involvement in Vietnam was so costly. In the Binh Chan district of Gia Dinh
Province there were 6,000 U.S. and GVN troops that were tied down by the
VC who really had more than a company stationed there. According to
Enthoven and to the Holbrooke/Burnham Study, there was no prospect now
that things ,·lould change or that anything resembling permanent pacification would take place. Holbrooke and Burnham attempted to tell why .
According to them there had been a total failure in rooting out the VC
infrastructure ; that is, the VC officials and organizers, and unless
such infrastructure was destroyed, US-GVN military and pacification
, forc es soon degenerated into nothing more than an occupation Army.
Holbrooke cited Operation FAIRFAX which began as a sweep of Binh Chan
but bogged down rapidly into a static defense. He concluded that if
U.S. forces were withdrawn after FAIRFAX, the VC ,vould be in control of
the area almost immediately'. Enthoven was pleading for the Secretary
of Defense to reorient his q,uestioning as he toured the pacification
and rural areas. He wanted the SecDef to specifically focus on the
infrastructure q,uestions. He recounted what he had seen as the typical
briefing on pacification, the one which first covered the demoralization
of the VC in area, the reduced number of incidents, but then skipped
over the infrastructure q,uestion and went on to the pig program, the
number of '/Tells dug, hog cholera innoculations and so forth. Aceordingly,
he suggested that Mr . McNamara might pursue the following q,uest~ons
when tal~ing to briefing officers on the field trip:
1.

Is ther e an intelligence collection center in
this district? Is there a U.S. adviser r esponsible
for the center?

2.

Who in this district has specific responsibility
for rooting out the i nfrastructure? on the U.S.
side? on the GVN side? Wbat unit of command exists
in i ntelligence gathering? i~ anti-infrastructure
oper ations ?

3.

In this district what are the assets available for
rooting out the infrastructure? ~mich are available full-time and which are available part-time?
Are these assets sufficient given the population of
the district, its area, etc?
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4.

In a step-by-step manner how do these assets
fUnction in rooting out the infrastructure?

5.

What guidelines have you developed to measure
success in rooting out the infrastructure? How
can you tell how well you are doing?

Despite the prospect that these questions might prove very embarrassing to those giving the briefing, Enthoven felt that they were
extremely important and they must be ansi-Tered or pacification might
not ever succeed. Of course, he did not include the crucial question,
this being whether or not U.S. forces should be or even could be
profitably engaged in pacification. The answer to that question, i<lhatever it may be, could have a significant impact upon hOi" U.S. decisionmakers viewed any future increases in U.S. forces justified by the
pacification r equirement .
Probably the most important paper which the Secretary of Defense
took with him as he departed for Saigon on 5 July was a study prepared
by the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Analysis, Alain
Enthoven, entitled flCurrent Estimate of Additional Deployment Capability .fI
In it, Systems Analysis had updated their original estimate of what the
Army could provide and was now convinced that approximately 3-2/3 division
equivalent s could be provided to MACV by 31 December, 1968 without
changing tour policy, calling Reserves, or deploying NATO STRAF units.
Although development of this force would require drawing upon critical
skills and equipment from NATO STRAF, thus reducing their readiness, the
capability plan still satisfied the key requirement of not sheltering
the mobilization flpane fl while still furnishing the 2-2/3 nominal division
force. The 2-2/3 force consisted of (1) the 198th Brigade, which had
already been approved for PRACTICE NINE ; (2) the 9th Marine Amphibious
Brigade, partially approved and standing offshore, (3) the ARCQV Rifle
Company packets for use in making up the 33 additional rifle companies
(an earlier approval from the Secretary of the Army had been denied
because of the absence of trade-off slots for the 5,500 odd men in
this group);
(l~) the 101st Airborne Division minus one unit which
had already been deployed; (5) the 11th Infantry Brigade and a nei-T
Infantry Division. Systems Analysis evaluated the augmentation of
33 additional companies as being ivorth one Division to which they
would add the 2-2/3 that i-Tere named units, thereby making up the 3-2/3
Division equivalents. The Table which accompanied this study is shown
belovT.

zd
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Additional MACV Requirements
and Estimated Capabilities
December 31, 1968 ~

Land Forces
Strength (000)
Divisions
Maneuver Bns
Artillery Bns
Engineer Bns
Helicopter Cos.
Signal Bns

Program 4
as of
3/18/67
381
8-1/3 a/
(87)
60-2/3
48
62
11

MAC V
3/1 8/67
Proposal
170
4-2/3
(42)
31
14
20
6

Estimated
Capability
92
2-2/3+1
(24+11)
13
14
10
2

~j
Y
Y
!J

Excludes 1 Armored Cav Regt.
Includes 6000 Army contract personnel.
2-2/3 nominal division equivalents plus 1 additional division
equivalent r epres enting the significance of ARCOV augmentations.
24 maneuver battalions plus the equivalent of 11 additional
(approxiw~te) because of ARCOV augmentations.
Includes 6 battalion equ ivalents of contractor personnel.
17 companies by end Feb. 69.
The total basic units strengt h under this 3-2/3 division equivalent
was 51,249 troops, vii th a total force strength of 86,213 • Although the
documents which are available are unclear on this point, it appears that
Secretary McNamara was prepared to authorize eventual deployment of all
of the 3-2/3 division equivalent force. Although, again, the documentation is incomplete it appears that he had been given the green light by
the President to negotiate anywhere below this level but not to exceed
it, that is, not to bump up against the crucial mobili zation line.
Within the staffs preparing the briefings and the background papers
for the SecDef as he departed for Saigon there was a generally held
belief that this vTas the scenario which the Saigon visit would follow:
The Secretary would explore in detail the justifications for General
Westmorcland'f minimum essential force after which he and the General
would bargain and negotiat e the civilianization differences which could
be worked out. This "compromise" would be the ultimate force package -Program V. There was little or any doubt among those working on the
exact force levels and composition of the different packages, that the
86,000 total which had been developed in the Systems Analysis memorandum would not be exceeded and probably that the final force program
package added would approxi mate closer to 50-65,000. 52/
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The briefings given the Secretary in Saigon divulged very·little
different from the considerations and argume~ts presented ad nauseum
in Washington. In fact they vlere devoted to nothing more than supporting the programs already submitted which were under consideration
in Washington. But the discussions are useful to get a feel for what
greeted McNamara in SEA and the tenor of thought of those operators
on the ground in South Vietnam. Ambassador Bunker's remarks were
guarded, attributed partly to the fact, as he noted, that he had been
in Vietnam barely more than two months; Secretary McNamara and perhaps
many others out from \vashington had spent more total time in Vietnam than
he had. Bunker proclaimed that there was general agreement as to what
U.S. objectives were, but he wanted to recall them. They included:
1. A just durable and honorable peace through negotiations leading to a political settlement acceptable to the
United States, the GVN, Hanoi and NLF/VC;

2. A chance for the Vietnamese people to choose freely
the form of government under which they wish to live;

3. To. help them build their own political institutions
and develop a viable economy;

4. To ~ credible our obligations under the Charter
of the UN and SEATO to resist aggression;
5.

Eventually to develop regional organizations through
which the Southeast Asian countries can carryon joint undertakings in economic development and mutual cooperation. 53/
He appraised our progress in the direction of achieving these objectives and noted that the difficulties that we ,,,ere to face were still
formidable. He disliked the term lithe other war. II To him, it was all
one war having many aspects but all a part of the whole with each of them
important and essential in achieving a successful copclusion. He thought
the problem of Vietnamese capabilities and performance was partially a
function of the fact that there was a relatively thin crust of managerial
and organizational talent. This talent had to be located and the personnel possessing it trained as vTe vTent along. He counseled patience
explaining that we could not expect the same degree of competence, efficiency or speed from the Vietnamese that we demanded of ourselves and
that this tardiness on the part of the Vietnamese to react often became
. frustrating and required the exercising of great patience in the future.
He did not sound like a man anticipating a quick solution to the problem -- especially a quick military solution. He felt that realism
demanded that a nuw~er of programs receive top priority. He listed:
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1.

of the

A vigorous, imaginative and flexible prosecution
,vi thin acceptable limits.

W8.r

2. Through free and honest elections establishing a
broadly based stable, functioning, constitutional government.

3. An expedited pacification program "Thich will win
the allegiance of the Vietnamese people including the Viet
Cong, and which offers them the opportunity to become part
of the social fabric of the country.

4. Reorientation of the mission of the Vietnamese
Armed Forces and their revitalization with increased emphasis
on improvement and quality.
5.

The optimum use of available manpower.

6.

Economi c stab-ility and development.

2!V

He was basically optimistic about the progress of the military war :
In a series of splendidly executed offensive operations undertaken by General Westmoreland since late April
in which a total of over 12,000 of the enemy have been
killed in action, the enemy has been kept off balance and
his time schedule has been disrupted. It seems apparent
that the main effort of the enemy to achieve his summer
campaign objectives has been postponed from May at least
until July. General Ivestmoreland I s strategy of anticipating enemy threats has paid off handsomely and is one
which he intends to continue in view of what he foresees
as an intensification of enemy attempts to achieve his
summer campaign objectives.
An encouraging element of these recent operations
. has been evidence of increased effectiveness of the Vietnamese Armed Forces. In a number of heavy engagements
throughout the country ARVN units have turned in highly
creditab ~e performances.
They contributed materially to
the succ,::ss of the initial operations in the DMZ, killing
342 enemy with a loss of only 31 of their own forces. In
a total of 14 other operations in the I Corps area during
the past six weeks, PLRVN units accounted for 1,400 enemy
killed in action. In the II Corps area they also have
given a good account of themselves and recently in the Delta
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area of IV Corps conducted a highly successful operation.
I believe that where the ARVN is weakest, however, is in
their pacification role where motivation and performance
still leave much to be desired. Here, of course, the
Regional and Popular Forces are also important elements
and all are getting increased attention. While ARVN
morale and performance have been improving there is
evidence that that of the VC has been declining. It has
had incraas ing difficulties in recruiting and a growing
share of the enemy war effort is being assumed by Hanoi. ~
But he too saw that the crux of the military problem was how to
choke off the North Vietnamese infiltration. To him doing this, which
he fully believed feasible, carried at least three primary advantages:
a. It would drastically reduce the dimensions of
our problem in South Viet-Name Militarily we would be
dealing only ·with the Viet Cong whose problems of recruitment and supplies \vould be enormously multiplied lacking
the assistance and reinforcements of North Viet-Name I
believe the result would be that the Viet Cong would eventually wither on the vine.
b. When the infiltration is choked off, it should
be possible to suspend bombings at least for a period and
thereby determine whether there is substance to the statement in many ~uarters that Hanoi would then come to negotiations; we should at least call their bluff.
c. Tensions now existing between the U.S. and VietNam on the one side and Cambodia on the other should be,
over a period of time, relieved and our relations with
Cambodia improved, even though initially Sihanouk might
continue to allow the NVA/VC to use Cambodia as a haven
and a source of certain supplies.

2!J .

He realized full well that the means employed to achieve such an objective, of course, presented many difficult and delicate problems, both
military and political, but he exp:tlessed confidence rrthat with imagination and ingenuity, these can be met ...• rr
What is involved, of course, are operations within
Laos but I do not believe this fact should present
insuperable obstacles. The North Vietnamese Government
is a signatory to the 1962 Geneva Accords but its forces
have been in Laos both before and since the signing of
the Agreements. It is now using Laos as the main route
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for infiltration into South Viet-Name Is it not logical
and reasonable, therefore, that South Vj.etnamese troops
should oppose and combat North Vietnamese offensive action
by whatever method can be devised in order to prevent the
invasion of their country? Guarantees, of course, would
have to be given to the Lao Government by the South Vietnamese, and I believe should be underwritten by us, that
Vietnamese troops were on Lao territory for defensive
purposes only and would be withdrawn immediately when peace
is secured. The operation, especially in its preparatory
stages, should be carried out with as much security and
secrecy as possible. I have made some recommendations as
to methods we might use to achieve these objectives. This
is a matter w'hich I believe we should pursue with the utmost
concentration.
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These vie"¥rs, of course, . accorded with those which the military had
been pressing for some time. COMUS~~CV was fortunate in having such a
staunch ally in his battle for expanded operations into the sanctuaries
as well as the moral support for a more intensive war effort. Bunker
concluded his short introduction by outlining his cUIrent assessment
and s~marized by saying that Hanoi's stance was one of determined
inflexibility until the situation developed more clearly in favor of
either the United States or the North Vietnamese. Under these conditions, he concluded that Hanoi might consider the next six-ten months
a crucial time of testing of wills. The period coincided with the
monsoon season, most favorable to the VC militarily and this, combined
with electoral pressures in South Vietnam follo"¥red by the pre-electoral
period in the United States with its mounting pressures for resolution
of the Vietnam conflict, seemed to indicate to Hanoi that a crucial
period of developments was emerging. Bunker estimated that Ho Chi Min~
held to the expectation that the United States could not significantly
curb infiltration or destroy the VCrs military and political capability
in the next six to twelve months, and that by their domestic and international political pressures would dominate the course of events demanding
some sort of resolution of the war unfavorable to United States interests.
COMUS~~CV, who followed the briefing by Ambassador Bunker, interpreted United States overall strategy as one of applying such pressure
on the enemy as would destroy his will to continue the aggression. In
COMUSMACV's words,

.•. we must convince the enemy that he cannot win,
that time is not on his side. I believe that this strategy
will succeed, provided "I'le step up the pressure by reinforcing our mounted successes . The grueling success of
our air and sea offensive is being matched by the less
dramatic success of our ground campaign. Although our
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strategy in the South is necessarily defensive, our tactics are decidedly offensive. ~
Of particular importance General Westmoreland felt was that the
enemy had been refused strategic or significant tactical success:
It has been my objective to frustrate the enemy's
plans, therefore I have given overriding attention to
maneuvering troops to deny them battlefield successes
and psychological opportunities.
During the past year, the enemy has
a. Been forced by our naval operations to abandon
plans to bring in large tonnages by sea.
b. Had to resort to use of the long rugged land
supply route through Laos.
c. Been denied recruits in the numbers re~uired
from the populated areas along the coast, thereby forcing
him to supply manpower form North Vietnam.

d. Been denied rice from the coastal provinces of
I and II Corps in the ~uantities required, thereby forcing
him to transport rice from North Vietnam or to buy rice
from Cambodia . 22/
In summary, COMUSMACV believed that North Vietnam was paying a
tremendous price with nothing to show in return. In his words: liThe
situation is not a stalemate; we are winning slowly but steadily and
this pace can accelerate if we reinforce our successes. Therefor e, I
believe we should step up our operations in pacification in the south,
increase the pressure in the north, and exercise new initiatives in
Lao s . 11 .§S}j
The J2 estimate which followed COMUSMACV's overall assessment con-cluded that:
Overg.ll , the enemy must be having :personnel problems. His losses have been heavy, and his in-country
recruiting efforts unsatisfactory. He is probably
attempting to make good his loss es by heavy infiltration, but we cannot conclusively prove this, nor do we
know how successful he has been. We hear fre~uently of
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the so-called "Cros s-over point ll - - - that is, when
we put out of action more enemy per month than we
estimate he brought into country and recruited for
that month. This is a nebulous figure, composed as you
have seen of several tenuous variables. We may have
reached the I!cross-over point" in March and May of
this year, but we will not know for some months; ~
and that the enemy could be expected to:
(1) present a constant threat in widely separated
areas, (2) attrite US, FW and ARVN forces, and (3) gain
military victories for propaganda purposes.
If our analysis is correct, his Main Forces have
failed to carry out their part of the enemy's campaign
plan. He has maintained his Main Force units as a
threat-in-being, largely at the sacrifice of the other
MF tasks. His immediate problem then, must be to improve
his MF capabilities and operations .
. From this analysis, what can we expect of the enemy
in the future? First,we believe that direct participation and control of the war in the South by NVA will
increas e . The Northern Front, the DMZ Front, and B-3
Front have emerged as major NVA Control Headquarters.
North Vietnamese leadership in III CTZ is increasing with
the introduction of NVA units and political cadre. Senior
Generals in COSVN are North Vietnamese. The B-3 Front and
MR 5 are commanded by NVA generals . We have seen an
increase in the number of personnel taken from MRIII in
NVN whereas most of his personnel previously came from
MR IV. This indicates an enemy w'illingness to draw down on
his strategic reserves in the North to restore the situation in the South. Another indication of growing NVA
control is the increased professionalism of his operations.
His equipment is better, he uses heavier and more modern
weapons, and his techniques (infantry - artillery coordination) more polished. It is obvious t hat the NVA effort
has increased and will continue to increase as the VC
eff::lrt fa Hers.
Second, since we f oresee in'c reased NVA participation,
we believe that the enemy is now, or will shortly, bring in
significant nu.rn.bers of NVA infiltrees or units. He must
attempt to reinforce the units in the coastal areas. He
must attempt to regain the initiative around the periphery
of SVN. He must attempt to attrite us. To do this he will
ne ed more strength than we now see at hand.
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To support this bVild-up the Laos corridor becomes
increasingly important to the enemy ..•• You know of the
location of base areas in the Laos Panhandle which serve
as logistical, rest, and training bases and permit the
orderly movement of both men and material to SVN. There
has be en heavy truck movement through the Laos Panhandle
which began in November and December and continued throughout the dry season. To improve his capability of supporting the war in SVN, he has constructed numerous bypasses at critical points along roads throughout the
Panhandle, extended Route 922 east into the Ashau Valley,
and improved and extended .Route 96 south to Route 110 and
Base Area 609 .... Prior to the onset of the Monsoon Season,
Route 110 "l'TaS a heavily used, main supply route leading
from Cambodia, through Laos into SVN.
Use of Cambodia "l'Ti.l l also be increased •..• The enemy has
established a Military Region 10 in SVN which extends into
Cambodia. He has stated that MR lO i s to become the biggest
base area of the war. He has fonned a replacement and
refitting cent er reported to be 8,000 strong, in the Fishhook
Area for units badly mauled in SVN. An agent recently reported
a VC ars enal in the Parrot 's Beak which produces assorted
mines, and repairs weapons. We do know that the Parrot's Beak
area is often used by the VC in moving men and supplies betwe en
Tay Ninh Province and the Delta. ~
Such an analysis held little prospect for the fading away which had
been predicted for this time of year in 1967. Furthermore, these trends
carried with them significant developments in terms of future enemy operations and these operations tended to shape the strategy which COMUSMACV
was planning to pursue for the r emainder of the year. The J2 summarized
by noting, first, the advantages and disadvantages of the so-called
enemy "peripheral strategy," an exercise which emphasized that the Laos
and Cambodia sanctuaries were becoming increasingly important to the
enemy:
What does this mean in terms of future enemy operations?
From peripheral base areas in NVN, Laos, and Cambodia, he can
launch attacks designed to draw us into the border areas ••..
These oPerations can be mounted from terrain which i s most
difficult for our intelligence effort to penetrate. When
forced to withdraw, the enemy will have sanctuaries into
which he can move to break contact, rest, refit and train.
This arrangement gives him flexibility in choice of operational objectives. For example, he can launch offensive
operations through the DMZ, he can attempt to seize the two
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northern provinces; he can attempt a thrust through the
Central Highlands from Base Area 609 toward the coast, he
can threaten Pleiku and Darlac; he can launch an offensive
from MR 10 toward Phuc Tuy Province. Obviously, he can
combine several of these options. When he encroaches from
the sanctuaries in force, we must go to meet him. We can~
not permit him to l'lin territory , intimidate the people, and
move freely about the countryside and thus, gain the
psychological victory he wants.
This enemy "peripheral strategy" has disadvantages,
too. He will have to move supplies from secure areas in
Laos and Cambodia to those units located deep inside SVN,
where once he might have supported them with relative
ease by sea. Weather conditions impose restrictions upon
his land lines of communication, especially during the
wet season. POL and wheeled vehicle requirements are
increased as is his maintenance needs. Inside SVN, he
will be hard pressed to support large scale military operations along the coastal plains because of his long, insecure,
LOC's. Thus, he will find it difficult to make his main
force presence felt in the heavily populated areas. In
turn, this will reduce his access to manpower, taxes, rice
and.other supplies normally procured from these populated
coastal areas.
SUMMARY

In summary, here are the significant elements of the
enemy situation as we see them:
1. His strategy of the war of attrition is unchanged,
and his determination to carry it out is evident.

2. He has been hurt, particularly in the coastal
areas of II Corps and around Saigon.

3. His Main Forces have not carried out their part
of the enemy's strategic plan.

4. His Main Force units require additional strength
to carry out their role.
5. The war is becoming more and more an NVA war, and
Laos and .Cambodia are becoming increasingly important to him.

£3/

The J3 briefing continually emphasized that a major redisposition
of U.S o forces had been required to take full advantage of the opportuni ties to engage the enemy .• This l'las especially true in I, II and
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III CTZ's, primarily in the DMZ area, in the Q.ui Nonh and in the border
regions at the juncture of Kontum and Pleiku Provinces. After a brief
discussion of the different force packages which had been requested by
COMUSMACV/CINCPAC, the J3 went on to outline the major tasks to be
accomplished. They were:
1)

Contain enemy at borders

2)

Locate and destroy VC/NVA

3)

Neutralize enemy base areas

4)

Maximum support to RD

5)

Open and secure LOC

6)

Interdict enemy LOC

7)

Secure key installations

8)

Emphasize Psy Ops

~

J3 then presented a comparison of friendly and enemy maneuver
battalions projected thru 30 June 1967. Then, he compared maneuver
battalions, this time applying a weighted factor of 3 to each U.S. and
Free World battalion and a factor of 1 for each RVNAF or VC/NVA battalion.
These tables are shown on the following page. §5}
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MANEUVER BATTALIONS
U.S.

FW

RVNAF

TOTAL

31 Dec 66

79

23

153

255

30 Jun 67

85

23

154

262

837 RF Co's and 4028 PF Plt's
30 Jun 68

111

Prog 4

(8)

MEF

"
24

154

289

(18)

MANEUVER BATTALION COMPARISON
VC/NVA
MNVR BNS'

US/FW/GVN
MNVR BNS

BN EQUIVALENT
RATIOS*

End
FY 66

161

220

2.2

End
FY 67

162

262

3·1

162 (?)

289

3·5

End
FY 68

* 1 US/FW Bn E~uiva1ent to 3 VC/NVA Bn
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Using these figures as a basis for comparison the J3 then
detailed what the enemy threats appeared to ~e especially in light
of increased or continued enemy infiltration. To meet these threats
he listed three roles in which our forces were deployed. One, containment or anti-invasion forces, countered the threat along the DMZ
and were needed for deployment opposite enemy sanctuaries in Laos and
Cambodia. ~lO, pacification and security forces required for support
of RD and security of base installations in LOC's; and three, offensive
force s required to defeat the enemy in the main force war and to invade ,
his in-country base areas. Under Course of Action A (Minimum Essential) 21 battalions were required for containment; 168 for pacification and
security; and 100 for main force offensive, for a total of 289 by the
end of FY 67. These were, in the words of J-3 "within the time frame
under discussion a fixed overhead or a down payment on winning the ",ar
which must be paid." 66/
Under Course of Action B (Optimum), the J3 estimated that containment forces "Tould be increased to 27, this being based on the need to
counter the expected increased build-up of enemy forces along the DMZ,
in Laos and in Cambodia, all assumed possible because of restraints on
air interdiction plus the enemy's continued freedom of action in the
trans-border sanctuaries.
Of the 42 U.S. battalions then committed to pacification/security,
16 were in support of RD, 13 were in combined pacification/security
roles, and an additional 13 were assigned base and line of communica tion security missions. Of the 22 free world battalions, 21 were on
pacification and security roles and one on a security role only. Of
the 80 RVN armed force battalions 53 were assigned RD support roles and
an additional 27 were assigned security missions. Of the total number
of maneuver battalions available at the end of FY 67, 25 U.S., one Free
World and 71 ARVN battalions were considered available for offensive
operations . Then, using the battalion equivalents which he had quoted
earlier, the J3 analyzed what he had labelled Courses A and B:
For a discussion of offensive capabilities under
course of action A and B, let us turn to the second
slide (UU). It summarizes the previous one and shows the
aggregate number of US, Free World, and GVN battalions
by the ro~e to which committed. Note that the 97 battalions ave,ilable for offensive operations at the end of
FY 67 increases to 100 under course of action B. However,
these numbers do not give the true picture. By applying
the battalion equivalent ratio of 3 for a US or Free World
battalion and 1 for an ARVN battalion, the offensive
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capabilities at present are 149 ARVN bn e~uivalents.
Course of action A represents a 34% increase (200 bn
e~uivalents) over our present offensive capability.
Course of action B represents only a 4% increase (155)
over our present offensive capability. These offensive
forces are what remain after commitment of forces to
containment of the enemy threat and pacification and
security. (The end FY 67 column was the actual distribution of units as of 30 June 1967. However, during
any given week the forces in the containment and offensive
roles, and to a lesser degree, those performing pacification/security missions will vary. It would be misleading
to say they represent precise estimates, rather the
numbers are representative of the basic distribution of
our forces to varying roles and illustrative of the type
of war we are fighting.) It is possible that additional
forces may be re~uired for contairunent since the 27 battalions represent oP~y an estiw~te of what will be
necessary. If so, we may be re~uired to take units from
the pacification and security or offensive roles. Should
this be re~uired, course of action A provides a greater
operational flexibility for offensive action or reinforcement of our containment forces. Under course of action B,
however, response to contingencies must be met at the
expense of forces committed to pacification and security
or offensive roles.
In summary, the reduced forces under course of
action B; the limitation of air operations north of 20 0
latitude; and the restriction of ground action to South
Vietnam could reinforce Hanoi's determination to prolong
the conflict. In particular, the restriction of out-ofCOTh~try air and ground operations would increase the
enemy's capability to concentrate his defense, maintain
his LOC's and re~uire us to divert additional ground forces
to the containment role. Under these circumstances, we
present the enemy increased options to prolonging the
war. Course of action B does not provide us with reasonab.le assurance that, given the present objectives, there
would be any prospects of an early settlement of the
conflict. This is not to imply we might not eventually
win the war of attrition but it would 1e a long drawn
out process and would postpone the time vrhen US forces
could redeploy from South ·Vietnam. 67/
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The sum total of the briefings did not vary from what McNamara
had heard so many times before: that there was an increasing NVA
presence in control of the war; that it was increasingly becoming a
main force battle; that the sanctuaries were becoming increasingly
important to the enemy both for the logistics and tactical advantages
they offered. It was clear that MACV's view of the war in these terms,
as increasingly a main force battle to be fought by American units,
had considerable influence upon the strategies that they pursued, as
well as their calculations of resources required to carry them out.
By the final day of his visit in Saigon no resolution of the ground
force requirements had really been arrived at. However, on the final
evening, Secretary McNamara and General westmoreland, accompanied by
General Abrams sat dovm after dinner and worked out what seemed to be
an equitable provision of forces below' the mobilization level. In
this, they took what was commonly accepted as available, approximately
the 3-2/3 divisions outlined by Enthoven, and subtracted those which
the COMUSJvfACV had stated VTere possibly available for civilianization
during the next year, some 14,400. Computed, this came to approximately
a 45,000 force increase, since part of the PRACTICE NINE barrier brigade
had already been included in the Program 5 total.
The events of the next week, July 8-13, indicated that COMUSMACV
was not completely prepared to support the 525,CCO level which was agreed
upon, a level, incidentally, vThich coincided with the old program 4
optimum request submitted by COMU S~~CV in the fall of the previous
year. General Dunn, who was General Westmoreland's force planner,
worked his staff throughout the night prior to the Secretary of Defense's
departure on the 9th. He prepared a rough troop list under' the 525,000
limit which he hand carried back to the Joint Staff for refinement. 68/
6.

The Compromise--Sligbt1y More of the Same

At the pOint of Secretary McNamara's return to lvashington, planning
on force structures travelled along two parallel tracks for the next week.
As General Dunn conferred with the JCS and the Joint Staff and they tried
to refine the force within the 525,000 level, Secretary McNamara initiated
a study in Systems Analysis to flesh out the 525,000, or as so often was
the case, to prepare the OSD position vTi th which to compare and evaluate
the JCS recommendation which would come. According to Mr. McNamara's
instructions to Secretary Enthoven, the 525,000 package would include
19 battalions in addition to the 87 already included in Program 4 through
the previous M~rch. The sources of the 19 b~ttalions were to be as
follo'\'Ts: 3 PRACTICE NINE barrier brigade; 3 from the 9th MAB, 6 from
.the deployment of the 101st Airborne Division; 3 from the 11th Infantry
Division (the Brigade in HavTaii), and 4 nei'l battalions formed in lieu
of the 24 rifle companies proposed in the ARCOV recommendation. In
addition to these 19 battalions, 9 ARCOV rifle company equivalents,
equivalent to three more battalions in foxhole strength, would be
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approved if they could be included in the 525,000 ceiling. (This
accounts for the original ARCOV total of 33 battalions dropping out
in the subse~uent figures and planning for Program 5). The 525,000
also included five TFS, 3 Air Force and two Marine. Of these s~uadrons,
two Air Force would be scheduled to move. The other three would be
included in the plan but without a movement schedule, although a s a
footnote, "their a vailabili ty when needed" 'was recogni zed. Enthoven
proceeded by directing that Program 5 shouid be prepared for publication with a strength of 525,000 minus the strengths of the three air
s~uadrons now scheduled for deployment. 69 /
Another subject which occupied much focus of attention in early
July when Program 5 approached final approval was how to go about
obtaining additional troops from our allies in South Vietnam.
A 13 July 1967 memorandum for Rusk, McNamara , Rostow and Katzenbach, Subject: Messages to Manila Nations and Possibilities for
Additional Troop Contributions, prepared by William P. Bundy following
a luncheon with the President indicates just how urgently everyone saw
the problem and how much they desired to obtain troops from these
sources. In accordance with the directives at the luncheon, Bundy had
put together a series of letters making the need for additional forces
more clear and blunt. Even · though the letters were all put in terms
of early indication of prospect s or exchanges of views rather than a
blunt re~ue st for additional forces, the message was unmistakeable. 70/
Australia and New Zealand were seen as being prepared to come in wit~
"more" but it was expected that their contribution i'Jould be modest in
relation to the need, perhaps 2,000 or 3,000 from the Australians and
a few hundred from the Nei'T Zealanders. The Philippines were characterized
as a "doubtful starter," at least in the i mmediate future. · Anything over
2,000 from the Philippi.nes by whatever route seemed highly unlikely. In
Korea, Park himself seemed to be willing, but he had. already fended off
the Vice President's general approach completely and it was clear that
he intended to get his political situation straightened out before he
moved with any additional forces for the United States. At best Korea
appeared to be a prospect for action in late fall and with perhaps an
additional division coming by the end of the year. Thailand was considered a possibility with the thought that it might come through with
an additional 3 - 5,000 over the next six months, but it would, in
Bundy's words, "take very careful handling." In fact, earlier on
3 July t.he President had had a conversation with the King of Thailand
on just this very subject. The President had posed the problem raised
for the United States by the .need to respond to General Westmoreland's
re~uest for an additional 200,000 troops.
He said that it would be
impossible for him, President Johnson, to get support for such additional forces unless the troop-contributing allies also put in more
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troops on a proportional basis. Thanat pointed out that when the Thai
government asked for 2,500 volunteers in Vietnam, 50,000 had come forward, but the J~ing pointed out the problem ,V'~s not men willing to fight,
but training and vreapons . The President said that we could help with
training and equipment. The problem was to get a distribution of the
200,000 which was fair and equitable. The President then asked Mr.
Rostovr on the basis of population how might the extra 200,000 be distributed? Rostow had replied that it came out to something like 125,000
and 75,000, with Thailand required to put up about 20,000 as its share.
The King then cited three problems: the quality of recruits, to which
the President had said we also had to dravT on and train men of lower let
and physical ~uality than we might wish; the training and equipment of
additional troops and the improved equipment of the forces left behind
in Thailand. The King elaborated at some length on the psychological
and political problems posed by the latter element, saying it was very
hard for the military to accept sending troops abroad well equipped when
they themselves were lacking in modern equipment. After discussing the
specific equipment, the President telephoned Secretary McNamara and
informed him of the King's re sponse to which McNawBra said that it would
not be worth our while to train and equip a, few thousand more Thais for
Vietnam but if Thailand could furnish 10, 000 he could guarantee their
training and equipment. ~
On 20 July, the Joint Chiefs of Staff responded to the request
from the Secretary of Defense for the detailed troop list providing
the specified forces for COMUSMACV within the ceiling of 525,000. Significantly in this JCSM, the Joint Chiefs of Staff did not concur in
the inclusion of the elements of the 9th MAB and the non-deployed
tactical fighter squadrons in the Republic of Vietnam ceiling. They
argued that the 9th MAB was already included for PACOM under Program 4
and that it had never been included as part of the MACV force structure
and was not added in the RVN spaces in MACV's package 5 alternative
force structure. They wanted to maintain a string on it since the
brigade was ticketed for the PAC OM Reserve and subject to employment in
other areas depending upon the criticality of the contingency. The
Chiefs wanted the 9th MAB when ashore in RVN to be carried as a temporary
augmentation as was being done under Program 4. Similarly, they wanted
the Tactical Fighter Squadrons to be maintained in a "ready to deploy
status" outside of RVN, included in the RVN ceiling only if and when
they deployed in-country. They also expressed doubt as to whether MACV
could r ecruit s~itable civilian personne l in the competitive market on
a civilian direct-hire basis to replace 8,100 military spaces. They
believed "that the forces included in the attached troop list will
contribute significantly to the prosecution of the war, but are less
than those recow~ended by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in JCSM 218-67, dated
20 April 1967, Subject: Force Requirements -- Southeast Asia, FY 1968 .
The vievTs of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as set forth in JCSM 288-67 which
also provided an assessment of U.S. worldwide military posture are still
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considered valid." 72/
This was, of course, reaffirming a force
re'Iuirement of 2-1Ddivisions "minimum essential" and the add-on
2-1/3 divisio;n for the "optimum" in FYs 68 and 69 respectively.
On 21 July, Systems Analysis prepared a comparison of the JCS
recommendations as contained in JCSM 416-67 and those proposed by
OSD. The OSD proposal was actually prepared in Systems Analysis
p'er McNarnara's earlier 13 July directive. The major differences
between OSD & JCS occurred both over the MAB and the TFS battalion
which we just outlined and the civilianization issue with the JCS
recommendation re'Iuiring over 12,000 civilianization slots and the
OSD recommendation not 'Iuite half that number. A summary table of
the two recommendations appears below. 1J/
JCS Recommendations
AF
Program #4
FY 68 Added Forces
Civilianization
Program #5

MC

Total

Y

3 2 3,735
34,398 b/
d

-

358,133
OSD Recommendations

Program #4
FY 68 Added Forces
Civilianization e/
Program #5
-

323,735 a/
33,297 "b/
-5,414 351,618

30,039
4,234
- 812
33,461

56,148
2,242
- 542
57,848

74,550
484,472
7,523 c/ 47,296
-6,768
82,073
525,000

Includes the 198th Brigade (3 Infantry battalions)
Includes the 101 Div (-), 11th Brigade and 3 separate
battalions (13 infantry battalions)
Includes 9th MAB, currently authorized in SVN until
1 Sept. (3 infantry battalions)
Less Service portion of civilianization to be determined.
OSD estimate of Service breakout of civilianization.
Actual breakdown is undetermined.
There we~- e several decisions which Enthoven in his memorandum ~o
McNamara recommended be deferred for the time being. These included
an Army intelligence augmentation and a MACV head'Iuarters JTV, a Navy
re'Iuest for tHO mobile construction battalions, two construction battalion
maintenance units and various staffs as well as an Air Force A-l TFS
civil engineer s'Iuadron and DC 123 herbicide augmentation. JCSM 218-67
which recormnended the original MACV "minimum essential force" included
certain out of country forces also, primarily three tactical fighter
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s~uadrans in Thailand, five . additianal destrayers and twa battieships
and twa cruisers far naval gunfire suppart. Althaugh these farces
were nat specifically addressed in the latest JCSM 416-67, Enthaven
recammended that they be addressed at that time. Accardingly, he
recammended that the TFS recammended by the JCS be unfavarably cansidered since he felt it wauld nat cantribute significantly to' aur
effart in Sautheast Asia and that ane battleship be autharized and
that ather than that the increments in JCSH 218-67 be disappraved.
These recammendatians were appraved by Secretary McNamara in a memarandum far the Chairman af the Jaint Chiefs, dated 10 August. In it,
he wrate:

I tentatively apprave far planning the farces as recammended far SVN in the enclasure to' JCSM 416-67 dated July 20,
1967 except far thase units and augmentatians listed in the
enclasure, pending submissian af adequate justificatian.
The 9th MAB, the ratati.anal APB, and tactical air s~uadrans
ready far deplayment vrill be included in the 525,000 SVN
U.S. strength ceiling. Deplayment autharity far the twa
VMA/VMFA Marine squadrans "rill be cansidered separately.
The table belo\v summarizes the appraved farce levels.
Army
Pragram #4
323,735
FY 68 Added Farces 33,297
Civilianizatian
-5,414
351,618
Pragram #5
~7 Includes transfer af

Navy

AF

MC

Tatal

56,148 74,550 484,472
30,039
4,234 a/ 2,242 7,523 47,296
- 812 - 542
-6,768
57,848 82,073 525,000
33,461

1 APB (199 persavBel ) fram affshare

to' in-cauntry.
I recagnize that the FY 68 traap list has nat been
refined. In arder to' pravide far timely budget actians,
please submit far my detailed review yaur refined traap
list, with detailed justificatian by September 15, 1967.
Yaur subnri.ssian shauld include a manthly schedule af
civilianizatian/tradeaffs, identified by unit and Service,
in arder to' insure that U.S. farces in SVN dO' nat exceed
525,000. Far planning purpases, Pragram #5 will reflect
a tatal civilianizatian, trade-aff schedule as fallaws:
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Army
Navy
AF

Jan 68

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Total

500
100

500
100
100

1000
100
100

1000
100
100

1008
200
100

1414
212
142

5414
812
542

Any added requirements in your refined troop list including
deferred units should be fully justified and accompanied by
corresponding civilianization or trade-off spaces.
The additional out-of-country forces proposed in
JCSM 218-67 are not approved except for the 5 additional
destroyers for gunfire support. These destroyers are
approved providing they can be made available from existing
active fleet assets. In addition, I am considering the
activation and deployment of 1 battleship in a separate action.
This was in the ratification of Program 5 which was to be formally published on 14 August. 74/
The final decision in mid-August came as no surprise to either
the public or to the Secretaries or to anyone included in the distribution of the finished program for that matter, for in his tax budget
message to Congress on 4 August President Johnson had disclosed plans
to dispatch between 45 and 50,000 troops to Vietnam bringing the total
to 525,000. A New York Times article noted that it was a "compromise
between the 70,000 men sought by Westmoreland and the 15-30,000 men
suggested by Secretary of Defense, Robert S. McNamara." That it was.
However, the announcement was greeted in both the public press and in
the public consciousness with a certain resignation which bordered on
apathy. Clark Clifford and General Ma~lell Taylor had already been
dispatched to the Far East, ostensibly to visit allies and to explain
the course of American policy in the war, but there was little secret
that they were out scrounging troops and trying to induce commitments
from some of the nations which had already contributed or those which
were being reluctant to contribute more. Their return on 6 August only
increased the public pressure for they reported "wide agreement among
allies fighting in South Vietnam to increasing pressure on the enemy."
A day later, Johnny Apple's article on "stalemate" broached the subject
in the public press. In it, Apple outlined in consumate detail the
infiltration figures showing that the United States was failing to
"win" i:be big we I' because of the ability of the North Vietnamese to reinforce faster than we could kill them; he quoted the infiltration statistics
both official and those which he had derived from his time in Vietnam
from "unofficial sources," all quite accurate. He cited the constant
need for rej,nforcements as a measure of our failure. The article which
received wide circulation both in Vietnam and especially in the decisionmaking circles of the Pentagon merely confirmed what many had been saying
officially and unofficially for some time -- that infiltration '\-las a .
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crucial variable; that there was no indication that the North Vietnamese had lost stomach for the war; nor did the NVA lack the capability
to reinforce at a much higher level than we ~ad anticipated.
As Program 5 broke almost as if programmed, General H. K. Johnson
announced in his visit to Saigon that there was "a smell of success
in every major area of the war." In a Senate Preparedness Subcommittee
report given by Senator Stennis he repeated their incessant demand
that we have a sharp intensification of the air war over North Vietnam
in an attempt to stem the infiltration. General Cao Van Bien, Chief of
Staff of the South Vietnamese Armed Forces said he was convinced, however, that bombing of North Vietnam would never adequately control
infiltration. That "we have to solve the problem of Laos and Cambodia
and the sanctuaries or the war might last 30 years."
The program which emerged and was ratified in this environment, of
public debate and concern, was essentially the result of the circular
path traced far back to the optimum request of Program 4. Its origins
and its limits can be traced to one primary factor -- that of mobilization.
When the President and the Secretary of Defense, as well as other
Congressional leaders and politically attuned decision makers in the
government began to search for the illusive point at which the costs of
Vietnam would become inordinate, they always settled upon the mobilization line, the point at which Reserves and large units vlould have to be
called up to support a war which was becoming increasingly distasteful
and intolerable to the American public. Domestic resource constraints
with all of their political a nd social repercussions, not strategic or
tactical military considerations in Vietnam, were to dictate American
war policy from that time on.

7-.

Follow-Ons

Hardly had the ink dried on approval of Progr am 5 deployments, when
pressures began to build for the acceleration of these deployments to
Vietnam. On 6 September 1967, the Acting Chairman informed t he Joint
Chiefs of Staff that he had been queried as to what could be done to
speed up or accelerate Program 5 deployments. Although ostensibly the
reason for accelerated deployments was to meet the threat in the DMZ
and I .CTZ, the Acting Chairman indicated he had been specifically asked
to look at:
a.
Nevl

What could be done prior to Christmas.

b. What could be done prior to March 12, the date of the
Hampshire primary election.

The Chiefs were to look into the subject on an urgent basis and to
provide their views to the Acting Chairman by 9 September 1967 . 121
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A Director's Memorandum to the Acting Chairman, in response- to this
inquiry, was forwarded on 9 September. This Memorandum indicated that
the refined Program 5 troop list then being developed by the Joint Staff
indicated that a total of 62,132 Program 5 forces had not been ordered
deployed as of that date. Of these, approximately 9% were scheduled
to be deployed in Calendar Year 67, 35% to be deployed 1 January to
1 March 1968, and the remainder scheduled to be deployed after 1 March.
Most of the forces scheduled to deploy in FY 1969 were controlled by
long lead time equipment and were not subject to acceleration into the
January-February 1968 time frame. A hurried analysis, however, indicated
that about 1,700 Navy personnel, scheduled to deploy after 1 March, might
be accelerated to January-February 1968 deployments. Since neither the
Air Force nor the Marines had an appreciable number scheduled to deploy
after 1 March 1968 , the fruitful area for further exploration quickly
turned to the Army capability for accelerating deployment. , The bulk of
the Army combat ant units was scheduled to deploy in February- March 1968 .
These included the 101st Airborne Division (-), and the 11th Light
Infantry Brigade in February 1968, and 4 separate infantry battalions in
March 1968.
The Army indicated that 1 brigade task force plus the division headquarters, approximately 4,500 personnel, of the 101st Airborne Division (-),
could, in fact, be accelerated to arrive in-country by 15 December 1967,
and the remainder of the division (-), approximately 5,500 personnel,
could be accelerated to arrive in-country on 31 January 1968, under the
following conditions :
a. Movement by air would be required and would cost $15M
more than movement by surface;
b. Non-divisional support units which were planned to accompany
the division could not be accelerated; therefore the support must be provided by in-country resources.
c. Additional unit training in-country of approximately four
weeks would be required before the units would be fully combat ready.
The 11th Light Infantry Brigade could be accelerated for arrival
in-country by 31 January 1968, if it were to be deployed by air.
The Director's memorandum listed several possible actions to be
explored with the Services which might speed up Program 5 deployments.
Among these were :
1. Delay commencement of civilianization program until
after 1 March 1968. Thereafter use personnel released
by ci vilianization for fill of skeleton units or for
in-country activation of new units.
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2.

Deploy unit without e~uipment to join like unit in
South Vietnam for double shifting on the available
e~uipment.
This pertains primarily to service support
type units.

3. Withdraw

deployable elements from existing combat/
mission ready units in CONUS and Europe for deployment
to South Vietnam. Replace these units by others presently being readied for South Vietnam .

4.

Draw down personnel and e~uipment from existing units
in CONUS (including reserve e~uipment) and Europe as
re~uire d to expedite readiness of units for deployment.

5.

Substitute ready units located in CONUS and Europe for
early deployment to South Vietnam for those units which
cannot be readied by 1 March 1968.

6.

Deploy units to.South Vietnam in substandard readiness
condition in personnel, training and/or e~uipage.
Raise the unit to satisfactory state of combat/mission
readiness in South Vietnam prior to commitment to combat
or combat service support r ole .

7.

Deploy units to bases in PACOM (Hawaii, Guam, Okinawa,
Philippines, Japan and Korea) in substandard readiness
condition in personnel, training and/or e~uipage.
Raise unit to satisfactory state of combat/mission
readine ss at these bases and then move them into South
Vietnam.

8.

Establish training facilities at PACOM bases and in
Vietnam or use existing ARVN facilities there to complete
training of units deployed under conditions defined in
6 and 7 above.

9.

Services expedite funding and e~uipment and material
procurement so units can be e~uipped ahead of present
Program 5 schedule.

10.

Surge air and surface transportation means in cases
where ~ransportation is pacing factor to early deploJ~ents.

11.

Provide inducements to reserves with desired skills
to volunteer for active service.

12.

Accelerate and compress training schedules.
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The Acting Chairman (General Johnson) apparently took the Director,
Joint Staff Memorandum to the White House on 12 September.
The
nature of the discussion is not known. However, upon his return from
the Wnite House, General Johnson indicated that the President desired the
Joint Staff to indicate recommended actions, within present policy limitations, which would increase pressure on North Vietnam. 77/ Nothing was
said concerning accelerated deployments, and the Joint Staff did not '
further consider this subject.
However, on 16 September 1968, in a memorandum to the Secretary of
. Defense, the' Secretary of the Army indicated that the Army had re-analyzed
its capability to deploy the 101st Airborne Division (-) to Vietnam and
had determined that a brigade task force and a headquarters and control
element of the division (approximately 4,500 personnel) could be deployed
by air to close in Vietnam before Christmas. The remainder of the
division (-) could either deploy by surface to close in Vietnam before
February or could deploy by air in mid to late January 1968 to close
before TET (31 January 1968). 78/
On 22 September, the Secretary of Defense approved the plan to
deploy the brigade task force and headquarters element by air in December
1967, but indicated that a decision on the accelerated deployment of the
remainder ·of the division would be made at a later date. 79/
In the meantime, on 15 September, the Joint Chiefs of Staff approved
and fonrarded to the Secretary of Defense the refined troop list for the
"tentatively approved FY 1968 additive forces for South Vietnam and a
civilianization schedule to remain within the specific military personnel
strength ceiling of 525,000. 11 Civilianization, the 525,000 ceiling, plus
Program 4 trade-offs, permitted an additive force structure of 50,978
for FY 1968, which was allocated as follows: Army 39,365; Navy 7,483;
Marine Corps 969; and Air Force 3,161.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff pointed out again, however, that even with
the high civilianization goal, many requirements still could not be accommodated.
For example, a Marine Corps requirement for 6,124 spaces
plus integral Navy personnel to permit III MAF to be manned at
full strength is not included in the troop list. This requirement is based on modification of existing T/Os and augmentations
caused by the nature of operations being conducted in I CTZ, the
introduction of nevrer and more sophisticated equipment, and the
expanding functions and responsibilities being assigned to III MAF.
The Marine Corps has indicated that approximately 3,500 of these
additional Marines could be provided by December 1967. Also,
both the Army and Air Force identified additional priority require ments that could not be incorporated vri thin ceiling; approximately
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3,000 spaces for the Army and 1,000 for the Air Force. These
requirement s, and others, now outside the ceiling, will be
the subje~t for future recommendations.
Inclusion of elements of the 9th Marine Amphibious
Brigade, vrhich CINCPAC plans to operate ashore in South
Vietnam only on a temporary basis, of nondeploying tactical
fight er squadrons, and of the 1,16 4 spaces for the augmented
hospital facilities for civilian war casualties, as directed
by references, has further reduced the force level recommended
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in JCSM-2l8-67, dated 20 April
1967, subject: "Forc e Requirements - .Southeast Asia FY 1968 CU),"
and prevented inclusion of high priority units and personnel,
some of which are now available for deployment. 80/
The major differences in the refined troop list we re the addition
of 3 light helicopter companies, 2 c-140 jet aircraft for the Ambassador
and visiting dignitaries, a Radio Research Aviation Company, and a
Marine fixed-vTing reconnaissance squadron. Additionally, the helicopter
requirements included ambulance detachments and helicopters in the
supporti ng aviation headquarters for the 101st Airborne Division and
the Americal Division. Other lower priority units were deleted.
The Secretary of Defense, on 5 October, approved for deployment
· those forc es listed in JCSM 505-67, and indicated that subsequent
requests for additional high priority units should be accompanied by
appropriate trade~offs to insure for ces remained within the total
personnel authorization of 525,000. 81/
On 28 September, General Westmoreland forwarded to CINCPAC and the
JCS his plan for reorienting in-country forces for the northeast monsoon
season . This reassessment of planned operations and force deployments
was necessitated, COMUSMACV indicated, in view of the accelerated deployment of the 101st Airborne Division and the heavy enemy pressure in
I CTZ. COMUSMACV indicated t hat his overall fall-winter objectives were
to:
A.

Relieve the 1st Cav Div in Binh Dinh and commit it to
successive country-wide offensive operations •.•

B.

Reinforce I CTZ to the extent practicable without unduly
retarding other progress.

C.

Move additional elements of the 9th Inf Div to the Delta.

D.

Reinforce III CTZ so that we can attack during favorable
weather •.. and force the enemy into a vulnerable posture
away from populated areas. 82/
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The prospective early arrival of the 101st Airborne Division, General
Westmoreland indicated,
••• will now allow for initiation of planned operations in
III CTZ while diverting the 1st Cav Div to I CTZ as required
by the intensified enemy situation there. To insure adequate combat ready forces for III CTZ operations, I now
plan to delay the movement of additional 9th Div elements
to the delta; however, a Vietnamese Marine battalion will
deploy to IV CTZ to reinforce our mobile Riverine operations
planned for that area.
3. (TS) These moves are carefully planned to preclude any
regression in the vital coastal areas of II CTZ; to insure
that the ultimate posture of forces required to meet objectives for next year is not changed significantly; to do
that is necessary to relieve and reverse the situation near
the DMZ; and to conduct large scale operations in selected
areas when ,veather is favorable. By this reoriented effort
I desire to preempt the enemy strategy of attempting to tie
down forces and denude the pacification shield. 83/
General Westmoreland indicated that higher authority could provide
him the follmving additional assistance to help accomplish his strategy:
A. Accelerate the deployment of the 101st Div to close all
major elements of the Div prior to 20 December 1967. This
will facilitate early combat readiness of this force and
allow its employment in late January •..
B. Continue the retention of the elements of 9th K~ now
in-country. My evaluation now of the situation in I CTZ
indicates a continuing requirement for this force through
the spring of 1968.
C. Accelerate deployment of 11th Separate Infantry BDE to
arrive in-country during December 1967. Early arrival would
permit early release of the 173d ABN Brewhich would be
employed in II CTZ. A consideration in all accelerated
deployments is the possibility of an extended holiday
moritorium resulting in an agreement of status quo on force
deployments. 84/
In a memorandum for the President on 4 October 1967, the Secretary
'of Defense indicated the actions taken to date on COMUSMACV's recommendations, to include:
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(1)

Recommendation: Accelerate the deployment of the 101st
Division to close all major elements of the Division
prior to 20 December 1967.
Action: Deployment of a brigade task force (3 battalions)
of the 101st Airborne Division had already been accelerated
from February 1968 to December 1967. The Army now believes
that deployment of the remaining brigade can be accelerated
'from February 1968 to January 1968.

(2)

Recommendation: Retain the elements of the 9th Marine
Amphibious Brigade now in-country.
Action:

(3)

The current deployment plan authorizes this action.

Recommendation: Accelerate deployment of the 11th Separate
Infantry Brigade from February 1968 to December 1967.
Action:
be met.

The Secretary of the Army believes this date can
85/

The Army, meanwhile, continued to assess the possibility of accelerating deployment of its Program 5 combat units.
On 16 October 1967, in a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense, the
Secretary of the Army indicated that the remainder of the 101st AB Division
could be deployed by air to close in Vietnam by 20 December 1967. This
accelerated deployment would require the completion of four weeks of
training in-country prior to commitment to combat. Additional transportation costs to the Army would be $10 M, and support of the element
in South Vietnam over the CONUS cost for the same period would be
approximately $5.3 M. The acceleration, however, would not provide
General Westmoreland an operational element earlier than now programmed,
but would ensure the Division's early closure in South Vietnam in the
event of an extended moratorium on deployment at Christmas. 86/ In
response to this memorandum, the Secretary of Defense asked: ITWhy spend
$15M without an earlier operational capability"? §]J On 20 October the
Secretary of the Army indicated that, contrary to his earlier assertion,
the Division would be available for operations in South Vietnam five
weeks earlier than the Program 5 availability date.
The Program 5 availability date, using surface transportation and allowing for one month's in-country orientation, is
1 March 1968. Using air movement and conducting the normal
one-month orientation concurrent with completion of training
will provide an availability date of 22 January 1968. ~
On 21 October, the Secretary of Defense approved the Army recommendation to deploy by air the remainder o'f the 101st Airborne Division (-)
in December 1967.§2J
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On 31 October, in a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense, the
Secretary of the Army replied to General Westmoreland's request for the
deployment of the 11th Infantry Brigade to arrive in Vietnam before
Christmas. He stated that the Army Staff had determined that the
Brigade could be deployed on or about December 10, by surface transportation from Hawaii to close in South Vietnam by 24 December. It would be
necessary for the Brigade to have the same kind of in-country training
on arrival in South Vietnam as the 101st Airborne Division (-). The
only additional costs involved would be the slightly increased operating
costs from having the unit in South Vietnam one month earlier and being
combat ready in January rather than in February. 90/
On 6 November, Secretary of Defense approved the Army request for
the early deployment of the 11th Light Infantry Brigade by surface
transportation to South Vietnam in December 1967, and directed that necessary in-country training should be conducted in a low risk area.

2!1

In the meantime, on 17 October 1967, the Joint Chiefs of Staff forwarded to the President through the Secretary of Defense their reply to
the questions raised by the President at the White House luncheon on
12 September concerning what military actions consistent with present
policy guidelines would serve to increase pressure on North Vietnam,
thereby accelerating the rate of progress toward achievement of the U.S.
objective in South Vietnam. 92/
The Chiefs considered that North Vietnam was paying heavily for its
aggression and ha~ lost the initiative in the South. They further considered that' many factors indicated a military trend favorably to Free
World Forces in Vietnam. However, they again concluded that if acceleration in the pace of progress was to be achieved, an appropriate increase
in military pressure was required.
The Chiefs then reiterated the policy guidelines established for the
conduct of military operations in SEA to achieve U.S. objectives, among
which were:
a. We seek to avoid widening the war into a conflict with
Communist China or the USSR.
b.

We have no present intention of invading NVN.

c.

We do 'not seek the overthrew of the Government of NVN.

d. We are guided by the principles set forth in the Geneva Accords
of 1954 and 1962. 21/
In a rather resigned tone, the Joint Chiefs indicated that they
considered the rate of progress to have been and to continue to be slow
largely because U.S. military power has been constrained in a manner

.
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which had reduced significantly its impact and effectiveness. ~imita
tions have been imposed on military operations in four ways, they
indicated:
a. The attacks on the enemy military targets have been
on such a prolonged, graduated basis that they enemy has adjusted psychologically, economically, and militarily, e.g.,
inured themselves to the difficulties and hardships accompanying the war, dispersed their logistic support system,
and developed alternate transport routes and a significant
air defense system.
b. Areas of sanctuary, containing important military
targets, have been afforded the enemy.
c. Covert operations in Cambodia and Laos have been
restricted.
d. Major i mportation of supplies into NVN by sea has
been permitted.
The Chiefs indi cated that they considered that U.S. objectives in
SEA could be achieved within this policy framework providing the l evel
of assistance the enemy received from his communist allies was not
significantly increased and there was no diminution of U.S. efforts.
However, the Chiefs concluded pessimistically that progress would
continue to be slow so long as present limitations on military operations
continued in effect and, further, at the present pace, termination of
NVN's military effort was not expected to occur in the near future.
The Joint Chiefs then listed a series of actions which could be
taken in the near future to increase pressures on NVN and accelerate
progress toward the achievement of U.S. objectives (see table, p. 224)
and recommended they be authorized to direct these actions.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff recogni ze that expansion of US
efforts entails some additional risk. They believe that as
a result of this expansion the likelihood of overt introduction of Soviet/Bloc/CPR combat forces into the "rar would be
remote . Failure to take additional action to shorten the
Southeast Asia conflict also entails risks as new and more
efficient weapons are provided to NVN by the Soviet Union
and as USSR/CPR support of the enemy increases . 94/
Informat ion indicates that the President reviewed this paper and
stated that it was not what was desired, that it recoro~endedactions
which had previously been denied and would not now be approved.
223
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However, Ad~inistration actions to find a way to accelerate progress
in South Vietnam continued. On 7 November 1967, the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff indicated, in a memorandum to the Director, Joint
Staff, that he had been urged again to take all feasible measures to
deploy Program 5 forces at the earliest possible date. He directed that
the Joint Staff explore what further foreshortening of the deployment
dates could be accomplished. 95/
On 8 November, B.t the White House luncheon meeting, the Secretary of
State recommended that the Department of state and the Department of
Defense prepare a joint policy document which would govern political and
military operations in Southeast Asia for the next four months. Secretary
Rusk's proposal was expressed in broad terms. He considered that parameters
should be established for political, military, and economic operations
over the upcoming four months' period in order to preclude the need for
weekly examinations of many small and short-range operations. This pro~
posal was agreed to by the principals at the meeting, and the Chairman
directed the Joint Staff to prepare as a matter of priority the recommendations of the JCS for military operations in SEA over the cited time
period. He directed that the recommendations of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff cover the following as a minimum:
a.

Air operations against North Vietnam --

Fixed targets important to our air effort against
North Vietnam; authorization for re-strike of important targets; allocation of air effort between North Vietnam and
South Vietnam.
b.

Ground operations --

Large ground operations in South Vietnam to include
operations in the Delta region; ground operations in Laos;
ground operations in Cambodia; and possible ground operations
. against North Vietnam.
c.

Bombing Pauses

In addressing this subject the Joint Staff should take
note of American Embassy Saigon to State cable #10563. Ambassador
Bunker reported that Vice ~resident Ky believes that bombing
pauses of 24 hours each for Christmas and New Years and 48 hours
at TET should be announced in the near future by the allied
forces. ~
In reply to the Chairman's request to explore foreshortening of
deployment dates, the Director, Joint Staff on 21 November furnished
the following resume:
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Army - Based on a comprehensive capability study recently
completed, Army concludes it is not in a position to make
further accelerations without jeopardizing capability to
deploy remaining units in Program 5 in an orderly manner.
Navy - The bulk of the 3000 Navy forces scheduled to deploy
after 1 March 1968, are linked to ship/waterborne craft
conversion or construction. They are susceptible to little
acceleration and cannot be accelerated into the JAN/FEB 68
time frame.
Air Force - Excluding the TFS maintained in CONUS ready for
deployment, the Air Force has only 760 personnel scheduled
to deploy after 1 March 1968. These include a CE Squadron
(scheduled for civiliani zation had funds been available) and
6 UC-123 herbicide aircraft. The CE Squadron must be
activated and equipped and the aircraft must be spray equipped.
Marine Corps - Contingent upon Department of Defense approval
(which is expected in the near future) of a PCR for additional
end strength increase to deploy and sustain 800 CAC personnel,
the Marine Corps will have only 164 Program 5 spaces remaining
for deployment after 1 March 1968. The 164 personnel are
associated with an observation squadron for which pilots and
aircraft are not available. 97/
On 27 November 1967, the Joint Chiefs of Staff provided the Secretary
of Defense their views on planned and recommended military operations to
be conducted in Southeast Asia over the next four months. They concluded,
rather pessimistically again, that:
There are no new programs which can be undertaken under
current policy guidelines which would result in a rapid or
significantly more visible increase in the rate of progress
in the near term. 98/
The Chiefs recommended against a stand-down in military operations
for any of the forthcoming holidays, as progress during the next,four
months would be dependent upon the maintenance of pressure upon the
.enemy.
Any action which serves to reduce the pressure will be
detrimental to the achievement of our objectives. 99/
While progress toward U. S. military objectives was expected to be
sustained during the period under consideration, the Joint Chiefs held
that additional gains could be realized through the modification and
expansion of certain current policies. Thus, they recommended that current
policies for the conduct of the war in SEA during the next four months be
modified and expanded to permit a fuller utilization of our military
resources.
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On 22 December 1967, the ASDjrsA, in a memorandum to the Chairman,
Joint Chiefs of Staff, forwarded the joint comments of the Secretary of
Defense and the Secretary of State on the JCS recommendations. Their
comments were:
a.

recomrnend against aerial mlnlng or bombing of North
Vietnamese deep water ports. Possible military gains
are far outweighed by risk of confrontation with Soviets
or Chinese.

b.

recommend that strike authorization for high density
population centers of government and domestic commerce
continue to be controlled at the highest level of
Government which is most closely in touch with the
poli tical significance of air attacks in these areas.

c.

every recommendation for authorization of a new target should
be considere d on its own merits. The military significance
of the target is, of course, a dominant factor in the
evaluation of a target recommendation, but our policy is to
minimi ze civilization casualties and this consideration must
be weighed in every determination. Recommend no change in
this policy.

d.

recommend authorization for use of CS in rescues in Laos.
Effectiveness of such use can be evaluated against possible
adverse public reaction to use of agents combined with
firepower if conducted in NVN and given propaganda play
by NVN.
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FOOTNOTES

1.

Draft Memorandum f'or the President, Subject: Future Actions in
Vietnam, 19 May 1967. A series of' drafts revealed that McNaughton
had been working on the basic memorandum since late April or early
May. The drafts as they took shape began to incorporate not only
the views of' the CIA which we mentioned, especially those related
to the ef'f'ects of' the bombing in the north and the so-called ratchet
ef'f'ect, where actions in the bombing in the north were having little
ef'f'ect on the outcomes in the south, the views of' the State Department, such as those incorporated in the Bundy memo on the bombing,
and even those of' the White House, primarily ones prepared at
Walt Rostow's direction. Throughout the period, the same basic
six arguments continued to be developed and expanded until they
appear in the f'inished document on 19 May . See Memorandum dated
16 May 1967, Subject: Arguments Opposing Further U.S. Forces f'or
South Vietnam (McNaughton papers -- draft prepared f'or 19 May DPM);
and McNaughton papers - hand ~ITitten draft, subject: Issues to
Add to Paper, dated 5 May 67.

2.

Memorandum f'or the SecDef' f'rom ASD(ISA) McNaughton , Subject:
"My Comments on the 5 May 'First Rough Draft' ," dtd 6 May 67.

3.

Ibid.

4.

Ibid.

5.

Draft Memorandum f'or the President, Subject:
Vietnam, dtd 19 May 67.

6.

Ibid.

7.

Ibid.

8.

JCSM 286-67, Subject:
20 May 67.

Future Actions in

Operations Against North Vietnam, dated

9. Memorandum f'rom the Deputy SecDef' to Chairman, JCS, Subject:
Operations Against North Vietnam, dated 26 July 1967. JCSM 286-67
was f'orwarded to the President OL 20 Mey with a note f'rom Secretary
McNamara stating that he ~lould f'orward to the President his
comments on the document after more extensive analysis of' the
proposals.

10. JCSM 288-67, Subject: U.S. Worldwide Military Posture, 20 May 67.
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11.

Ibid. ~ie appendix to this JCSM indicated changes or additions
to ROLLING THUNDER which were also interesting. Among these were
to delete the 10 n.m. radius Hanoi as prohibited areas; to reduce
the jO n.m. restricted area around Hanoi to 10; to reduce the
10 n.m. radius of Haiphong restrictive to 4. And also to authorize
armed reconnaissance throughout North Vietnam and adjacent coastal
waters against North Vietnamese military targets except in
populated areas in the ChiCom buffer zone and restricted area.

12.

CM-2278-67, Memorandum for the Director, Joint Staff, Subject:
Alternative Force Postures, dated 26 April 1967. Also, See:
Memorandum from Acting Secretary Nicholas deB Katzenbach to
Mr. McNaughton re: Vietnam, 24 Apr 67.

13.

Ibid.

14.

Ibid.

15.

Ibid.

16.

CM- 2377-67, "Alternative Courses of Action," 24 May 67.

17.

Ibid.

18.

Ibid.

19.

Ibid.

20.

COMUSMACV message 2809403 March 1967 andJCS IN 93855.

21.

CM-2381-67, Subject:

22.

JCSM-307-67, 1 Jun 67, Draft Memorandum for the Pre s ident on
Future Actions in Vietnam.

23.

Ibid.

24.

Ibid.

25.

Ibid.

26.

JCSM-312-67, 2 Jun 67, Air Operations Against NVN.

27.

Ibid.

28.

Draft Memorandum for the President, Subject: Alternative Military Actions Against North Vietnam, 12 June 1967.

Future Actions in Vietnam, dtd 29 May 67.
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29.

Note, Wm. P. Bundy to Mr. McNaughton, et al, June 2, 1967,
Comments on DOD First Rough Draft of 19 May, dtd 30 May 61.

30.

Ibid.

31.

Ibid.

32.

Ibid.

33.

Ibid.

34.

Memorandum for Under Secretary of Defense Vance from Under Secretary of State Katzenbach, title: Preliminary Comments on DOD
Draft of 19 May, dated 8 Jun 67.

35.

Under Secretary Katzenbach, Memo for Mr. Vance, "Preliminary
Comments on DOD Draft of 19 May," dtd June 8, 1967.

36.

Ibid.

37.

Ibid.

38.

Memorandum for Mr. McNaughton from "SRV," Subject: "DPM on Vietnam,
and Chairman's Memo 2381-67 of 29 May," dated 8 Jun 67.

39.

Draft Memo for the President from ASD(ISA), Subject: Alternative
Military Actions Against North Vietnam dtd 12 Jun 67, with summary
DPM attached.

40.

Ibid. Secretary Brown's recommendation was partially based upon
detailed analyses which his staff had been preparing on the subject
of anti-infiltration bombing in the North and in all route packages
of the Air Force target complex. Ina study which he forwarded to
the SecDef on June 9th, Mr. BrovTn commented on the q,uantitative
analyses which had been made of the effectiveness of the bombing:
One can use the same cost and casualty estimates
to make the subjective judgment in a different set of
units. The above cost figures for troops and for the
air campaign out-of-country in dollars can be expressed
by saying that the out-of-country air campaign has paid
for itself in dollars if i t has Sewed us from having to
send 35,800 more ground troops into South Vietnam in
order to achieve the same situation in SVN that we have
now. Or, it has, paid for itself in lives if it has
saved us from having to send 19,000 more ground troops.
Alternatively, one can compare air and ground
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campaign casualty costs by saying that if for
every 123 attack sorties in Route Packages IV
through VI, or for every 557 sorties in Route
Packages I through III, or for every 881 attack
sorties in Laos we have reduced allied deaths in
the South by one, they are worth their human cost.
In terms of dollar costs, if every 1000
attack sorties per calendar year in out-ofcountry operations reduce the requirements for
US ground troops by about 300, they pay their
way. If the proportionality of friendly force
increments to enemy force increments is a correct concept, this means that, to pay their way,
every 1000 out-of-country sorties per year must
account for 37 of the infiltrators who could have
come in but didn't.
(Memo for SecDef, June 9, 1967, from Dr. Harold Brown,
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